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Abstract

This thesis reviews a diverse range o f programs from the past century which have 
attempted to incorporate popular and working class populations into private financial 
spaces and to develop a form o f ‘capital’ among those populations. These programs o f 
‘popular finance’ are important, I argue, as a site at which capital is visible not as a 
macro-structural reality but as a category itse lf which needs to be made and performed 
often in the spaces where is does not already exist. In order to pursue this kind o f 
analysis, particular attention is paid to the ways in which ‘ culture’ has been used as a way 
to intervene into everyday kinds o f spaces and to develop a form o f capital within those 
spaces. This cultural economy, in turn, facilitates a certain critical strategy and mode o f 
critique. I argue that, unlike analyses which tend to mystify finance and the financial 
world, training attention to capital in these cultural and everyday contexts facilitates a 
genealogy o f capital which can purposely make capital visible as a heterogeneous and 
‘de-centered’ kind o f category.
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Performing Capital: An Introduction

‘Capital’ has often been central to the preoccupations and politics o f the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries— to the preoccupations and urgencies o f a diverse web 

o f activists, academics, experts, agitators, reformers, writers and commentators. Despite 

this centrality, however, capital remains both a given, and yet also an elusive category in

much critical and cultural theory. On one hand, capital is a seemingly ubiquitous force
)

capable o f determining the contours o f economic landscapes. On the other hand, like 

many o f the characters and spaces associated w ith the economy, capital has evaded the 

kinds o f cultural critique which confront many other categories central to social and 

political life. In many ways capital remains most commonly understood as a material 

reality outside o f or prior to its representations.1

It is into this elusiveness that this project inserts itself. The main objective o f this 

project is to develop a cultural analysis o f capital and, in so doing, begin to situate capital 

as something that is culturally constituted and ‘performed’ . Reading capital against the 

grain o f accounts which conceive o f it as something given, the main thrust o f this project 

figures capital, as something made real only through a range o f practices and discourses. 

A  cultural conception o f capital can, I argue, open up a critical strategy capable o f 

making capital visible not as an overly coherent kind o f space; a form o f analysis which 

tends to mystify finance and the financial world. Rather, I argue that a genealogy can 

help make capital visible as something that has been ‘made up’ in everyday spaces and in 

ways that are often inconsistent and diverse. Capital, at least in certain ways, exists not 

in relation to some intrinsic function but has been assembled in heterogeneous ways that 

have often been confronted by what Amasa Walker once referred to as unanticipated
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‘ twists’ and ‘ interruptions’ . Acknowledging these ‘twists’ and ‘ interruptions’ can 

facilitate a critique o f capital as a diverse and hence, malleable, kind o f object. 

“ Genealogical investigation,”  argues L iz McFall, can “ embrace the patchwork o f 

historical conditions and accidents which shape”  various fields and objects.2

To accomplish this kind o f analysis this project draws upon analytical resources 

from ‘ cultural economy’ and ‘govemmentality’ studies, and develops a genealogy o f one 

particular site at which capital has been constituted and ‘performed’ . A t an empirical 

level, the project reviews the surfaces and spaces occupied by both historical and 

contemporary cases o f ‘popular finance’ . Popular finance consists o f all o f the schemes 

and projects developed by a diverse range o f organizations and actors keen to incorporate 

popular and working classes into private financial spaces and to develop the fonns o f 

‘agency’ and self-government among individuals within those populations required to 

manage their own form o f ‘everyday capital’ . By foregrounding these diverse programs, 

1 argue, capital can be made particularly visible not as a generalizable structure, but as a 

category and a kind o f capacity/agency that itself needs to be made in a diverse set o f 

ways. To develop a genealogy o f these various programs, I pay particular attention to 

‘ culture’ , and to the empirical ways in which culture was made central within these 

various programs, often as a practice or set o f techniques capable o f intervening into the 

everyday space. This entails paying particular attention to the advertising, advice, 

shareholder relations material, marketing programs and visual ‘culture’ that have been so 

central to public and private investment, saving and finance programs.

In many accounts, however, capital has not been imagined as an occupant o f 

everyday culture but as a category more grand in its scope and force. A t one level, this
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kind o f reading contrasts with several key writers within International Political Economy 

(IPE) who often conceive o f capital as a structure o f property or asset accumulation. For 

writers such as Stephen Gill, W illiam Robinson and Mark Rupert, capital is a structural 

force capable o f determining the contours o f political-economic life.3 A t a more broad 

level, this critical view in IPE echoes a longer and wider set o f stories about capital. In 

the American context, for example, there has been no single story o f what capital is and 

the forces it  unleashes. Despite this plurality, however, there has been a strand which has 

connected many o f the stories often told about capital. Capital, a protagonist central to 

many stories o f economic and political life, is most often imagined as a kind o f 

homogeneous, centered, singular or mystified kind o f category somehow existing above 

or outside o f the spaces o f everyday life.

These stories o f capital as a centered and already-existing kind o f force, however, 

are told in a wide range o f ways. Throughout the nineteenth century, for example, many 

commentators described capital as a force o f nature akin to the unpredictable forces and 

pressures o f the natural world. For Amasa Walker, one o f the early figures in American 

political economy, capital exists as a part o f the deep natural landscape upon which the 

rest o f economic process plays out. Capital, as Walker puts it, constitutes, the very 

‘geography o f the hemisphere’ .4 This depiction o f capital as a force o f nature reinforces 

the impossibility o f resisting its elemental properties; a form as unmovable as the cycles 

o f nature. In “ these movements,”  Brayton Ives writes, “ one truth becomes very 

evident.. .and that is the inability o f any one man or set o f men to withstand them.. .They 

are the froth, the scum, on the surface o f the stream, and.. .their numbers are a sure 

indication o f the depth and strength o f the current beneath.” 5
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Other depictions as a natural/elemental force emphasize not the unchanging and 

eternal presence o f capital but, rather, its flu idity or mercurial fury. Inhabiting the same 

kind o f inexplicable spasms as the natural world, capital is described in terms o f the 

storms o f the natural world. As one critic put it in The Atlantic in 1857, the ‘ convulsion 

o f finance’ operates “ as i f  some angry Vesuvius had exploded its contents... and shot the 

hot lava-tides among our snug vineyards and cottage.” 6

In yet other stories capital is most centrally represented in tenns o f the special 

places it occupies. Although it  is often described in tenns o f its ambition to touch even 

the most remote o f spaces, capital is also often imagined as occupying its mysterious 

centre o f Wall Street. Images o f Wall Street highlight capital as something hyper

concentrated and reducible to the short walkable space from Broadway to the East River. 

The second issue o f Fortune, for example, depicts this concentration o f capital in The 

Map o f Wall Street (Figure 1), the fulcrum o f which is ‘The Comer’ the little point where 

capital is condensed in between the New York Stock Exchange and the seat o f the 

Morgan financial empire.

In many narratives, Wall Street comes both to signify the space where 

capital is concentrated and to provide a kind o f shorthand for the specialized and 

elite figures which inhabit those spaces. Fowler’s Ten Years on Wall Street,

(1870) for example, provides an ironic reading o f the work o f Wall Street and the 

ways in which it occupies a space at the centre o f an eccentric universe. As a 

space governed by its own odd pursuits, Wall Street’ s unique location as the site at 

which capital is concentrated sets it apart from or outside o f normal space. Wall 

Street, argues Fowler, is imagined in turn:
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5

[as] a kind o f work-shop thronged by cunning artisans who work in 
precious metals.. .as a gambling-den— a cage o f unclean birds, an 
abomination where men drive a horrible trade.. .or perhaps as a kind o f 
modem coliseum where gladiatorial combats are joined, and bulls, bears 
and other ferocious beasts gore and tear each other for public amusement.7
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Figure 1 -The Map o f Wall Street8 

Centered stories o f capital also often emphasize the specialized and unfathomable 

dialect is speaks. Capital speaks a language beyond the comprehension o f the general
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population, reflective o f its own specialized requirements. As Tom Tomorrow’s satire 

reflects (Figure 2), financial capital in particular seems preoccupied with its own 

specialized language (in Tomorrow’s words ‘some secret code’) that is both unintelligible 

to everyday populations yet also used to obscure and mystify the real interests that are at 

stake in capital’s ambitions.
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Figure 2-Wall Streety 

Perhaps, however, the most common story told about capital, especially in the 

American context, centers on the special and elite set o f interests it is said to animate. 

Descriptions and images o f capital often connect capital to the special social force or elite 

it is often said to be synonymous with: the ‘ financial interests’ , ‘wall street’ , the
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7

‘ financial operators’ or some other centre o f authority and capacity. References abound,

for example, which link finance capital with a small, often unknowable elite. Beyond

and behind the great murmurs o f financial and capital markets, lies a quiet but powerful

elite that occupies an almost ghostly presence. In James Medbery’s Men and Mysteries

o f Wall Street, (1870) for example, financial capital is centered around a small but hardly

visible elite lurking behind markets and exerting a kind o f all-powerful force:

There are operators.. .men who move noiseless, spread their nets, gather in 
a great harvest.. .Observers note a tidal rise or fall, and ascribe it to bad 
crops, diminished earnings, to stringency o f money, or again to those 
incidental forces which tend to appreciate securities. The master-spirit 
which has controlled the destiny o f the market is content to leave the world 
to its surmises.10

Theodore Dreiser’s The Financier also sketches capital in relation to a kind o f

hidden elite which exists beyond even the normal spaces o f the financial world. Dreiser’s

protagonist Cowperwood, beginning his life in finance as a broker on the Philadelphia

exchange, quickly realizes that this public space o f capital is only an outer shell

concealing a more forceful group o f operators. For Cowperwood the real movements o f

capital pass through a centre o f gravity fonned around the few ‘ real financiers’ :

[Brokers] were, as he quickly saw, like a lot o f gulls or stormy petrels, 
hanging on the lee o f the wind, hungry and anxious to snap up any unwary 
fish. Back o f them were other men, men with shrewd ideas, subtle 
resources. Men o f immense means.. .the men who schemed out and built 
railroads, opened the mines, organized trading enterprises, and built up 
immense manufactories. They might use brokers.. .to buy and sell on 
‘change; but this buying and selling must be, and always was, incidental to 
the actual fact... A man, areal man, must never be an agent, a tool... A real 
man— a financier— was never a tool. He used tools. He created. He 
led.” "

Capital, residing in a small and often mysterious group, is, more than anything else, a 

deeply creative i f  destructive force. “ They are,”  argues one critic in 1882, “ supposed to
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make and unmake prices at their pleasure. When they determine the market shall rise, it 

rises. When they determine it shall go down, it goes down; and in the hands o f these 

financial giants the outside public is helpless.” 12

Even, or perhaps especially among its harshest critics, capital is painted in strokes 

which emphasize its status as a centered or mysterious force. In attempting to mobilize 

popular opinion against the abuses o f capital, critics often paint it as a kind o f over

bearing and relentless force, creative only its destructive and insatiable appetites. Often 

addressed in a singular pronoun, capital is sketched as a force which pervades the entire 

social and economic body. “ Capital,”  one critic writes, simply, in 1869:

is our boss in the shop, our employer in the field, our landlord, our care
taker on the railroad and steamship; he keeps our money in his bank, and 
looks after our souls in his churches.. .People are under the curious 
hallucination that the only power which controls them is that exercised by 
the State or the nation, whereas they touch us scarcely at all in the most 
intimate relations o f life .13

Two o f the most persistent, i f  idiosyncratic, American critics o f capital, also 

imagine and describe capital as a centered or monstrous category. Separated by almost 

seven decades Woody Guthrie (Figure 3) and Thomas Frank (Figure 4) both conceive o f 

Wall Street as the centre o f a particular mode o f political and economic exclusion. 

Writing and perfonning during the economic crises o f the 1930s, Guthrie frequently 

depicted Wall Street as a self-aggrandizing elite in whose interests most o f the economic 

arrangements that provoked the Depression had been fashioned. For Guthrie, Wall Street 

was a fattened elite whose insatiable greed constituted its singular pursuit. Politics and 

economics can be reduced to a question o f Wall Sheet and the monsters who emerged 

from its obscene spaces. This is a view animated not only Guthrie’s songs o f the 1930s 

and 1940s14 but also in his rich legacy o f cartoons, prints and drawings (See Figure 3).
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Figure 3-W e Plege our Allegiance15 

From a different location, Thomas Frank has also consistently fixed his attention 

on the perversities o f Wall Street. For Frank, much o f contemporary American politics is 

explained as the reassertion o f Wall Street at the very centre o f American political life 

throughout the 1990s. The focus o f Frank’ s attention has been particularly trained on two 

key developments throughout the last twenty years: attempts to ‘privatize’ social security 

see Chapter 6) and a kind o f populist project which has sought to link the economic 

security o f ‘ average’ Americans to private investments offered in stock markets. For 

Frank these developments use a language o f populist egalitarianism which, ultimately, 

obscures the interests o f Wall Street which lie at the centre o f the ‘new economy’ . 

Looming behind this striking critique is a centered image o f Wall Street (fattened and 

duplicitous) as the force around which much o f the economic transfonnations o f the past 

twenty years have been forged. Figure 4 (from Frank’s 2002 Harper’s article) uses a
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long-established repertoire o f images which paint capital in terms o f a uniquely 

manipulative social force able to obscure its own lustful needs and interests.16

Figure A-The Trillion Dollar Hustle17

Of particular centrality to these kinds o f critique is a conception of the unique 

power of capital to extract and (mis)use the wealth o f the popular classes against their 

own interests. In this formulation (which echoes, in important ways, the ‘false 

consciousness’ developed in many classical variants o f Marxism) the working and 

popular classes, seduced by the stories and promises capital is able to tell, forfeits its 

wealth by enrolling themselves in financial markets which only benefit the ‘financial 

interests’ . Some variations o f this critique sketch a map of political-economic 

domination in which finance capital usurps power and wealth by concentrating resources 

in the hands of a small group and by expropriating the wealth o f the working-class (see
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Conclusion). “ A ll o f Canada’s wealth,”  writes W.H.P. Jarvis, “ is in the control o f half a 

dozen men.. .Their own wealth is but a cipher o f that which they control. They have 

placed manacles about the limbs o f our people, fashioned from our own gold.” 18

Perhaps the most dramatic set o f metaphors in this vein are those which imagine 

capital, literally, as a beast or monster. In both the Grundrisse and in Volume 1 o f 

Capital, Marx invokes the vampire as a way to underscore capital’s grossly inhuman 

appetites. Especially in his chapters on the working day, Marx sketches the extraction o f 

surplus labour as a process governed by a hideous appetite. The extraction o f surplus 

labour, for Marx, is a process through which a strange monster sustains itself by 

consuming the life-fluid generated by labour. “ Capital,”  writes Marx, famously, “ is dead 

labour, that, vampire-like, only lives by sucking living labour, and lives the more, the 

more labour it sucks.” 19

As Bryan Palmer has suggested, Marx’s vampire images were neatly echoed in a 

whole repertoire o f vampire narratives that emerged throughout the second half o f the 

nineteenth century. For Palmer, Dracula images figure a critique and depiction o f capital 

as an ever-expansive and always-consuming force. Capital, argues Palmer, “ must 

consume all rivals, not in the realm o f ideas or things but as substance and sustenance o f 

a particular bodily sort... [an] overpowering, frenzied need to subjugate all competitors 

and reduce the entirety o f humanity to a final extractive resource.” 20 George Hubbard, a 

key American commentator o f the late nineteenth century, similarly understood capital as 

a peculiar monster. For Hubbard capital was capable o f great destructive force but could 

only survive i f  it had access to the life-blood (the capital and wealth) o f others, especially
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the working-class. Capital, writes Hubbard in 1889 “ is a parasite, living only as he sucks 

the life  blood o f another.” 21

These conceptions o f capital as a centered or monstrous category have also 

become important to critiques o f ‘ globalization’ . One o f the most ambitious accounts o f 

capital in these terms is the Landscapes o f  Global Capital project. Landscapes seeks a 

reading o f global capital in terms o f its self-representation in advertising and other 

cultural forms. O f central concern is the role o f capital in the waves o f ‘ time-space 

compression’ which give ‘globalization’ much o f its shape. The advertising images 

reviewed in the Landscapes project provide a “ window into...the psyche o f capital” 22 and 

its ambitions in a globalizing moment. The project argues that the ‘psyche’ o f financial 

capital is characterized by its endlessly destructive requirements. The Landscapes project 

pays particular emphasis to a First Union which typifies the destructive psyche o f 

globalizing financial capital. Depicting the violent destruction o f landmark buildings, the 

advertising images are read as indicative o f a strangely-voracious need for destruction 

and collapse. These images, the Landscapes team suggests, offer “ strange testament.. .as 

it depicts early modem buildings being crunched and ground up in order to make way for 

the most recent incarnation o f Capital.” 23

One implication o f these different images is a conception o f capital as a force 

existing somehow outside o f the normal bounds o f social or cultural relations and, by 

extension, beyond the ‘agency’ o f any normal human action. As a force o f nature, as a 

space governed by a special set o f elites, as a structural force, or literally as a monstrous 

and inexplicable presence, capital determines the world o f everyday culture. As Dreiser’s 

Cowperwood notes, the masses and the ‘ financier’ occupy distinct and separate worlds:
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Cowperwood... did not believe in either the strength o f the masses or their 
ultimate rights.. .They were rather like animals, patient, inartistic, hopeless.
He thought o f their shabby homes, their long hours, their poor pay.. .They 
could not be expected to understand his [the financier’s] dreams or his 
visions, or to share in the magnificence and social dominance he craved.24

In these diverse ways, in narratives developed by sympathetic proponents and in

diagrams sketched by its most virulent critics, capital is imagined as a singular kind o f

category. Residues o f these images continue to frame many o f the ways in which we

conceive o f capital; a category central to critical analyses o f ‘globalization’ .25

*  . * *

The categories which make up the social, cultural and economic world, however, 

do not easily confonn to these kinds o f portrayal as already-fonned and centered objects. 

Many o f the accounts o f capital as a centered category tend, for example, to over

dramatize its powers and capacities. By sketching capital as an implacable kind o f force, 

both critics and proponents alike have invested in it  a kind o f coherence and forcefulness 

that it may not otherwise have. These kinds o f depictions, I argue in this project, often 

contribute to the mystification o f finance and the financial world as unknowable and, 

importantly, undoable centers o f power and domination. In contrast, I argue that a 

critical genealogy can help make capital visible as something de-centered and as 

something made, and potentially re-made, in the diverse and sometimes incoherent space 

o f everyday life. Genealogy, argues Foucault, “ disturbs what was previously considered 

immobile; it fragments what was thought unified; it shows the heterogeneity o f what was 

imagined consistent w ith itself.” 26QThis is not to suggest that capital is not central to the 

political and economic trajectories o f the past two centuries. Rather, this is to suggest 

that capital can be diagrammed in less overly centered ways than it often is.27 Capital, for
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example, has also existed as much ‘ inside’ the mundane world o f everyday culture as it

has been strangely external to and determinant o f it. To sketch capital in monolithic

tones, is to provide it a status and unity it  may not ‘ independently’ have. As one

nineteenth-century critic observes (1882), this kind o f image o f an omnipotent power

offers a conception o f capital in which its capacities to influence social, political and even

natural rhythms is dramatically overstated:

To be true, it would require that the half-dozen men recognized as great 
operators should hold in their hands all the elements that go to make up 
speculation. They should be able to give or withhold from us bountiful 
harvests; to blast the grain-fields o f Europe when we have a large surplus 
to sell; to give us m ild or severe winters, floods or drought; to call up the 
devouring swanns o f grasshoppers in the West.. .to increase or diminish the 
stream o f immigration into the country; to make commerce and 
manufacturing flourish or wither as they may w ill it.

A t a more theoretical level, images which emphasize an overly centered

conception tend also to neglect the ways in which capital is a ‘performed’ body.

Performativity is a methodological stance which emphasizes the ways in which the

identity o f any body is ‘performed’ into being through the repeated iteration o f its basic

features. Not existing in some already-formed way, the identity o f all categories is only

constituted when repeated— when ‘performed’— in a certain kind o f way. “ Overview,

simplifications,”  writes John Law, “ the mastery o f time and space, are not given in the

order o f things. Rather, they are artfully performed into being.” 29

Rooted, most centrally, in the work o f Judith Butler, ‘performativity’ underscores

the ways in which subjects come to constitute themselves, or become constituted, through

the repetition o f nonns and discourses which mark them out from other processes,

categories or subjects. “ Performativity,”  argues Butler, “ is a matter o f reiterating or

repeating the nonns by which one is constituted... It is a compulsory repetition o f prior
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and subjectivating norms, ones which cannot be thrown o ff at w ill, but which work, 

animate, and constrain the...subject, and which are also the resources from which 

resistance, subversion, displacement are to be forged.” 30 For Butler, there is no 

fundamental or prior source o f identity other than the performances o f discourses and 

norms. It is the performance o f identity, and not any prior or more fundamental force, 

which constitutes subjects in particular ways. “ There is,”  argues Butler in relation to 

gender, “no gender identity behind the expressions o f gender.. .identity is performatively 

constituted by the very ‘expressions’ that are said to be its results.” 31 Unlike the stories 

which depict it as something already-existing, capital, like all bodies, is something made 

possible only through repeated performance.32

* * *

Apart from and alongside the centered stories, there is an ‘other’ history o f 

capital: a set o f histories which form the basis o f this project. For a whole series o f other 

experts, movements and advocates, ‘capital’ is something itself that needs to be 

constantly ‘made’ and provoked, in the spaces and ‘cultures’ where it does not already 

exist. Neither, in addition, do these ‘other’ narratives conceive o f capital as something 

apart from the crucible o f everyday life. For a diverse set o f programs and campaigns 

throughout the past 100 years, capital is, precisely, something made particularly possibly 

only when it occupies the space o f everyday life or when it is created by and through 

everyday or working class populations. Centering attention on these ‘other’ stories o f an 

everyday kind o f category can, I argue, help to make capital visible as a complex and 

multiple category and not as a mystified, and hence, untouchable kind o f space. Paying 

attention to the ways in which ‘ finance’ is perfonned can help facilitate a certain kind o f
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critique by provoking analyses that conceive o f capital as a historically-specific and 

politically malleable set o f practices.

Attempts to incorporate popular and working class populations into private 

financial markets are often conceived as a unique development o f neo-liberalism, or the 

‘new economy’ o f the 1990s.33 The world o f personal finance has, it seems, crept into all 

aspects o f everyday life so that it has become an accepted pursuit among even prisoners 

and boy scouts. Figure 5, Investing Crest-Boy Scouts o f Canada, was launched in April 

2002 by the Boy Scouts o f Canada and the Canadian Securities Administrators as a way 

to introduce investing skills as a key aspect o f scout education.

Figure 5-Investing Crest-Boy Scouts of Canada34 

This world o f personal finance, in addition, has often been closely associated with 

neo-liberal conceptions o f self and citizenship. Personal-financial marketing material 

often stresses the importance o f a kind o f ‘enterprising subject’ located at the heart o f 

individual financial life. This enterprising or ‘investing’ subject invokes a highly 

individualized notion o f self in which individuals are increasingly asked to treat their life 

as an enterprise and to assert control over various aspects o f the self in a direct manner. 

“The language o f the entrepreneurial individual,”  Rose and M ille r argue, “ endowed with 

freedom and autonomy, has come to predominate...citizenship is to be manifested...in the
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energetic pursuit o f personal fulfilment and the incessant calculations that are to enable

this to be achieved.”  This enterprise rationality is particularly notable in an increasing

range o f ‘unmediated’ investment programs including self-directed internet investment

accounts and day-trading mechanisms. ‘ E-Trade’ , for example, has consistently

diagrammed an enterprising subject capable o f instrumentalizing itself in the name o f its

own desire and choice:

In this kind o f market 
hire the most cunning, 
goal-oriented, 
financial mercenary 
you can find.
You’d be perfect.36

Personal exposure to global markets is also emphasized as a way to develop 

individual modes o f economic security. Individuals are asked to assert their own 

financial self-government by entering global financial markets and exposing themselves 

to the (ultra) competitive or ‘ strange’ spaces o f the global economy. Figure 6 {Foreign 

Content...) offers one example o f the ways in which appeals to global markets have 

become increasingly central to programs o f personal finance. Reminding individuals that 

financial plans are as ‘ individual as your fingerprints’ , this image is typical o f a wide 

range o f personal financial services which increasingly ask average individuals to 

participate in global markets.

These kinds o f appeals to an ‘ everyday capital’ , however, have long been a 

persistent feature o f American economic life. “ While given a new spin”  in recent 

decades, writes Alex Preda, “ popular forms o f involvement in financial markets have 

been around for some time...investing [actually] became a popular pastime...[as early as] 

the 1840s.” 37 Although different in many respects, many appeals to ‘popular finance’
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Figure 6-Foreign Content: A Trip Around the World is a Smart Financial Decision

populated the nineteenth century. In 1875, for example, the central figure in the early

‘self-help’ movement, Samuel Smiles, expanded his popular program of self-government

in order to include practices o f thrift. Capital, for Smiles, was a category only made

possible through the thrifty savings o f popular and working classes. Thrift, the basis not

only o f capital but also of ‘civilization’ , exists as something intimately connected and

generated within the labouring class:

It is the savings o f the world that have made the civilization of the world.
Savings are the result o f labor...We have said that thrift began with 
civilization; we might have said that thrift produced civilization. Thrift 
produces capital, and capital is the conserved results o f labor. The 
capitalist is merely a man who does not spend all that is earned by work.39
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In this view thrift-capital is conceived as the basis o f both individual economic security

as well as the overall success o f the broader economy. It is, however, the ‘small’ capital

o f working-class thrift, and not the capital o f the wealthy elite, which unleashes processes

o f economic development. “ The greatest things which have been done for the world,”

reminds Smiles, “ have not been accomplished by rich men, nor by subscription lists, but

by men generally o f small pecuniary means.. .And it w ill always be so.” 40

In the twentieth century, the American discourse o f everyday capital shifts away,

in some ways, from the moral language o f thrift. By the 1920s, for example, a vociferous

debate develops (see Chapter 5) which tries to make sense o f increasing levels o f popular

participation in stock markets. In 1925, in a language that could parallel the more recent

discussions o f a neo-liberal ‘mass investment culture’ , Arthur Samuel Lindsay describes

an “ economic revolution that has taken place almost unnoticed.. .a generally diffused

small proprietorship o f the productive capital o f the country.” 41

Unlike conceptions which imagine capital as something given, many proponents

o f ‘everyday capital’ conceive o f capital as something itse lf which requires complex

processes o f cultivation and development. Peter S. Grosscup, for example, a judge in the

Circuit Court o f Appeal, clearly conceives o f capital as something generated only from

everyday investment practices. Grosscup reworks the image o f capital as a force o f

nature by describing capital as the ‘little springs and raindrops’ and rivulets generated

from the ‘body o f working people.’ Capital, argues Grosscup in 1905, is:

gathered largely from the working people and from other people of 
moderate means. The bulk o f the deposits are not in the money centers, but 
their source, like the sources o f a great river, are not in the volume o f the 
river itself, nor in its larger branches, but in the little  springs and raindrops
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that, unnoticed, form the rivulets; these in turn uniting to from the branches 
and finally the river itself.42

These depictions o f a form o f capital intimately connected to the rhythms o f 

everyday life are used by corporate and financial institutions for a variety o f  purposes. In 

the 1950s, for example, many corporations (see Chapter 4) began to mobilize a language 

o f mass investment as part o f a complicated series o f gestures: as an ideological signal in 

a cold-war struggle against communism, as part o f a postwar attempt by corporate 

America to reassert hegemony against a New-Deal legacy, and as an attempt to install a 

particular conception o f democracy related to (free) enterprise and consumer choice. A  

1952 advertisement by the Lion O il Company, for example, neatly summarizes a postwar 

conception o f ‘mass investment’ concerned not only to incorporate the working and 

popular classes into private stock/equity markets, but also to mobilize a flexible language 

capable o f addressing a range o f complex ideological and geopolitical concerns:

Long Live the Capitalist
A  ‘ capitalist’ as everyone knew-was a very wealthy person. He was a 
member o f a very small and select group o f very wealthy men, often 
referred to as the ‘privileged few’ who owned and controlled both the 
wealth and the industry o f the nation. The natural habitat o f this crowd was 
New York City in a place called Wall Street where they maintained an 
elaborately swank meeting place which featured solid mahogany furniture 
and deep-piled Persian rugs...it was there in their Wall Street Den that they 
met regularly to drive up the fabulous profits flowing in a golden stream 
from their great, greedy businesses...dividing their business spoils they 
were slyly manipulating the strings o f an organization called the Stock 
Exchange so as to add to their great wealth...
Capitalists [were seen] as a short, pudgy, overweight character dressed in 
striped trousers, cut-away coat, high silk hat-and a fancy vest literally 
adorned with dollar-marks...
[But this] conclusion is false...American industry already belongs to the 
people!...any American citizen is...encouraged to own just as much o f 
American big business enterprises as his own thrift and good judgement 
w ill pennit him to own.. .Stock Ownership is one o f the most completely 
democratic institutions in our democracy. 43
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Figuring mass investment as one o f the ‘most democratic institutions’ , this 

narrative offers a language clearly convenient to the postwar attempt to stabilize a certain 

kind o f corporate hegemony. A t another level, however, the diverse programs o f popular 

finance not only mobilize a language or rhetoric o f mass investment (flexible as it  may 

be). These attempts to cultivate everyday forms o f capital also occupy a kind o f ‘reality’ 

o f their own. Whatever else programs o f popular finance have furnished and in whatever 

other ways they have been used, they also create a ‘real’ set o f mechanisms and practices 

in the everyday spaces and cultures they were seeking to shape. These programs are 

persistently preoccupied with the creation o f accounts, household budget techniques, 

installment investment mechanisms and all varieties o f calculation devices with which 

everyday populations could insert themselves into financial spaces in a real set o f ways.

“ I have long felt,”  argued Arthur Williams, in 1925, “ that we shall give to the great body 

o f workers in this country-not ‘give’ in any sense o f philanthropy or charity but in the 

substance o f right...some saving sense o f proprietorship, in the country’ s progress and 

productive enterprises from year to year.” 44 This preoccupation with developing a 

substantial method with which the ‘great body o f workers’ could come to own and 

occupy the ‘productive enterprises’ o f the country, is an ambition that, in diverse ways, is 

central to many projects o f popular finance. It is reflected in the ‘mass investment’ 

programs o f the New York Stock Exchange and its attempt to provide working class 

individuals with a ‘ direct personal stake’ in the postwar economy (Chapter 4), in the thrift 

and ‘progressive’ movements o f the nineteenth century, in the long and twisting 

proposals o f the ‘ universal capitalism movement’45 and in much more recent attempts to
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cultivate a form o f ‘ socially responsible investing’ (Chapter 5) or an ‘ asset based’ social 

policy (Chapter 6).

It is with special reference to the ways in which they seek out a real kind o f 

economic space which can be occupied directly by working and popular classes that these 

‘other’ stories o f popular finance help make visible the perfonnativity o f capital.46 The 

main goal o f this project is to reconstruct these stories o f popular finance as a particularly 

visible set o f sites where capital is performed, or, to use Butler’s terms, ‘performatively 

constituted’ . ‘Performance’ , in these everyday spaces o f popular finance, has a kind o f 

double meaning. A t one level, and in direct reference to Butler’s understanding, these 

spaces and practices o f popular finance, both historical and more recent programs, are 

one set o f attempts to create and cultivate capital, often in places where it does not 

already exist. It is in these terms that the stories o f popular finance allow for a genealogy 

o f capital and a critical strategy, I argue, which is capable o f highlighting capital not as 

something overly coherent, and hence undoable, but as a category that is multiple and 

diverse.

A t another level, however, programs o f popular finance imply a second and 

slightly broader notion o f performance. These programs conceive o f capital as something 

that has to be performed in a quite literal sense, as something that can only be 

instrumentalized when actually embodied or activated by everyday populations. In this 

regards ‘performance’ is an active verb signifying the ways in which ‘capital’ is literally 

perfonned by everyday populations in the name or pursuit o f our own freedom, security, 

ethical choice or some other objective.

Performance and Government
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In these terms, programs o f popular finance have a kind o f governmental ambition

as attempts to govern through the practices and self-governing capacities o f everyday

actors. These programs often invoke a style o f governing consistent with lines raised in

Foucault’ s notion o f govemmentality. In contrast to sociologies o f the state which depict

a central locus o f political power and authority, govemmentality refers to all o f the

broadly diffused fonns o f knowledge and practice which attempt to govern the ‘ conduct

o f conduct’ or to provoke what Tony Bennett has referred to as ‘ stabilities o f conduct’ .

To “ say that government is heterogeneous and pervasive,”  argue two commentators, “ is

to suggest.. .that it should not be seen as emanating from a single controlling center, such

as that o f the state...Government is the conduct o f conduct... the manner in which

individuals, groups and organizations manage their own behaviour.” 47

Programs o f popular finance often govern in these terms as attempts to shape

individual conduct. In the nineteenth century, for example, Samuel Smiles explicitly

conceives o f thrift and self-help/self-culture in contradistinction with state-institutional

‘ reform’ or with the extension o f rights connected to the state. Rather, self-help is

explicitly framed as a governmental intervention in tenns o f shaping a particular kind o f

individual action. “ Such refonns,”  confirms Smiles, “ can only be effected by means o f

individual action, economy, and self denial; by better habits, rather than by greater

rights.” 48 Smiles continues:

Help from without is often enfeebling in its effects, but help from within 
invariable invigorates...where men are subjected to over-guidance and 
over-govemment, the inevitable tendency is to render them comparatively 
helpless...Even the best institutions can give a man no active help.
Perhaps the most they can do is, to leave him free to develop himself...It 
may be o f comparatively little consequence how a man is governed from 
without, whilst every thing depends on how he governs himself from 
within.49
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Many o f the campaigns o f popular finance o f the twentieth century continue, in 

different ways, to speak in terms o f a governmental ambition related to particular forms 

o f individual conduct. A  promotional booklet for an investment firm  from 1919, for 

example, addresses the economic and social turmoil after World War One not in terms o f 

state action but in terms o f the investment and financial practices which could make the 

‘wage eamer...a capitalist.’ In this formulation, the remedy to ‘ troubles’ lies not so much 

in any state intervention but, rather, in individual conduct. “ We have confidence,”  the 

booklet argues, “ that the pressing world problems can, and w ill, be answered by the 

assumption by every individual o f his share in...progress... When the wage earner is a 

capitalist.” 50

By conceiving o f  popular finance as a site where individuals are obligated to 

assert some kind o f control over individual financial life, these programs ask individuals, 

to enact capital and to perform it in a quite direct manner. In Figure 7, for example, 

bonds are literally depicted as a mechanism through which individual futures are made 

possible and with which individuals can govern their own financial lives. Unlike the 

fantastic machine, whose internal logic is concealed through its unfathomable collection 

o f pulleys and levers, the logic o f regular investment is depicted as a transparent 

mechanism linked to individual security in an unambiguous manner. Although this 

machine for creating the future (or for viewing it seamlessly through its lenses) is 

unattainable, its functional equivalent is achievable through dedicated work on the self 

and through the machine-like security o f regular saving and investment. “ Until this 

wonderful new gadget is created,”  the advertisement attests, “ the only kind o f future you 

can ever hope to realize is the kind which you build yourself. And that's the kind o f
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future for which you save today.”  The self can instrumentalize its own development, and 

perform capital not through the chimera o f the magical machine, but through the practices 

o f habitual investment/saving.

Governing Through Popular Finance

As modes o f intervention, however, popular finance has not only been concerned 

to mobilize individuals capable o f some form o f self-government in any isolated sense. 

Rather, popular finance, and the kinds o f individual performances it seeks, has often been 

conceived as a part o f broader fields. These programs have not only aspired to govern 

individuals but also to govern through the self-governing capacities and practices they 

seek to provoke. As Bruno Latour notes, in a slightly different context, “ we take for 

granted that there exist, somewhere in society, macro-actors that naturally dominate the 

scene: Corporation, State, Productive Forces, Cultures, Imperialism, ‘Mentalities’ etc...A 

‘ State’ , a ‘ corporation’ , a ‘ culture’ or an ‘economy’ [however] are the result o f a 

punctualization process...In order to exist these entities have to be summed up 

somewhere...To take the existence o f macro-actors for granted without studying the 

material that makes them ‘macro’ is to make...society mysterious.” 51

For many reformers and advocates, broader fields o f government could be 

constituted in campaigns o f popular finance and through the everyday action and capital 

generated by such campaigns. The nation, for example is one space that, to some degree, 

is made governable through forms o f everyday capital, (see Chapter 2) In ways that often 

draw upon racialized and gendered configurations, the practices o f the self at the core o f 

popular finance are often located as a force central to the functional development o f the 

national body and to the ways in which individuals could make themselves active in that
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For those who managed programs o f popular finance, the government o f social or

economic life resides, to some degree, in the everyday capacities o f individuals. As Julia

McNair attests in her domestic ‘encyclopaedia’ , the government o f national economic life

is a question not o f institutional categories, but o f the thrifty capacities o f average

individuals, or, as she puts it, a question o f ‘ tittles’ , ‘ individuals’ and ‘everyday’ :

...here [in individual practices] are the Church and State in embryo; here 
all improvements and reforms must rise. For national and social disasters, 
for moral and financial evils, the cure begins [here]...In no case could 
legislation...lead back to a day o f honesty and plenty... America must learn 
this lesson o f economy...If people could only be taught that economy is a 
thing o f Utiles and o f individuals, and o f every day, and not a thing o f 
masses and o f spasmodic efforts, then a true idea would begin to tell upon
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the habits o f our domestic life and its true effects would be seen in general 
and national prosperity for thrift and thriving o f the individual is the thrift 
and thriving o f the nation.53

This is not to suggest that government only operates at this level, or that other 

rationalities o f government (in relation to war, the management o f emergencies or the 

provision o f social security) did not sit alongside, either easily or in tension with this 

concern for individual self-government. Rather, this is to suggest that the governing 

strategy often at the core o f popular finance is one that seeks to provoke different kinds o f 

individual agency and capacity.

The Logic and Structure of this Project

In these tenns, the main objective o f this project is to highlight popular finance as 

a site and set o f practices at which capital has been particularly visible as something that 

is perfonned, often in everyday kinds o f cultures and spaces. Paying attention to the 

ways in which capital is performed can, I argue, help facilitate a different kind o f critique 

o f capital. This is a critical strategy which uses genealogy not to understand capital as 

something coherent or given but as something we can ‘make strange’ by placing in its 

everyday conditions o f existence. To accomplish an analysis in these terms, this project 

is organized into three sections. The first section consists o f Chapter 1, Culture, 

Government, Capital which establishes the overall methodological and empirical contexts 

for the project as a whole. The main purpose o f this chapter is to review what is meant 

by ‘ culture’ and ‘cultural analysis’ as used throughout the rest o f the project. This 

chapter reviews two models o f culture and economy (a critical-materialist and a 

culturalist model) and then points to cultural economy as an analytical stance capable o f 

addressing some o f the problems these two models encounter by presenting overly
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generalized notions o f culture and the relation between culture and economy. The 

chapter also reviews a number o f diverse ways in which ‘culture’ is used in the empirical 

material o f this project: the advertising, advice, shareholder relations material and the 

commercial culture o f private and public investment schemes. Because ‘culture’ has 

been central to many o f these diverse programs, cultural analysis, I argue, is key to 

making visible popular finance and the lines o f force it has occupied.

The rest o f this project develops a series o f ‘empirical’ accounts, and reviews the 

objectives and intents o f various ‘ constellations’ o f popular finance. “ A  constellation” , 

Richard Bernstein argues, drawing on Adomo and Walter Benjamin, “ is a ‘juxtaposed 

rather than integrated cluster o f changing elements that resist reduction to a common 

denominator, essential core or generative first principle.’ ” 54 These empirical sections o f 

the project pursue two different but related strategies. Part II— Popular Finance,

Visuality and the National Body— reviews some o f the ways in which a certain kind o f 

visual culture was used by financial institutions and public investment agencies 

throughout the first half o f the twentieth century as a way to intervene deeply into the 

everyday worlds they sought to reach. These two chapters focus on one objective these 

experiments in visuality pursued: the making o f the national body. These early 

experiments attempted to link popular finance w ith the making o f national space and to 

sketch everyday individual financial security as practices with which individuals could 

make themselves active in national security (Chapter 2) or the national economy (Chapter

3).

The puipose o f the chapters in Part II is twofold. First, these chapters highlight 

the importance o f visuality in the making o f political and economic fields. Because they
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were experiments which were documented with a particular clarity, early attempts to 

mobilize visuality underscore the ways in which visual display is central to the processes 

through which economic and political space is made real to a particular audience. Paying 

attention to visuality, by extension, is one way in which our understanding o f changing 

economic space can be deepened. The visual has not often been very central to political 

economy. A  major objective o f the project as a whole is to highlight visuality as a set o f 

practices central to the making o f economic spaces and key to our assessments o f those 

spaces. As Mitchell Dean persuasively argues, “ seeing and doing are bound into one 

complex...drawing or mapping a field and visualizing it are interconnected.” 55 Despite 

this centrality, political economists rarely pay much attention to the ways in which visual 

practice has been central to the fonnation and regulation o f political and economic 

domains.

A  second objective o f Part II is to review the key ways in which popular finance 

was central to rationalities o f national security and economy. Popular finance was often 

specified as practices where everyday citizens could make themselves active in the 

security or economy o f the nation. This recognition, I argue, can help provide some 

broader specificity to analyses o f ‘globalization’ and the shifts that are often said to have 

displaced national with global fonns o f economic and political identification.

Part III— Popular Finance, Ownership and Economies o f Investment— by 

contrast, pursues a slightly different strategy. This section focuses on three separate 

programs o f popular finance: the NYSE mass investment programs o f the postwar period 

(Chapter 4), a more recent program o f socially responsible investing (Chapter 5) and 

recent appeals to an ‘asset accumulation’ social policy. Each o f these programs, and in
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quite heterogeneous ways, are inserted within a particularly American rationality o f 

economic governance which seeks to transcribe a line connecting property ownership 

with an active form o f economic citizenship and, importantly, a particular kind o f 

democratic practice

The purpose o f Part 111 is twofold. First this section underscores the heterogeneity 

with which each o f these three programs reworks a connection between ownership, 

enterprise, and democratic citizenship. Although each o f these programs conceives the 

ownership o f stock as a practice capable o f provoking an active form o f economic 

engagement and democratic citizenship, each does so in distinct and heterogeneous ways. 

A  second objective o f Part III is to review two programs, socially responsible investing in 

Chapter 5 and asset accumulation social policy in Chapter 6, which highlight something 

o f the complexities with which ‘ investment’ in summoned as part o f our neo-liberal and 

globalized present. Although both o f these programs situate investment at the centre o f 

both individual enterprise and a global economy o f flows and connection, they do so in 

relation to a diverse web o f interests and social forces. In both cases, investment is 

promoted not only by those within the mainstream worlds o f personal finance, but also by 

groups opposed to that mainstream. By painting singular conceptions o f capital, critical 

accounts in 1PE can often cancel out or make invisible the multiple interests at stake in 

programs o f popular finance. Even in our neoliberal present, popular finance is a 

malleable and contested political technology connected to diverse and occasionally 

opposing sets o f ‘ interests’ .

In addition, the two programs described in Chapters 5 and 6 complicate the ways 

in which our present is preoccupied with economies o f the self. Both socially responsible
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investing and asset accumulation policy emphasize a highly individualized notion o f 

economic citizenship. They also, however, offer more complicated narratives than is 

often presented in stories o f a ‘disciplinary neo-liberalism’ . Although reliant on a 

political and economic space o f the self, both o f the programs also seek to recover 

something o f the ‘social’ or a sense o f sociality.56

The conclusion o f the project builds on the kind o f analysis offered in Parts II and 

II I  by highlighting once again the ways in which popular finance has made capital 

visible, not as an already formed kind o f category, but as something that is actually 

perfonned and enacted in the spaces where it is often said not to exist. The conclusion 

builds on this insight by suggesting that this kind o f cultural economy o f popular finance 

can not only help develop more multiple critical assessments o f capital and the ‘agency’ 

required to perfonn capital, but can also facilitate a mode of critique which refuses to 

mystify finance and the financial world. This, I conclude, is a task o f some urgency in a 

world o f economic and political spaces where capital once again seems central.

This project has tried to provide not a generalized ‘ theory’ o f popular finance or 

the structures and systems it occupies. Rather it purposely works through a series o f 

narrowly couched empirical examples which occupy, at least in some specific ways, a 

common set o f contexts. The cases highlighted over Parts II and III pivot around mainly 

American examples. This is particularly true o f Part III in which each chapter highlights 

a program which operates within a distinctively American rationality o f economic 

governance. This is not to suggest that popular finance does not exist in other contexts. 

Appeals to everyday participation in financial markets have been key to the cultural 

economies o f other settings and times.57 Indeed a useful cultural economy might well
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begin to diagnose the ways in which popular finance operates in the French or German

contexts which are often said to exist outside o f Angio-American forms o f capitalist

development. Similarly, more analysis is required o f the specific ways in which similar

programs operate in  the developing world, including both the appeal to personal finance

as a source o f development investment in ‘emerging markets’ as well as a whole complex

range o f development programs committed to the cultivation o f ‘micro-enterprise’ .58

I have delimited my focus in this project, mainly, to the American context not only

because o f the complexity and diversity these other contexts entail. I  have also limited

case selection in this manner because o f the centrality o f popular finance in the American

context. Although there is some quantitative evidence to suggest that Americans are

more centrally wedded to an ‘ equity culture’ than other western countries,59 the real

significance is the particularity with which popular finance has been taken up in  the

American setting.60 Wall Street and the possibilities or entrapments o f the stock markets

have been common themes in the American cultural repertoire often in relation to an idea

o f the ‘American dream’ and a kind o f myth o f opportunity and freedom. (See Figure 8).

Critics also draw upon a narrative which sees ‘stock-gaming’ as particularly American ( i f

occasionally corrupting) activities. Rev. George Hubbard, writing in 1888, captures, with

a certain degree o f contempt, this particularly American pastime:

To speculate is American. In no other country is speculation earned to such 
an extent as ours.. .The practice o f speculation is well nigh universal. We 
have professional speculators and amateur speculators. We speculate in 
produce, we speculate in land...We speculate in anything and everything.
The rich speculate and the poor speculate. Saints speculate and sinners 
speculate. Not only bankers and brokers, but merchants, mechanics, 
lawyers, doctors, legislators, minister o f the Gospel, dry goods clerks, 
newsboys, and bootblacks, endeavour to multiply their legitimate earnings 
by some fonn o f speculation.61
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Figure S-The American Dream62

Beyond this general culture o f ‘stock gaming’ , however, perhaps the most central 

particularity about the American context, a persistence centered in the chapters o f Part 

III, is a mode o f economic governance which orbits around the possibilities o f ownership 

and enterprise. Although the ‘enterprising subject’ is often conceived as something novel 

to neo-liberal conceptions, American modes o f economic governance have often figured 

ownership, including the ownership o f corporate stock, as a force capable o f provoking 

an active form o f enterprise, engagement and democratic citizenship. Early contributors 

to the republican tradition, for example, located private enterprise within a broader
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scheme o f small-scale ownership o f production. James Madison, for example, in his 

famous discussion o f the dangers and possibilities o f faction in Federalist # 10, locates 

the diffusion o f property at the centre o f a republican ethos.63

It is this wide dispersal o f and attachment to private property that also attracted 

Alexis de Tocqueville, during his travels through America. The widespread diffusion o f 

property in America cultivated owners actively involved in the management and care o f 

property. For de Tocqueville it was this active care beyond all other considerations that 

connected property ownership to stability and order. “ The constant care which it 

occasions,”  de Tocqueville claimed, “ daily attaches them to their property; their continual 

exertions to increase it  make it even more precious to them...Therefore the more widely 

personal property is distributed and increased and the greater the number o f those 

enjoying it, the less is a nation inclined to revolution.” 64

The three programs reviewed in Part III each draw upon this ‘active care’ 

rationality in some form. In this formulation, enterprise is generated by providing 

everyday individuals with mechanisms and arrangements which allow them to assume a 

direct personal responsibility (or ‘direct personal stake’ to quote a former President o f the 

New York Stock Exchange) in the economy and to manage their economic self as a ‘ little 

enterprise’ . By directly assuming ownership and its ‘active care’ responsibilities, 

individuals come into direct contact with economic pressures and, as a consequence, 

inhabit and self-maximizing modes o f economic behaviour. Direct and immediate forms 

o f economic experience, something programs o f popular finance often suggest can be 

realized in the ownership o f financial assets, are conceived as the basis o f both individual 

and cumulative economic efficiency. The three programs reviewed in Part III are all
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organized, albeit in different ways, as attempts to install little  forms and techniques o f 

‘active care’ , a concept closely related to more contemporary conceptions o f enterprise.

This rationality is also central to what might be called American experiences o f 

‘globalization’ . A t one level, in any case, newer economic imaginaries o f a global 

economy o f networks and flows have been developed in American settings in terms o f a 

re-articulation o f this longer link between property ownership and democratic 

engagement. The programs reviewed in Chapters 5 and 6 have redeployed the 

ownership/enterprise rationality in ways which invoke a globalized set o f economic 

practices and spaces. This is not to suggest a kind o f ‘methodological nationalism’ in 

which national units— cultures, economies, societies— are taken as the only logical sites 

in which economic change, even global economic change, is ‘embedded’ . Indeed as parts 

o f Chapters 2 and 3 suggest, popular finance has often been bound up in a diverse set o f 

spaces beyond the site o f the nation. Neither is this to suggest that American rationalities 

o f ownership/enterprise have not been felt or traveled elsewhere. The chapters in this 

project also highlight other, mainly Canadian, British or Australian examples, where an 

enterprise/ownership/citizenship line is drawn in some form. Rather, this is to suggest 

that one o f the countless ways in which globalized notions o f economic practice are 

assembled is in tenns o f a complex restatement o f national imaginaries. This suggests 

the importance o f understanding economic ‘ globalization’ in historically and 

geographically-specific tenns as a diverse set o f economic practices assembled in a range 

o f contexts with differing degrees o f connection to other rationalities including, but not 

limited to, longer discourses o f national experience. It is also a fonn o f economic
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governance that has been strangely wedded to ‘ culture’ and cultural modes o f 

intervention; a concept taken up more fu lly  in Chapter 1.
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I Culture, Government, Capital

Like ‘capital’ , ‘ economy’ and ‘culture’ are also often conceived in contradictory 

ways. On one hand, the emergence o f a global economy is often said to bring culture into 

more direct relation with the economy. In a complex range o f ways, a globalizing 

economy is often said to give new prominence to the ‘ cultural’ industries, to an economy 

o f signs and images, or to a ‘ culturalization’ o f economic space and process. On the 

other hand, however, the ‘economy’ and the categories and persons which are located at 

its core are often still conceived as material things or as already existing forces beyond 

cultural or social relations. The ‘economy’ still seems to evade the kind o f ‘ cultural’ 

critique to which other categories o f social and political life are subject. As Timothy 

Mitchell suggests, the kinds o f cultural analysis which have helped reconceive categories 

o f nation and gender as ‘ constructed’ and culturally constituted domains, have not as 

readily been taken up in  relation to the ‘economy’ . “ The economy,”  confirms Mitchell, 

“ is a concept that seems to resist analysis.”  “ The nation,”  Mitchell continues, “ can now 

be seen as something imagined, the state as an indeterminate political project...ethnicity 

and gender as contingent and unstable constructions...Perhaps the tenn [ ‘economy’] 

seems more basic because it is still thought to refer to a material substrate, a realm with 

an existence prior to and separate from its representations, and thus to stand in opposition 

to more discursive constructs o f social theory.” 1

This project enters into these discussions regarding the ‘ cultural’ status o f 

‘economic’ categories by developing a particular kind o f ‘ cultural analysis’ o f popular 

finance. Building upon themes raised in the Introduction, this project is focused around a 

broad claim about the possibilities o f a cultural-economy o f finance. I contend that a 

particular fonn o f cultural analysis can provide a useful frame within which ‘ finance’ and 

‘capital’ can be assessed not only as macro-structural or mystified kinds o f categories but 

also as a ‘performed’ category. Cultural analysis, I argue, can help make capital visible
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as a culturally constituted category enacted at a ‘small’ or ‘minor’ level and in often 

contradictory kinds o f ways. By extension, a cultural economy o f finance can also 

provide some specificity to critical assessments o f the making o f economic spaces and 

persons. In this kind o f cultural economy, ‘economic’ categories are not a derivative or 

‘effect’ o f a set o f structures, or processes forged in  the name o f a codified and special 

elite. Rather, the ‘economic’ is assembled and ‘made up’ in a diverse and heterogeneous 

manner. Capital, I suggest, is constructed (and potentially reconstructed) in mundane and 

‘ everyday’ kinds o f ways.

The main task o f this chapter is to establish a more detailed sense o f what I mean 

by cultural analysis and to describe the empirical material that this project draws upon in 

order to underscore capital as a performed category. This chapter draws upon notions o f 

culture not as they are codified in abstract strands o f cultural theory. Instead o f 

establishing a generalized notion o f culture or o f how culture relates to the economy in 

advance, I understand culture in tenns o f the ways in which it has been defined and used 

by public and private financial agencies and other organizations in the pursuit o f popular 

finance. Cultural analysis is not treated as an exercise in philosophical reasoning, but 

rather a process o f reading the deployment o f culture in various concrete settings. Rather 

than exposing culture through a protracted discussion o f cultural theory or philosophy, 

this chapter seeks to tease out some o f the diverse notions o f culture as they occur in the 

‘empirical’ material that fonns the core o f this project. To accomplish this kind o f 

analysis 1 rely on a range o f empirical material— advertising archives for private financial 

firms, archival material relating to marketing campaigns for public mass investment 

initiatives, shareholder relations material, advice books, policy documents— and tease out 

the ways in which this material emphasizes different conceptions o f culture. Although 

this material invokes many diverse (and even contradictory) conceptions, there are three 

main inflections o f culture which preoccupy much o f the material upon which this project
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hinges. First, much o f this material disturbs the ‘divide’ between ‘culture’ and 

‘economy’ . Although often conceived as naturally separate categories, much ‘ cultural’ 

material is often implicated in the ‘economic’ . ‘Cultural’ practices are implicated, for 

example, in the depiction o f new or changing forms o f economic space and in the 

‘making up’ o f economic persons. A  second broad inflection in much o f the empirical 

material is what might be called a ‘nominalistic’ notion o f culture. Although culture is 

used widely in the programs o f popular finance, no single or general notion o f culture is 

sketched. The approach taken in this project, an approach implied in the heterogeneous 

use o f culture throughout much o f the empirical material, is not to impose any 

overarching notion o f ‘ culture’ on the material in advance, but, rather, to pay attention to 

the various ways in which culture is named or used in different ways in the pursuit o f 

diverse ends. A  third and final inflection o f culture I want to highlight in this chapter 

relates to the realm o f the ‘everyday’ . Although culture is named and used in a diverse 

range o f ways, one line I want to pay particular attention to is one that connects ‘ culture’ , 

and its diverse capacities, to everyday spaces. Much o f the material o f this project 

foregrounds a ‘special’ role o f culture as a diverse range o f techniques or practices which 

have a special ability to intervene within everyday populations or spaces.

As a way o f explicating these three inflections o f culture, this chapter is divided 

into two broad sections. A  first section reviews two models, a critical-materialist model 

and a culturalist model, which have attempted to formulate ‘ cultural’ conceptions o f the 

economy. This section reviews the ways in which these models have both useflilly 

opened questions which connect culture and economy but have also offered limited or 

overly generalized notions o f culture. This section concludes, in contrast, by highlighting 

the concept o f cultural economy as a way o f reframing the relation between the ‘ cultural’ 

and the ‘economic’ not as an unproblematic divide but as a relation that itself is the 

residue o f a particular mode o f government. The usefulness o f cultural economy, I w ill
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argue, is in the ways in which it emphasizes the role o f ‘ cultural’ practices in the 

definition o f different conceptions o f economic practice or space. The second section o f 

this chapter sketches the empirical material with which a cultural economy o f popular 

finance w ill be developed in this project, and the notions o f culture legible in that 

material. This section highlights the various and heterogeneous ways in which programs 

o f popular finance have conceived o f themselves as ‘ cultural’ fonns o f intervention. The 

section highlights both the diverse ways in which culture has been used in these programs 

as well as the technical fonns these ‘cultures’ o f popular finance have taken.

1 Models of Culture and Economy

Much o f the recent social-scientific literature on ‘globalization’ has paid 

particular attention to culture.2 Reflective, however, o f the relative inattention in critical 

and cultural theory to the ‘economy’ , the global economy has been less centrally 

conceived in ‘cultural’ terms than other aspects o f globalization. Here I want to review 

two broad models which understand the globalizing economy in terms o f its cultural or 

ideological dimensions.

The Critical-Materialist Model

A first model which attempts to introduce concepts related to ideas or culture 

revolves around critical neo-Gramscian approaches to IPE. This approach has 

introduced a Gramscian notion o f hegemony as a way o f broadening conceptions o f 

power and world order. "Not only concerned with coercive fonns o f power and authority, 

Gramscian notions o f hegemony situate the power o f productive forces and o f ideology in 

various configurations o f world order. Hegemony refers not only to coercive capacities 

o f the state narrowly defined, but also to the broadly constituted terrain o f civil society. 

Hegemony is animated by the ability o f a specific historically-constituted set o f social 

forces to depict the partial and particular parameters o f its political project as inevitable 

and desirable. Hegemonic authority rests on the state, broadly defined, which includes
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the ‘cultural’ and ideological spaces o f civil society and which “ includes the machinery 

o f organizing consent through education, opinion shaping, and ideology formation.” 3 

Although this attempt to invoke notions o f hegemony and consent represents 

important moments o f innovation in IPE, this approach has also often been perceived as 

embodying a limited reading o f Gramsci and o f the metaphors around which his work 

pivots.4 Matt Davies, for example, argues that Robert Cox reads Gramsci mainly in 

terms o f political-economic conceptions o f domination. Davies’ reading locates in 

Gramsci a separate and distinct logic o f ‘cultural domination’ characterized by a sense o f 

movement, agency and relationality. In Davies’ view, Gramsci’ s notion o f culture works 

against mechanistic or deterministic forms o f domination in which power is seamlessly 

imposed from a centre onto a mass which is pliable and passive. Rather, Gramsci’ s 

notion o f hegemony acknowledges the always-existing agency o f the popular sectors and 

underscores hegemony as a constantly negotiated set o f relationships between dominant 

and popular forces. “ Hegemony,”  writes Davies, “ even transnational hegemony is first 

and foremost a relationship-not necessarily a stable relationship.” 5

Similarly, Mark Rupert’ s attempt to recover Gramsci’s notion o f ‘common sense’ 

has also been centrally concerned with expanding the multiplicities at the heart o f 

hegemony. Drawing on Stuart Hall’ s important notion o f ‘articulation’ , Rupert sketches 

hegemony in the global political economy as a multiple and often contradictory 

condition. Echoing Hall, Rupert argues that Gramsci was particularly interested in the 

historical specificity with which particular social forces seek to inscribe hegemonic 

ambitions. Hegemony is not organized around a singular social force but exists as a 

historically-forged, and often intemally-contradictory, articulation o f different social 

forces. In addition, hegemony is not a single event which is won ‘once-and-for-all’ . 

Rather, hegemony is an ongoing and fluid process. “ 1 understand this to mean,”  argues 

Rupert, “ that the class-based relations o f production under capitalism create the
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possibility o f particular kinds o f agency, but this potential can only be realized through 

the political practices o f concretely situated social actors, practices which must negotiate 

the tensions and possibilities-the multiple social identities, powers, and forms o f agency- 

resident within popular common sense.” 6

This model is best described as critical-materialist because it emphasizes the ways 

in which culture is inexplicably woven into material forces. In this model, cultural 

hegemony is bound up in particular historical structures and repeated regularities/patterns 

o f social action which become rigidified over time. Structures o f material relations and 

patterns o f accumulation are central to the power and authority o f particular 

configurations o f historical bloc and are the basic terrain upon which cultural hegemony 

operates. Even in its most subtle treatment, culture is ‘read o f f  o f or understood as part 

o f material structures and the social forces which dominate those structures.

The Cultaralist Model

A  second model o f culture and economy is focused around a series o f debates 

relating to processes o f ‘ culturalization’ . ‘Culturalization’ refers to a whole series o f 

metaphors developed to explore an economy increasingly animated by culture and 

‘cultural’ processes. Expressed in terms o f an economy o f ‘signs and spaces’ or an 

‘ informational’ economy, ‘ culturalization’ refers to a changing economic life increasingly 

animated by symbolic knowledges, the production o f images, communication systems, 

the manipulation o f texts or hypertexts, or the proliferation o f symbolic values. “ We are 

living,”  it is claimed, “ through an era in which economic and organizational life has
n

become increasingly ‘culturalized’ ”  ‘Culturalization’ underscores a trend in which the 

economy is said to be increasingly connected not to productive or ‘ tangible’ processes, 

but, rather to the circulation o f knowledges and images.8 In Gavin Jack’s tenns, 

conceptions o f culturalization are organized around a sense o f “ temporal disjuncture
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according to which we live in a time marked by a radically different relationship between 

the economy and culture than previous eras.” 9

Lash and Urry’s Economies o f  Signs and Spaces typifies this culturalist model. 

Positing a broad shift away from a mode o f ‘organized’ capitalism, Lash and Urry argue 

that economic process is increasingly inseparable from a ‘cultural’ logic. In an era o f 

organized capitalism economy and culture were clearly separate and discrete spheres.

The undoing o f this mode o f organized capitalism, however, has resulted in an 

entanglement o f economic and cultural logics. “ Economic and symbolic processes,”  

implore Lash and Urry, “ are more than ever interlaced and interarticulated; that is...the 

economy is increasingly culturally inflected and...culture is more and more economically 

inflected. Thus the boundaries between the two become more and more blurred and the 

economy and culture no longer function in regard to one another as system and 

environment.” 10

Culturalization, in this view, has occurred in the context o f a uniquely globalizing 

economy. ‘Globality’ , from this perspective, is facilitated by a set o f cultural 

technologies and systems that has made possible an economic network which spans 

previously discrete and national spaces. As Castells argues, a fundamentally new global 

economy is centrally constituted by cultural flows and systems. “ It is only in the late 

twentieth century,”  asserts Castells, “ that the world economy was able to become truly 

global on the basis o f the new infrastructure provided by information and communication 

technologies.” 11

These two models have been significant in provoking more complex assessments 

o f the role o f culture in issues o f economic change and organization. These models have 

been able to invoke a kind o f a multi-disciplinary language with which political- 

economic-cultural analysis can be approached. In the context o f IPE, for example, 

critical-materialist approaches have been key in opening questions o f ideology and inter-
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subjectively held ideas in a field often preoccupied with narrowly defined analysis o f the 

economic world.

Despite this contribution, however, the notions o f culture and o f the relationship 

between culture and economy in these approaches remain limited. Although the critical- 

materialist and culturalist models are, in some ways, quite different, they nonetheless 

share two sets o f broad concerns about the relationship between culture and economy. 

First, both o f these approaches connect culture and economy to a particular notion o f 

epochal change. Critical-materialist approaches, for example, often pivot on a stark 

notion o f transformation in world order in which a post-war order predicated upon the 

principles o f ‘embedded liberalism’ , the universality o f the American dollar, a system o f 

nationally-delineated welfare states, the Bretton Woods system o f international economic 

management, and the possibilities o f national macro-economic planning are dramatically 

displaced by a globalizing world order dominated by liberalized financial capital, a 

transnational managerial elite committed to the mobility o f capital across global space, a 

system o f floating exchange rates and a post-Fordist mode o f production. Cox, for 

example, argues that a globalizing political economy organized around ‘hyper-liberal’ 

ideologies, emerges out o f a set o f structural transformations in the world order. These 

transformations emanate from a series o f economic crises o f the early 1970s, and appears 

“ as a threshold marking a transition from one world order to another.” 12

Similarly, much o f the culturalization debate is self-consciously framed in terms 

o f an epochal and fundamental notion o f change. Culturalization is described as an 

essentially novel mode o f economic organization that is fundamentally unprecedented. In 

particular, the culturalist model sets the image o f a culturalized economy distinctively 

against an older mode o f Fordism organized around material knowledge, production and 

standardization from which it has made a fundamental break. Epochal analysis, however, 

often tends to leave much o f the detail with which economic change actually occurs as
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given or assumed. Much o f the culturalization arguments, are ‘guilty’ o f “ setting up their 

co-ordinates too far in advance”  and leaving less room to assess the specificity by which 

economic changes unfold.13

A  related problem concerns the way in which epochal analyses sketch narratives 

o f change. Epochal narratives often present change not as a contradictory, gradual, or 

uneven process but, often, as a moment o f dramatic transformation. This type o f 

analysis, as Liz McFall argues, tends to over-dramatize and reduce complex changes.

This over-dramatization, she argues, “ renders crucial contextual details insignificant, 

unremarkable and ultimately invisible.” 14

A  second broad set o f limitations relates to a reliance on overly generalized 

accounts o f culture. Culture is often specified in both models not as a heterogeneous set 

o f practices, but as a coherent object the basic features o f which are legible in generalized 

terms. For critical-materialist approaches the hegemonic ideology operates as a kind o f 

connective tissue in which the various levels o f a social order are stitched together in the 

name o f an identifiable hegemonic project and bloc. Even in those accounts which 

attempt to sketch a subtle vision o f hegemony (in Rupert’ s use o f Hall and the concept o f 

‘articulation’) a hegemonic culture nonetheless becomes legible in terms o f a codified 

historic bloc and a cultural-economic-political project framed by the requirements o f that 

dominant bloc. This approach, in whatever subtle and complex tenns, often tends to read 

specific cultural practices and institutions in tenns o f the requirements o f or role within a 

hegemonic project. This can often obscure the specificity and multiplicity o f cultural 

practices that are sketched as part o f a generalized system o f hegemony.

For Tony Bennett, however, culture is organized around no ‘ singular anchorage’ 

but is ‘heterogeneous and pervasive’ .15 The relationship between the ‘ cultural’ and the 

‘ social’ , the ‘ economic’ or other spaces, is not a generalizable relation. Rather, the 

cultural, the social, or the ‘economic’ are categories and spaces which themselves are the
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residue or product o f specific and always-changing modes o f government. Culture, 

argues Bennett, “ far from being imported into the social, is explicitly distinguished from 

it but in a manner that stresses the historically specific and artefactual character o f 

both.” 16 The ‘cultural’ acts upon the ‘ social’ and other categories in historically variable

17ways.

By developing generalized accounts o f the role o f culture and its relation to 

economic and social order, critical-materialist analysis tends to neglect the historically 

changing ways in which cultural practices and institutions ‘act upon’ the social or the 

economic in specific ways and in relation to diverse ends. Similarly, generalized 

accounts o f culture also tend to emphasize a kind o f line which connects different cultural 

practices and institutions to a common and singular project. This connective line, 

however, often obscures the specificity o f cultural practices and the ways in which 

specific cultural institutions or practice occupy ‘ independent’ and heterogeneous 

objectives:

The Gramscian tradition...has accordingly been little concerned with the 
specific properties o f particular cultural institutions, technologies or 
apparatuses, preferring to look through these to analyse a process (the 
organisation o f hegemony) which is seen as taking place in an invariant 
manner (the psychological mechanism o f consent) within, across and 
between these apparatuses in spite o f what their manifold differences in 
other regards might be...as part o f an attempt to provide a generalised 
theory o f consent whose mechanisms remain the same across the whole o f 
the cultural field.18

Similarly, the culturalist model also tends to posit a kind o f reified or generalized 

view o f culture and the distinction between culture and economy. Although the 

culturalization argument attempts to collapse the distance between culture and economy 

by emphasizing a new form o f economy animated around cultural practices, it 

nonetheless continues to rely upon a reified notion o f the culture/economy divide. Most 

significantly, the culturalist model hinges upon a divide which continues to associate
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culture with knowledge, symbol and image and economy with material and tangible 

processes. Culturalization has occurred only during a moment in which economic 

practices and processes are said to be more intimately connected to image and symbolic 

knowledge; spheres which are self-evidently constituted as ‘cultural’ domains. As Jack 

has argued, culturalization continues to hold onto a notion o f culture which, perhaps 

ironically, marks itself o ff from the economic. “ It presupposes,”  argues Jack, “ a 

distinction between economic and cultural logic. For, in order to say that a period o f time 

or society is substantively more cultural than a/the previous one, one must hold on to 

some conceptually distinct idea about what is and is not cultural.” 19

This distinction, in whatever subtle or complex terms, between a cultural terrain 

o f ideas, image, language and narrative and an economic space grounded in material, 

‘tangible’ or productive processes (or put differently a distinction between modes o f 

representation and ‘reality’ ) constitutes a trace o f a much longer set o f reified distinctions 

between material and ideal realms rooted in nineteenth-century philosophy. This type o f 

distinction, however, establishes a kind o f false dichotomy between 

representation/language and material/reality in which one ‘level’ is read o ff o f a 

seemingly more ‘real’ or significant side o f this ‘opposition’ . As Nikolas Rose, suggests, 

however, this divide is unsustainable. For Rose, knowledge and representation are never 

neatly separate from ‘real’ or tangible aspects o f governing. These “ oppositions between 

the lived and the represented, the experienced and the conceptualized, the abstract and the 

concrete, seem,”  argues Rose, “ misleading. Governable spaces are not fabricated counter

9nto experience: they make new kinds o f experience possible.”

Avoiding generalized conceptions o f culture and economy and the lines which 

mark them o ff from each other, requires an analytical stance capable o f making 

culture/economy visible in empirical and historically-situated tenns, and remaining
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sensitive to the historically shifting ways in which economic persons and spaces have 

been‘made-up’ .

Cultural Economy

There has, o f course, been much controversy regarding the relationship between

the cultural and the economic and the lines o f determination between the two.2' One

attempt to introduce a more subtle assessment o f this relationship is opened in ‘cultural

economy’ . Cultural economy, as Paul du Gay and Michael Pryke claim, has been

invoked to destabilize the common image o f the cultural and the economic as naturally

autonomous and separate categories. 22 This “ conception o f ‘ culture’ effectively

overturns, or, at the very least, side-steps, the critical representation o f ‘culture’ as always

already on one side o f a presumed opposition-between ‘culture’ and ‘politics’ , ‘culture’

and ‘economics’ , and so on.” 23 A t one level this approach reconceives the economic not

as a material or naturally-existing ‘reality’ but as a constructed realm and as a site o f

practices discursively constituted at numerous locations, including those formally

assigned to or categorized as ‘ cultural’ :

This particular understanding o f economics as ‘ culture’ focuses attention 
on the practical ways in which ‘economically relevant activity’ is 
performed and enacted. It serves to show, in other words, the ways in 
which the ‘making up’ or ‘ construction’ o f economic realities is undertaken 
and achieved; how those activities, objects and persons we categorize as 
‘economic’ are built up or assembled from a number o f parts, many o f 
them supplied by the discipline o f economics but many drawn from other 
sources, including, o f course, fonns o f ostensibly non-economic cultural 
practice.24

A t another level, this kind o f analytical position opens space for exploring the 

relationship between 'cultural' and 'economic' practices without either invoking a strict 

line o f detennination between the two domains, or, positing a hegemonic culture which 

underpins all social or economic fonnations. Cultural economy focuses attention to the 

diverse set o f ways in which ‘ culture’ has often been central to the making o f ‘ economic’
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spaces and objects. Although often defined or named as ‘cultural’ , many cultural 

practices make visible or help delineate changing definitions o f economic space and 

identity. Cultural economy attempts to avoid reified notions o f culture or the divide 

between culture and economy, preferring instead to train attention to the empirical, 

practical and diverse ways in which culture and culture/economy have been used in 

particular institutional or political contexts. Hesitant to define culture in  advance, 

cultural economy seeks instead a ‘nom inalistic’ notion o f culture and interrogates, 

precisely, the diverse ways in  which ‘culture’ has been mobilized and named in order to 

‘make up’ economic categories.

This does not mean, however, that the line between culture and economy is 

rendered invisible. Rather, it  is investigated, precisely, as a residue, and as the result o f a 

particular way o f thinking about and governing economic life . “ What one should, 

perhaps, avoid trying to do,”  affirm  du Gay and Pryke, “ is to impose a general analytic 

distinction between ‘economy’ and ‘culture’ on one’s material prior to examining, 

anthropologically, its practical constitution.” 25 It is such an anthropological exercise in 

cultural economy that this project pursues in an attempt to understand popular finance 

and some o f the cultural, political and economic worlds in which it has been implicated.

2 Culture and Capital

To understand and critically assess capital as a perfonned category this project 

pursues a cultural economy o f popular finance. A t one level, many accounts o f ‘ finance’ 

or ‘ financialization’ often depict finance as a fonn o f capital more closely related to 

‘culture’ than more tangible fonns o f productive capital. Often depicted to as a 

‘ fic titious’ or ‘symbolic’ form o f capital, finance is frequently associated w ith the 

imagistic and (deceptively) metaphorical. For some commentators finance capital is not 

only the source o f a novel globalized political-economic order, but also the foundation o f 

a ‘postmodern’ culture organized around an ephemeral and highly imagistic sensibility.
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Finance and its disconnection from the ‘real’ world o f production—its ‘paper’ dramas 

rooted only in an imagined set o f values— is reflective o f a broader cultural movement in 

which the certainties and modes o f representation associated w ith modernist art, 

architecture and cultural form are dislodged. “ It was this restless, speculative system,”  

writes Perry Anderson o f the process through which financial capital become the 

dominant economic force o f a globalized economy, “ that was the existential basis o f the 

various forms o f postmodern culture, whose reality and novelty were not to be doubted-a 

sensibility closely related to the dematerialization o f money, the ephemerality o f fashion, 

the glut o f simulation in the new economies.” 26

Although this finance and culturalization argument offers a generalized notion o f 

cultural practice, a more concrete set o f lines connecting culture and finance is possible to 

trace. Many o f the constellations o f popular finance reviewed in this project are 

conceived, in some manner, in cultural tenns. In strikingly different ways, many 

campaigns o f popular finance describe themselves in cultural terms: as provoking a kind 

o f cultural change, as embodying a particular kind o f culture or as programs which 

deploy ‘ cultural’ techniques. There is certainly no singular way in which culture is 

mobilized w ithin these fields o f popular finance. Culture is marshalled, variously, as a 

real object (a culture o f equity or culture o f ‘mass investment’ for example), as a set o f 

practices w ith which individuals can attune themselves to the capacities o f self- 

government (in the rationality o f self-culture, for example), or as a set o f particular 

techniques and practices (advertising and public relations) which are endowed with a 

‘ special’ kind o f reach into or influence w ithin everyday life . To assess and diagnose 

some o f its key lines o f force, I want to pay particular attention to the m ultiple locations 

which culture comes to occupy in programs o f popular finance.

In recent practices, for example, much advice, advertising and financial 

journalism relating to ‘personal finance’ is often framed in terms o f a requirement for
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‘ cultural’ change. For some commentators, the hesitation o f everyday actors to enter

fu lly  into financial markets, and into global markets in particular, is the function o f a

particular ‘ culture’ which favours (fo r either nationalistic or ‘ irrational’ reasons) domestic

space and which prevents entry into global financial spaces. For Jerome Schneider the

move into global financial spaces involves nothing less than a ‘cultural’ change. This

change entails a shift in the very premises w ith which Americans view themselves and

the rest o f the world, a shift seemingly ‘ cultural’ in its scope and depth:

We Americans are remarkably nationalistic...[up until now] people feared 
both real and imagined problems....They wondered if, once outside U.S. 
borders, assets might simply vanish into a mysterious black hole, never to 
be retrieved. They anticipated a global marketplace in which few spoke 
English...The world beyond their borders was a terrifying obstacle course 
to be tackled only by the eminently prepared and the ridiculously 
foolish...Beyond the borders o f this country [however] rests a virtual 
cornucopia o f moneymaking opportunity.. .U ltimately, what it takes to 
make the move out o f the domestic scene and into the global market is an 
ab ility to see the world differently.

Culture comes to mean something quite different in practices o f ‘ethical’ or 

‘ socially responsible’ investing (see Chapter 6). Appeals to an ‘ethical’ form o f 

investment are often specified in cultural tenns as practices by which ‘values’ are 

realized. Investing, in this view, is an intimately cultural set o f practices in which certain 

(often individually detennined) values are placed at the centre o f how the se lf is 

governed. In this ethical fonnulation, personal finance is not prim arily an ‘economic’ 

practice but a cultural one organized and governed by values. As one popular advice 

book puts it, ethical investing is a process by which values and finance are established in 

balance and harmony w ith each other. “ You are about to journey,”  these writers suggest, 

“ into a surprisingly vast and rapidly changing landscape, a place where personal values 

and personal finance dwell together in mutually supportive symbiosis.” 28
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Self-Culture: A Culture O f/F or the Self

These recent programs exist in  the context o f a much longer set o f attempts to 

mobilize culture as a definitive aspect o f popular finance. Thrift, for example, one o f the 

first attempts to instil saving practices among the working class, was connected to a 

rationality o f self-culture. Self-culture emerged in  the Anglo-American world throughout 

the mid nineteenth century and offered a reading o f culture in terms o f its derivatives o f 

‘cultivate’ and ‘c iv ilize/civiliza tion ’ . Practices o f self-culture were programs o f self- 

instruction which stressed themes o f th rift and which identified culture as one body o f 

knowledge w ith which working-class individuals could improve the self. Culture is not 

conceived as a specialized or elite realm o f ‘high’ art, but as a form o f practical 

knowledge or ‘know-how’ well suited to individual improvement. For Carmen, for 

example, self-culture requires an attention not to a disembodied realm o f high art, but to 

cultural material which can be practically useful as a ‘ rational art o f life ’ . Self-culture 

implies not “ a knowledge o f the fine arts merely, but the knowledge and practice o f art in 

every province o f daily living...everywhere at all hours...For culture must be considered a 

wide term, applicable to our most elementary capacities as to our most refined. To be 

cultivated is, not to possess extraordinary learning, but to possess a personality 

adequately equipped to appreciate and meet the demands o f life  successfully.” 29 

The essential technique o f this mode o f self-culture is the program o f self- 

instruction. Detailed programs o f self-instruction (dedicated programs o f reading and 

self-education) allow individuals to learn the ‘ core ideas’ o f the culture. By maintaining 

a regular and habitual program o f self-learning, working class citizens could learn the 

basic lessons o f self-possession and the benefits o f careful self-regulation.30

Invoking the relation between culture and cultivation, self-culture was also 

conceived as a mode by which members o f the working class could cultivate/civilize 

themselves. For many writers, working-class populations remained caught in a struggle
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between an internal ‘ savage’ or ‘uncivilized’ se lf (a self more common to ‘ savage’

populations o f the non-western world) and the rational and habituated se lf central to the

great ‘races’ o f the Anglo-American world.

The regular and habitual process o f saving, taught from the great lessons o f

culture, was one practical way in which control over the ‘animal’ se lf could be cultivated.

This framing is perhaps most clear in the contrast often painted between the practice o f

th rift and the ‘ savage economy’ . The ‘savage economy’ is concerned w ith sensual and

physical satisfaction but cultivates no capacity fo r future development or growth. “ The

original nature o f man,”  one commentator put it, “ -the equipment o f capacities and

tendencies, desires and aversions which he inherits as he inherits a back-bone, upright

posture, and power to laugh and cry-predisposes him  against saving...man is by nature

improvident.” 31 Saving and th rifty  practice, a cultivated capacity, contrasts sharply w ith

natural economic tendencies associated w ith the desires and passions o f the lower/animal

self. The savage and the ‘savage economy’ , fo r Smiles, is as a function o f sensual

appetites not yet mastered by the encultured habit o f th rift:

They work, eat, drink and sleep: that constitutes their life . They think 
nothing o f providing for tomorrow, or fo r next week, or fo r next year.
They abandon themselves to their sensual appetites, and make no 
provisions for the future....They were, o f course, improvident; for like 
savages, generally, the never save...They never thought o f how they should 
be provided for tomorrow. Saving for the future forms no part o f the 
savage economy.32

Culture as Technique

Culture takes on yet different connotations beyond these notions o f self-culture in 

some o f the popular finance campaigns o f the twentieth century. In several different 

ways, culture populates twentieth-century campaigns as a fie ld o f technologies and 

specialized practices w ith a unique reach into the everyday sectors. Cultural techniques, 

increasingly codified as specialized areas o f knowledge in the twentieth century 

(marketing, advertising, design, etc.) are conceived as embodying a special kind o f
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capacity to reach into everyday audiences and populations. Beginning in the 1920s, 

many campaigns turned to cultural techniques as a way to reach into and shape the action 

o f everyday subjects. Part I I  o f this project— Visuality, Popular Finance and the 

National Body—pays particular attention to the ways in  which a range o f financial 

institutions become keenly interested in the use o f visual techniques (advertising and 

poster art) as a ‘special’ set o f practices which could intervene deeply into the space o f 

everyday life.

Cultural techniques and poster art in particular are conceived as key mechanisms

w ith which financial institutions can promote a certain kind o f practice among everyday

actors. Donaldson Lithographing, for example, began to promote its new advertising

techniques and colour postering, as ways in which populations unfam iliar w ith financial

institutions could be made comfortable in an institution often understood as an elite or

undemocratic space. One promotional book from 1924 succinctly attributes to poster art

the capacity ‘ for reaching the public and breaking down the old barriers o f reserve’ :

Only a few years ago...to the great masses o f the people the bank was a 
thing exclusive and mysterious. It was, like the rich man’ s club, an 
institution for the initiated...the average saver hoarded his money in some 
secret place...Then came a change. Educational methods improved.
Populations multiplied. Manufacturers awakened, not only to the
possibilities o f stimulating the demand for their products, but o f making a
national demand for them in advertising...Thrift developed and gained
impetus among the masses. Banks, realizing the possibilities that lay
behind advertising-first advertising in general, then more especially poster
advertising-for reaching the public and breaking down the old barriers o f
reserve, began to attract to themselves the money that, under the old
system, would have been diverted into other channels.33 v

This attempt to use cultural techniques to reach deeply into everyday life  in 

support o f programs o f popular finance reaches a particular kind o f height in the post-war 

‘mass investment’ campaigns. Chapter 4 reviews a series o f programs organized by and 

around the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) which attempted to broaden 

shareownership among working class populations. As Chapter 4 suggests, the NYSE
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used cultural techniques (advertising, educational programs, public information 

campaigns) as the ‘only available public medium’ that could reach into the everyday 

populations it  sought to harness. As one report put it, “ advertising on behalf o f the 

Exchange...has an important role as a conditioning agent to bring about a favourable 

public attitude”  toward share ownership.34 In the terms o f exchange officials, only the 

cultural techniques o f advertising, public information and education had the capacity to 

provoke change among everyday sectors.35 

A ‘Culture ’ o f  Popular Finance

A  final notion o f culture that emerges in programs o f popular finance is a 

conception o f culture as a real object and as a coherent fie ld in which economic life  can 

be embedded. This conception refers to culture as a culture and as an identifiable 

‘structure o f feeling’ around which everyday life  is organized. Many programs o f 

popular finance have framed themselves as appeals to a ‘ culture o f equity’ or as an 

instance o f a certain, particularly American, ‘way o f life ’ . The NYSE campaigns, for 

example, began in the 1960s and 1970s to connect their share-ownership programs to 

what they perceived as a ‘ culture o f equity’ in which average Americans participate in the 

American economy through share-ownership. W ell into the 1990s programs o f mass 

investment are linked to a deep ‘ culture’ o f equity and a whole tradition o f economic 

practice in which average Americans have been significant players in American financial 

markets. Notably, this formulation o f culture differs in  important ways from other 

attempts to use culture to ‘ cultivate’ , instil or mobilize a certain kind o f action. In this 

view culture is an already-existing structure in which economic practice is embedded. 

“ Americans,”  NYSE Chair and CEO Grasso argued, “ enjoy and nurture an equity culture 

markedly unique in its character and vita lity, and distinguished by the depth and breadth 

o f public participation in stock ownership. More than a phenomenon, it has become a
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way o f life  for Americans from all walks o f life . It also serves as the foundation and 

engine for individual savings and wealth creation.” 36

In these strikingly different ways, culture implies an intriguing governing capacity 

w ith a special reach into everyday life . Even in the context o f differences, culture is 

imagined to have a certain kind o f quality in  relation to everyday life , and a special 

relation to the space o f the everyday. This is not to suggest a generalized function for 

culture. Rather, this is to suggest that the resonances that this project highlights focus on 

culture as the basis o f everyday life , or as a way to provide a special form o f intervention 

into everyday populations. This conception o f culture underscores something o f what du 

Gay refers to as a connection between culture and a sense o f ‘meaningftd change’ . For 

du Gay culture is often used to im ply a kind o f fundamental mode o f change or a change 

that somehow reaches deeply into the ‘meanings’ given to the basic parameters o f social 

life . “ ‘Culture’ is accorded a privileged position,”  argues du Gay, “ because it  is seen to 

structure the way people think, feel and act.. .The aim is to produce the sort o f meanings 

that w ill enable people to make the right and necessary contribution...” 37 Culture is often 

used to im ply or effect changes to basic meanings in organizations or to describe a set o f 

technologies uniquely suited to intervene into everyday contexts, or finally, 

paradoxically, even to appeal to culture as a longstanding, almost immutable way o f life  

in which programs o f government can embed themselves. In all o f these different senses, 

‘culture’ is located at the core o f a particular set o f governing strategies which are not 

only symbolic or ‘meaningful’ interventions but which also require technical fonns o f 

inscription.

Culture as a Technical Field

Culture, as construed in many strands o f Cultural Studies, has often been 

associated with language or some ‘ ideal’ realm. This preoccupation, however, has often 

neglected the ways in which culture has operated at more technical or ‘material’ levels.
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Culture not only provides a language for governing, but is also often inscribed in a range 

o f technical devices such as management systems, statistical analyses, maps, charts, 

forms o f measurement and calculation. As M ille r and Rose suggest, the language 

required to govern economic life  is ‘made real’ when it becomes inscribed in tangible 

devices, techniques, tools or technologies. “ We argue for a view o f ‘discourse’ ” , write 

M ille r and Rose, “ as a technology o f thought, requiring attention to the particular 

technical devices...that render a realm into discourse as a knowable, calculable and 

adm inistrate object...language, in  this sense, is more than merely ‘contemplative’ : 

describing a world such that is amenable to having certain things done to it involves
'JO

inscribing reality.”

I f  culture has been central to programs o f popular finance, and to the styles o f 

governing those programs developed, it has not only furnished a language w ith which 

subjects could speak o f their financial lives. The kind o f change these programs have 

sought has required a whole range o f technical devices w ith which particular forms o f 

conduct could be made tangible and practical. Neo-liberal cultures o f ‘personal finance’ , 

fo r example, have relied on a variety o f T ittle ’ technologies. O f particular importance in 

this respect have been a range o f technologies o f calculation. As Michel Callon has 

pointed out economic spaces and markets require some conception o f “ agents [who] 

pursue their own interests and to this end perform economic calculations.”  Economic 

spaces bu ilt around markets im ply “ a peculiar anthropology, one which assumes a 

calculative agent or more precisely what we m ight call ‘ calculative agencies.’ ” 39 

Increasingly financial services firms develop little  devices w ith which individuals can 

take control o f their own financial life  by calculating investment/saving decisions and 

priorities. Figure 9, Your Retirement Calculator, is one example o f perhaps the most 

popular and persistent o f these little  technologies. The calculator allows individuals to 

rank and determine basic features o f personal financial life  and provides a structured set
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o f parameters around which personal financial strategies can be organized (monthly and 

annual savings requirements). This device both allows some form o f individual 

calculation while also specifying a range o f saving/investment ‘requirements’ which 

structure the ways in which individuals participate in financial markets.40
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Figure 9-Your Retirement Calculator41 

Calculation, however, is not unique to neo-liberal programs o f popular finance. 

Many nineteenth self-culture advice books, for example, were explicitly framed as forms 

o f practical knowledge with which ideals o f th rift could be made real. W illiam  

Matthew’s Getting on in the World was accompanied w ith a simple workbook which 

could be used to calculate the basic ‘status’ o f individual financial life  as the ‘beginning’
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step in taking control o f the self. For Matthew, the workbook, -a kind o f template for 

enumerating the range o f financial assets and liabilities, provides a way to instantly 

visualize financial status in order to make saving and investing decisions. “ Let every 

young man,”  Matthew implores, “ resolve early that he w ill at all times look his affairs 

squarely in the face, that he w ill know his exact financial condition, and that he w ill do 

any work that is honourable.” 42

The personal or household ‘budget’ was a popular device which began to populate 

many programs o f popular finance. The Home Budget Bureau, for example, a federally 

sponsored program o f the 1920s, explicitly sought to borrow the techniques o f business 

organization as a way to inscribe th rifty saving practices. For the Bureau, which offered 

educational advice and support to individuals and community organizations, the budget (a 

systematic set o f spending and saving calculations) was an appropriate technology w ith 

which everyday households could install a ‘business ethic’ in everyday life. “Business 

has demonstrated,”  the Bureau told individuals, “ its dependence upon the budget. The 

business o f the home, the greatest business in the world has greater need o f the budget 

than any other organization...It presupposes a knowledge on the part o f the household 

purchasing agent as to the best use to be made o f the fam ily income.” 43

Figure 10 from ca. 1924, the National Thrift Budget Book was established by the 

American YM CA by its National T hrift Committee. The budget book provided ‘ten 

financial commitments’ (one o f which was regular investment in ‘safe securities’) and a 

basic technique for the development o f a household budget. Outlining a different 

technique fo r families and single individuals, the budget book provided a lis t o f key fields 

in which income and expenditures could be divided as well as a way to calculate savings 

available for bank accounts and investments. “ There should be,”  writes one advisor, 

simply, “ no guesswork.” 44 As a technology o f calculation, the simple household budget 

provided a straightforward device w ith which individuals could visualize and display the
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stance o f their financial lives with a certain clarity as a first step in the management o f 

that financial life  in a precise manner.

National Thrift 
Budget Book

NATIONAL 
THRIFT

NATIONAL THRIFT COMMITTEE
347 MADISON AVENUE 

NEW YORK CITY

Figure 10-National Thrift Budget Book?5

Calculative techniques and devices occur in  complex ways across various fields 

o f popular finance. Chapter 4 describes facets o f one program which seems particularly 

reliant on calculative forms o f management: the NYSE post-war share-ownership 

programs. As this chapter describes, the NYSE program developed novel techniques 

w ith which individuals could calculate savings decisions and enrol themselves into equity 

markets. The development o f the M onthly Investment Program (MIP) in  the 1950s was 

the centrepiece o f this program. The M IP allowed individuals to contribute incrementally 

to an investment account and to distribute the proceeds in that account among a relatively
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small group o f selected securities offered through Member Firms o f the NYSE. As 

Chapter 4 describes, however, the NYSE programs also attempted the calculation o f a 

‘mass investment’ economy as a composite whole.

The ways in which popular finance was inscribed in technical fields and devices 

was not lim ited to any strict conception o f calculation, however. Many o f the ‘cultural’ 

materials o f these programs were conceived as practical instruments in  other terms.

Many advice books, for example, were explicitly organized as practical programs or 

plans for individual work on the self which involved more than purely calculative 

practices.46 Advice, instructional and financial self-help manuals often include devices or 

exercises which allow individuals not only to calculate individual financial accounts, but 

also to develop or delineate priorities around which investing/saving decisions can be 

made. Advice often asks individuals to initiate complex programs o f self-development 

which includes the ‘discovery’ o f key individual priorities and goals. One advice writer 

from  the th rift period developed exercises which not only asked individuals to calculate 

one’s financial status, but also to avoid ‘false economy’ . ‘False economy’ , contrasted 

w ith real th rift, refers to unthinking financial practices resulting in either excessive 

spending or saving not in alignment w ith personal priorities. True economy consists o f 

saving and spending in line w ith well-established personal priorities and goals in a 

manner that saves for future as well as present consumption. “ The th rifty person,”  writes 

Chamberlain in the early twentieth century, “ studies w ell his needs and then purchases 

only those things that are o f good quality and substantial.” 47 Advice books, such as 

Chamberlain’s, were populated by a diverse range o f exercises asking individuals to 

identity key priorities and lis t them in ways that ensure a consistent approach to saving 

and investing.

More recently Suzan H ilton’s popular, i f  idiosyncratic, Feng Shui o f Abundance is 

bu ilt around a series o f ‘Action Steps’ a ll o f which allow individuals to develop priorities
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for financial life  in accordance w ith personal and, in this case, spiritual goals. The 

exercises and action steps range from conventional attempts to enumerate financial assets 

and liabilities to the identification o f key spiritual values and ‘energies’ . H ilton places 

these exercises at the core o f (re)claiming control over the management o f financial life. 

“ You become aware o f your core values and what is truly important to you,”  argues 

H ilton, in a long process o f ‘rebuilding your wealth from the ground up’ .48

It is perhaps ‘ethical’ financial advice which develops this inclination in the most 

detailed manner, (see Chapter 5) Organized around the contention that investing w ith 

individual ‘values’ is not only a possible but effective manner o f governing the economic 

self, ethical or Socially-Responsible Investing (SRI) is particularly reliant on techniques 

for developing and ranking ethical principles which can help structure investing 

decisions. In order to assert individual ethical control over investing life  SRI guides 

provide both simple and elaborate mechanisms for developing a coherent set o f personal 

values and for translating those into investment requirements. Investing with Your 

Values, perhaps the most popular o f recent ethical investment guides, provides a series o f 

worksheets w ith which core values can be codified and ranked. Three core worksheets in 

particular help investors rank ethical principles, attach a numerical value to various 

ethical options and, in turn, establish the broad parameters o f their own ‘natural 

investing’ strategies. Figure 11 illustrates one o f these worksheets which allows 

individuals to rank ethical preferences and then translate them into priorities for 

negatively screened investment products (investments screened out as ethically unsound), 

positively screened products (investments defined as central representations o f personal 

ethical principles) and other investment-related options (shareholder activism and 

‘community’ investing).

In these different ways, the various ‘cultures’ o f popular finance offer not only a 

language but also a diversity o f techniques and devices w ith which individuals can
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ISO i N v t a r m a  w i t h  v oun  v a lu e s

W orksheet #3: Screening Scorecard:

Avoidance and  Quality Issues

Chapter S look us squarely Into the w ald. opening out mirth to many situ* 
alfora that arc not ai we might wish them to be. Mow it's time to sort through 
the ‘ snapshots* we've taken, organise our notes, and see where we stand. 
In completing the following scorecard, indicate the issues that you want 
accounted for in your portfolio. You may want to Hip through Chapter 5 as 
you do so to refresh yourself on these issues.

Rate in importance: t « low, S ■ high

AVOIDANCE ISSUES 
Major screens:

Alcohol 12 3 4 5
Animal Rights 1 2 3 4 5
Environment: Gbhal Warming 1 2 34  5
Environment: PolUittoftfTo*ic Products 1 2 3 4 5
Gambling 1 2 3 4  5
Labor: Discrimtnalion 1 2 3 4  5
labor. SwcatshopyOiild Labor 1 2 3 4 5
NuclearPower 1 2 3 4 5
Repressive Regimes: 1 2 3 4  5

Spwlfic Gnumnrffa'tl
Tobacco 1 2 3 4 5
Weapons and (he Military 1 2 3 4 5

Other Screening Issues:
Religious, Ethical, or Moral Issues 1 2 3 4 5

Spec*,
Indigenous Peoples' Rights 1 2 3 4 5
Violence: Media and Products 1 2 3 4 5
U jTrcasury 1 2 3 4 5
EncOtlvePay 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

l  4 s  : -!S S h

8H A R E H O LO E A A C T IV IS M

’QUALITY tSSUB 
IWucts and Services 
Utnkptace Issue*
1 Check specific issues

Union Representation 
Wbcknlaco Condition*

 Participatory Management
.Diversity Issues 

Check specific issues
 Gay/lesbian
 Minorities

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 34  5

< urixKate Community Participation 
InvironmentaJ Practices 
<i»f»Qte Disclosure

OTHER PERSONAL SCREENING ISSUES:

> 2 3 4 5 
12 14 5 
1 2 34  5

Figure 1 l-Worksheet #3: Screening Scorecard*9 

govern themselves. It is in this context that these forms o f cultural intervention, however 

diversely configured, provide an important window into the worlds o f popular finance. 

Because it is central to the ways in which different programs have tried to promote 

popular participation in financial markets, and by extension, to create a kind o f ‘everyday 

capital’ , attention to ‘culture’ can help make the objectives and ambitions o f ‘popular 

finance’ particularly clear and visible. This is a v is ib ility, however, not only in a 

metaphorical sense in terms o f illum inating an object or bringing an object, like popular 

finance, w ithin a certain fie ld o f vision. This is also a v is ib ility  in  the more literal sense 

in terms o f the ways in which popular finance has quite litera lly been connected to visual 

modes o f display. It is to this unique connection between popular finance and visuality 

that Part I I  o f this project turns.
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II Geographies of Financial Identity

“ ...we should focus on security as a pervasive and complex system o f 
political, social, and economic power, which reaches from the most private 
spaces o f being to the vast flows and conflicts o f geopolitics and global 
economic circulation.”

-Anthony Burke, “ Aporias o f Security” 1

Throughout the fa ll o f 1954 and into 1955 and 1956 the Advertising Council 

managed a complicated public service campaign it called People’s Capitalism. Buoyed 

by the earlier successes o f its Our American Heritage campaigns o f the early 1950s 

(which featured the Freedom Train, a portable public service advertisement that criss

crossed America), the Council trained its attention onto more explicitly political, and 

geopolitical, topics. By 1954 it announced its intention to intervene into the terrain of 

national security and the landscape o f the Cold War. “ It was fe lt,”  the Council 

emphatically claimed, “ that a dramatic rebuttal was needed o f the communist claim  that 

the common man must turn to communism to be ‘saved’ .” 2 This confrontation w ith the 

communist threat did not, however, inspire a campaign directed explicitly against the 

Soviet Union. Rather, the Council sketched its dramatic response by targeting the 

practices and habits o f America’s own working and middle classes. Its campaign, 

consisting o f radio, print and television advertisements, paid particular attention to the 

ownership o f capital and attempted to ‘dramatize’ the ways in which the American 

economy and its productive enterprises were owned and controlled by its great mass o f 

workers. The campaign was conceived, the Council reports, “ as a way o f dramatizing the 

fact that in the U.S. o f today the people both supply much o f the capital and receive the 

benefits.” 3
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This dramatization provokes some intriguing questions, however. How could 

something as seemingly remote from  concerns o f national security as individual 

economic practice be connected to the domain o f foreign policy? How and through what 

processes did it become possible to imagine individual and national security as part o f a 

shared field? This chapter addresses these questions by paying attention to the ways in 

which popular finance became deeply implicated in issues o f national security and forms 

o f geopolitical reasoning over the interwar and postwar periods. In more specific terms 

this chapter explores a very particular ambition which many programs o f popular finance 

pursued: the framing o f popular finance as a special set o f practices w ith which everyday 

individuals could insert themselves in the nation and make themselves active in the 

question o f national security. Throughout the postwar period a connection was forged 

between geopolitical, national and individual security in  which, I argue, the confrontation 

w ith geopolitical risk and danger became, in some important ways, inseparable from the 

risks individuals were asked to confront as they enter private financial spaces.

To accomplish an analysis in these terms, this chapter places this ambition to 

connect geopolitical and individual economic security in  the context o f a larger set o f 

questions that programs o f popular finance posed in relation to the question o f visuality. 

This chapter and the next— which together make up Part D: Visuality, Popular Finance 

and the National Body—pay particular attention to one broad set o f ways in which 

initiatives o f popular finance sought to intervene into the culture o f everyday life : by 

m obilizing the practices o f visuality. A diverse range o f financial institutions, public 

agencies and other organizations sought, literally, to make visible their goal o f an 

everyday capital. Over the firs t ha lf o f the twentieth century, as a range o f organizations
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became increasingly interested in encouraging the participation o f everyday populations 

in private financial spaces (investing or savings schemes), they also, and as part o f the 

same process, became preoccupied with visuality as a way o f reaching into and shaping 

those everyday populations. Popular finance, at least in the first half o f the twentieth 

century, is a story in which a diverse group o f firms and organizations seek to mobilize 

practices o f visuality as a particularly effective way to intervene into everyday life.

Because the world o f popular finance became preoccupied with mobilizing and 

experimenting w ith visuality, the period ending in the middle o f the postwar period 

represents a moment when the motives, objectives and tactics o f popular finance are 

exposed w ith a certain clarity. Both in the advertising manuals, copy instructions and 

campaign documents which urged financial institutions and advertisers to capitalize on 

visuality more directly and in the images and text which populated the various campaigns 

over the same period, the lines o f force programs o f popular finance were seeking to 

cultivate are revealed in a certain transparency.

To illustrate some o f the ways in which a connection between geopolitical and 

individual economic security was made visible this chapter is divided into four main 

parts. A  firs t section establishes some o f the context for this chapter and for Chapter 3 by 

reviewing the key ways in which the worlds o f popular finance became pre-occupied 

w ith visual modes o f display and communication as ways to reach deeply into everyday 

populations. A second section turns to the main theme o f this chapter by introducing the 

concept o f national security and securitization. This section reviews recent attempts to 

broaden the question o f security including concepts o f human security, securitization and 

‘societal security’ . Although interesting as attempts to broaden security, these
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approaches fa il to connect national and individual economic security in much depth, or, 

in the case o f ‘human security’ , read a connection between individual and national 

security as a novel outcome o f the political and economic liberalizations o f the 1990s. In 

contrast to these views, a third section turns to some o f the key diagrams o f individual 

and national security as sketched in appeals to popular finance throughout the early and 

middle part o f the twentieth century. In these programs there has been a kind of 

persistent concern to locate self-governing individuals as active agents in the making and 

securing o f the nation, and to connect the risks individuals face in everyday life  to the 

risks o f geopolitical space. A  fourth section attempts to situate these lines connecting 

individual, national and geopolitical governance w ithin the context o f broader debates 

relating to ‘globalization’ and the decline o f the nation-state. A  key debate in DPE now 

focuses on the contemporary status o f national space and the relations which crisscross 

that space. The sovereignty/'post-sovereignty’ debate puts into question the integrity o f 

the national body in the context o f economic, political and cultural globalizations. I  end 

this chapter by considering how the story I  have retold about the relation between 

geopolitical and individual governance relates to this broader post-sovereignty debate. 

Here, I  want to suggest that the stories o f popular finance complicate the terms o f this 

debate. Although appeals to popular finance increasingly emphasize the connection o f 

individual financial security w ith global (as opposed to national) spaces, this 

development does not correspond to any simplistic version o f the post-sovereignty 

argument. On one hand appeals to a geopolitical/individual security line connection has 

not disappeared or lost coherence. On the other hand, many appeals to a kind o f global 

form  o f everyday financial identity have occurred at moments that predate the
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globalizations o f the past generation. In the fourth section o f this chapter I choose not to 

point to a sense o f epochal shift— from sovereignty to post-sovereignty— or to read 

earlier instances o f global affilia tion as the latent or early emergence o f a progressive i f  

gradual process o f globalization. Rather, I  argue that these different types o f everyday 

financial identity are heterogeneous forms able to be mobilized as part o f or connected to 

the ‘requirements’ o f particular moments. A t various moments (the 1920s, the ‘new 

economy’ o f the 1990s) a globalized form  o f financial identity is assembled as part o f and 

made consonant w ith the political and economic requirements o f that particular moment. 

A t other moments, a national security/individual governance nexus is mobilized as a 

rationality consistent w ith the political or social priorities— war, Cold war, A nti

terrorism— of particular groups or networks. This, I  argue in this section, is a story o f 

assemblage and slippage, not in terms o f a seamless shift from sovereignty to post

sovereignty but in terms o f discontinuity, m ultip licity, and, occasionally, uneasy co

existence. A  conclusion summarizes the chapter and returns to the question o f visuality. 

Visuality is highlighted as a set o f practices which not only helped specify a relation 

between geopolitical, national and individual security, but which also helped make 

Visible the relations that make up another national category central to the politics and 

economics o f the twentieth century: the national economy which takes centre stage in 

Chapter 3.

Mobilizing Visuality in the Financial World

Although advertising and public information programs were implicated in the 

histories o f the eighteenth and nineteenth century, especially, for example, in the projects 

o f empire, these domains become codified and reworked in the twentieth century as
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bodies o f expertise and scientific endeavour.4 O f particular importance in this regard is a 

stance which begins to see in advertising, and its newly allied sciences, a form o f 

expertise capable o f intervening deeply w ithin the public body and all o f the ‘average’ 

populations which constitute that body. By World War II  the expertise embodied in 

advertising had been given a significant institutional shell in the establishment o f the 

Advertising Council and in impressive new organized lobbies in Washington.5

James Webb, one o f the figures central to this moment o f institutional 

development and a key personality at the University o f Chicago was perhaps most 

ambitious in his conception o f advertising as an unprecedented force. For Webb, 

advertising was capable o f transferring information and ideas at a speed and w ith a clarity 

not previously possible. Advertising, and its reliance on the visual form  in particular, not 

only provided benefits for private business enterprises but also for the public sphere more 

broadly, possessing ‘potentialities’ unmatched as a form o f public communication and 

‘persuasion’ . “ Advertising,”  claims Webb at the founding o f the Advertising Council,

“ is the most modern, streamlined, high speed means o f communication plus persuasion 

yet invented by man...it has potentialities.. .far beyond its present levels.. .it ought to be 

used.. .continuously.” 6

For experts increasingly interested in the public relations and advertising sciences, 

visual display could provide the very basis o f a new relation between state and citizen 

mediated through the special ab ility o f the visual to communicate and reinforce the basic 

themes o f citizenship and the ‘public good’ . Business groups, in particular, (many 

concerned about the ways in which ‘cultural’ goods and public art mobilized as part o f 

the New Deal), began to conceive o f advertising as a special force capable o f restoring
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‘traditional’ American rationalities o f individual citizenship and private enterprise.7 

Many o f the organizations that came to represent advertising before and during World 

War II  were anxious to exploit the unique properties o f advertising as a way to realize 

this vision o f a postwar economic and cultural life  organized around a particular reading 

o f American ‘values’ . Harry Bullis, Chairman o f General M ills, for example, developed 

a keen interest in advertising as a way to forge, by visualizing, a new economic life  

animated by what he conceived as a longstanding American tradition o f individual

Q

in itiative and freedom. General M ills was one o f a number o f firms including DuPont, 

Ford, Texaco and General Electric which became preoccupied with advertising or other 

forms o f public information stressing the visual as instruments that could ‘persuade’ and 

reshape working class and everyday populations. Advertising experts, Bullis argues, 

“ have forged a tool, more effective than any o f a m ilitary nature, for winning men and 

women to the side o f the American heritage.. .Let this type o f institutional advertising tell 

the story o f our economy so that the people can understand it.” 9

These diverse attempts to intervene into and reshape everyday and working class 

lives, all attempt to mobilize visuality as a special kind o f idiom capable o f telling 

particular stories ‘so that the people can understand it ’ . The mobilization o f advertising 

by business groups, in particular, hinges directly upon its visual qualities and in the ways 

in which the visual could ‘picture’ and, literally, ‘demonstrate’ appropriate forms of 

everyday life  and citizenship. It was the visual display and demonstration, above 

anything else, which made advertising such an effective mode o f public communication. 

“ Advertising was mobilized behind, and helped to solve,”  described an early Advertising
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Council document, “ many important national problems... So business increased the 

candlepower o f its advertising to demonstrate good citizenship.” 10

This argument about the visual became key to the ways in which everyday 

populations were encouraged to enrol into programs o f popular finance. Early attempts 

to market and promote U.S. Savings Bonds, for example, echo some o f the broader 

attempts to use visuality as a way to intervene into everyday cultures. The architects o f 

these programs believed that only the unique techniques o f advertising could make 

visible savings bonds to the everyday audiences they wanted to attract. “ One o f our 

pressing requirements,”  one officia l suggests, “ is to have the help o f the...the creative 

ability o f advertising and the channels o f communication in reaching the public... we 

must have the means o f quickly and effectively disseminating facts to the American 

people in all ways that are necessary and proper to the country.” 11

A generation before the launch o f the U.S. Savings Bond program, the Donaldson 

Lithographing Company launched a series o f publications which specifically targeted 

banks and financial institutions which wanted to extend their reach among working class 

and everyday populations. Publishing major books in 1924,1928 and 1929, Donaldson 

successfully convinced many banks to use poster-advertising and colour-lithograph 

expertise to mount campaigns o f popular finance and to reach into populations it had 

previously ignored. For “ the great masses o f the people,”  a Donaldson publication 

summarizes, “ the bank was a thing exclusive and mysterious. It was, like the rich man’s 

club, an institution for the initiated.” 12 To make a direct connection w ith the uninitiated 

banks needed to grasp those populations in a forceful and lasting manner. Only poster 

advertising can make visible the benefits o f ‘systematic saving’ and can reach into
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populations that have been marginalized from the banking/investing world and which, as

a consequence, have not developed the capacities or ‘ interest’ to exist in those worlds:

[Everyday populations are] careless, obstinate, lazy and haven’ t sufficient 
interest to make the slightest effort toward learning the lessons o f th rift, 
economy, systematic saving, safe investment and the proper provision for 
the fu tu re ...It remains for him [the banker, financial expert] to take his 
message to them; to make it easy, at least, for them to get his message, and 
to put his message in such form that it w ill stick when they get it. Poster 
advertising accomplishes this. The greatest advantage offered the banker 
through the use o f posters are... location, timeliness, repetition, size, color 
and frequent change o f copy...” 13

This turn to visuality in this period, however, is not framed as merely a technical 

question (relating to appropriate m ix o f timeliness, repetition, size etc.), but is organized, 

rather, as a much broader discussion o f the special qualities o f visuality in relation to 

everyday populations and as a technique capable o f reaching the degraded selves which 

populate these sectors. The preoccupation w ith visual modes o f communication is part 

o f a broader discussion o f visuality as a style and mode o f intervention particularly suited 

to the realm o f everyday life  and culture and a whole systematic series o f assumptions 

and arguments about the capacities o f everyday populations. These attempts resemble, in 

important ways, what Anne M cClintock has described as a process o f ‘commodity 

spectacle’ . Particularly interested in the ways in which empire was promoted among 

working class populations, McClintock pays particular attention on the roles o f 

advertising and ‘commodity spectacle’ which began, in the nineteenth century, to 

promote the virtues o f empire w ithin the widening space o f consumer culture. It  was in 

this widening circle o f commodity spectacle that images o f empire reached their broadest 

audience and, crucially, were able to resonate w ell beyond the literate world o f political, 

economic or cultural elites. This attempt to make empire visible in the world o f
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commodity spectacle, according to McClintock, “ was not the only form for the

mediation o f domestic colonialism...Commodity spectacle, however, spread well beyond

the propertied elite and gave.. .colonialism particularly far-reaching clout.” 14

Advocates and experts connected to the financial world also turned to visual

spectacle as a way to gain a farther-reaching clout for the ambitions o f popular finance.

In particular there are two broad sets o f ways in which the special properties o f visuality

were framed. A  first broad argument focuses on the ways in which visual practices could

trigger or unleash certain forms o f individual conduct or behaviour. Because many

experts developed profiles o f popular sectors as illiterate, unsophisticated and

undeveloped, they framed the development o f visual images as practices which could

mobilize individual action in an automatic or unconscious manner. The use o f colour,

images, layout arrangements and related factors can effectively seize individual attention

at an unconscious level. The effect at this level is the mobilization o f the unconscious

bases o f individual action: desire, memory or sensory reaction. Donaldson was

particularly preoccupied w ith the seamless ways in  which visual appeals motivated action

by triggering unconscious reactions:

O f all o f the forms that modem advertising has taken, the poster has 
demonstrated the highest efficiency as an inspirer o f ideas that lead to 
action. It makes no onerous demands upon the time or attention o f those it 
influences; the poster discloses its reason fo r being as simply and speedily 
as the burst o f stars from a rocket. The eye catches the poster’s flash o f 
color, its coruscation o f reds, yellows, greens or blues, and its crisp, 
pungent text in the glimpse o f the moment and the thing is done-the idea, 
the message is carried home. It demands nothing yet because it  is a 
picture— a symbol o f something already known or a new thing desired—it 
inevitably receives its tribute o f the passing glance. And that is enough, for 
it  repeats its story wherever it  is placed, always w ith the same 
effectiveness, the same inescapable persistence.15
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In these terms, the visual is suited to the culture o f the everyday as a mode o f

communication operating at the most basic and universal level. The visual is

unconscious and, as a consequence, exists as a defining element o f everyday cultures and

the way those cultures are lived. As one advisor put, it the visual can help banks access

‘average’ populations by opening up a level outside o f rational process. “The average

man does not analyze how he feels,”  advises Lewis in 1908, “ commercial illustrating is

mainly intended to catch the sentiment and point in a commercial argument, to give it

expression in a picture so that the eye may catch it without the mind’s complete surrender

to the prose...pictures w ill attract, because they have a universal appeal.” 16

A second and related way in which visuality was conceived was as a deeply

elemental or even ‘prim itive’ form. In this view, visuality is a natural form o f

communication which continues to have a special kind o f a ffin ity to prim itive

populations (the working class, the illiterate, those outside o f the economic or cultural

mainstream). Donaldson, for example, consistently framed its concern w ith colour poster

advertising in the banking world as an extension o f ancient preoccupations w ith visual

forms o f language and expression. Visuality, in this respect, is a fundamental and

essential practice which forms the very basis o f human language, contact and

communication. Donaldson’s publications for the banking sector invoke this sense o f

timelessness and nature by figuring poster advertising as a visual technique capable o f

generating the immediacy which lies at the basis o f human culture and communication:

Remember that when the world was young, man learned to observe through 
his eyes even before he learned to speak inte llig ib ly. The visual appeal 
came firs t o f all. And to-day the immediacy o f that visual appeal is the 
same and bridges the ages between the cave man and the spectator o f the 
movies. From this fact we cannot get away. When w riting was evolved—  
and don’t forget that it  began as picture w riting— it soon developed into the
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peculiar province and property o f the priests in every country, who thus 
became the schoolmasters o f the race... In this enlightened and hurrying 
age, pictures in the form o f posters have a more definite appeal than any 
other medium o f advertising.17

In advising financial institutions on appropriate techniques w ith which they could 

reach into the ‘masses’ , Lewis also pays particular attention to what he terms the 

prim itive ‘psychology o f the picture’ . Lewis situates the visual in the realm o f the 

prim itive ‘other’ as a language clearly embedded in the timeless sim plicity o f non

western spaces. Invoking a clearly orientalist language and making specific reference to 

the non-western other (Egypt, Babylon, Chinese, ‘the American Indian’ ), the visual 

comes to be associated w ith a psychology o f fundamental or basic speech. Because it so 

clearly belongs to the universal space o f the prim itive other, visuality is a particularly 

relevant language in which to speak to the ‘masses’ and working classes:

A  picture speaks in an universal tongue.
The very first language that was written was sign language and our own 
letters were originally pictures or symbols...very prim itive, it  is true, but 
nevertheless pictures, and intended to be pictures or symbols o f things.
The Chinese today write in a picture language; the signs are arbitrary. The 
American Indian wrote his story in pictures and wrote his messages in 
symbols. So, from  the time o f primeval man to the present, pictures have 
talked in a tongue understandable to a ll.. .It is for this reason we find that 
the talk o f those popular lecturers who appeal particularly to the masses, is 
couched in highly figurative language...Figures o f speech, allegories, 
verbal illustrations, ‘wind sketches’ as the slang phrase puts it, are all 
unconscious tributes to the psychology o f the picture.18

In these terms, the preoccupation w ith visuality was an argument about the

consistency between visual modes o f expression and the particular ways in which the

‘prim itive’ and popular classes were to be governed and were govern themselves. In this

formulation, the visual exists as the only mode capable o f reaching prim itive populations.

Lacking access to any broader form o f art or ‘culture’ ; the prim itive and working classes
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can only be reached through visual appeals which can resonate in an almost purely

instinctive manner and which exist outside o f the more rational or cognitive cultural

domains. Here, then, is assembled not only a set o f ideas and practices o f the visual as a

mode o f intervention but also o f everyday cultures as unsophisticated and sensual. This

highlights a tension that exists in, and is resolved differently by, many o f the programs o f

popular finance between a concern to promote a certain kind o f individual freedom and

self government, and a tendency to draw everyday populations in paternalistic or

‘prim itive ’ terms. These early experiments resolve this question by understanding

visuality as practices strangely suited for those populations incapable o f more

complicated or subtle forms o f rational culture; a prim itive art able to flow  into the

narrow points o f access through which ‘prim itive peoples’ are available:

This is called prim itive art, which fascinates prim itives peoples. The 
ignorant like bright colors and a lo t o f them, and all in violent contrast.
Study the lower classes, look inside their homes. I f  that is not convenient, 
go to the store where they buy their goods...The unrefined man is attracted 
by ‘loud’ things...He discounts all claims to culture, hence you must paint 
the picture gaudily in order to impress him .19

These early moments in visuality encode a contradiction by relying on both a kind o f

paternalism aimed at those populations ‘unable’ to access rational forms o f culture, as

w ell as a kind o f ethic o f self-governance in  which individuals are asked to govern

financial life  in terms o f their own freedom or security. It is in these terms that visuality

is mobilized as a way to implement and install popular finance in a population often

conceived by these authorities as distant from or outside o f the world o f saving and

investing.

These experiments in visuality that began over the early part o f the twentieth 

century, began to make popular finance visible and visualizable in a range of diverse
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ways, including a series o f lines which connect ‘everyday capital’ w ith the securitization 

o f national space.

Security and Securitization

In the context o f the ‘post-cold-war’ moment, the question o f security and ways in 

which it could be broadened, have been at the centre o f preoccupations within 

International Relations and in broader currents o f political theory.20 From a number of 

different directions, various attempts have been mounted to broaden security beyond the 

conventional realist formulation which posits national security as the preoccupation with 

‘self-help’ and national survival in an anarchic international system. From a policy- 

centered perspective, for example, several broadly liberal initiatives successfully 

cultivated support for a renewed commitment to a ‘human security agenda’ . An explicit 

attempt to reframe a security o f individual life , ‘human security’ became a key rationality 

inform ing multilateral initiatives including the Ottawa process to ban anti-personnel 

landmines and the Rome Statute committed to the implementation o f an International 

Crim inal Court.21

A t a more theoretically-informed level, one o f the broadest and most influential 

attempts to broaden security has revolved around the ‘Copenhagen school’ and the 

concept o f ‘securitization’ . Grounded in the work o f Ole Waever and Barry Buzan, 

securitization represents an attempt both to broaden the notion o f security and to develop 

a more ‘constructivist’ account o f security. In this formulation security, not the essential 

or automatic reflection o f an anarchic international logic, is a ‘speech-act’ given life  only 

when enunciated in particular ways.22 Borrowing from  strands o f linguistic and cultural 

theory, security is framed as the outcome o f naming-practices and utterances:
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...we can regard ‘security’ as a speech act. In this usage, security is not of 
interest as a sign that refers to something more real; the utterance itse lf is 
the act...By uttering ‘security’ a state representative moves a particular 
development into a specific area, and thereby claims a special right to use 
whatever means are necessary to block it.23

Security, however, is not a conventional speech-act but one that generates 

unique political effects when uttered in particular ways. On one hand, security is 

conceived as an ‘extreme’ form o f ‘politicization’ because it is an explicitly 

political utterance which removes a particular domain and relocates it in a realm 

beyond political debate.24 This entails a process through which a particular 

domain or issue is framed in a language which ‘requires’ emergency action and 

which invokes forms o f political response beyond normal processes o f democratic 

negotiation.25 This often works not only to justify extraordinary measures but to

9  f \silence political opposition and dissent. “ The special nature o f security threats 

justifies,”  it  is argued “ the extraordinary measures to handle them. The invocation 

o f security has been the key to legitim izing the use o f force, but more generally it  

has opened the way fo r the state to mobilize, or to take state powers, to handle 

existential threats.” 27

By extension, on the other hand, the Copenhagen approach also broadens the 

analysis o f security by foregrounding the ways in which securitzation operates not only in 

relation to national and m ilitary security but also in a number o f other domains. Weaver 

et al conceive o f security in several sectors only one of which relates to the m ilitary 

sector and its logic o f territorial integrity. Other sectors include the economic sector, 

environmental sector, and the political sector. O f particular concern for the Copenhagen 

school is the sector o f ‘societal security’ . Although the logic o f survival remains the key
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focus o f societal security, its referent-object is not the territoriality o f the state but the 

sanctity o f large-scale community identity.- Society can be securitized (made into a 

question o f ‘societal security’) when its identity is threatened by an existential threat. As 

Weaver suggests, identity exists in relation to societal security in the same ways that 

sovereignty exists as the ultimate measure o f state security. “ State security has 

sovereignty as its ultimate criterion,”  argues Waever, “ and societal security has 

identity... A  state that loses its sovereignty does not survive as a state; a society that loses 

its identity fears that it w ill no longer be able to live as itself.” 29

These attempts to expand the theoretical and substantive components o f security 

have been useful and productive in a number o f ways. In contrast to mainstream 

conceptions which paint security as a natural pursuit dictated by the requirements o f a 

condition o f international anarchy, the Copenhagen school has begun to open space for a 

consideration o f the political, social and ethical bases o f security as a contested and 

constructed category.30 Despite this important contribution, however, this attempt to 

broaden security remains lim ited in two important ways. First, and at a conceptual level, 

the attempt to broaden security in a ‘constructivist’ form, still leaves much o f the terrain 

o f security unproblematized. Although particular attention is paid to the ways in which 

the language o f ‘security’ is mobilized and used, less attention is paid to the 

‘constructedness’ o f the state itse lf or the boundaries and identities which constitute it in 

particular ways. “ There are passages,”  summarizes B ill McSweeny in an important 

critique, “ which suggest the social constructionist agenda, but these are radically at odds 

w ith the bulk o f the work which remains firm ly  objectivist, indeed realist.” 31 Identity, in 

particular, is often portrayed as an already existing (and singular) fie ld which, although
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stable in its basic existence, can nonetheless be pushed in certain directions (securitized

or desecuritized) by explicitly political utterances. “ Both ‘society’ and ‘identity’ are here

projected as objective realities, out there to be discovered and analysed.” 32 In this

formulation, society, its identity and the borders which mark it o ff from the spaces

outside its reality, are le ft as given. There is little  attention to the ways in which security

practices themselves might be implicated in the constitution o f the identities and spaces:

Identity is not a fact o f society; it is a process o f negotiation among people 
and interest groups... [it] is a consequence o f a political process, and it is 
that process, not the label which symbolizes it, which constitutes the reality 
which needs explication. We cannot decide the state, or even the 
relevance, o f identity a priori.33

Second, and at a more substantive level, the attempt to broaden security by 

considering ‘societal security’ has not often investigated the relationship between 

national security and individual economic/financial security. Although Weaver et al 

conceive o f security in  a number o f sectors, they consider the economic sector to be the 

most immune to the logic o f securitization. Because the economic sector is characterized 

by competitive relations it is not, in any serious manner, legible in a language or practice 

o f security. Economic practices or identities cannot, accordingly, be located above 

political debate in the ways in which issues in the m ilitary sector or threats to the survival 

o f societal identity are capable. Because “ o f the essentially competitive nature o f market 

relations,”  Buzan et al argue, “ much o f it  does not properly rise above the merely 

politicized.” 34

Although it frames itse lf as an explicit attempt to broaden notions o f security, 

securitization remains lim ited in  these terms. The ‘objectivist’ notion o f identity prevents 

a more detailed analysis o f the very ways in which security practices and utterances are
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implicated in the making o f national identity and in the boundaries and spaces which 

mark out national from geopolitical space. Sim ilarly, dismissing the role o f security in 

economic life  narrows rather than broadens security by training attention away from the 

ways in which national and individual economic/financial security are mutually 

implicated. This prevents not only a broader interrogation o f role o f ‘security’ in the very 

discourses which constitute state, territory and nation in particular ways. In addition, it 

also lim its critical assessments o f the ways in which the risks borne by individuals in the 

pursuit o f personal economic/financial security are often related to discourses o f national 

space/security; lines o f force and connection particularly resonant in many appeals to 

popular finance.

Popular Finance, National Space, Geopolitics

At a most immediate level, programs o f popular finance are most centrally 

committed to the pursuit o f individual economic/financial security, and to form  of 

security which often requires individuals to navigate economic risk in a direct manner. 

These risks o f everyday economic spaces, however, are not conceived as separate from or 

outside o f the spaces o f national security. ‘Making up’ individual financial security has 

often, at the same time, also been implicated in the making up o f national security. 

“ Sovereignty-thinking,”  notes Warren Magnusson, “ suggests that people must be distinct 

and self-governing, both individually and collectively.” 35 As they experiment with visual 

practices in the first part o f the twentieth century, the experts and institutions which foster 

popular finance, begin also to diagram a connection between individual financial security 

and the integrity or security o f national space in a number o f ways.
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Popular Finance and National Integration

A t one level, individual practices o f financial security are often figured as a 

source o f national integration and stability. Nations, as much o f the recent literature 

suggests, are cultural artefacts created in a range o f appeals to 'nation-ness' including 

myths and symbols which constitute the nation as a timeless and ancient being, or a space 

whose existence has a coherent cultural and historical logic.36 These processes, recent 

commentators have suggested, often entail not only elite-driven attempts to instil a sense 

o f nation-ness in o fficia l forms o f culture, 'high' art or education. They have also 

involved more complex processes through which ideas o f nation have been 'roused' at a 

popular level. “ For at a popular level,”  writes Anthony D. Smith, “ the communion of 

nation is one that is felt, w illed and acted out in the real world...for it is through these 

media and their images and symbols that the sacred communion o f the nation is most 

powerfully expressed and represented.” 37

Everyday financial conduct and identity is often conceived as both a general 

mechanism o f nation-building as well as a way o f narrating the story o f a well-integrated 

people. This integrationist ethic is one that is particularly targeted to those (racial 

minorities, immigrants, aboriginal communities) who either exist on the margins o f the 

nation or whose status as national citizens is ambiguous. In these narratives, personal 

financial conduct exists as one key way in which individuals can become integrated into 

the body o f the nation. Relying upon images o f normative citizenship and whiteness, 

personal finance comes to serve as a mechanism o f personal and national integration and 

as a way o f 'dealing' w ith groups and individuals which fa ll outside o f the normative and 

discursive boundaries o f the nation. Advertising and art associated w ith the war
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financing campaign for W orld War I, for example, often relied upon clearly racist images 

o f aboriginal figures. One image that received wide distribution near the end o f World 

War I foregrounds the figure o f an aboriginal Chief 'Moo-cha-we-in-es'. Centered around 

the figure o f the Chief standing in front o f a sparse encampment and wearing 'traditional' 

clothing and headdress, the poster serves as an explanation o f the Chiefs participation in 

the financing campaign. Holding two letters (one in translated English and one in an 

unnamed aboriginal language reflective o f the ‘picture language’ and ‘prim itive art’ 

images idealized by early advertising experts reviewed above), the poster translates the 

Chiefs own motivation for investing in  the campaign. “ Pale Face,”  the Chiefs letter 

begins, “ my skin is dark but my heart is white. For I  also give to Canadian Patriotic 

Fund.” 38 In this raced formulation a figure normally outside o f the nation (or at least 

ambiguous in its location), the aboriginal chief is able nonetheless to connect himself to 

the nation (show that his 'heart his white' even i f  his face is dark) by investing in the war 

campaign.39

Although investment in the campaign provides a moment o f inclusion (a moment 

to belie darkness) it s till remains a somewhat guarded and cautious moment o f nation- 

building. The chief, although temporarily connected to the work o f the nation, s till 

speaks from an outside space. The pronoun in the translated letter refers to the nation in 

the second person not as a personal possession but as a project conducted by someone 

else— ‘you’— and as a process the Chief can support w ithout owning in a fu ll manner. “ I 

heard there was a big war going on over there and I  feel like  I  want to help you some way 

and the best I  can do is to send a little  money.” 40
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A more complete and thorough integrationist story o f nation-building appears

throughout the mid-century mass investment campaigns (see Chapter 4). In these

campaigns, mass investment is consistently portrayed as a process which binds in average

individuals to the broader contours o f the nation itself. Several images in this campaign

explicitly read everyday investment as a force able to integrate immigrants into the fabric

o f national life. Mass investment is seen as a process through which immigrants can

learn the skills required to survive and integrate themselves within the body o f the nation.

Investment becomes a simultaneous act o f national and individual progress able to create

well integrated immigrants as w ell as a codified and coherent national people. They

Believed in Miracles, for example, foregrounds a reproduction o f a grainy turn-of-the-

century photograph o f immigrants arriving at E llis Island. Saving and investing is both a

way to 'build for the future' as w ell as to 'back the nation' w ith savings. Investing allows

the immigrant masses to situate themselves w ithin the confines o f the nation and to have

a 'share in the greatness o f America'. A  key force in the consolidation o f nation as a

coherent and well-integrated body, the text emphasizes the nationalizing and naturalizing

role o f mass investment:

Whether they landed at Plymouth Rock in one generation or at E llis Island 
in another, they came believing in M iracles.. .The miracle o f Opportunity- 
to work, save, build for the future...They and their descendants played a 
vita l part in perfecting mass production, mass distribution, mass 
investment...Yes, generation after generation they prospered, took root, 
grew w ith the nation...As th rifty  investors, they backed the confidence in 
the nation w ith their savings. A ll had a share in the greatness o f America. 
Believing in  miracles, they made them come to pass.41

The Critical Geopolitics o f Popular Finance

The practices o f popular finance were not only conceived in relation to the

internal consolidation o f national space, however. These practices were also often
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specified as central to questions o f national and state identity in relation to external or 

geopolitical space. The nation is imagined not only by constructing the 'inside' as a 

coherent and well-integrated body, but also through knowledge and practices which fix  

the inside o f the state from its outside. Identity, writes David Campbell, “ is constituted in 

relation to difference.. .the constitution o f identity is achieved through the inscription o f 

boundaries that serve to demarcate an 'inside' from an 'outside', a 'se lf from an 'other', a 

'domestic' from  a 'foreign'.”42 Borders and boundaries do not surround or 'hold together' 

categories that naturally exist, but rather help define the identities o f those categories by 

marking them out in  space, defining their shape and delineating the frontiers w ithin 

which categories are contained 43

One site at which boundaries are inscribed is the domain o f security. Unlike the 

securitization approach which leaves ‘ identity’ and ‘state’ as given or already-existing 

categories, critical geopolitics conceives o f security practices as discourses which 

themselves are deeply implicated in the constitution o f the nation and the borders within 

which it is defined. One o f the functions o f discourses o f in/security is precisely the 

demarcation o f inside from outside and domestic from foreign. “ Insecurity,”  write 

Weldes et al, “ is the product o f processes o f identity construction in which the self and 

the other, or m ultiple others, are constituted.” 44 The articulation o f danger emanating 

from  the external environment (in terms o f a dangerous enemy, 'other', risk or general 

threat) is less a 'real' or objective entity as much as it  is a discourse which functions 

precisely to stabilize the identity o f the inside against or in relation to an identifiable 

outside or other. In contrast to realist images o f global politics, insecurity and danger are 

not threats to the internal terrain o f the nation, but are discursive materials from which the
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nation itself gains identity and definition. “The constant articulation o f danger through 

foreign policy,”  attests Campbell, “ is thus not a threat to a state's identity or existence: it 

is its condition o f possibility.” 45

One way to read the images and practices o f popular finance is as a site where a 

particular form o f national identity is developed and made real in these terms. The 

various war financing campaigns constitute a most obvious effort to connect popular 

finance to a sense o f nation framed in terms o f and against geopolitical danger. The 

campaigns in North America consistently feature images o f the enemy as a threat to the 

nation. The Canadian campaigns, fo r example, depict participation in war bond 

initiatives as a literal act o f investment in the nation made necessary by events and threats 

emanating from international space. International space, often framed as dark and only 

half-intelligible, is not only a source o f threat and risk but also a danger requiring the 

reassertion o f national identity. As one sales k it from the Canadian campaign instructs, 

Nazi atrocities and threats are both a source o f endangerment to Canadian values and yet 

can only be met by manifestations o f those particularly Canadian values o f nobility and 

freedom. “ I f  we don't do this,”  the sales k it affirms referring to investment in victory 

bonds, “one thing that is like ly to happen is that we shall never again have the 

opportunity to make our own decisions...You and I  are making our choice between 

freedom and Nazi slavery.” 46

The presence o f danger as a key theme through which national identity is clarified 

and specified has a particular centrality in the American experience. Much o f the images 

in popular finance advertising and advice operate, precisely, as places where American 

identity is formulated and made real in a particular kind o f way. Figure 12, from  one o f
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the US Savings Bonds programs from the early 1950s, is indicative o f many examples o f 

Cold War campaigns organized around images o f an external threat. Depicting a kind o f 

simultaneity between personal and national security, this image features a lone figure 

using his savings to fight a menacing Soviet presence. The real danger represented by 

this external threat is not the force o f violence, but rather the risk o f losing a particular 

kind o f American identity dedicated to freedom and individualism. Framing investment 

as a “ hitting out at the enemies o f our way o f life ” , the whole question o f international 

threat becomes one connected to the intimate contours o f American culture and values.
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o u ta tth e e o c m io o f ou r w a y o f buy oew  equipment fo r  the
l i fe  y o u 'll he b u ild in g  up a near fa rm  and spend you r “ tidte-it*
nest egg fo r  the yean ahead. easy** years >u secure com fort.
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and do yourself a big favor
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Figure 12-Hit Him Hard! and do Yourself a Favor17
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In the context o f the Cold War, American identity became squarely focused on the

exceptional burden o f American obligations to maintain and secure the free world.

American values, in  this context, are both required to meet this international obligation

and yet are also threatened by forces external to the nation. The advertising o f popular

financial vehicles (including o f course those connected to US Savings and Defence

Bonds) were often key diagrams o f this exact kind o f international obligation and

exceptionalism. In Trouble in Foreign Places, the 'good American life ' is clearly (and

perhaps most fundamentally) connected to an almost unknowable amount o f 'trouble in

foreign places'. In this formulation, American culture (the 'kind o f future we want') is

most clearly defined in opposition to the instabilities and difficulties o f 'foreign' space.

The work o f personal investment is clearly framed in terms o f an equation between

domestic culture/values and a particular requirement to respond to foreign 'trouble':

Sometimes I  can't understand all I  see in the newspapers about trouble in 
foreign places. But nowadays we can't turn our backs on what's happening 
somewhere else. The world's too small. I f  my youngsters are going to 
grow up to enjoy the good American life , it's going to take some doing, 
starting right now....the money goes toward keeping America's guard up- 
and that's m ighty important, too, i f  there's going to be the kind o f future 
we want...Savings Bonds are a kind o f 'insurance policy' fo r me and my 
country.48

Active Citizenship and Individual/National Security

The advertising o f popular finance which emerged from early experiments w ith 

visuality gave particular prominence to diagrams o f national identity and to diagrams 

which, in particular, defined the terrain o f the nation in relation to images o f geopolitical 

danger. A t another level, however, what is perhaps most striking about this connection 

between national and geopolitical identity are the ways in which the risks central to 

individual economic security are often conceived as internal to (part o f the same moment
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as) the dangers o f geopolitical space. Many programs o f popular finance both locate 

individuals directly w ithin forms o f economic risk and, at the same time, connect that 

individual risk to the processes w ith which the nation bears itse lf in the context o f 

international risk/danger. These programs often diagram individual saving or investing 

as practices w ith which citizens could make themselves active in the security o f the 

nation. The ability o f the nation to bear itse lf w ithin international space (and to confront 

its international obligations and dangers) is directly connected to individual citizens and 

their capacities to bear and govern themselves in the little  risks they face in economic and 

financial life.

Figure 13- They Saved a Frontier for You... is a set o f advertising copy proofs 

from the early postwar period providing advertisers w ith copy-images for use in local US 

Savings Bonds campaigns. Six images make visible the role o f bonds in national 

development/consolidation (the national railway, the expansion o f national territory) and 

in the successful confrontation w ith external threats and obligation (San Juan H ill, 

Okinawa, etc.). What is striking in  many o f these images is a connection which is sought 

between these geopolitical dangers and an appropriate form o f individual economic 

conduct capable o f sustaining the nation against these dangers. Savings bonds are 

depicted as a form o f capital which accompanies and animates the dangerous struggle for 

national security in different contexts. The risk that everyday populations confront in 

pursuing individual financial security is also connected to the risk states confront in 

global space. “ Now it ’ s your turn,”  the copy suggests, “ to make America grow”  and to 

pursue individual security simultaneously.

This attempt to connect individual practice w ith the broader confrontations o f
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Figure \2>-They Saved a Frontier For You49 

geopolitical space is first hinted in some o f the modes o f economic citizenship associated 

w ith nineteenth century imperialism. In the British context, for example, nineteenth 

century th rift and money management advice often clarified this relationship between 

individual conduct and the international (imperial) obligations o f the nation. Explicitly 

targeted to working-class audiences, many advice writers defined sound financial practice 

as an act o f denying the 'savage' self w ithin. The capacity to govern the self 

autonomously is an act o f overcoming the 'natural' tendencies o f the 'lower' or 'animal' 

self (often conceived as a trace o f savage life ) by denying appeals to sensual gratification 

and impulse. Careful and regulated saving was one practice through which working class 

individuals could deny the dangers o f their internal 'animal' self and could begin to 

develop capacities for autonomous self government.50
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This control o f the internal 'animal' self, however served also as a direct source of

national strength and vigour. John Lubbock's guidebook (1894) connects th rifty and self-

governing conduct w ith the unique dangers o f imperial rule. For Lubbock, the imperial

nation is confronted w ith a range o f dangers including, most explicitly, the 'magnitude

and extent o f our Empires' and the different 'ideas and aspirations' o f the many races

governed by the imperial nation. Confronting this danger and allowing the nation to bear

itse lf w ithin global space, requires appropriate individual conduct (fitting  oneself for the

'great responsibility' o f imperial governance). In this racist/orientalist formulation,

making ourselves ‘f it ’ fo r imperial responsibilities and dangers is not only a question of

preparing the nation and its defences, but also a matter o f appropriate forms o f individual

conduct. Thrifty self-government and the management o f colonial bodies are parts o f the

same equation o f government and danger:

We are all part o f the Government o f this country, and one o f the most 
important o f our duties is to f it  ourselves for the great responsibility.. .The 
very magnitude and extent o f our Empires is itse lf a source o f danger. We 
govern many races o f men, some o f them w ith ideas and aspirations very 
different from our own.51

Thrifty  saving and investing are practices w ith which citizens can ‘f i t ’ themselves for

imperial government and make themselves directly active in the security o f the imperial

nation.

A  sim ilar general theme is apparent in many twentieth-century American 

advertising campaigns for popular financial vehicles. The unique global dangers and 

obligations o f American leadership in the postwar context requires, fo r example, a 

particular kind o f individual conduct which is both consistent w ith and constitutive o f this 

leadership. Figure 14 (Is the Island Shrinking) is a striking diagram o f this kind o f
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relationship. A  part o f an advertising supplement produced directly by the Advertising 

Council in  support o f US Savings Bonds, this depiction features an image o f the Statue of 

Liberty, the shadow o f which is a silhouette o f the Kremlin tower. This transfigured 

Statue o f Liberty, made precarious by its own shadow, is framed by the single question 'Is 

the Island Shrinking?’ This question, which invokes America's responsibilities in the 

context o f global danger, is squarely answered as an issue o f individual conduct. 

Emphasizing themes o f American exceptionalism, the text invokes freedom as an 

individualized practice key to successful confrontations w ith international danger. “ In 

the past, those tired o f rule by force and hungry for rule by reason looked to America 

because here everybody took part in  government.”  The government o f the nation is 

ultim ately related to the ways in which individual citizens govern themselves.

Reminding individuals that 'Freedom is Everybody's Job', the text clearly connects the 

fate o f the nation (especially w ith respect to its international obligations) to the individual 

freedom practiced by its citizens; a practice o f individual freedom available, for example, 

in prudent investing practices. “ Like anything else that lives and has being and grows” , 

the text asserts, “Freedom itse lf withers and dies when not practised by those who enjoy 

its privileges. Is the island shrinking in your own heart.”

These themes also preoccupy the images produced directly by the US Savings 

Bond programs which was one o f the early programs to experiment actively w ith visual 

practices. In in his hand, for example, a 1954 copy from the U.S. Savings Bonds series, 

male obligation to and sacrifice fo r the unspeaking members o f his domestic space, is 

conceived not only as an act o f fam ily necessity, but also one o f national security. This 

image foregrounds a little  g irl praying w ith the barely visible hand o f her father covering
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FREEDOM IS BVERYB'ODTS JOB!

-COMMERCE

Figure 14-/5 the Island Shrinking?52

her clasped-prayer hands (teaching her?) and emphasizes the necessity, and immense 

burden o f manly saving. The requirement to save, here, is expressed as both an act of 

prudential manliness as well as a godly act o f national freedom and security. This is a 

formulation in which the ‘strength o f America’ is most visib ly connected to the security 

provided by its individual citizens in the pursuit o f their own personal or fam ily 

obligation:

...the guide is Dad, the goal is a security not even he can provide.
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But the pattern is security, and it is Dad's privilege to supply his part o f it 
for the little  hearts in his care...The security o f our homes is our worthiest 
goal. And providing it is a privilege unique in a country like ours, where 
each o f us is free to choose his way.
And think: The security that begins in your home, joined to that o f other 
homes, builds the strength o f America.
Saving for Security is easy!...For your sake, and your family's, too, how 
about signing up today?53

As it is first made visible throughout the middle parts o f the twentieth century, an 

‘intimate association’ is depicted between the risk that the nation faces in geopolitical 

space and the risks individuals directly confront by managing their own savings or 

investments in a prudential manner. It is in these terms, that those who sought to provoke 

forms o f individual economic/financial security, were also, and at the same time, 

pursuing a kind o f geopolitical reasoning. These experts and advocates were trying to 

strengthen the nation and its security by ‘making up’ an individual form  o f citizenship 

capable o f securing both individuals and the nations they populate. Practices o f popular 

finance were a way to insert citizens into the nation as a whole and a method w ith which 

individual citizens could become active in the government o f themselves and the nation, 

a way o f securing the nation w ithin the geopolitical spaces it inhabits.

These lines o f force, however, did not seek a singular or universal condition. Like 

many liberal modes o f government, programs o f popular finance seem as much 

preoccupied with the populations which are unable to develop capacities o f self- 

government as they are w ith those which can realize such capacities.54 The practices o f 

popular finance help constitute the parameters and meaning o f national space not only by 

specifying an account o f geopolitical danger, but also by delineating, in  concrete terms, 

who is capable o f exercising citizenship and who remains outside o f its privileged space. 

In some campaigns, aboriginal populations, racial minorities, and others are depicted as
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special populations unable to practice the kind o f financial autonomy and self- 

government available to normal populations. In many o f the th rift and financial advice 

books from the late nineteenth century, this connection was made explicit by directly 

representing inappropriate financial conduct as a part o f a 'savage economy'. The savage 

is defined precisely as a figure unable to save and unable to govern or master the self. 

“Prodigality,”  claims Smiles, “ is much more natural to man than thrift. The savage is the 

greatest o f spendthrifts, for he has no forethought, no to-morrow. The prehistoric man 

saved nothing...for like savages, generally, they never save...Saving for the future forms 

no part o f the savage economy.” 55 A  savage economy, naturally predisposed to 

thriftlessness, lies outside o f the normal rules o f conduct and the normal capacities o f 

individual self-government.

Several twentieth century campaigns also, in different ways, share this sense o f 

populations unable to govern financial life  in an appropriate manner. Figure 15 

('Confidentially...I'm Bearish1) is an example from  an interesting series organized by the 

American investment firm  Dreyfus &  Co. throughout the early and m id 1950s. This 

image conjures the prim itive as a figure incapable o f assuming any o f the roles associated 

w ith competent participation in markets (understanding the status o f markets, exercising 

informed agency in market settings). “ It's amazing,”  the text asserts, “ how many 

unqualified people have opinions on the market.”  Framed as unqualified and 'foreign' to 

the market, the prim itive is a subject who remains unable to operate in any competent 

manner in markets or to resemble the kinds o f individual conduct imagined as consistent 

w ith the most fu lly  developed forms o f liberal individual citizenship.

Although it makes an appeal to seemingly universal conditions (reason,
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"confldentiaHj...
I ’m bearish”

It 's  amazing how many unqualified people 
have opinions on the market. And 
even more amazing how many people who should 
know better, listen to these opinions.

When you get advice, make sure i t  conies from 
those best qualified to help you.

DREYFUS & CO.
Today's Methods F o r Today's Markets 

Members jYcip York Stock Exchange a n d  other Exchanges 

SO BROADWAY •  HEW  YORK 4, H EW  YORK  •  W H ITEHALL 3-4140 
CobU Ai&sit •*ro»«r'* Ntm York

Figure 15-'Confidentially...I'm Bearish,56 

citizenship) the practices o f popular finance are actually implicated in the making o f 

particularities. Popular finance marks out a set o f practices available only to the 

populations which exist w ithin particular (often raced or gendered) parameters. In this 

sense, popular finance is implicated not in a single, but in multiple forms o f identity 

which, although often made visible in terms o f national security, are not contained, in any 

simple ways, to a single—national— conception o f financial identity.
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From National Security to Globalization?

The kinds o f national political affiliation made visible in practices o f popular 

finance through the early and middle years o f the twentieth century are now often said to 

be eclipsed by global processes. Finance is often located at the very core o f these 

‘globalizations’ and processes o f ‘time-space compression’ which are said to erode the 

very authority and status o f national sovereignty; a sovereignty in which popular finance 

has long been implicated. Figuring a new economy o f flows and mobilities, many 

‘globalist’ commentators, an increasingly common position w ithin the IPE literature57, 

have understood globalization, precisely, as the erosion o f the sovereign state and its 

capacities to control macro-economic space and to pursue national economic security. 

Globalization, argues Urry, “ presupposes the metaphors o f network and flow ”  rather than

• c o
the logic o f sovereignty. In many accounts, global finance is often conceived as central 

to the processes by which a new economy o f flows has systematically undermined the 

sovereign status o f the state. Although finance was ‘contained’ w ithin the postwar 

moment o f ‘embedded liberalism’ through the use o f capital controls and a fixed system 

o f exchange rates, the dismantling o f the Bretton Woods framework in the early 1970s 

and the emergence o f the Eurodollar markets resulted in the dramatic development o f 

global financial markets much less responsive to public authority and control.59 This has 

triggered a rapid growth in  complex and deep financial markets which undermine the 

capacity o f states to pursue macro-economic policy development and which, accordingly, 

challenge the overall sovereignty o f the state.60 In this view, finance exists as a macro- 

structural force well beyond the scope o f sovereign states, or in Castells’ terms as a
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‘collective capitalist’ which is capable o f ‘unifying’ and ‘commanding’ accumulation

well beyond any national or sovereign authority:

There is not, sociologically and economically, such a thing as a global 
capitalist class. But there is an integrated, global capital network, whose 
movements and variable logic ultimately determine economies and 
influence society. Thus above a diversity o f human-flesh capitalists and 
capitalist groups there is a faceless collective capitalist, made up o f 
financial flows operated by electronic networks...this network o f networks 
o f capital both unifies and commands specific centers o f capitalist 
accumulation, structuring the behavior o f capitalists around their 
submission to the global network.61

When conceived at a less macro-structural level, however, the connections of 

‘finance’ and ‘capital’ to forms o f spatial affiliation are more complex and multiple than 

often presented in the global finance/post-sovereignty debate. A t one level, the ways in 

which different financial institutions have made popular finance visible over the past 

fifteen years have tended, in certain respects, to foreground a kind o f global form o f 

identification seemingly outside o f the logic o f individual/national security so central to 

the experiments in visuality o f the earlier part o f the twentieth century. Some o f the 

recent images o f personal finance, fo r example, have focused around the possibilities o f a 

kind o f investing-cosmopolitanism. Figuring investing as a practice capable o f inserting 

individuals into the world, this investing-cosmopolitanism specifies popular finance as a 

place where citizens can assert their membership in a shared humanity beyond the 

particularistic and artific ia l boundaries o f national space.62 Figure 16 (It’s Your World. 

Invest in If) draws an expansive image o f unbounded nature and frames individuals 

w ithin the lim itless space o f the earth itself. “ Each o f us,”  the advertisement asserts, “ is 

part o f a larger picture today. A  global economy. Which is why we believe it makes 

sense to look beyond our national boundaries for investment opportunities.”  A ffilia tion
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in this formulation is to the wide horizons o f the globe, uninterrupted (as is the view from 

the summit) by any 'unnatural' division or boundary.

a k ff1*  pccge tndiy. A  gbiul eauoniy. Waidi is why believe I  
t  p v  fw ia  «asc to look beywi <kj nitiocii boevhrisj for invttancc cpportunirio.
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, y t jn  sgp, ws'vc w-xciviJ its  cccrcnic up and down* in every part of the wcrfi Our eqxdcnee wri
» FTtKJw  hdp us ±e peaks from 6 c vaJeys. A'ul our broad seleascn of funds gives you a range of

duxsej based oo your owq oqcaivu aud comfort level
Talk royaur oracaa' adroa ibeut C.T Globd, or aB ts for more infmnuaoa We have all kinth c: way* to invest 

ifi y.urw jt!d Whetherytxi're oyxg ca sice a 33 leap, or s'mpSy seeking a artful but steady ascent.

1-800-824-1580

G.T. GLOBAL
M U T U A L  F U N D S

Figure 16-It's Your World. Invest in It.63

Alongside this cosmopolitan vein, however, the world o f personal and popular 

finance is increasingly imagined in terms o f a different confrontation between everyday 

individuals and risk. This confrontation exists not as part o f the broader risk shouldered 

by the nation in the context o f geopolitical danger, but as a more fu lly  individualized 

experience generated though direct and unmediated participation in global spaces.64 For 

Ted Cadsby, fo r example, successful investment is most prim arily a question o f 

establishing a psychology capable o f making appropriate decisions. Rationality, defined 

by Cadsby, is not a naturally-existing practice, but one that has to be instilled and
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developed w ithin the self. For Cadsby, the capacity to guide oneself by rationality is 

hindered by a much older and pronounced region o f the brain dedicated to emotion and 

irrationality. Succeeding at personal finance, in this regard, is a question o f overcoming 

psychology and developing a psychological self consistent w ith 'the proven investment 

principles'.65 One o f the irrationalities which prevent individuals from asserting the kind 

o f rational authority over financial life  is a misplaced affilia tion w ith national markets 

and national financial instruments. “ Investors around the world,”  writes Cadsby, in a 

view that would seem to displace the individual/national/geopolitical nexus made visible 

through the middle part o f the century, “ are psychologically inclined to favour their home 

markets. This is a function o f not understanding the importance o f international 

diversification, and o f distorted thinking that results from  attachment to one's own 

country.” 66

These lines o f v is ib ility  sketch popular finance as a set o f practices capable o f 

providing direct exposure to the risks o f global markets and, as a consequence, provoking 

a highly individualized security and self-government. The special qualities o f global 

space (its unrestricted competitiveness, its open and dynamic character) make it  a 

particularly suitable site where individuals are forced to develop the enterprising skills 

required to manage personal financial and investing affairs. In Schneider's estimation, it 

is only through investment in the international realm that meaningful experiences o f 

enterprise can occur. Developing the knowledge, skills and 'character' required to invest 

in global markets is the most significant way to cultivate an investing self. The “ subtle 

movement that governs and affects investment decisions,”  writes Schneider, “ is
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something you learn...That's why the only way to become master o f this most fascinating 

o f all sports is to begin investing in the international world o f finance.” 67

Global space, characterized by ruthless competitiveness, is populated not by states 

negotiating the geopolitical world, but by individuals themselves seeking investment 

returns across barriers and ‘frontiers’ . The ‘extraterrestrial’ space o f global markets is a 

space populated by individuals seeking their own security in a direct and competitive 

manner:

In global markets and extraterrestrial ones, there are just two ways to 
conduct business:
1. Be there first.
2. Watch someone eat your lunch.
Be firs t to seize opportunities or give ground to someone who does.
Being first is important on geographic frontiers as well as technological 
ones. W hich is why United Technologies invests early in new markets 
like China and Russia...And we invest steadily in new technologies that 
can rejuvenate mature markets.
And we almost never miss lunch.
Be there first.68

Although global markets have been made visible in the past several years in  these 

competition-individual enterprise terms, they have also, and at the same time, been 

imagined in a language o f difference, danger and cultural otherness. A  tension exists in 

these discourses between openness to the investing life  beyond national borders and a 

deep concern fo r the risk inherent in the difference and strangeness o f ‘foreign’ places. 

These images make visible a good kind o f risk (confronting the competitive forces in a 

global setting) and a bad form o f risk (exposure to cultural difference). Borders, reminds 

R.B.J. Walker, “ s till provide our most powerful sense o f what it means to look over the 

horizon.” 69 Cadsby, fo r example, understands reluctance to enter global markets as a 

‘natural’ reaction to the unfam iliarity and mystery o f global spaces. “We make our
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investment decisions,”  writes Cadsby, “ w ithin the frame o f our experiences...Foreign 

markets can seem mysterious to us, because of how 'unavailable' they are.” 70 Figure 17, 

in addition, is a striking diagram o f this discourse o f global markets as different and 

dangerous. “ It's hard enough to recognize risk at home,”  the advertisement asserts, but 

“ venture abroad and risk is even more disguised.”  A jov ia l mask hiding a sinister 

presence, foreign markets are never knowable in certain and pure terms; existing as 

sources o f difference, danger and indecipherable ambiguity. 
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.71Figure 11-Risk Doesn't Always Wear a Familiar Face 

In the context o f this indecipherable fear and danger, many investment firms have 

developed strategies to make themselves visible as bodies o f expertise capable o f
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negotiating and overcoming cultural or geographical difference. A  Fidelity Investments 

campaign in 2001 and 2002, for example, explicitly conceives of personal finance as a 

practice confronted w ith difference that can only be overcome with the particular form o f 

expertise offered by financial intermediaries. One advertisement in the series 

foregrounds a man walking through various city-scapes, each frame o f which is animated 

by conversations or voices expressed in different 'foreign' languages. A fter the 

succession o f unrecognizable languages, the man speaks the only fam iliar words. “ We 

believe,”  a voice-over says, “ the markets cannot be foreign to your mutual fund 

company.” 72

Sim ilarly Figure 18 (Growing with the Fortunes o f Asia) emphasizes various 

ancient knowledges o f 'fortune telling' (including references to the ‘Chinese art o f Feng 

Shui’ ), and highlights the requirement for special knowledge in order to participate in 

Asian markets. The knowledge offered in this image is presented as a 'more modern' 

version o f the ancient fortune telling arts o f Asia ('not as ancient...but rated as some o f the 

best in Asia'). Indeed, where the ancient arts o f Asia were preoccupied w ith the telling of 

fortunes, the modem knowledge o f investment analysis is focused squarely on the 

making o f fortunes. In this gesture, financial knowledge and action are a kind o f 

globalizing force capable o f reducing and transcending unnecessary forms o f local or 

cultural difference.

Do these various lines emphasizing popular finance as a kind o f cosmopolitan 

practice or as a source o f a global-enterprise citizenship entail, as globalists might 

predict, a turning away from  or an undoing o f the individual-national-geopolitical nexus 

firs t made visible in the earlier parts o f the twentieth century? To answer this question,
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and to establish some ground for some o f the later chapters o f the project, I want to use 

the remainder o f this chapter to suggest that the lines o f v is ib ility  o f popular finance are 

more complicated than any singular or epochal account might suggest. Although there
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Each'of. Asia’s, ancient cultures have preserved their unique art of 
fortune telling through the ages.
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own tradition of projecting and predicting Asia's growing stock 
markets - using the more modern tools of meticulous and analytical 
research.-
The result is sound investment advice - not as ancient as Fung Shui, 
but rated as some of the best in Asia.
At Credit Lyonnais Securities Asia, we know the difference between 
telling a fortune and making one.
For corporate advice and investment research, contact one of our 
twelve regional offices to share in the fortunes of Asia today.
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Figure 18-Growing with the Fortunes o f Asia13 

has been an increasing attempt in recent years to situate popular finance w ithin global 

fields, these identities do not correspond easily to any simple epochal story in  which 

national political-economic identities have been supplanted by global forms o f affiliation.

On the one hand, attempts to make visible a connection between everyday 

investors and global space predate the ‘globalizations’ o f the past decades. A t the end o f 

the nineteenth century, Charles A. Conant, fo r example, wrote a striking series of articles
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for The Atlantic Monthly and The North American Review which argued that the spread 

o f capitalism in the non-western world was most centrally underpinned by the capital 

generated from the savings o f the working and popular classes. “ The average man o f 

small means,”  affirms Conant, “ content to live from hand to mouth a century ago, has 

become a capitalist, a contributor toward the construction o f railways in South America, 

Asia and Africa.” 74 Throughout the 1920s, in addition, financial identity is often situated 

in global fields. One campaign of the 1920s by S. W. Strauss & Co., consistently 

stressed the centrality o f investment in a process that might loosely be called 'time-space 

compression' on a global scale. The series entitled 'Are You Keeping Pace w ith this 

Changing World,' features images o f technological progress which enable human action 

across space and time in ways previously unimaginable. This new and changing world is 

most clearly defined by changing transportation and communication technologies which 

collapse distance and which offer important investment opportunities. Figure 19 ('See 

You Next Saturday-in Hongkong0 highlights the ways in which increased travel shatters 

differences across space. This increased spatial accessibility reformulates conventional 

forms o f identity and human connection and allows individuals to forge personal and 

geographical connections across a wider field. “When land-walking humans, seated in  a 

great three-motored air plane,”  the text reads, “ make jaunty stops at Honolulu and the F iji 

Islands...who shall say that a weekend rendezvous in Hongkong, for any two o f us, is far 

remote?”  Making references to a shrinking world 'for any two o f us', the copy proclaims 

a new, boundless era in which technological and spatial barriers are systematically 

eliminated. “ And who,”  the copy questions rhetorically, “ shall dare to place a lim it on
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the expansion o f industry and commerce destined to be born o f such adventurings across 

the skies?”
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Figure 19-‘See You Next Saturday-in Hongkong’15 

Irving Trust, one o f the largest American banks o f the 1920s also mounted a 

series o f campaigns organized around themes o f global space. One o f the recurring 

images o f these campaigns features particular localities (various urban neighbourhoods, a 

port, specific street scenes). These campaigns envision these spaces not unbounded 

localities that are enmeshed w ithin a web o f global connections and flows. Specific 

locations are conceived as sites constituted by the movement o f flows (o f goods, cultures,
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people) from across the globe. Investment services are a reflection o f these globalized 

spaces as practices embedded in locality, but in a locality that is a node in a broader set of 

global flows. One example, featuring New York's Lower West side, conceives o f this 

neighbourhood as a product o f its broader connections to the far reaches o f global space. 

Foregrounding images o f a bustling port (a ship, its goods from distant localities) the 

image conceives o f this neighbourhood (this 'c ity w ithin the city') as connected to and 

litera lly cobbled from the materials o f 'the four corners o f the globe'. The 

neighbourhood's markets, definitive o f the locality itself, are the node at which global 

flows converge.

On the Lower West Side...New York's Giant Cornucopia o f delicious 
fruits, vegetables, produce. Fresh fruits from  the Tropics...green 
vegetables from the South...eggs and poultry from the West...Delicacies 
from  the four comers o f the globe...are gathered in this veritable city o f 
markets on the lower West Side.
Here, in this 'c ity w ithin the city', as in every other important center where 
New York is busiest, the services o f the American Exchange Irving Trust 
Company are w ithin easy reach.76

On the other hand, the rationality outlined earlier which connected popular 

financial practice w ith national security and geopolitical reasoning remains a resonant 

manner in which popular financial life  can be spoken about and organized. M errill 

Lynch, fo r example, has recently developed campaigns focusing precisely on 'national 

security' (See Figure 20- Merrill Lynch on National Security). In these images, the basis 

o f national security remains rooted in the financial security o f its individuals. “When its 

people are financially secure,”  the copy attests, “ a nation's security is enhanced.”

Perhaps, however, it is in the wake o f the 'terror' o f September 11 2001 that the 

themes o f national/individual security in everyday financial practice have been re-framed 

most vigorously. Almost immediately after the attacks, ‘war’ or ‘freedom’ bond
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proposals were developed both to address many o f the costs o f a potential 'war on terror' 

as well as, perhaps more importantly, to mobilize public opinion and sentiment. Both

T h e  i l i lT i ' f c iu p  M -M e rrill;" l.y .U vh .

Merrill Lynch

Figure 20-Merrill Lynch on National Security11 

houses o f Congress passed legislation including the Freedom Bonds Act o f2001 in 

response to which a hesitant Treasury eventually re-launched a regular EE Series of 

Savings Bonds as Patriot Bonds.78

These bonds are depicted as a mechanism through which individuals can connect 

their own security to the security o f the nation and can help the nation sustain itse lf in the 

context o f extraordinary geopolitical danger. National security, in a gesture that 

resembles the confrontation w ith Cold War insecurity, is constituted by everyday
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individuals and the unity they can cultivate. Representative Levin, speaking in the 

Congressional Freedom Bonds debate, echoes the line o f force which figures the war 

against terrorism as a fight rooted, in some regard, in the conduct and unity o f individual 

citizens:

I f  we are to win the long war against global terrorism, it is clear that the 
fight must be waged not only by the Federal Government, but by the 
united American people. The war bond is both a symbol and an 
expression o f this unity...This b ill is one way to tap the resources o f 
individuals, o f countless citizens o f this country, to help fight, keeping 
w ithin American traditions, the fight against terrorism.

This is a formulation that, like earlier moments o f v is ib ility , connects individual conduct

and practice to the requirements o f national security/geopolitical danger. In so doing,

investment and saving are conceived as practices through which the nation can be

secured and w ith which individuals can make themselves active in  those security

practices.

This line o f force is perhaps given a certain currency because the attacks targeted 

key symbols o f American economy and finance, including the financial district o f New 

York. Healing the damage inflicted on New York’s financial institutions requires the 

mobilization o f individual self-governance and enterprise. It is, in  this formulation, a 

kind o f everyday citizenship, made real in investment practices, that can most completely 

reverse the damage inflicted to the very heart o f American finance. Speaking on 20 

September 2001 in an address to a jo in t session o f Congress, President Bush clearly links 

the work o f rebuilding the financial district (a task itse lf critical to confrontations w ith 

geopolitical danger) to the conduct and enterprise o f American citizens. “ Terrorists 

attacked a symbol o f American prosperity,”  Bush affirms in his speech, however “ they 

did not touch its source. America is successful because o f the hard work and creativity
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and enterprise o f our people. These were the true strengths o f our economy before 

September 11, and they are our strengths today.” 80

In these terms the ways in which the geographies o f popular finance have been 

made visible and have shifted over the past century have been complex and multiple.

The relationship between national and global financial imaginaries occupy cross

cutting— and not single— trajectories. In contrast to epochal narratives which sketch a 

decisive shift between worlds organized around national and global logics, the worlds o f 

popular finance have been more complicated. Appeals to global forms o f affiliation 

predate the more recent round o f globalization often dated to the crises o f the early 1970s. 

In addition, the connection between popular finance and national security, a connection 

central to the experiments in visuality reviewed in this chapter, have not simply 

disappeared in the past decades. The lines which link  prudent investing/financial practice 

w ith national security remain a key way in which financial identity can be organized.

The individual forms o f identity and affilia tion promoted in programs o f popular 

finance do not easily correspond to any kind o f continuous story. The shifting ways in 

which everyday financial identities are used do not occupy a watertight shift in which 

appeals to national forms are gradually and progressively replaced by gloablized kinds o f 

affiliation. Rather, these shifting forms occupy a kind o f history o f assertions and 

slippages in which, at different moments (W orld War n, the Cold War, 9/11) a rationality 

connecting individual practice/citizenship w ith national security inserts itse lf as a 

workable and effective way o f speaking and organizing popular financial life. A t other 

moments, other kinds o f diverse spatialities (global, local, flu id) are asserted in particular 

kinds o f way. Different rationalities and geographies o f popular finance become
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available at specific moments in a series o f rhythms and discontinuities not easily read in 

terms o f a straight or progressive line. This straight-line narrative can be replaced by a 

story o f discontinuities in which different rationalities assert themselves in or become 

available to specific contexts only to be displaced by or refracted through other, shifting 

ideas o f identity or affiliation. Although, as this chapter has tried to emphasize, a key 

lin k  between individual financial practice and national security was forged throughout the 

twentieth century, this link  has neither been singular throughout the past century, nor has 

it been displaced in any categorical manner. Rather it  has existed in uneasy relationship 

w ith other forms o f popular financial affilia tion which at times occupy their own— often 

fleeting— vis ib ility . “ There is no simple evolution or succession,” writes Nikolas Rose, 

“ in  knowledges and practices o f subjectification. Many specifications o f subjectivity 

coexist. They are deployed in diverse practices at sim ilar times, sometimes without being 

troubled by their discrepancies. A t other times they are set o ff against one another.” 81 

Conclusion

This chapter has orbited around a claim about the peculiar authority that visuality 

came to acquire in  the worlds o f popular finance throughout the first two-thirds o f the 

twentieth century. A  moment when visual practices were increasingly codified in bodies 

o f expertise (consumer research, marketing, advertising), this was a period when the 

world o f popular finance pursued diverse experiments in visuality. Examining the 

outcomes o f these experiments is useful as a way to glimpse into some o f the key 

relations these institutions and experts were trying to develop. One o f the key relations 

that these experiments sought to make visible (although a relation that was never 

achieved in any singularity) was a particular set o f connections which forged individual
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financial practice directly into the logic o f national security. This connection centered 

individual financial security as either a basis o f an integrated national space or as a 

practice central to the nation as it bears itself in the dangers o f geopolitical space. It was 

also a practice with which individuals could make themselves active in the space and 

geopolitical security o f the nation. The risk that individuals bear in the spaces o f popular 

finance are connected, in this relation, to the risk the state assumes in the anarchy of 

global space.

The objective o f this chapter has been to highlight this connection between 

popular finance and national security as a complex and heterogeneous process in a 

number o f ways. A t one level this chapter highlights popular finance as a malleable kind 

o f political and economic technology that has been used by a variety o f interests in quite 

different ways: postwar Savings Bond programs, large productive corporations, financial 

services firms and various political actors keen to exploit political gains through appeals 

to national security. A t another level, this chapter also highlights financial identity as a 

category that is complex. The relation between national and global affiliations is 

characterized by discontinuities as well as persistences. Although ‘security’ is 

increasingly attached to a diverse range o f practices beyond geopolitics, its connection to 

the national body remains a fertile way to speak even about economic life . This is not to 

suggest that globalized conceptions o f security do not characterize conceptions of 

individual or collective life  in our neo-liberal present. Indeed, Chapters 5 and 6 each 

emphasize programs which, to different degrees, invoke images o f a global investor- 

cosmopolitanism or a global economy o f flows. Rather, this is to suggest that those 

globalized financial identities have complex and m ultiple conditions o f existence. As a
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way to highlight that complexity, and, more generally, to establish some o f the terrain 

those later chapters seek to occupy, this chapter has sketched some o f the broad sets of 

ways in which both the national body has been secured and its citizens have been active 

in that security. This space o f the national body, itse lf multiple and complex, is not 

defined only in national security terms, however, but also in terms o f another national 

category central to the politics and culture o f the twentieth century: the space o f the 

national economy.
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III “A Vital Force”: Popular Finance and the National Economy

“ Every day we read that the economy is up or down, and we are supposed 
to be moved to fear or elation. Yet this splendid icon, the economy, was 
hard to find on the front pages o f newspapers even forty years ago. Why 
are we so unquestioning about this very idea, 'the economy'? One could 
argue that the idea, as an analytic tool...is very much a construction...that 
seemingly inevitable and unavoidable idea, the economy, may be argued to 
be a social construct.”

-Ian Hacking, The Social Construction o f What?l 

Chapter 2 revolved around a claim  about the ways in which the diverse attempts 

at popular finance over the early and middle parts o f the twentieth century became 

preoccupied w ith the question o f visuality, w ith the use o f advertising and marketing 

sciences as a way to make the kind o f practices they sought visible, and w ith the use o f 

visual techniques as a special kind o f way to intervene into and shape everyday cultures 

and the populations which inhabited those cultures. Because these preoccupations were, 

in a certain kind o f way, experiments, they offer a glimpse into the relations and practices 

they were trying to provoke w ith  a certain kind o f clarity. The relation that Chapter 2 

highlighted between individual, national and geopolitical security is only one, however, 

o f a diversity o f relations sought through and in programs o f popular finance. Another 

kind o f relation made visible in  these early experiments w ith visuality, and one as 

concerned about the space o f the national body as the programs described in Chapter 2, is 

a line o f force which centers popular finance as practices deeply implicated in the 

national body not as a political or sovereign space but as an integrated and self-contained 

economic system. This chapter builds on the analysis o f Chapter 2 by describing the 

ways in which programs o f popular finance self-consciously sought to implicate everyday 

populations w ithin the national economy. Programs o f popular finance became centrally 

concerned throughout much o f the twentieth century w ith a diagram o f economic space in 

which everyday and popular sectors could, by pursuing a certain set o f prudent financial 

practices, locate themselves w ith in  (and help instrumentalize) the national economy as a
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self-contained and systematically integrated economic space coterminus with the space 

o f the nation. Popular finance, as it was made visible over this period is a special place 

where the national economy itself could be made visible and where everyday and popular 

sectors could actively insert themselves in that newly visualizable space.

In doing so this chapter hopes to contribute to a growing genealogy o f the national 

economy. Many discussions w ithin the IPE literature, and the critical-materialist model 

in particular, have understood ‘globalization’ , precisely, as move away from a national 

economy to a global economy o f flows, mobilities and fluidities. Despite the centrality o f 

the national economy in many of these debates, however, little  attention is often given to 

the processes from which the national economy took shape. The economy is, even in the 

critical literature, often left undisturbed as an actually existing object which seemingly 

exists outside o f cultural and social relations. Before a field can be governed, however, it 

must firs t be defined in a particular set o f ways. A  main argument o f this chapter is that 

the practices o f popular finance, and the attempts to make those practices visible, are key 

places where a knowledge o f the economy, as a national economy, was made real and 

worked out in  a particular set o f ways to a particular audience, although never in a way 

that matched the singularity and centeredness w ith which that knowledge portrayed it.

The main purpose o f this chapter is twofold. On one hand this chapter reviews 

attempts to make a connection between popular finance and the national economy as one 

set o f places where the attempt to cultivate and sculpt a form o f capital, often in the 

places where it does not exist, is made visible w ith a certain kind o f clarity. Like all 

chapters in this project, this chapter highlights a set o f attempts to cultivate a form o f 

capital, and the ‘agency’ among popular and everyday populations to manage that capital, 

as places where capital is/has been performed and enacted. A  second objective is to 

highlight also the ‘economy’ itself (and not only the ‘capital’ that fills  its spaces) as 

something constructed and assembled in a range o f ways. Reviewing the practices o f
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popular finance, this chapter argues, can also offer a glimpse into the ways in which the 

national economy itself, although never the only image o f economic space w ith which 

popular finance was concerned, became assembled, and governable in a particular set o f 

ways. This is not to suggest that this chapter provides anything like a general theory or 

account o f the national economy. Rather, this chapter reviews only one specific concrete 

account o f how knowledge and practices o f the national economy were worked out and 

assembled. Many discussions within EPE and other disciplines frame globalization in 

overly general (or epochal) terms as a definitive shift from  a national to a global 

economy. In these narratives, however, there is little  sense o f the specificities and 

concrete details w ith and through which economic change actually occurs. In contrast, 

this chapter offers not a general account o f the national economy, but precisely, a ‘little ’ 

story focused around one specific set o f ways in which this the national economy 

emerged in one set of contexts relating to popular finance. A more complex and multiple 

account o f its origins, I argue in the conclusion, might also help provide some ground 

upon which we could provide a more complex assessment o f those economic spaces 

which make up our present; a question o f some urgency in terms o f the many discussions 

that have, often in an overly general fashion, understood globalization as the demise and 

erosion o f the national economy.

This chapter is divided into four sections. A  first section establishes some o f the 

conceptual ground for the chapter by reviewing the idea o f the ‘economy’ and the ways 

in which it has often come to exist in social/cultural theory and in political economy as a 

kind o f already existing space or category. This chapter reviews, in addition, recent work 

from governmentality and cultural studies which have begun to question this assumption. 

For this recent, i f  scattered, body o f work, the economy, far from  existing as a material or 

already-formed category, is a space w ith a complicated history. This chapter as a whole 

seeks to build on these points in  a couple o f directions. On one hand this chapter
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illustrates some o f the ways in which practices o f popular finance, especially as they were 

made visible over the early and middle part o f the twentieth century, were also, 

simultaneously a set o f practices through which the national economy was made visible 

and real. The second section o f this chapter turns to this task by reviewing some o f the 

ways in which practices o f popular finance over this period were made visible as a place 

where individuals could make themselves active in the space and integrity o f the national 

economy. On the other hand, this chapter also shows that this particular conception o f 

the national economy as a self-contained and systematized kind o f space, although central 

to the politics and economics o f the twentieth century, was never achieved in any 

singularity. Rather, as the third section o f this chapter suggests, the national economy 

was itself an assemblage o f multiple ideas, practices and knowledge from a range o f 

locations and time periods. It was an assemblage, however, that was never the only form 

o f economic space made real and governable in practices o f popular finance. The third 

section reviews the assemblage o f national economic space and emphasizes the ways in 

which it existed alongside other, multiple, forms o f economic space including local and 

imperial formulations. A  fourth and concluding section o f the chapter makes a lin k  

between the discussion developed in this chapter and a debate that w ill be more fu lly  

reviewed in Chapters 5 and 6; the debate which often posits a moment o f globalization in 

which the integrity o f national economic space is undermined by a global economy o f 

flows. This section does not resolve this debate in any detail. Rather, this fina l section 

summarizes the main points o f the chapter by re-emphasizing the m ultip lic ity and 

complexity w ith which the economy is figured and governed. This section points to 

some o f the new metaphors w ith which the economy is governed— metaphors o f flows 

and fluidities— which not so much displace the language or space o f national economy, 

but make it governable in a new set o f ways. It is to these new metaphors, and the 

complexity and heterogeneity w ith which they are taken up, that Chapters 5 and 6 turn to
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in more detail by reviewing appeals to a global economy not in any general way, but in 

terms o f two concrete programs o f popular finance.

1 ‘The Isolation of that area of reality we call the Economy’

The economy, as Ian Hacking suggests, is often referred to as a real kind o f object 

or an already-formed and always-present kind o f force central to many discourses o f 

political and economic life . In some traditions o f political economy, in addition, the 

‘economy’ is conceived, at least at some level, as a kind o f ontological space. The 

economy, although crisscrossed by highly contested and exclusionary forms o f political 

regulation, nonetheless often exists itself as a space w ith a kind o f already-existing logic 

and status. On one hand, as the critical-materialist model has emphasized, the economy 

is a space and object that can be regulated in accordance with or in the name o f different 

state-society complexes. On the other hand, however, the economy, is nonetheless a 

space which is accorded a certain basic coherence in its own right. Both critical and 

more mainstream positions, IPE is often described as the interaction o f politics and 

economics, the relationship between states/markets or the intersections between power 

and wealth. Introductions to the fie ld  often describe political economy as the political 

analysis o f the ‘economic sphere’2 without much attention to what constitutes the 

‘economic sphere’ and how the ‘economic sphere’ itse lf came to be constituted as a 

coherent and governable space.

For Susan Strange, for example, IPE is fundamentally about the “ role o f power in 

economic life ” . Strange reiterates the basic pursuit o f IPE as a mode o f analysis which 

emphasizes the role o f political power and regulation in the overall security or 

organization o f the economy. For Strange, the basic question o f political economy links 

the issue o f how the economy operates— what rules it follows, what groups it serves best, 

which actors are accorded prominence—with a broader level o f political power and 

intervention. “ Whether it  is secure,”  writes Strange in relation to political economy and
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its basic object o f study, the economy, “ whether it is stable or unstable, booming or 

depressed, reflects a series o f decisions taken by those w ith authority.” 3 Although 

Strange links the question o f economy with the broader question o f political authority, 

this formulation tends to ignore a set o f questions about what the ‘economy’ itse lf is and 

how it comes to be constituted as an object w ith a certain coherence.

The critical-materialist model, although attuned to the historically shifting forms 

o f state-society relations which regulate political-economic life , is less focused on the 

ways in which the idea o f the ‘economy’ itse lf as a discrete space and object emerges and 

is stabilized.4 Critical narratives often depict political-economic transformation as a 

series o f epochal shifts in world order and historic bloc from a postwar order centered 

around a carefully regulated relationship between the space o f the national economy and 

the world economy to a ‘hyper-liberal’ order more fu lly  organized around a global 

economy characterized by the global m obility o f capital. As Cox argues, the state-society 

relation o f the postwar moment was organized around a national economy carefully 

inserted between domestic economic requirements and the pressures o f adjustment to 

global economic transactions and exchanges. The postwar state/society relation, at least 

in  the West, argues Cox, “ sought its security as a member o f a stable alliance system and 

its economic growth as a participant in an open world economy. Its task was to adjust the 

national economy to the growth o f the world economy, to facilitate adaptation.” 5

The political economy o f the past th irty years, by contrast, is characterized as a 

shift in the state-society relations at the centre o f world order. Unlike the postwar order 

organized as a carefully regulated balance between national economic planning and 

international economic space, the new global order is fu lly  opened to the global 

movements o f economic exchange and flow  and to the pervasive spread o f neo-liberal 

norms and practices. “ Capitalist norms and practices,”  writes G ill, “ pervade.. .everyday
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life  in a more systematic way than in the era o f welfare-nationalism and state-capitalism.”

G ill continues, to describe a:

Market civilization associated w ith the cumulative aspects o f market 
integration and increasingly expansive structures o f accumulation... a broad 
process o f restructuring o f the state and c iv il society, and o f the political 
economy and culture...[an] oligopolistic neo-liberalism: oligopoly and 
protection for the strong and a socialization o f their risks, market discipline 
for the weak.6

The national economy occupies a prominent role in these narratives o f political- 

economic transformation as both the centre o f a postwar order organized around its 

requirements as well as the object o f displacement for a global world order more fu lly  

attuned to the requirements and m obility o f capital. Although this kind o f approach 

neatly disturbs the idea o f the economy as a purely technical or neutral kind o f space (by 

foregrounding the modes o f political regulation and intervention at work during different 

moments), it nonetheless assumes the economy as a given and already-existing kind o f 

space, somehow outside o f or prior to any o f its representations.

The constitution o f the economy as a discrete (and hence) governable space, 

however, actually entailed a significant amount o f work. Striking is the distance, then, 

between the image o f the economy as an already-existing category, and the persistent 

technical and discursive work that has been required to install the economy as a discrete 

and governable category.

Foucault, fo r example, locates the invention o f the economy w ithin a process 

through which a modern form  o f government emerges and is distinguished from 

rationalities o f sovereignty and discipline. Sovereignty w ith its emphasis on the direct 

rule associated w ith jurid ical institutions and obedience to law, became partly displaced 

by 'the art o f government' w ith its focus on the management o f autonomous populations 

through 'm ultiform  tactics' beyond the mere scope o f the political institutions o f 

sovereignty.7 The emergence o f this problem o f population and an art o f government
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signals a whole 're-centering' o f the question o f economy. Before the art o f government,

economy refers mainly to a plane o f conduct associated w ith the wise management o f

household goods and wealth. Associated w ith (and in many respects constitutive of) the

art o f government and the problem o f population, economy acquires its 'modern meaning'

as a self-contained space encompassing the population as a cohesive body beyond the

level o f fam ily. “The word 'economy'” , argues Foucault, “ comes in the eighteenth

century to designate a level o f reality, a field o f intervention.” 8 Economy begins to refer

less to careful control o f household wealth and increasingly becomes attached to the

wealth and welfare o f the population as a whole. For Foucault, it is through the shifts to

government that the economy comes to be isolated as an 'area o f reality':

It was through the development o f the science o f government that the 
notion o f economy came to be recentered on to that different plane o f 
reality which we characterize today as the 'economic', and it  was also 
through this science that it  became possible to identify problems specific to 
the population; but conversely we can say as well that it  was thanks to the 
perception o f the specific problems o f population, and thanks to the 
isolation o f that area o f reality that we call the economy, that the problem 
o f government fina lly  came to be thought, reflected and calculated outside 
o f the jurid ica l framework o f sovereignty.9

Although the conception o f the economy as an isolated ‘area o f reality’ takes 

multiple forms (see Section 3 o f this chapter), this chapter is prim arily interested w ith one 

specific form  o f economy, the national economy, which is not fu lly  reworked and 

consolidated until the middle o f the twentieth century. The national economy is a 

particular conception o f economic space as a self-contained system which corresponds to 

and is coterminous w ith the space o f the nation. Although the idea o f the national 

economy emerges differently in the national development concerns o f Germany in the 

late nineteenth century and in the complex British rationality o f imperial economy 

through the early decades o f the twentieth century, it  becomes key to the worlds o f 

Economics and economic policy during the interwar and early postwar periods. In the
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American context, for example, it is in the early postwar moment that a novel image of 

economic space is consolidated which depicts o f the economy as a self-contained system, 

the components o f which are functionally interrelated with each other, which form a 

coherent body guided by its own intrinsic logic and which f il l the space o f the nation.

The national economy, comments Hindess, emerges as “ a largely self-regulating [and 

self-contained] system operating according to its own laws and functional exigencies and 

endowed with a natural tendency to grow.” 10

Partly, the national economy is constituted through a series o f developments 

w ithin the fields o f political economy and economics throughout the second half of the 

nineteenth century and into the first half o f the twentieth century. It is over this moment 

that, borrowing from the fie ld  o f Physics, Economics begins to imagine the terrain o f the 

economic not as a site animated only by individual utilities, but as one concerned with the 

whole question o f energy.11

Occurring at a slightly different location is the emergence o f a science of 

econometrics by the 1930s (again owing much to the domain o f Physics) which attempts 

to develop a mathematic language and process for apprehending the totality o f economic 

processes and energy. Econometrics begins to envision an economic terrain as a self- 

contained unity w ith measurable and identifiable effects. Sharpening a line between the 

internal mechanisms o f the economy and its exterior, as well as mapping out the chain o f 

effects external shocks can produce on its internal functions, econometrics begins to 

specify a system w ith boundaries and internal relationships which can be mapped as a 

unity and characterized by its own dynamic movements and consistencies. The image o f 

a machine is invoked as a one key way o f delineating the economy as a system whose 

internal mechanisms can be knowable and mapped as a mechanistic set o f processes w ith 

a clear internal dynamic and sharply defined exterior boundary. “What was new about 

the idea o f the economy,”  argues M itchell, “ was not the treatment o f economic processes
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as to some extent distinct from other kinds o f processes in society.”  This was a move, as 

has been suggested, that begins in the eighteenth century. “ Rather,”  M itchell continues, 

“ it  was the notion that these processes form a singular and self-contained totality whose 

'internal' mechanisms and balances were subject to 'external' shocks or manipulations, 

such external impulses creating reverberations throughout the internal machine.” 12

As part o f this reworked conception o f national economy, various branches o f 

Economics begin to conceive o f the economy as a self contained space, as a kind o f 

economic machine or as a discrete field w ith its own internal consistency. This process, 

argues M itchell, entails the development of images capable o f grasping the economy as a 

machine with a functionally integrated logic and coherence. “ The reworking o f the 

mechanical imagery o f the 1930s,”  he writes, “ to imagine the possibility of...a completely 

closed system marks the birth o f the idea o f the economy.” 13

The mechanical imagery o f the economy is also reworked in the gradual 

definition o f the internal life  o f the economy as a set o f functional relationships and 

aggregates w ithin mainly Keynesian lines o f analysis. A t one level, the development o f a 

Keynesian language emerges as a reaction to a prolonged sense o f economic and political 

crisis follow ing World War I. The dissolution o f the imperial systems o f the pre-war 

period, the collapse o f the international economy after 1931-32, a worldwide depression, 

the abandonment o f the gold standard, an almost total collapse o f international trade and 

financial flows, and the rise o f fascist and other right-wing political movements all signal 

a multi-faceted crisis in political, economic and social life. The im plic it and explicit 

notions o f economic process common to the nineteenth century (related for example to 

the imperial imperative for expansion) lose coherence in the wake o f this prolonged 

crisis. Importantly, for M itchell, it  is in the wake o f this crisis and dissolution that new 

and innovative notions o f the economy as a manageable and apprehendable system come 

into being. “The nineteenth-century understanding o f the production and circulation o f
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wealth and its relation to population growth, territorial expansion, and resources broke 

down during World War I and the decade o f financial and political crises that 

followed...It is in this period that terms such as 'economic system', 'economic structure', 

and fina lly 'the economy' came into political circulation.” 14

For Keynes, the clear context for the reformulation o f the economic terrain is the 

international sense o f geopolitical instability and fragmentation associated w ith earlier 

notions o f economic space. As formulated by Keynes, one o f the key problems 

associated with an open system o f international economic exchange is the tremendous 

geopolitical instability it triggers as a result o f the competitive struggle for markets. A  

prevailing regime o f open and free trade unleashes an inevitable process o f competitive 

struggle for foreign markets and often triggers insecurity and conflict. Geopolitical 

instability is fostered by the incessant “ protection o f a country's existing foreign interests, 

the capture o f new markets, the progress of economic imperialism,”  all o f which are, 

accordingly, a “ scarcely avoidable part o f a scheme o f things”  in an international order o f 

free trade.15 The only logical solution, argues Keynes, is the pursuit o f some reasonable 

mechanism o f 'national self-sufficiency' which cold enable the management o f economic 

life  in  ways which do not instigate a competitive process o f geopolitical insecurity. 

Keynes calls for the construction o f a self-contained national 'economic and financial 

organization' which is both intrinsically responsive to national objectives and 

requirements as well as consistent w ith broader goals o f international security and peace. 

“ I  have become doubtful,”  writes Keynes in 1933, “ whether the economic loss o f national 

self-sufficiency is great enough to outweigh the other advantages o f gradually bringing 

the producer and consumer w ithin the ambit o f the same national, economic and financial 

organization.” 16

This concept is given concrete form in the functional relationships mapped in the 

General Theory o f 1936. The General Theory is conventionally understood to mark the
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beginnings o f macro-economics and o f a whole policy world focussed around the lever of

effective demand. In other terms, it  also marks the development o f a conceptual

apparatus fo r apprehending the economy as a functionally-integrated system. W ith

Keynes comes the invention o f a whole conceptual vocabulary for not only rethinking the

economy as a whole (the domain o f macro-economics) but also for reframing economic

analysis in terms o f the functional interrelationships between components of this

aggregated 'economic system as a whole1. The interrelated components form a kind o f

systematic chain so that intervention in one o f the components comes to influence or

adjust other components. As Hindess suggests, the result is a functional integration in

which intervention becomes possible and even desirable. This imagines “ the national

economy as a system...of functional relationships between the economy's component

parts and processes...the implications being that i f  changes in some o f these aggregates

could be brought about by government action then corresponding changes in other

aggregates could be expected to fo llow .” 17 The General Theory codifies aggregates

(employment and output) and averages (interest rate or price level) which provide a clear

and unambiguous language for speaking o f the economy as a single whole w ith a kind o f

macro level unity. As Radice suggests, these conceptual formulations (aggregates and

synthetic averages), in many ways, usher into being the very terms through which the

economy as a national system w ith an overarching systematic integration is most

commonly and most clearly defined:

What no one seems to question...is the foundation o f the Keynesian 
approach in a delineation o f the national economy. The constituent 
elements o f the General Theory are economic aggregates-output, 
employment, investment, consumption, etc.-or synthetic averages-rate o f 
interest, real wage, money wage level, price level: in  either case, these are 
defined and measured over a given geographical-political space, that o f 
the national economy.18

This image o f a functionally related system as a macro reality is never explicitly 

theorized as a national space. Im p lic itly  and as it creeps into the basic political-economic
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language throughout the early postwar period (in programs o f economic planning, 

economic development bodies and agencies, and policy advisory organizations) the 

aggregated and functionally systematic economy becomes im plic itly  connected to the 

space o f the nation-state. For Keynes, for example, the system o f the economy as a 

whole is not explicitly theorized as a national space. Nonetheless, both his essay on 

'National self-sufficiency' and the General Theory im plic itly  posit an economic terrain 

the boundaries o f which are contained by the nation.

Emerging from  across and out o f different strands o f discourse and practice in 

Economics, Political Economy and a whole diverse web o f policy worlds, the idea o f the 

national economy is slow ly consolidated by the middle decades o f the twentieth century. 

Although, as used in the language and discourse o f our present, it  often seems to refer to 

a real object and a thoroughly material kind o f category, the economy was something 

only made possible and ‘real’ so to speak, in a complex set of discourses and practices 

which established its basic lines o f v is ib ility ; lines o f v is ib ility  that were particularly 

implicated in practices o f popular finance.

2 ‘A Vital Force’: Visualizing the National Economy

Chapter 2 described a range o f visual experiments throughout the early and 

middle part o f the twentieth century which seem particularly keen to make visible 

popular finance as a set o f practices w ith which everyday populations could 

instrumentalize themselves and make themselves active w ithin the space and security of 

the nation. These early attempts to mobilize visuality, however, were not only organized 

around a particular appeal to national security but were also a site central to an emergent 

notion o f national economy. “ Because the economy is not found as an empirical object 

among other w orldly things,”  writes Buck-Morss, “ in  order for it  to be 'seen' by the 

human perceptual apparatus is has to undergo a process, crucial fo r science, o f 

representational mapping.” 19 ‘Representational mapping’ and visual display have been
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intrinsic to all stages in the long redefinition o f economy since the eighteenth century. 

The work o f the Physiocrats and Francois Quesnay's economic 'Table' (Tableau 

Economique) are often cited as important early examples. The Tableau Economique -a 

series o f columns and categories o f economic life  displayed along vertical lines- 

attempted to list and present all aspects o f economic process in their totality. Intended as 

a practical instrument o f governmental action, Quesnay's economic 'Table' was “ a device 

intended to permit a sovereign to monitor the totality o f economic processes w ithin the 

state.” 20

Many early advertising enthusiasts and experts became sim ilarly preoccupied 

w ith the possibilities o f visualizing the national economy. The development o f the 

Advertising Council and the use o f marketing and advertising by key firms including 

Dupont, General Electric and the Ford Motor Company, for example, were organized 

around the goal of, depicting and dramatizing a particular notion o f the economy as a 

national and systematized kind o f space. As the CEO o f General M ills  suggested at the 

founding o f the Advertising Council, the advertising and marketing sciences were o f 

primary use as a ‘tool’ w ith which the economy and its ‘benefits’ could be made visible 

to everyday and working class populations. “ In the advertising Council,”  Henry Bullis 

suggested, “ we have forged a tool, more effective than any o f a m ilitary nature, for 

winning men and women to the side o f the American heritage.. .Let this type o f 

institutional advertising te ll the story o f our economy so that the people can understand 

it.” 21

One way in which this ‘story o f the economy’ was told in  ways ‘that people can 

understand i f  was in relation to another story often told about the practices o f popular 

finance. Popular finance was imagined in  many programs as a set o f practices w ith 

which individuals could insert themselves directly into the economy and occupy 

economic space in a direct and unmediated kind o f way. By facilitating the direct
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ownership o f economic assets, popular finance was visualized as a practice through

which individuals were able to locate themselves directly within economic spaces and in

contact w ith the risks that filled  those spaces. The postwar US Savings Bond Program, a

program that conducted early experiments in visuality, frequently emphasized this special

role o f popular finance in locating individuals directly w ithin economic space. One set o f

advertising proofs and instructions issued in 1946, for example, encourages advertisers to

emphasize and make visible Savings Bonds as places where everyday populations could

come to acquire ‘as big a financial stake as possible’ in the country. Advertisers are

asked to make popular finance visible as a unique site at which every American could

insert him/herself directly into the spaces o f economic life:

The way to boot these ‘ isms-peddlers’ clear out o f America to see that 
every American has as big a financial stake as possible in his country, his 
government and the American way o f life. No other way o f doing this can 
come to matching, in effectiveness, the sale o f U.S. Savings Bonds- 
particularly through the Payroll Savings Plan. Today, m illions o f 
Americans...[have become] shareholders with a stake in our system.
Americans who own bonds take an interest in their Govemment-in taxes, in 
spending. They want to know what is happening to their investment.
Americans who are saving money and making progress toward personal 
goals have little  sympathy fo r those who would upset their apple carts and 
whose goals are turmoil and revolution.22

This rationality o f direct economic experience is also clearly connected to a set o f 

political interests and ambitions. Although cultural economy rejects the generalized 

conceptions o f ‘interests’ central to the critical-materialist model, it  does open space for a 

consideration o f the specific ways in which particular kinds o f interests become attached 

to specific projects or specific political technologies in the pursuit o f diverse kinds o f 

political ends. In this example, the US Savings Bond program, a program supported by 

both the state agencies involved in wartime planning processes as well by many business 

groups and organizations, invokes a political ambition committed to a particular kind o f 

social and political order. In this view, which echoes the connection de Tocqueville
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observed between property ownership and the decline of revolution in America, directly 

locating individuals w ithin economic spaces is a key to the achievement o f a certain kind 

o f social order and stability in terms o f an individualized kind o f citizenship and the kinds 

o f stabilizing ‘interests’ in order and responsibility that ownership generates among 

popular and everyday populations.

In this way popular finance is placed at the centre o f a unique conception o f 

national economic security. As it developed throughout Europe and other parts o f the 

West, postwar conceptions o f national economic security fixed a particular relationship 

between the economy, state and society. The national economy was figured as a self

regulating system that could, nonetheless, be managed and directed through various 

mechanisms o f economic planning (fiscal policy, state intervention, social transfers). The 

output generated by this national economic machine could, in turn, be re-directed through 

state policies and interventions into areas o f spending: education, health and social 

services. The national economy was secured, in this relation, by its own self-regulating 

tendencies and by the interventions exerted through state policy and intervention. This, 

in turn, helped secure society by generating the output and resources required to promote 

social security and, ultimately, a kind o f social stability. As du Gay argues:

the national economy could be seen both as a largely self-regulating 
‘system’ and as a resource for other component parts...Since prudential 
government would secure the conditions o f economic growth its 
output.. .could be deployed fo r.. .other crucial national purposes, such as 
defense and social welfare...[an] image o f the well-ordered national 
economy providing resources for the national state and society.23

In the American context, however, national economic security often occupied 

different kinds o f lines than those o f the welfare state. As it was made visible in 

American programs o f popular finance, fo r example, national economic security entails a 

national economic system, and a broader social body, that is secured and managed not 

through state intervention or direction but through the cumulative action o f everyday
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investors. Resources are generated for society, in turn, not by directly taxing the output 

o f the national economic machine, but by facilitating the flow  o f increased investment 

capital and the benefits o f that capital throughout the rest o f the system. The economy is 

secured and managed, in this view, by forms o f popular investment and the energy and 

benefits that investment generates throughout the system. ‘Public’ control over and 

security o f the economy has a different intonation in this context than the nationalizations 

and national economic planning common to the European context. National economic 

security is most fundamentally achieved through the widespread ownership o f public 

shares offered in stock markets and the broader ‘public’ ownership o f the economy this 

represents.

To pursue this particular form o f national economic security, programs o f popular 

finance were often most centrally concerned to establish popular finance as a practice 

w ith which individuals could implicate themselves directly in the space o f the national 

economy and its systematic relations. Figure 21, for example, (Boost the Plan that 

Boosts Everybody's Security) figures popular finance as practices which are both central 

to individual security and which locate those individuals w ithin a broader and 

systematized national economic space. On one hand, this image, a sample advertising 

model distributed to advertisers by the US Savings Bond Program, conceives o f popular 

finance as a practice which allows individuals to directly experience and ‘own’ economic 

space. “ He is aware,”  the copy reads, “ that he has a share in the country” . On the other 

hand, the copy also emphasizes the ways in which popular finance exists as part o f a 

functionally integrated national economic system in which each component can impact 

and adjust other components w ithin the system. In a language consistent w ith concerns 

fo r economic planning and Keynesian policy priorities, the US Savings Bond program is 

imagined as a mechanism capable of contributing to the functioning and stasis o f the 

system. “ The Bond Program is a powerful force in levelling-off boom and bust peaks
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and valleys...a tremendous backlog o f purchasing power.”  In this view, popular finance 

is conceived as something capable o f ensuring individual security and the security o f the 

national economy simultaneously, and as a mechanism capable o f allowing individuals to 

insert themselves w ithin and as a functional component o f a national economic system. 

Investing in the bond program is key to individual financial security “ and contributes to 

the security o f everybody else.”

8QQSTTHE PLAN that boosts everybodys security!
Everybody who Invests in  U . S. regularly through Payroll Savings . The Bond program is a powerful 
Savings Bond* gains security fo r  are build ing a sizable fund fo r the ir force in  leveling-ofl boom and huat
hinwelf—-and contributes to the recur* fu ture needs. (As you know, a t ten peaks and valleys. Bond sales spread
try  o f  everybody else. When you pro* _ years these bonds re tu rn  $4 fo r  S3.) the national debt. What’s more, the
mote sales 'n t  Bonds through the Whenever each worker gazes a t his billions o f  dollars in  Bonds add up
Payroll Savings Plan in  your com* accumulation o f  Bonds, he realizes to a tremendous backlog o f pitrchas*
pony, you promote not only the he's made a pro fit on his job. More* ing power— a boost fo r you r future
security o f your employees but the over, he’s aware he has a share in  business.
M cunty .o f your company. . .  your his con n a y . He becomes tncreas* f t ’s easy to  push Payroll Savings
ottv* security. ingly resistant to  any influences in  y0Ur  company w ith  the help o f

Sound like an idealistic ceuno* which ought underm ine our way your Slate Director, U .S . Treasury
m ist’s theory? The managements o f o f  life . Department, Savings Honda Divi*
mute than 20,000 companies arc Because he feds more secure, he sloa. Call h im , o r write the Saving*
proving i t  in  practice. quite na tura lly Is also steadier and Bond* D ivision, Treasury Depart*

EmployeeswbogctSavingsBond* mure efficient iu  his work. ment, Washington, D. C.

T7m T m iw y  D«pcrto«nf odnovforfg** wWi appndaiion lh« pvbfcofbn o f  ItJ i a m v o *  b f

THE HOTEL GAZETTE

Figure 21-Boost the Plan that Boosts Everybody’s Security...24

Traces o f this conception o f national/individual economic security are actually

apparent in the early interwar period. The D ’Arcy advertising agency, for example, 

develops, in  the early 1920s, print campaigns on behalf o f banks in Chicago and St. Louis

in other Midwestern cities. Figure 22 (Thrift Means Jobs) is one o f the earliest and most

direct o f the appeals from the D ’Arcy campaigns. Punctuated by a straightforward image
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o f a bank attached to a working factory by a direct transmission belt and pulley, this 

advertisement presents a kind o f simultaneity between individual and aggregate economic 

practices. Published in 1921, Thrift posits individual investment in savings accounts and 

in deposit investments as a ‘solution’ to a broader set of aggregated economic problems 

relating to unemployment. Individual saving is figured as a practice w ith systematic 

effects across the broader economic body. “ Have you ever thought,”  the advertisement 

asks, “ o f the part your savings play in making business better?”  Saving is made 

intelligible as a practice which has direct and systematic impacts on unemployment, 

production and other categories o f the economy. Able to move through the economy, 

savings have a systematic set o f reverberations w ithin and across other parts o f economic 

life:

The dollars you deposit, along w ith others, are lent to stores, factories, 
business o f all kinds. They are used to keep the wheels turning and to pay 
wages. They make more jobs. The more money we have to lend, the 
more jobs are created. Simple isn't it? But it shows your savings aid 
others as well as yourself. Your savings account helps to make a job for 
someone else, besides helping you make something out o f your job. Your 
part in ending the unemployment problem is to deposit regularly.25

Throughout the 1920s, a period characterized by increasing popular participation

in stock markets, this connection between popular finance and the national economy is

made visible in a range o f ways. In The Vital Force, for example, investment and saving

not only allow individuals to pursue their own financial/economic security, but also to

serve as ‘the builders o f our country’ , as the key force in the deployment o f natural

resources for the ‘general good o f the Nation’ , and as the ‘essential working capital’ for

the economy. In this appeal to a kind o f ‘popular capitalism’ , the capital developed and

unleashed by the investing and saving o f everyday populations, serves as the basis o f

national economic development and expansion. Although prudent financial practices
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serve individual purpose, they also are clearly diagrammed in terms o f their role as the 

dynamic force at the core o f processes o f national economic development.

Figure 22-Thrift Means Jobs26

In the early 1930s, in  addition, a major American investment firm —S.W. Straus 

and Company—began to promote pooled investment funds specifically targeted to 

everyday populations. The Straus advertising images not only make these vehicles 

visible as sound and prudent financial options, but also as a mechanism which allows 

individuals to occupy a space at the centre o f the national economy. Investment exists, in 

these images, as a uniquely American practice which allows each American to assume a 

role in the national economy and its systematic set o f relationships and effects. One 

example from  1931 foregrounds the image o f a small investor standing in front o f a large 

mass o f people and holding his bond certificate in  front o f a scene o f industrial 

development and activity. “ I  help,”  the small investor suggests, “ employ more than 3
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m illion  men.. .1 have an outright common stock interest in 30 o f America’s largest 

industries, employing in their own factories hundreds o f thousands o f men. Through 

their purchase o f raw products they help give employment to additional m illions.” 27

These attempts to make visible everyday capital ( ‘the essential working capital’ ) 

as the basis o f a systematized national economic space in the interwar period is 

consolidated in the immediate postwar moment. Chapter 4 reviews the details o f one o f 

the most systematic programs o f popular finance in the postwar moment: the New York 

Stock Exchange (NYSE) Mass Investment program. This program, as Chapter 4 

suggests, tried to make visible a connection between the direct economic participation 

made possible in the ownership o f stocks and the broader space o f the national economy. 

The NYSE conceived o f ‘mass investment’ as a place where individuals could occupy a 

‘direct personal stake’ in the systematic space o f national economy. Printed in 1947, 

What is Wealth provides a striking image o f the economy as an integrated and aggregated 

whole. Making reference to a range o f consumer goods (automobiles, clothing, 

refrigerators) the copy describes wealth, on one level, as the diversity o f goods produced

iW t V g M g J D G C C  /

3 ? L L  h o n o r to  Canada's fa c to r in - th e  developm ent
' ft. r ta l r i r J n l i r i  rh r  men o f  o a r  n a tu ra l resource*.

W M M  th e  btukbxa o f  o u r th e  genera l good o f  th e
country. Nation.
T he  maacr they depodr fa  Save fo r  fa m in e s* n d ia d c ;
•aving* accounts b  th e ir bah pendent*! Save foe Canada!
wufcofticoCCCtfooagafaaKtfae W e  w fflg U tfly  w e kom eyw ir
ctigaxaKii o f  the fu tu re . M ore f ir r t  deposit and wSl offer
th a n  th a t— U  Is cw etttia l yo u  * w f  encouragement
w oridns capital— dae r i a l  and  assistance.
th a n  th a t— U  Is ca c n r ia i yo u  * w f  encouragement
woridng capital— dbe r i a l  and  ■ i* it ta n r r .

The Bank for S a v in g s

IE

Figure 23-The Vital Force28
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in the American economy. A t another level, however, wealth is described in terms of its

broader connections to a set o f systematic reverberations triggered by work, production,

exchange, savings, investment and production. The advertising copy describes not a

simple ‘creation’ o f wealth but a whole system capable o f harnessing and

instrumentalizing ‘stored-up’ wealth. It is ‘mass investment’ which exists as a key link in

the transformation and instrumentalization o f wealth. The text conceives o f economic

space as a highly integrated and systematic set o f relations which are coordinated around

the stored up wealth o f everyday investors and savers. One o f the ‘wonders o f our

economy’ , mass investment is one element o f a whole transformative fie ld o f components

(labor, work, production, expansion, investment) which operate as a systematic ensemble:

But, when people are producing, money provides a convenient means o f 
exchanging work for goods. Men [sic] receive it fo r their labor, and trade 
it fo r things made by the labor o f others. The th rifty  save part o f their 
money-and thus store up part o f their work for future use.
In America, we have learned how to use this stored-up work to create new 
wealth. M illions o f th rifty  people lump together their savings-their stored 
up work-to start new industries, build new factories, buy better tools. By 
so doing, they increase the facilities for work...which steps up the 
production o f goods...which means more wealth for the nation. This 
productive use o f stored up work is known as investment. I t  is one o f the 
wonders o f our economy. But is has to start w ith work.29

These images o f mass investment are not simple or singular diagrams. Although 

these images clearly locate individual practices w ithin a broader systematized economic 

space, they also draw upon a range o f other economic rationalities. These images, for 

example, also invoke a particular kind o f workerism, appropriate the language o f 

Fordism, and emphasize self-discipline and work as privileged sources o f economic 

identity.30

As promoted in both the interwar and postwar periods, the images o f popular 

finance are consistent w ith a more fu lly  formed notion o f national-economy developed in
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Keynesian and economic planning circles. The economic terrain made visible in many o f 

these images is explicitly contained w ithin and consistent w ith a national space. The
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Figure 24-What is Wealth?31 

advertisements deploy a language which frame the economy as a space which 

corresponds precisely w ith the nation: a language which enunciates ‘our national life ’ , 

‘the Nation’ , and a distinctly ‘American’ contribution to industrial life. This formulation 

imagines the economy as an aggregated category in its own right and as a singular 

national space w ith internal regularities that are constituted, nonetheless, out o f many 

individualized practices. Although this category is inhabited by prudent individuals, the
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economy itse lf is constituted as an aggregate o f that individual action, as a systematized 

set o f relations and outcomes in which that action is harnessed in specific directions.

These attempts to make popular finance visible do not represent anything like a 

generalizable account o f the national economy and how it was constituted. Indeed the 

national economy was constituted through countless little  lines o f force. Although it only 

represents one o f the many little  surfaces o f emergence o f the national economy, the 

ways in which the national economy was made visible in programs o f popular finance 

were particularly striking. A t its core this is an image in which everyday investors are 

located as a motive power at the centre o f the national economy and are implicated in all
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o f the enterprises across that economy. Figure 25 neatly summarizes this relation as a 

map, literally, which locates popular finance across the body o f the national economy.

There was not, however, only one way in which the national economy was 

constituted or o f the methods w ith which everyday populations were drawn into that 

space. Neither was the national economy able to displace other conceptions o f economic 

space in any kind o f complete manner.

3 An Assemblage of Parts

There is no single or general story o f the national economy and o f the ways in 

which it  comes to occupy a central position in  the politics and economics o f the twentieth 

century, rather a series o f multiple and diverse stories. Popular finance, as it was made 

visible over the interwar and postwar period, helps highlight not only the ways in which 

the national economy was a constructed category, but also the ways in which it existed as 

a diverse and multiple site and a site that was never achieved in any singularity. The 

national economy, even as it came to f i l l  the one little  line sketched out in programs o f 

popular finance, was assembled in a complex set o f steps over time. The various 

techniques, diagrams, images and ideas that came to form the national economy have no 

necessary connection, but were assembled in time-consuming and sometimes clumsy 

kinds o f ways. “The construction o f the economy,”  argues Breslau, “ has been a drawn- 

out process, involving many agents in many social settings. Its progress was uneven and 

includes developments as temporally remote from one another as the eighteenth century 

attempts at national income statistics in Europe and the twentieth-century innovation o f 

mathematical functions describing the relationships between macroeconomic 

variables.” 33

As early as W orld War One, for example, experts and artists associated w ith the 

war-financing campaigns begin experimenting w ith images which sketch systematized 

links which stretch across national space. Some o f the late advertisements in World War
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One campaigns begin explicitly to map out individual financial identity in terms o f its 

systematic impact on broader aggregates o f the economy. Figure 26 (Buy Victory Bonds 

fo r  Industrial Expansion) foregrounds three muscled workers w ithin a stylized industrial 

setting. In this picture V ictory Bonds are imagined not in terms o f their connection to the 

war effort or in  contrast to the work o f a menacing or unfathomable enemy (typical 

images o f W orld War One campaigns). Rather, bonds are, in a most direct sense, 

connected to the prospects for industrial expansion. Investment fuels and stimulates 

industrial expansion and, by extension, harnesses the capacity and vigorous strength o f 

worker-producers. Although hardly depicting the systematized relationship between 

aggregates o f a national economy as imagined in Keynesian configurations, this image 

nonetheless begins to point in that direction, and hints at a systematic relation between 

individual action and a broader aggregated economic space.34

Figure 26-For Industrial Expansion Buy Victory Bonds35 

The connection between popular finance and the national economy also attached 

itse lf to and assembled a range o f other rationalities including a particular set o f appeals
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to modernism, technological progress and workerism. In the interwar period, for 

example, a broad-based set o f movements began to advocate for a society, culture and 

economy organized around the possibilities o f machine-like technological progress and 

modernization. Thomas Hart Benton, for example, developed his own unique form o f 

‘regionalism’ centered around the possibilities o f harnessing a particularly American 

workerist culture and economy. Benton’s ‘regionalism’ sought to picture America as a 

coherent whole, albeit w ith important sectional differences and diversities. Although 

many o f the regionalist murals respected local differences (panels for example dealing 

w ith the specific lines o f development in the South, Midwest, West, North etc.), they 

unambiguously sought to depict America as an integrated whole. “ I  was after,” Benton 

writes, “ a picture o f America in its entirety.” 36

For Benton, the march o f technical progress, especially as it became bound up in 

productive industrial processes, represented a significant source o f prosperity and 

democratic possibility. I f  controlled by workers themselves, industrial instruments could 

bring unlim ited prosperity. Workers in Benton’s images o f the 1930s, increasingly 

industrial workers in harmony w ith the machines o f the industrial age, were the very 

basis o f a renewed national culture and program o f liberal reform. As Erika Doss has 

noted, Benton’s key murals o f the 1930s stressed several complex republican themes 

including “ the collective importance o f American workers and the development .of 

national culture”  as w ell as his “ optimism about both, stemming from confidence that the
0*7

New Deal could engender labor reform and help form a unified culture.”

Referring to both an image o f a ‘democratic economy’ and a set o f ‘economic

instrumentalities’ Benton begins to work through a notion o f economic space consistent

w ith the space o f an American po lity and culture:

Can we attain a collectively controlled democratic economy by democratic 
means?.. .Economic instrumentalities are going to be centralized. The 
important political trick, as I  see it, lies in  keeping political powers over
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these instrumentalities on a wide and continuously educated democratic 
base.38

Figure 27 (Benton’s City Building) features a range o f autonomous and skilled 

workers dispersed in  front o f a canvas o f industrial life  (a loading ship, a partial conveyer 

belt, a blast furnace). Sim ilar to other panels o f the mural project, City is a dynamic piece 

in which the parts are captured ‘in motion’ or are seemingly moving in a singular fashion. 

Although foregrounding workers w ithin their discrete contexts, the ‘components’ o f this 

panel move to a kind o f common rhythm, attached it seems by a shared pace and 

direction.

Figure 21-City Building from  America Today, Thomas Hart Benton, 193039 

Another key advocate o f a kind o f modernism/workerism was Canadian artist 

Charles Comfort. For a period o f time from the early 1930s until the Second W orld War, 

Comfort became pre-occupied w ith economic subjects and began to develop diagrams 

that foreshadow some o f the concepts central to the idea o f the national economy. 

Perhaps his most well-known image o f modernism and technological progress is The 

Romance o f Nickel. Produced as part o f Canada’s pavilion to the 1937 Paris Exposition,
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Romance was explicitly designed as a statement o f the Canadian economy as a whole and 

the connective web between the various moving parts o f that space. This image is similar 

to Benton in terms o f an explicit faith in technological progress and the transformative, 

perhaps transcendent, ability o f technology (controlled by strong, vital workers) to 

transform nature in a progressive direction.

The mural sets its economic terrain in motion, revolving around a tightly 

integrated dynamism and a sense o f movement. Foregrounding themes o f technical 

progress and machine-age modernism, Romance, like Benton’ s City Building pictures an 

integrated economic space woven around a common energy (in this case the energy 

unleashed by the removal o f Nickel ore) which effects important reverberations across 

different sectors all o f which form the interior o f a linked economic terrain.

Figure 28-The Romance of Nickel, Charles Comfort, 193740

Perhaps his most striking economic composition is his work on the doors, 

stonecuts and walls of the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSE). The work on the TSE consists 

o f three interrelated parts: eight canvas panels on the two-story trading floor, a stonecut 

on the exterior frieze spanning the length o f the building and a series o f stone-carvings on 

the exterior doors below the frieze.41 The door panels and exterior frieze are essentially 

the same image o f a procession o f industrial workers and figures each frame o f which is 

populated by a different sector o f workers: bankers, industrial workers, miners, farm
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workers. The frieze, is an unmistakable movement o f workers from all sectors o f the 

economy stepping in a common rhythm and working within a collective sense o f motion.

In this composition, the economy is treated as a bounded field and as a system o f 

components which act on or have predictable effects across other sectors in the field. The 

various elements o f economic practice are clearly subordinated to the economic system as 

a whole and to its overall functioning. As Rosemary Donegan has noted “ Comfort’s 

Stock Exchange murals symbolically integrated the capitalist, represented in the figure o f 

the stockbroker, as a productive element, w ith the worker and the scientist as part o f the 

‘natural order o f things’ .” 42 This view is a conception o f the economic as an almost 

natural system or set o f energies—the economy as a homeostatic being—which 

conceives o f the economy not as a site o f struggle, or product o f individual utilities, but 

as a part o f the ‘nature o f things’ and as a naturalised kind o f organism.

This is also a conception o f economic process in terms o f the image o f the 

machine. Many o f these images emphasize the worker/machine relation, often in terms 

o f a strong human body directing and shaping the work o f machines but sometimes in 

terms o f the human body/worker as an appendage o f the machine itself. The economy, 

itself, in this image is a closed machine capable o f harnessing the energy o f nature.43

These workerist and machine images, and the visual idiom  used to display them, 

became important to the advertising and marketing o f the interwar and postwar moments. 

The International Nickel Company, INCO, for example, launched an ambitious 

institutional advertising campaign designed to raise the profile o f Nickel and, its role in 

the Canadian economy. Comfort, who was one o f the chief artists o f these campaigns, 

began to depict the various images o f Nickel in  Canadian society. These campaigns 

begin to outline a kind o f systematized economic space in which the activities o f one 

sector has predictable effects across the rest o f the system. The benefits o f Nickel, in this 

early series, are framed in terms o f the aggregated impact o f N ickel as a component o f a
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broader economic field. One 1933 example features a striking image developed by

Comfort o f a generic industrial worker, muscles rippling (seemingly shirtless in a stance

resembling the Benton workers), above a barely visible industrial landscape. Although

the image emphasizes the undeniable strength o f an individual worker, the copy stresses

the role o f this figure in a broader systematic economic space, foregrounding what would

later be theorized as the ‘m ultiplier effect’ . The worker is part o f an aggregated economy

whose economic impact is measured across ‘Canadian economic life ’ as a whole.

Over 10 m illion dollars has been paid out in one year to these Canadian 
workmen. These workmen, in spending these m illions for food, clothing 
and housing, for the necessities and luxuries o f life , give employment to 
vast numbers o f other Canadians in other occupations. The workers in 
textiles, boot and shoe factories, the thousands who produce lumber and 
building materials, the fishermen...grocer, druggist, department store 
employees-each and every one share directly or indirectly in the Pay pack 
o f International N ickel.44

It was these workerist-modemist images, more importantly, that were assembled 

w ithin programs o f popular finance and which helped make visible the popular 

finance/national economy relation over the interwar and postwar period. Figures 29 (.Age 

of Investment) and 30 {Strong and Progressive) are both examples o f model advertising 

copies created by a firm  specializing, in the interwar period, in developing advertising 

and marketing strategies for the financial and banking sectors. Both, invoking the 

workerist-machine images, locate investment at the centre o f a robust and complex 

economic terrain. Resonant o f Comfort’s Romance and Benton’s America Today, Age o f 

Investment sketches ‘finance’ as the basis o f an economy o f production. In this image, 

finance is enmeshed w ithin the broader requirements o f industrial production and is the 

basis o f a whole ‘age’ in which finance is harmonized w ith production. Invoking the 

same sense o f flow  and movement common to Benton’s and Comfort’ s murals, these 

images depict investment and financial practices w ithin a broader mechanical image in 

which economic, natural and mechanical energy is harnessed into a cohesive whole.
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Figure 30, in addition, foregrounds the worker as an extension o f the machine and as a 

part o f a closed system consisting o f both human and mechanical components.

FOURTH
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Figure 29-This is the Age of Investment4*

As they are made visible in these appeals, investment and saving are practices 

enmeshed w ithin the broader logic o f the machine. The economy in these images is 

figured as a kind o f machine itse lf and as a mechanical device capable o f

instrumentalizing nature. These advertisements depict everyday investing and saving

St r o n g
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Figure 30-Strong and Progressive46
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practices as a key part o f a broader machine capable o f managing and transforming 

energy and nature. Figure 31 foregrounds a large dam project capable o f ensuring that 

the ‘power o f a thousand storms waits, obedient.’ The dam and its complex mechanical 

power not only renders the fury o f nature obedient but also harnesses it in a fu ll and 

complete manner. ‘The touch of levers,’ the copy tell us, ‘feed electric current over miles 

o f transmission lines’ . Investment and saving form a key part o f this mechanical system 

and transformation. The transformation o f nature, the copy attests, has ‘been made 

possible by business enterprise’ and ‘by the capital supplied’ by investors, including 

investment generated in bonds issued to the general public. The bonds issued are a 

constitutive part o f the dam project and the broader mechanical system it represents and 

are as much one o f the ‘levers’ as the mechanical turbines required to slow and ‘tame’ the 

river itself. On one hand, this is a diagram in which popular finance is mobilized as part 

o f the process through which the dam itse lf is constructed, as part o f the everyday capital 

which serves as the source for the large capital-intensive projects so central to a particular 

image o f a modernizing and developing national economy. On the other hand, however, 

the very transformation and instrumentalization o f nature—making its very fury and 

force obedient to great human ingenuity and mechanical capacity—serves, itself, as a 

metaphor for the mechanical principles that typ ify the economy as a cohesive whole. The 

economy itse lf is a mechanical system, like the dam complex, capable o f harnessing 

energy and transmitting effects along various lines.

These attempts to make visible popular finance assemble a particular image o f a 

national economy in which individual financial security is located within and as a 

component o f a national economic system. In making these kinds o f appeals, programs 

o f popular finance draw upon a diverse set o f ideas relating not only to images o f a self 

contained national economy, but also to certain images o f workerism, modernism, 

technological progress and mechanical/machine design.
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Multiple Economic Territories

A t another level, however, the national economy, itse lf a complex assemblage o f 

ideas and gestures, was a rationality o f economic governance that was never able to insert 

itse lf in a singular or universal kind o f way. Although it becomes, perhaps, a dominant 

way o f thinking about and governing economic space in the interwar and postwar 

periods, the national economy is by no means the only way in which economic space was 

visualizable. A t the same moments that images o f the national economy are being 

developed and inscribed, there are other conceptions o f economic space that are 

experimented w ith and assembled in different contexts.

Throughout the interwar period in the British context, for example, a novel 

conception o f economic space related to the British Empire is formulated. Emerging out 

o f and reacting against some o f the same pressures and forces which gave rise to the
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national economy, the collapse o f the Gold Standard, the imminent dissolution o f the 

imperial systems, the economic collapses o f the interwar period, a diverse group o f 

experts and bureaucrats formulate a particular mode o f economic governance organized 

around a conception o f imperial economic space. One response to these crises and 

disruptions o f the 1920s and 1930s sought the development o f techniques and practices 

related to national economic and planning in lines that would later be codified in 

Keynesian policy priorities consistent w ith the national economy. Another network o f 

experts and other policy advocates, however, formulated a mode o f economic governance 

which, although sim ilarly scornful o f orthodox economics, sought solutions in a renewed 

form o f imperial economy. This in itia l response consisted o f proposals for “ state- 

encouraged investment in  the Empire, state-assisted emigration to the Empire and state- 

negotiated ta riff agreements w ith  the Empire.” 48

A  part o f this broader imperial response was the creation by 1926 o f the Empire 

Marketing Board (EMB). Although short-lived (its institutional capacities and 

obligations were dispersed among other offices and agencies by 1933), the EMB orbited 

around the requirement to market the goods o f the empire, to use cultural techniques as a 

way to dramatize the imperial economy, to compile detailed statistical knowledge of the 

imperial economy, to regulate a particular division o f labour between various parts o f the 

imperial economy, and to encourage the consumption at both home and in the imperial 

territories o f various imperial goods.49 The EMB, under the leadership o f John Grierson, 

became particularly interested in the use o f poster-art and film s that attempted to make 

visible the imperial economy. According to this formulation, the imperial economy was 

an interrelated and coherent economic space animated by systematic relations between 

the home country and the various imperial territories. Although it figured a division o f 

labour between different types o f imperial territory organized around the production o f 

primary commodities and a ‘home’ economy animated by manufacturing capacities, it
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nonetheless imagined a functionally integrated economic space. Consumers were

particularly encouraged to insert themselves in this imperial space by consuming imperial

goods that would benefit imperial territories and, as a consequence, would strengthen the

home economy and the imperial markets it relied upon. In this view, the EMB promoted,

and, literally, made visible a kind o f cooperative and singular imperial economic space:

The notion that citizens o f the Empire at home and overseas constituted a 
single community was a recurrent theme...the image the Board presented 
strongly suggested... [an] inevitable economic order o f the present and o f 
the future in which a natural economic harmony between British and 
overseas Empire interests existed... a vision o f Empire as a system 
o f... cooperative effort in the tillin g  o f soil, the reaping o f harvests and the 
organization o f a world economy.

In its poster art, maps and film  production, the EMB litera lly marketed an image that has 

both some affin ity to the conception o f the national economy as well as some important 

differences. On one hand, the imperial economy features a kind o f bounded i f  dispersed 

economic space w ith a set o f systematized and functionally-integrated relationships 

among component parts. On the other hand, however, this is an economic territory not 

contained w ithin the space o f the nation but stretched across international space.

fficH'wsoFaipgg

BUY EMPIRE GOODS FROM 
HOME AND OVERSEAS

Figure 32 -Highways o f Empire51
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It is, in this respect, much more concerned with the flows and movements among discrete 

and geographically disconnected spaces than the images o f a nationally-integrated 

national space. As Figure 32 indicates, the EMB literally mapped the flows and 

mobilities that criss-crossed the singular but dispersed space o f the imperial economy.

Just as the national economy was made visible as an assemblage o f diverse and 

multiple rationalities, the imperial economy also mobilized a range o f other economic 

and social logics. Figure 33, (Jungles Today and Gold Mines Tomorrow), for example, 

assembles a logic o f imperial-economy by displaying the ‘accounts’ which assess a 

certain ‘reciprocality’ between home and imperial spaces. A t another level, however, this 

image also figures conceptions o f progress and modernization in which, mobilizing 

orientalist images o f the ‘Tropical African Colonies’ , the imperial economy is not only an 

integrated and harmonious space, but also a profound source o f economic, physical and 

social development. The imperial economy, in ways that d iffer from the images of 

national economy, is made visible as a space organized around two very different poles 

(core/periphery) caught between supposedly inseparable divides o f economic, cultural 

and technological difference.

Even w ithin the practices o f popular finance, other diagrams o f economic space 

which d iffer from the national economy are made visible. Figure 34, for example, is one 

o f many appeals in the interwar to a local economic space. Part o f the S.W. Straus 

campaigns, this image connects the force o f everyday capital w ith issues o f local 

economic development. Investment/saving is depicted as a practice central to the ways in 

which local economies, in this case New York, maintain themselves. By encouraging 

investment from all sectors o f the city, Straus argues, it  ‘has mobilized money that has 

played an important part in the development o f the c ity ’s best districts.’ Popular finance, 

in this localist view, is embedded not in a national economic system or machine, but in 

the very physical and economic development o f a localized economic space. Investment
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Figure 33-Jungles Today are Gold Mines Tomorrow

is litera lly an act inscribed, not in distant spaces across the breadth o f a national system, 

but ‘deep in the flin t and granite o f Manhattan.’

In these various ways, the story o f the national economy and the ways in which it 

is made visible in practices o f popular finance, is a complicated one. A t one level the 

visual culture o f popular finance offers a glimpse into one o f the lines along which the 

national economy is constituted. Although this line, which situates individual financial 

security at the very centre o f a systematized national economic machine, becomes, 

perhaps, a dominant mode o f economic space in  the interwar and postwar period, it  is 

neither a simple nor universal kind o f space. Rather the national economy was assembled 

in a complex set o f ways. Neither was the national economy the only way in which 

economic space was made visible or governable. Although it was often conceived in 

universal terms, it  was never able to achieve its ambitions in  any singularity, coexisting 

w ith other modes o f economic space. It is this complex story o f the economy as multiple 

assemblage that typifies not only the emergence o f the national economy but also the 

emergence o f a category increasingly key to our globalized and neo-liberal present: a
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global economy o f networks and flows.

4 Conclusion: Toward a Global Economy of Networks and Flows?

In contrast to the self-contained logic o f the national economy, new rationalities 

o f economic space and practice have emerged from  different directions over the past few 

decades. Neo-liberal modes o f government, fo r example, have been keen to delineate the 

ways in which the national economy needlessly insulates individuals from the 

competitive pressures o f an open economic terrain. As a closed space, the national 

economy, according to this view, is a carefully regulated realm in which competitive 

exigencies and forces are managed in a particular way. In contrast, both national
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economic spaces and the individuals who populate and constitute those spaces are now to 

be governed not by the direct governmental action o f state planning but by opening 

themselves to the competitive exigencies o f a global realm. Economic spaces and 

practices are now often governed in relation to an ‘enterprise culture’ and a logic o f the 

market. Citizens and nations are to treat their selves as enterprises and as entities 

governed by the competitive and entrepreneurial logic o f the market. This is a process 

which is characterized by “ the generalisation o f an 'enterprise form ' to all forms o f 

conduct-the conduct o f organisations hitherto seen as being non-economic, to the conduct 

o f government and to the conduct o f individuals themselves...the promotion o f an 

enterprise culture.'” 54 Entities that had previously enjoyed a status outside o f or (as in the 

case o f the national economy) a managed relationship w ith the governmental logic of 

markets, are now to be governed precisely in the name o f enterprise.

Much o f the recent advertising and advice for personal financial products have 

been framed in terms o f an openness to global markets and economic forces. National 

economic spaces continue to figure in  advertising and advice but in ways which conceive 

o f these spaces not as contained systems but as open categories attuned to the exigencies 

o f global forces. A t another level, this attempt to conceive o f the economic as an open 

terrain has entailed a recentering o f the economy onto individuals in a direct and striking 

manner. Increasingly individual citizens, once constitutive of a national economic 

system, are now asked, to some degree, to locate themselves w ith in  global markets and to 

situate their own financial security w ithin those global spaces. Strikingly, individual 

participation in global markets is conceived as a special site at which individuals can 

develop the enterprising characteristics required o f neo-liberal rationalities. As Schneider 

suggests, individual investment in global financial markets is a key process which 

cultivates the requirements o f an enterprising life . Depicted as special (rigorous, open,
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strangely unknown) global markets are the spaces most consistent w ith a new form of

entrepreneurialism:

Now is the time. The international market is fu ll grown and ready for the 
rigours o f real life. It’s no longer considered the bastard child o f 
communist dictators or barefoot peasants...As best you can, remove any 
blinders you’ve grown accustomed to wearing...Open your eyes...to the 
stunning reality [o f the global market]...International moneymaking is the 
secret o f today’s most creative, independent-minded and fast-thinking men 
and women.5

Economic openness in this regard has a double meaning: as the openness o f both 

national economic spaces and o f the individuals asked to inhabit those spaces. This 

openness to global markets has not, however, eclipsed the national economy as much as 

subjected it to reworked metaphors o f how it should be governed. Central to these new 

metaphors o f economic governance and economic space, and key to the ways in which 

the national economy has been reframed as a competitive space opened to global 

economic pressures, is an imaginary o f flows, mobilities and flu id ities.56

This emergence o f a global economy characterized by the shifting networks and 

flows which stitch together economic spaces, is itse lf a complex process. Just as the 

national economy emerged in numerous heterogeneous ways, images o f a globalized 

economy, and o f a national economy attuned to a global network o f flows, does not 

occupy singular, but multiple and diverse surfaces o f emergence. The main point o f this 

chapter has been to sketch a kind o f relation between popular finance and national 

economy as a way o f underscoring the m ultip licity and diversity w ith which conceptions 

and practices o f economic space/governance emerge. This story o f the national economy 

as a diverse assemblage which sat alongside other images o f economic space, opens 

conceptual territory for analyses o f the global economy not as a singular or generalizable 

mode o f economic space, but as a diverse set o f practices taken up and assembled in 

different contexts and in ways that are never able to quite complete themselves. “ The 

frame or border o f the economy,”  reminds Timothy M itchell, “ is not a line on a map, but
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a horizon that at every point opens up into other territories.” 57 It is beyond the scope o f 

this chapter to examine the new territories, in the plural, which relate to a global 

economy o f flows and mobilities. This is, however, a task turned to in more depth in 

Chapters 5 and 6, each o f which reviews a contemporary program o f popular finance 

attuned, in quite different ways, to global forms o f economic security or identity. These 

chapters, along with Chapter 4, also highlight the ways in popular finance has not only 

been implicated in the national body (a task central to this and the previous chapter) but 

also in a rationality which connects ownership, active forms o f economic citizenship, and 

democratic practice.
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IV “A Direct Personal Stake”: Mass Investment and the New York Stock
Exchange

“ ...no one looking at the American scene...can fa il to recognize that...one o f 
the principle reasons our economic structure is so strong is that we are a 
nation o f m illions o f capitalists. The right to possess is our heritage...each 
o f us can own a share o f American business...Every American has a 
responsibility to himself, his fam ily and his country-to know how our free 
enterprise system works and how to share it in more directly...”

-G. Keith Funston, President NYSE, I9601

One o f the most persistent themes in modes o f American economic governance 

has been a line o f force which connects property ownership, economic citizenship and a 

particular form o f democratic practice. This tradition is preoccupied w ith governing 

economic life  in the name o f ‘popular proprietorship’ and w ith extending property 

ownership, and the active care required to manage and own property, among popular, 

working class and ‘everyday’ populations. Although rooted in itia lly  in republican- 

agrarian conceptions o f land tenure and stewardship, this rationality became, by the 

twentieth century, framed in  terms o f the popular ownership o f corporate stock. Many o f 

the programs o f popular finance o f the twentieth century have been organized, precisely, 

as attempts at or experiments w ithin this rationality which connects democratic practice, 

economic citizenship and property ownership.

Although central to many modes o f American economic governance, this 

formulation o f property ownership/democratic citizenship has not taken a single form. 

The ownership/citizenship rationality has been picked up and used in a wide range o f 

ways in the name o f heterogeneous objectives. The key objective o f this and the next two 

chapters (Chapters 4-6) is to review three distinct programs each o f which, in distinctive 

ways, situates itse lf w ithin and experiments w ith this long-established American mode o f 

economic government. These three chapters review and assess three programs o f popular 

finance, the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) postwar mass investment programs,
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socially responsible investing (SRI) and a move toward an asset-based social policy.

Each one is framed, at some level, in terms o f this property-democratic practice 

connection.

On one hand, there are some lines o f a ffin ity which run between these three 

mainly American programs o f popular finance. Each o f these programs underscores the 

ownership o f financial assets as a special place where everyday individuals can learn to 

govern the self and to cultivate particular kinds o f security. Governing the economy, in 

each o f these programs, is conceived as something intimately connected to the formation 

o f everyday capital and the kinds o f individual capacities required to manage that capital. 

In promoting ownership, each o f these three programs all invoke what m ight be thought 

o f as a kind o f ethic and technique o f enterprise. ‘Enterprise’ has most often been 

conceived as a key way in which neo-liberal rationalities have attempted to reshape 

political-economic life  in recent years by inscribing an ‘enterprise culture’ or market 

forms o f political and economic organization. Enterprise, however, is neither a novel 

conception o f economic government nor simply a system o f ideas. Each o f the three 

programs reviewed in these chapters seeks, in  distinctive ways, to realize its ambitions for 

an everyday capital by providing individuals w ith a direct experience o f economic life  or 

placing individuals directly in real or market-related contexts. Provoking ‘enterprise’ is 

best accomplished, in these programs, by developing technical arrangements, accounts or 

other devices which place individuals directly in  the types o f economic experiences 

which expose them to risk or market pressures or which require them to manage 

themselves or key resources as some form o f enterprise. This preoccupation w ith 

providing direct knowledge or experience o f enterprise can be traced back to the positive 

change in individual behaviour that Jefferson and de Tocqueville thought could be best 

provoked by providing as many individuals as possible w ith opportunities to perform the 

‘active care’ inherent in the ownership o f property.
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On the other hand, however, each o f these programs invokes this ownership- 

democracy rationality in distinct ways and in the name o f heterogeneous networks, 

objectives and ‘interests’ . The three programs reviewed a ll deploy the 

ownership/democracy connection to pursue different kinds o f outcomes, ask individuals 

to enrol themselves in distinctive forms o f financial space, and seek to provoke different 

forms o f democratic practice. The ownership/citizenship rationality is a malleable 

political technology that has been used by a range o f different interests in order to pursue 

different sets o f political ends. This chapter highlights one use o f the 

ownership/citizenship rationality by a network centered around the New York Stock 

Exchange (NYSE) and some o f the largest product firms in America in order to pursue a 

range o f goals: the rehabilitation o f the status o f finance in the context o f the financial 

crises o f the 1930s, the reversal o f New Deal forms by interests keen on stabilizing the 

social order in terms o f the notion o f national economic security outlined in Chapter 3, 

and an attempt by the NYSE to insert itse lf in and rework the logic and language o f 

Fordism. Rationalities o f economic government have a peculiar kind o f persistence and 

flex ib ility , and can be picked up and used in different ways by a range o f disparate 

interests. Chapters 5 and 6, fo r example, each highlight different ways in which the 

ownership-citizenship rationality is used by yet different sets o f interests, including those 

interests that are often ‘opposed’ to the mainstream worlds o f ‘financial capital’ .

H ighlighting the diverse ways in which the property/citizenship rationality is 

deployed can help complicate critical narratives by underscoring the multiple ways in 

which capital has come to occupy a central location in our globalizing present. Although 

the critical-materialist model often depicts economic globalization as a singular project 

authored by ‘large capital’ , the second and third chapters in this group o f three (Chapters 

5 and 6) tend to highlight a more complicated and multiple story. These chapters, which 

focus on socially responsible investing and ‘asset based’ social policy respectively,
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review two very different attempts to locate capital and investment at the centre o f how 

the self, and the ‘economy’ more broadly, are to be governed. Both also rely upon 

conceptions o f a global economic or political space. These projects cannot easily, 

however, be read as initiatives concerned only w ith ‘large capital’ or organized as 

something authored only by an unproblematic set o f ‘financial interests’ . Rather, these 

programs are organized by networks o f activists, researchers, and experts that have 

various connections to ‘progressive’ social movements or organizations and which, to 

varying degrees, opposed themselves to (while at the same time often borrowing from or 

connecting w ith) the mainstream worlds o f personal finance or W all Street.

The multiple stories o f property/democracy may also help us rethink modes of 

political-economic periodization. The NYSE programs, assembled during a moment that 

is often conceived in critical approaches as organized around the special requirements o f 

productive capital and Fordism, actually attempted to initiate a program o f economic 

government in which a particular notion o f finance is located at the core o f the economy. 

In addition, and although they occurred during a moment o f social citizenship often 

conceived to be preoccupied w ith social insurance and although they invoke a language 

o f mass society, the NYSE programs centre a notion o f individual financial security 

unconcerned w ith and in some ways offered as an alternative to the social or its 

requirements o f social solidarity. The NYSE actually seeks a rationality in  which the 

ownership o f capital— ‘popular proprietorship’— is promoted as an alternative to social 

citizenship.

The programs described in Chapters 5 and 6 both contrast w ith the ‘mass’ 

programs o f the NYSE by emphasizing a more decisively individualized economic space 

much more attuned, in certain ways, to individual desire, freedom and choice. Despite 

and in addition to these attempts, however, to govern an ‘economy o f the s e lf, and even 

though these programs emerge during a moment o f neo-liberalism and ‘marketization’ ,
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they both nonetheless, and in distinctive ways, recover and rework particular languages 

and practices o f the ‘social’ invoking, in varying degrees practices designed to make real 

‘social responsibility’ , ‘social cohesion’ or even ‘social capital’ .

To begin this kind o f analysis, this chapter is divided into three main sections. A 

firs t section reviews, briefly, some o f the key ways in which the arguments regarding 

property ownership, economic citizenship and democratic practice is taken up in the 

twentieth century in terms o f the ownership o f corporate stock. A  second section begins 

to review attempts to experiment w ith and make real the promise o f this property- 

citizenship-democracy rationality in a series o f postwar NYSE programs designed to 

broaden forms o f share-ownership among everyday populations. This section also 

highlights the ways in which these programs were, at a primary level, organized as a 

matter o f ‘culture’ . A  third section argues that although cultural, these programs were not 

only organized in terms o f language or ideas, but also sought to install themselves as a 

practical reality in several calculative devices and technologies. An extended conclusion 

summarizes the NYSE share-ownership project and reviews some o f the ways in which 

this project fizzled, for a variety o f reasons, beginning in the early 1970s. Although the 

NYSE programs no longer promote or calculate the mass investment economy w ith the 

same kinds o f effectiveness that it  did in  the postwar period, the attempt to forge a 

connection between the ownership o f capital and democratic practice continues to exert a 

peculiar i f  heterogeneous influence on other programs o f popular finance more relevant 

to our globalizing present; programs I  turn to in Chapters 5 and 6.

1 ‘Popular Proprietorship’, Democracy and Ownership

Much o f the earliest moments o f American republican-democratic thought are 

marked by a key concern for the wide diffusion o f property among popular sectors. (See 

also the Introduction) What lies at the core o f this concern is a sense o f the 

transformative impact that ownership is said to provoke. Property ownership, according
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to this formulation, is one o f the special places where individuals directly experience the 

requirements o f active responsibility. Providing individuals w ith the direct experience of 

ownership, and w ith the responsibility to manage property as an economic resource, 

fosters forms o f behaviour and practice consistent with a particular version o f democratic 

practice and economic freedom. It is the experience o f direct property ownership, and the 

requirement to employ property as the central resource for economic security, which 

provide individuals w ith the deepest kinds o f attachments to broader practices o f self

management, democratic engagement and economic enterprise.

What was most striking to de Tocqueville was the ‘active care’ w ith which 

popular classes managed their property. The widespread diffusion o f property in 

America avoided concentrations o f land by absentee owners disconnected from the 

physicality o f their property, and resulted in owners directly and actively involved in the 

management and care o f property. For de Tocqueville, it was this active care beyond all 

other considerations that connected property ownership to stability and order. “ The 

constant care which it occasions,”  de Tocqueville claimed, “ daily attaches them to their 

property; their continual exertions to increase it make it even more precious to 

them...Therefore the more w idely personal property is distributed and increased and the 

greater the number o f those enjoying it, the less is a nation inclined to revolution.” 2

This active care can only be developed in the crucible o f economic experience. 

The real value o f property ownership is the ways in which the experience o f ownership 

itself, and the exposure to risk it facilitates, provides the direct context in which particular 

forms o f behaviour and conduct are inscribed. The democratic practice and stability de 

Tocqueville uncovers in America results not from some natural capacity but only from 

the direct experience o f ownership itself.

This narrative o f property as enterprise, established in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries, re-emerges in the context o f rapid political-economic change during
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the interwar period o f the twentieth century. A t one level, and in the context o f economic 

and social crisis, a whole network o f academic and political analysts begin to draw upon 

agrarian-republican images as the basis o f economic and social renewal. The murals o f 

Thomas Hart Benton, for example (See Figure 35-Industrial Panel 4...A Social History o f 

the State o f Indiana) forge, in the early 1930s images o f republic-agrarian producerism 

w ith a progressive narrative o f social reform, workerist democracy and racial pluralism 

(see, also Chapter 3).

Figure 35-Industrial Panel 4: Home Industry, Internal Improvements3

Perhaps the most significant way in  which this republican discourse re-emerges, 

however, is along a line which reframes the debate around property and citizenship as a 

question o f stock ownership. By the mid 1920s, many commentators begin to note a 

widespread increase in the number o f shareholders o f American corporations, especially 

among working and popular sectors. For some writers, this general trend marks a process 

in which ownership becomes both separate from corporate control and was increasingly 

dispersed among a very large number o f stockholders. The dramatic increase in the 

dispersal o f stock ownership by the 1920s is twinned w ith a process by which corporate 

control is recentered not in ownership claims but in an increasingly narrow layer o f elite 

corporate management.4 (See Chapter 5 fo r a more detailed treatment o f this argument)
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For many other commentators, however, the dramatic increase in the number o f 

shareholders was conceived as a generally benign development in line w ith the basic 

features o f American economic history. Herbert Hoover, then Secretary o f Commerce 

spoke nationally in 1925 o f the longstanding connection between property ownership and 

democracy. “ I  am convinced,”  Hoover noted in relation to trends o f increasing levels o f 

stock ownership, “ that one o f the continuous and underlying problems o f sustained 

democracy is the constant and wider diffusion o f property ownership...It has been so 

since the beginning o f the Republic...It is ...in  this area that we shall secure a contribution 

to the powerful forces which make for social stability.” 5

Other commentators locate this broadening o f stock ownership w ithin a tradition 

o f ‘popular proprietorship’ . W riting in  1925, W illiam  Ransom described popular 

proprietorship as a ‘social force’ which ensures that most citizens are able to own 

property or share in the ownership o f property in an active and engaged manner. This 

active care ownership triggers a special kind o f connection to property and to the 

enterprises that are inextricably stitched to property. This attachment has resulted in a 

“ proprietary sense [which] stimulated his [sic] determination to conserve what he owned 

and to add to his share in that ownership.” 6 For Ransom, what exists at the core o f 

popular proprietorship is an attempt to ensure that a ll Americans occupy a direct relation 

to and come to assume a direct stake in some form o f productive enterprise. “ I f  I  read 

American history aright,”  Ransom offers in the mid 1920s, “ I  think the conclusion is 

warranted that property ownership improves the independence and stability o f our 

citizenship...property ownership in America has tended to inculcate a spirit o f fa ir play, 

mutual regard, and the sense o f reciprocal responsibility which comes from a realization 

o f the hazards and the difficulties o f carrying on productive enterprise under modern 

conditions.” 7
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As a mechanism which exposes individuals directly to the ‘hazards’ o f enterprise,

property ownership is a practice central to economic government and citizenship. Only

by directly taking on the ‘hazards’ o f property ownership can a proper form o f citizenship

be unleashed. Increasing levels o f general participation in financial markets enhances the

quality o f democratic and economic citizenship and secures the ‘basic’ conditions for a

meaningful form o f ‘popular proprietorship’ :

Small-investor ownership, therefore, seems to be the basic and important 
thing in America; consumer and employee ownership and the wider 
distribution o f the ownership o f corporate securities, are clearly desirable i f  
viewed as steps and methods to a... popular proprietorship, and i f  each 
small investor is encouraged to...gain an owner’s sense o f interest in the 
conditions and risks affecting at least several o f the industries of the 
country.8

It is precisely this ‘owner’s sense o f interest’ and an optim istic vision o f its realization 

that animated one o f the firs t systematic attempts to connect the property/democracy 

rationality w ith the ownership o f financial assets: the postwar cultural programs o f the 

NYSE.

2 ‘The Only Available Public Medium’: The Cultural Programs of the NYSE

Although it occupies a central position in  the symbolic landscape o f finance, little  

attention has been trained on the NYSE w ithin EPE and other critical literatures as a site 

o f some significance in the regulation o f national or global economic spaces. Although a 

range o f perspectives w ithin IPE have conceived o f institutions as central to the 

management and regulation o f global finance, there has often been more sustained 

attention trained on the work o f the C ity in London in both historical and contemporary 

contexts than on the networks centered around New York or the NYSE.9 There may be 

two assumptions in the literature which help explain this relative inattention to the work 

o f the NYSE. On one hand this inattention may be related to epochal accounts common 

to the critical-materialist approach. For critical narratives, the postwar period is often 

conceived as a political-economic order uniquely organized around the requirements o f a
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special set o f social forces: productive capital, segments o f organized labour and state 

managers connected to the New Deal or wartime planning processes. In these accounts, 

financial capital is embedded w ithin and subordinated to the requirements o f productive 

capital through the imposition o f capital controls and the organization o f a Bretton Woods 

regime in which finance capital was the ‘servant’ to rather than the ‘master’ o f productive 

capital.10 This story o f an order uniquely organized around the requirements o f 

productive capital, coincides w ith the rise o f New York as a world financial centre 

(WFC). W hile London emerged as a world financial centre in the nineteenth century at a 

moment o f liberalized financial flows, New York’s arrival as the most important site at 

which financial and credit practices are centralized occurs at the very moment that 

finance is embedded w ithin the requirements o f a productive world order.11 This, 

accordingly, both weakened the social forces associated with New York and dampened 

the influence that those institutions associated w ith New York could exert on the 

economic order as a whole. Unlike the financial interests o f London which exerted a 

wide influence over the contours o f the nineteenth-century financial order (and which 

continue to remain active in  the construction o f global financial markets), New York 

financial and social forces exerted only a secondary influence in the context o f a broader 

embedded order consolidated around the needs o f productive capital. “ New York’ s social 

forces did not enjoy the...authority in  the American financial order that had been held by 

the social forces o f the predominant WFC in previous world financial orders.” 12

What is often implied in these epochal accounts, however, is that the agencies 

around which finance was organized were unable to assert themselves actively and 

creatively w ithin the broad contours o f that order. This establishes a kind o f divide in 

which productive and financial capital exist on either side o f a presumed opposition. By 

depicting a postwar order uniquely organized around a singular set o f productive 

interests, and by painting the re-emergence o f global finance in the period after 1972-74
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as a dramatic and spectacular moment in which finance reasserts itself after a long 

disappearance, these epochal accounts may direct attention away from the active work of 

financial agencies as creative and independent forces throughout the postwar period.

A t another level, the relative inattention to the NYSE is also related to theoretical 

conceptions o f c iv il society. Although critical-materialist approaches have usefully 

located institutions in relation to the work and interests o f specific coalitions o f social 

forces, these approaches continue to take the ‘economic’ as an unproblematic and given 

category. Although critical accounts o f c iv il society question the status o f the economy 

as a technical, naturally self-governing or apolitical site, these conceptions rarely probe 

the broad ways in which notions o f the economic need to be generated and constituted. 

Before the ‘economy’ can be governed, it  must first be represented in a way that defines 

it  and renders it available for specific forms o f management and intervention. This is a 

process, M ille r and Rose suggest, that requires “ the elaboration o f a language for 

depicting the domain in question that claims both to grasp the nature o f that reality 

represented, and litera lly to represent it  in a form amenable to political deliberation, 

argument and scheming.” 13 Critical voices in DPE have tended not to investigate the ways 

in which institutions governing finance have first had to constitute the field o f the 

economy and delineate the role o f ‘finance’ and ‘capital’ w ithin that field; a process, I 

contend, that has been central to the work o f the NYSE.

Mass Investment

Referring to the “ ‘making up’ or ‘construction’ o f economic realities,”  du Gay 

and Pryke remind us that “ those activities, objects and persons we categorize as 

‘economic’ are bu ilt up or assembled from a number o f parts.” 14 Beginning in the 

immediate postwar moment it  is precisely to this task, o f assembling a novel conception 

o f economic reality, that the NYSE turns. Throughout the postwar period the NYSE 

inserted itse lf in  the centre o f a network o f programs designed to locate finance at the
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heart o f economic life . The programs which emerged at the very end o f the Second 

W orld War were organized around an objective o f broadening share-ownership among 

‘average’ investors. G. Keith Funston, President o f the NYSE throughout the postwar 

period was an important champion o f the share-ownership program and used the force o f 

his personality and office to install it  at the very centre o f NYSE activities and priorities. 

“ The goal and focal point o f our advertising and all our public programs,”  wrote Funston 

in a memo, “ has been to broaden share-ownership on a sound basis...broadening share- 

ownership...has been the basic campaign running throughout the entire period.” 15

Although centered around the goal o f broadening share-ownership, the NYSE 

programs actually helped draw a broader image o f the economy and how that economy 

was to be governed. The rationality at the core o f the share-ownership programs sought 

to govern the economy across and in the name o f two cross-cutting fields: a fie ld of ‘mass 

investment’ and the space o f the national economy. A t one level, the NYSE programs 

emphasized the importance o f ‘mass investment’ to and the integral role that the savings 

o f average investors play in a systematized national economy. (See Chapter 3 for more 

detail regarding popular finance and the national economy)

A t another level, mass investment— ‘the democratic method o f obtaining 

capital’— is inserted in the very centre o f this national economy as a basis o f economic 

practice and prosperity. Figure 36 {If Pullmans Were Named for Their Owners) 

represents one o f the earliest attempts to present this conception o f mass investment. 

Invoking the image o f the singular American entrepreneur (Pullman), this advertisement 

inverts a common story o f economic practice. I f  the car was in fact named for its owners, 

there would not nearly be enough space to recognize all o f the small and average 

investors whose ‘small’ form o f capital actually exists as its basis. The intimate act of 

naming (an act temporarily suspending the normal anonymity o f small investors) 

reinforces the ways in which mass investment resides at the very centre o f economic life.
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Mass investment (an intimate act conducted by a body o f small and ‘average’ actors) 

forms the very core o f economic practice. By recasting the question o f ownership as one 

connected to a mass o f ‘small’ and normally anonymous figures, this advertisement 

depicts mass investment as the force around which the economic system moves.

Dedicated to the broadening o f share-ownership, the NYSE initiates, after WW H, 

a project which attempts to ‘make-up’ and assemble a particular image o f the economy as 

a fie ld animated by mass investment. Most fundamentally, however, this project was 

self-consciously conceived in terms o f ‘culture’ and o f a particular kind o f cultural 

technique.
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A Cultural Technique

From its inception immediately after the war, and long before other components 

o f the program were developed, the share-ownership program was explicitly conceived as 

a ‘cultural’ endeavour. There is certainly no single notion o f culture mobilized in these 

programs but rather a diverse set o f ways in which culture is located at the core o f the 

share-ownership initiative. (See also Chapter 1) As both an object and mode o f 

intervention, culture becomes central to the share-ownership project in two related but 

distinctive ways. First, the NYSE saw its share-ownership program in relation to a 

distinctively American ‘culture’ o f equity. America, in this view, is characterised by a 

culture o f equity uniquely dedicated to the participation o f all sectors o f the public in the 

ownership o f corporations; a ‘way o f life ’ or tendency deeply rooted in the ‘heritage’ o f 

America. “ Americans enjoy and nurture,”  one o ffic ia l later summarised it, “ an equity 

culture markedly unique in its character and v ita lity .” 17 ‘Culture’ is used in this context 

to frame broad share ownership as a deep structure and immutable element o f an 

American ‘way o f life ’ .

A  second, and related way in which the postwar NYSE programs were conceived 

as cultural is in  terms o f the explicit use o f cultural technologies and practices. As Paul 

du Gay argues, ‘culture’ is often invoked as way to highlight a particular kind o f change 

that seemingly reaches into the deep and essential forces which govern societies and 

individuals. Culture, in  these terms, is often mobilized as a way o f intervening into the 

very meanings which govern the basic elements o f social, political and economic life. 

“ ‘Culture’ is accorded a privileged position,”  argues du Gay, “ because it  is seen to 

structure the way people think, feel and act...The aim is to produce the sort o f meanings 

that w ill enable people to make the right and necessary contribution” ...18

From its very inception, the NYSE structured its share-ownership programs 

around a range o f ‘cultural’ techniques and practices it thought were best suited to
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intervene into everyday life. Under the auspices o f Funston (and his Vice-President in 

charge o f promotional and advertising activities Ruddick C. Lawrence), the use o f 

institutional advertising, public information, marketing, promotional and economic- 

educational activities greatly expanded in the immediate postwar moment. W ith no 

separate institutional organization or financial allotments as late as 1945, advertising 

quickly became a separate, recognized department o f the NYSE and enjoyed throughout 

the 1950s and most o f the 1960s, a separate organizational capacity, a dedicated presence 

in the NYSE’s executive structure, and annual budgetary allocations o f approximately 

$1.5 m illion. From the outset the project was defined, at its core, in terms o f the use o f 

new media, advertising and cultural material. “ New capital,”  wrote Funston, “ w ill have 

to come from the general population. We intend our advertising to serve that need by 

encouraging people to save and to consider share-ownership.” 19 The most effective way 

to develop an equity culture and to reach a popular fie ld o f investors, it was argued, is 

through the cultural technologies which most immediately touch everyday life. Put 

simply by a 1954 memo, only a campaign capable o f using media would be able to 

broaden share-ownership in a significant way. “ It would be desirable,”  and 

indispensable, the memo affirms, “ to use media in carrying out a stock exchange 

information program.” 20

The broadening o f share-ownership was a goal that became supported by a 

network o f interests for a range o f different reasons. The NYSE, for example, used its 

cultural and public information campaigns to overcome negative images o f finance and 

the stock exchange associated w ith the financial crises o f 1929-1931, and to locate the 

capital markets centered around the NYSE at the core o f an expansive American 

economy. Member brokerage firms became connected to the ownership programs as a 

way to maintain connection to the NYSE and its lucrative markets. Key corporate leaders
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used these programs, by contrast as a way to promote an idea o f private enterprise as an 

alternative to the New Deal modes o f economic governance.

‘Popular proprietorship’— the active ownership o f property— exists, in this 

context, as an alternative to social citizenship. Social citizenship emerges in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as a way o f inserting individuals/selves within a 

broader social whole. Problems were no longer addressed as individual pathology or 

‘moral’ weakness, but as social questions that could be resolved in terms o f a social 

whole or mechanisms o f social government: social security or social insurance. As 

Donzelot suggests, the social emerged as a way o f reconciling and stabilizing conflict 

rooted in the uneven distribution o f property. The social, argues Donzelot, seeks to 

neutralize the “ original opposition between the right to work and the rights o f property.” 21

In the postwar American context, however, popular proprietorship is promoted as 

an alternative to the practices o f social citizenship. For a specific set o f interests, the 

NYSE and the network it  organized, the economic order could be stabilized not by 

governing social citizens, but by allowing citizen-proprietors to own and manage 

property/capital as a key to individual and national economic security. The economy and 

society can be secured not by cultivating social citizenship but a form o f popular 

proprietorship capable o f generating everyday capital as a force at the centre o f the 

national economy. In the words o f one report, “ a rise in the number o f share owners 

would strengthen the private enterprise system, and at the same time deter the 

disproportionate expansion o f the public sector.” 22

In the context o f these kinds o f interests and objectives, the attempt to develop a 

cultural capacity dedicated to broadening share-ownership became an over-arching policy 

preoccupation for the NYSE. “ The goal and focal point o f our advertising and all our 

public programs for the past 10 years,”  confirms a memo written in the mid 1960s, “ has 

been to broaden share-ownership on a sound basis...we think it is v ita lly  important to our
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whole economy...our regular progress on broadening share-ownership...has been the basic 

campaign running throughout the entire period.” 23 This basic project, it should be noted, 

however, was often perceived by the NYSE as a burden that fe ll upon its shoulders in a 

unique manner. Because o f its role in the cultural landscape o f finance, and in the 

economy more generally, the NYSE cultivated an image of itse lf throughout the entire 

postwar period as the logical ‘centre o f representation’ for American financial life . “The 

Exchange is the only institution,”  concedes an internal document, “ that can and does 

exclusively advertise its...marketplace...Exchange advertising...has been and remains the 

only available public medium for relating the concept o f broad individual ownership.” 24

Starting after W orld W ar I I  the NYSE sought to translate its commitments to 

broadening share-ownership into a systematic set o f cultural programs. Figure 37, for 

example, (8 Ways the New York Stock Exchange Helps People...) highlights the complex 

ways in which the NYSE, by the 1960s, was attempting to intervene in the culture of 

everyday life . By this period, the NYSE public information and advertising departments 

were managing an expanding lis t o f programs and initiatives, including the development 

o f booklets and publications, speeches and ‘adult education courses’ , teaching aids for 

public schools, film s, television and radio programs, an extensive ‘educational fac ility ’ 

located at the Exchange itself, and a regular program o f educational and institutional 

advertising.

In addition to this direct management o f creative campaigns (including the 

examples in Figures 36,37 and 38), the NYSE also sought to influence the ‘cultural’ 

activities o f other organizations. It consistently, for example, developed yearly 

advertising copy packages, program standards and instructional kits fo r members firms.

In this fashion, it  was able to exert considerable influence over the direction and 

consistency o f advertising among member firms. Sim ilarly, the NYSE influenced the
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advertising, public information, educational and, importantly, shareholder relations 

initiatives o f many o f the largest corporations across America.

In all o f these programs, the NYSE used or influenced the use o f cultural

t
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25Figure 31-8 Ways the New York Stock Exchange Helps People... 

techniques and practices to promote the image o f a mass investment economy. Cultural 

techniques were, according to this view, the most effective way in which the NYSE and 

the firms it sought to influence could reach into everyday life  to install an image o f 

economic governance that later NYSE Chairmen W .M. Batten would name ‘participatory 

finance’ . “ Since the end o f W orld War II,”  Batten would neatly summarize, American 

economic life  “ has been uniquely fuelled by the willingness o f individual Americans to 

risk at least part o f their savings in equity investments and to acquire a direct personal 

stake in ...our private enterprise economy.” 26 In this conception, the economy is a
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national field populated by average individuals who develop their own ‘small’ form o f

capital and who directly assume the risk that that small capital entails.

Although this image o f a mass investment economy is evident in its own

institutional advertising (Figures 36-38), it is also foreground in the advertising and

shareholder-relations material o f the firms the NYSE influenced. Because Funston and

his team worked hard to develop standards and models for public information initiatives,

a certain kind o f clarity began to emerge in the advertising and shareholder relations

material o f many listed firms. Several o f these advertisements became such striking

narratives or images o f the economy Funston wanted to manage, that he promoted them

widely as models for listed firms. Many o f the models he promoted were clear

descriptions not only o f the mass investment economy but also o f the broader role this

economy occupied beyond American borders. The World’s Finest Home, for example, a

Funston model developed by Quality Petroleum, invokes a discourse o f danger and risk.

Risk and danger, in this narrative, have a kind o f double-meaning as a delineation o f both

a geopolitical world fraught with external danger and insecurity, and a burden carried by

the ‘average’ citizens whose small capital forms the basis o f an extraordinary wealth and

prosperity. This exceptional American economy is a closed body (bounded by ‘high

immigration walls’ ) which both guards itse lf against the risk emanating from an

inherently dangerous external world, but which thrives on a different kind o f risk borne

by its average citizens who allow their savings and small capital ‘to live dangerously’ . In

this view, individual risk and geopolitical danger are linked together at the centre o f an

exceptional American economy instrumentalized by the practices o f mass investors:

The W orld’s Finest Home...has 36,000,000 cars in  its garage, 14,000,0000 
television sets in  its liv ing room, 43,620,000 telephones on its hall table, 
m illions o f acres under mechanized civilization in its back yard.
Immigration walls have had to be bu ilt high around this home, for in it  live 
the most envied people on the globe.
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It costs billions o f dollars to build and maintain such a home-where do 
these dollars come from? From men and women who work, save, and put 
their savings to w ork...
These savings dare to live dangerously. They often risk their lives 
financing a new product-somebody’s dream, They build factories and buy 
tools, on the calculated risk that the dream-child w ill grow up and produce 
on its own.27

Nabisco’s Its Easy to be a Capitalist, another Funston model from  1952, 

underscores the complexities o f this conception. Economic life  is pictured as a 

‘tremendous economic machine’ and as a system o f coordinated mass effort. Mass 

saving/investment exists as one side o f a systematized ‘rectangle’ the sides o f which are 

formed by mass investment, production, selling and credit. Perhaps what is most striking 

about this narrative is its explicit attempt to insert itse lf w ithin and rework the logic o f 

Fordism. Although clearly invoking a Fordist language o f mass production and 

consumption, a particular notion o f mass investment is located w ithin the centre o f that 

productivist configuration. Finance, and the ‘little ’ capital which constitutes its ‘life 

blood’ , both lies at the very core o f mass production and is central to the exceptional 

status the American economy occupies in the broader world order:

The job o f investment, of keeping our national industry in  its traditional 
place o f leadership is now the job not o f tycoons but o f these many 
m illions o f American wage earners...It is the most democratic system that 
could possibly be devised.. .o f mass effort, in production, distribution, 
sales, and credit...No small group o f investors could supply this lifeblood 
o f capital...mostly these investors are the so-called ‘little  people’ men and 
women o f small income who have worked and saved, and set aside a little  
o f their income to buy this share in industrial effort...mass production is 
only one side o f the rectangle. The other three sides are mass selling, 
mass credit and mass investment... Out o f this more intimate association 
w ith the industrial enterprise o f America w ill assuredly come a better 
understanding o f our economic structures...It is because there has been 
such an incentive in the past that we have been able to build America to its 
place o f world leadership.28

A  connection— “ an intimate association” —is forged in this narrative between the broad 

capacity o f world leadership and the ‘intimate’ practices o f individual financial life.
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Finally, the programs developed over the 1950s increasingly depicted the mass 

investment economy in terms o f cold-war images. Contrasting the ‘democratic’ practice 

o f an economy owned by average Americans w ith the command economies o f the Soviet 

Union allowed the NYSE to insert its image o f a mass investment economy w ithin a 

broader cold-war configuration. Advertisements which Funston promoted w ith a 

particular interest often inverted the language o f socialized ownership by framing 

American capitalism in terms o f mass ownership o f economic life:

Who Owns Big Business anyway?
Many people, including the Russian delegates to the UN, don’t seem to 
understand who owns America’s corporations. They continually talk 
about ‘B ig Business’ and ‘W all Street Capitalists’ as i f  our big companies 
were owned and run by a handful o f economic royalists.
As a matter o f fact, practically a ll large American corporations are owned 
and run by the American people...The American people own their 
industries already.29

The contours o f the NYSE share-ownership initiatives were presented to an 

audience o f everyday actors and citizens in a complex set o f ways. In both its own 

institutional advertising, and in the advertising and shareholder relations material it 

influenced, the NYSE was able to promote an image o f a national economy organized 

around the instrumental capacities o f mass investment. What is striking in much o f this 

material is the attempt to locate this image o f economic space and citizenship in the 

context o f (and in some ways as constitutive of) a broader international order. An 

‘intimate association’ is depicted in these narratives between individual and global life  in 

which the capacities o f small capital serve as a basis fo r a certain kind o f international 

order. A  lexicon o f everyday life  is used (a lexicon which speaks o f an ‘intimate 

association’ and which depicts national economic space in terms o f domestic analogies o f 

household and home) in  order to articulate macrological categories like  nation or world 

order as spaces which, to some degree, re ly upon the capacities o f (self-governing) 

individual citizens.
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The ‘ intimate association’ the NYSE was seeking to cultivate, however, has 

another, more complex meaning. Echoing the longer rationality which links citizenship, 

property ownership and democratic practice, the NYSE programs also sought to draw out 

an ‘ intimate connection’ between the direct experience o f share-ownership and an active 

form o f economic citizenship. Owning shares in corporate stock is depicted as a key way 

to develop knowledge o f economic life  and to cultivate the skills required to exercise an 

effective and active form  o f economic citizenship. “ Out o f this more intimate association 

w ith the industrial enterprise o f America,”  the Nabisco advertisement implores, “ w ill 

assuredly come a better understanding o f our economic structures.”  (See above)

Cultivating this ‘intimate association’ , in turn, not only provokes a particular form 

o f economic citizenship, but also, and in so doing, scripts an active form o f democratic 

practice. Immersing the self more directly in  enterprise forms, an act made possible 

through share ownership, facilitates a particular form o f democratic agency. This 

conception depicts the mass investment economy as the ‘most democratic system’ and 

situates investment as a form o f democratic practice which nurtures both individual 

citizenship and a broader democracy in  which that citizenship operates.30

Using ‘culture’ in this program was seen as a way to reach deeply into an 

everyday world that the NYSE both saw as constitutive but which it also wanted to shape 

and cultivate in these terms. Although these programs were clearly conceived as 

‘cultural’ , this should not im ply that the NYSE had ambitions that were lim ited to 

questions o f narrative, image, language or ideas. Rather, it  also sought to translate this 

image o f the mass investment economy into a ‘real entity’ in a range o f practical and 

tangible ways.

3 Making the Mass Investment Economy Practical

As many commentators have recently noted, Cultural Studies has preoccupied 

w ith culture as a system o f texts. This has conceived o f cultural material in terms o f
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language, discourse, narrative, symbol or ideas. This has ignored, however, the ways in 

which ‘culture’ has often been implicated in a range o f practices: in technical processes, 

in various technologies and devices, in complex institutional and organizational contexts, 

in forms o f practical ‘know-how’ , and in projects which have aimed at installing and 

working through particular ‘realities’ .31

Making Mass Investment Practical: the Monthly Investment Program

Although the NYSE and the network it organized attempted to develop a language 

o f mass investment, it also sought to translate that language into technical and calculative 

terms. “Language,”  write M ille r and Rose, “ is more than merely ‘contemplative’ : 

describing a world such that it is amenable to having certain things done to it involves 

inscribing reality into the calculations of government through a range o f material and 

rather mundane techniques.” 32

As M ichel Callon has noted, one set o f technical processes central to economic 

and market categories are those devices dedicated to the formation o f ‘calculative 

agencies’ . According to Callon, the economy and the markets which reside at its core, 

rely upon agents capable of ranking, ordering and calculating action w ithin those spaces. 

“ A  market,”  Callon argues, “ implies a peculiar anthropology, one which assumes...what 

we might call calculative agencies” .33 For Callon, however, these agencies do not reside 

in any inherent capacity o f human life. Rather, calculative agencies must be formatted by 

tools which allow actors to perform certain kinds o f calculations. “ The extension o f a 

certain form  of organized market,”  reaffirms Callon, “ always corresponds to the 

imposition o f certain calculating tools.” 34

In its attempt to inscribe a mass investment economy, the NYSE began, precisely, 

to install a kind o f calculative agency and a form o f everyday agent capable o f treating 

finance as a marketized domain subject to the conditions o f individual calculation. One 

way in which this ambition began to be developed was in terms o f a new calculative
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technology for “ th rifty investors” : the Monthly Investment Plan (MEP). Aimed 

specifically at average investors, the MIP was developed as a key mechanism with which 

individuals could enrol themselves into the equity markets centered around the NYSE.

The plan was a relatively simple technical arrangement established through Member 

firms in which investors w ith a small amount o f capital could contribute on a monthly 

basis to an investment account held with one o f the recognized firms. The Member firms 

managed the accounts and purchased stock on an ongoing basis as levels in the account 

permitted.

As a device which asked individuals to develop regular and calculated 

contributions and decisions, the M IP began to deepen a kind o f incremental calculative 

form o f agency in the realm o f everyday financial life. The MIP provided a fa irly  

circumscribed field o f decisions in which individuals were asked to locate themselves.

The M IP required individuals to choose stock preferences from among listed firms and in 

relation to a range o f standard stock data and information provided. Enrolment packages 

for the M IP included two booklets, Dividends Over the Years and I ’m an Owner of 

Common Stocks, which delineated a range o f appropriate stock choices well suited for 

‘uninitiated’ investors. These booklets provided data and ‘performance’ indicators o f a 

select group o f stock which “ have paid dividends every year from 25 to 108 years...which 

have paid progressively higher dividends over the past ten years...[and] which are favored 

by financial institutions.”  (See Figure 38).

Over the three years from 1953 to 1955, the NYSE both assembled a wide range 

o f research illustrating the importance o f an instalment investment mechanism and 

developed the basic structure o f the MIP. In June o f 1953, for example, the NYSE 

commissioned a key report regarding the basic plans for the marketing and 

‘merchandising’ o f equities. The attempt to reconfigure equity investments as a mass 

commodity marketable as ‘merchandise’ is a key moment in the reframing o f investment
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as a popular pursuit. The merchandising report both recommends the immediate 

implementation o f the MIP and identifies the NYSE as the only institution capable o f 

managing its development. “ I f  such a method o f buying is made available and 

merchandised...it w ill be a most powerful force in broadening share ownership...We do 

not believe any other organization other than the NYSE can develop such a plan

effectively. ,35
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Figure 3&-Not Only That...36

A t the same time, an Investment Survey by a research consulting firm  in 1954 

strongly encouraged the NYSE to adopt an instalment plan and to frame it  in terms o f the 

benefits o f regular and habitual saving. I f  described in ‘conservative’ terms as a 

mechanism for realizing th rift, the MIP, it was argued, could become a popular ‘entry 

point’ fo r many new investors. “The public,”  the report affirms, “ has a most favorable
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reaction to a monthly investment [plan] insofar as its ethical or moral concept is 

concerned.” 37 Sim ilarly, the NYSE’s new Public Relations and Market Development 

department conducted research which stressed the potential o f the MIP to build upon the 

popularity o f instalment investment plans that were central to the war-financing 

campaigns. A 1955 report that coincided with the formal launch o f the MIP by the 

department argued, for example, that at least 20 000 000 Americans had the means to 

participate in the scheme.38

By 1955 the NYSE implemented the basic features o f its MIP (a program that 

would remain relatively unchanged throughout the 1950s and 1960s) and installed it is a 

fundamental component o f all its public information activities. Able both to market the 

MIP in its advertising campaigns (see fo r example Figure 38) and to exert influence over 

Member firms to adopt the plan, the M IP enrolled 28 000 investors before the end o f 

1955.39 By the end o f the 1960s the NYSE was regularly receiving an average o f 100 

000 requests per year for more information about the M IP and its basic features.40

In these different ways, the M IP provided a way fo r average individuals to treat 

personal financial security, to some degree, as a calculative domain. The attempt to 

render a mass investment economy calculable, however, was not lim ited to this attempt to 

incorporate individuals into capital markets as agents capable o f some form o f 

calculation. The pursuit o f mass investment also framed a broader and grander dream: 

another technology whose ambition was the mobilization and measurement o f share- 

ownership as a composite and national economic reality.

A Centre o f Calculation: The Share-Ownership Census

Tools o f calculation not only exist at the micro-level as mechanisms w ith which 

individuals organize their own agency w ithin economic spaces, but also at a ‘macro- 

level’ as modes o f representation w ith which the economy as a composite whole can be 

presented and displayed. To intervene and shape economic life , the ‘economic’ must first
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be ‘drawn together’ as an integrated whole and presented in a way that allows coherent 

judgements to be made. As M ille r and Rose suggest, governing economic life  “ requires 

the invention o f procedures o f notation, ways o f collecting and presenting statistics, [and] 

the transportation o f these to centers where calculations and judgements can be made.” 41 

These types o f calculative procedures (statistical analysis, economic models, national 

accounting, etc.) are not simply, however, a reflection o f an already-existing and 

unproblematic economic category or space. Rather, these procedures and techniques are 

mechanisms that constitute and ‘perform’ that reality as a ‘real’ object. As Callon 

suggests, “ calculating tools...do not merely record a reality independent o f themselves: 

they contribute powerfully to shaping, simply by measuring it, the reality that they 

measure.” 42

The NYSE came to operate, by the 1950s, as precisely such a centre o f calculation 

for the image o f economic life  it promoted. In 1951, the NYSE launched its most 

ambitious calculative initiative in its attempt to develop a share-ownership census.

Struck by the almost complete lack o f data regarding patterns o f share-ownership, the 

NYSE began to ruminate about the possibility o f developing a system and technique 

capable o f determining levels o f participation in national equity markets. In the view o f 

one expert, assessing the level and distribution o f share-ownership up until the 1950s 

relied upon “ no little  amount o f guesswork” as no formal or regular analysis o f the topic 

had been attempted.43 As such, a decision was made to institute a program o f regular 

surveys which would provide detailed “ pictures”  o f American share-ownership “ which 

never before were available.”  44

A  regular census program became a signature component o f its research and 

marketing programs in 3 to 5 year intervals beginning in 1951. The program attempted, 

at one level, to arrive at a number o f share-owners across America and to uncover a kind 

o f relative growth in that number (6.4 m illion in 1951, 8.63 m illion in 1956,12.5 m illion
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in 1959 etc.). In its attempt to develop a quantifiable picture o f share-ownership, the 

census program gave substance to its image o f a national economy made possible by a 

mass o f average investors each instrumentalizing his/her own financial security in private 

capital markets. “The owners o f the world’s richest nation,”  the 1956 Census affirms, 

“ are products o f every section o f the country, every occupation and every walk o f life .” 45 

This attempt to quantify a nation o f mass investment was not a methodologically 

simple or unchanging process.46 Despite this complexity, however, the share-ownership 

census was a deeply innovative initiative. Perhaps the central way in which this census 

program was able to itemize its own ‘success’ is in terms o f a methodology designed to 

uncover steady (and relative) growth. Its construction o f the census project on the basis 

o f regular reporting cycles, as a measure o f relative and not absolute gains, and, 

importantly, as a unique insertion in a fie ld  without precedent, gave the NYSE significant 

fle x ib ility  to define the very terms w ith which it  could document a national mass 

investment economy. This was accomplished most clearly in its preoccupation with the 

relative growth o f the mass investment population. In ways that parallel the accounting 

techniques which came to represent the national economy more generally, the mass 

investment economy was most clearly measured as an object endowed w ith relative 

growth. As Timothy M itchell suggests, national accounting is designed to depict an 

object endowed w ith a propensity fo r intrinsic growth. Importantly, M itchell writes, “ it 

became both possible and necessary to imagine economic growth in new terms, not as 

material and spatial extension but as the internal intensification o f the totality o f relations 

defining the economy as an object.”  47

The attempt to uncover a mass investment economy capable o f growth is evident 

not only in the calculation o f the raw number o f share-owners but also in  the short 

analytical and promotional material which formed a key part o f each census. This 

material consistently emphasized themes o f dynamic economic change and growth. The
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relative gain and growth uncovered in each census (until, importantly, 1975) came to be 

represented as part o f a seemingly permanent set o f economic changes. The 1956 survey, 

for example, described itse lf as a “ new profile o f the nation’s shareowning 

capitalists...[which] tells the story o f vast economic changes that have altered America.” 48 

This focus on change based on relative growth in share-ownership without any absolute 

benchmarks o f what would constitute effective levels o f broad share-ownership is even 

more clear in the interpretive grid applied to the 1959 survey. This survey describes the 

data o f relative growth in share-ownership it  presents as ‘dramatic p roo f o f an economic 

revolution:

The report m irrors a remarkable growth in shareownership-a quiet 
economic revolution which is reshaping America. It offers dramatic proof 
that the nation has achieved a unique blend o f individual th rift and 
in itia tive ... America can be a society comprised o f many m illions o f 
private capitalists...broad shareownership is good for the individual, for 
business and fo r the national economy.

This dramatization o f mass investment endowed w ith an intrinsic capacity for 

relative growth, is not simply a reflection o f an already-existing economy. The census 

also brings this object into being, provides it  w ith a numerical figure, and furnishes a 

language w ith which it  can be grasped as a measurable thing. This technology uncovers 

mass investment by fram ing a question o f relative growth, and by accomplishing what all 

calculative technologies do: a reduction to a single number. “The calculative practices o f 

accountancy have one defining feature,”  writes Peter M ille r, “ their ability to translate 

diverse and complex processes into a single financial figure. ..thus making comparable 

activities and processes whose physical characteristics and geographical location are 

widely dispersed...The single figure appears to be set apart from political interests and 

disputes, above the world o f intrigue, and beyond debate.” 50

By displaying a mass investment economy in a series o f tables and figures and by 

connecting it to the authority o f the single figure, the share-ownership census
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simultaneously measures and invents the object it seeks to display: a national mass 

investment economy. It functions in this manner as an act o f invention and visualization 

as much as the images and narratives o f the NYSE’s advertising campaign. The census is 

as much an attempt to ‘picture’ the mass investment economy as the picture and story o f 

the Pullman image in Figure 1. Like those images and stories, it finds a way to represent 

and envision an object it purports merely to reflect. Unlike that advertisement, however, 

the share-ownership census draws upon the peculiar authority o f calculation to provide 

this object w ith a tangible presence. This technology operates, at least at one level, in 

terms o f the broader role that Latour attributes to inscriptions and ‘paper work’ (graphs, 

diagrams, tables, maps, lists) in drawing ‘things’ together. For Latour constituting an 

object often entails its translation into flat, sim plified drawings and inscriptions which 

often rely upon calculations, numbers, tallies and related statistical devices to represent it 

in  a particular kind o f way. “Everything, no matter where it comes from” , writes Latour, 

“ can be converted into diagrams and numbers, and combinations o f numbers and tables 

can be used which are s till easier to handle than words or silhouettes.” 51 These 

inscriptions, which are often more ‘manageable’ than other forms o f representation, are 

then transported to ‘centers o f calculations’ where they are combined and re-presented in 

a systematic manner and subjected to comparisons and judgements.

It is in  the attempt of inscription in the share-ownership census initiative that the 

NYSE was able to transform the mass investment economy into a calculable and 

measurable entity. A t the same time and through the same process it  was also able to 

transform itse lf into a ‘centre o f calculation’ . It became a centre o f calculation in terms 

o f the ways in which it  was able to gather and compile statistics from a wide range o f 

places and sources: from individual ‘everyday subjects’ through direct surveys, from 

Member firms and listed firms, from financial brokerages and investment agencies, from 

regional financial institutions and stock exchanges-and to transport these statistics back
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to the NYSE where it was able to develop a methodology with which it could synthesize 

and arrange this material (where it was able, to use Bruno Latour’s phrase, to “ draw 

together”  these figures) into a new composite picture: the census o f share-ownership. In 

turn, the NYSE was able to transport this newly calculated object-the ‘mass investment’ 

economy-outward to some o f those same actors through its various forms o f advertising 

and public information. The share-ownership census became a hallmark o f the postwar 

programs that were pursued w ith a striking consistency throughout the 1950s and 

1960s— a moment that is often said to predate the ‘re-emergence’ o f finance as a 

significant force in formations o f world order.

4 Conclusion: From Mass Investment to Economies of the Self?

Throughout the postwar period, and in the context o f a political-economic order 

that is often said to have been organized around the special requirements o f productive 

capital, the NYSE sought to promote a particular notion o f finance in a creative and 

innovative manner. First given life  in advertising and public information campaigns and 

later forced into a calculable form in the regular program o f share-ownership census, the 

NYSE sought to revitalize a ‘culture’ o f mass investment. In this formulation, the NYSE 

exhibited a kind o f optimism about the ease w ith which an ‘intimate association’ could be 

developed between everyday populations and the economic processes o f which they were 

a part. It also, in  the same process, sought an exp licitly political kind o f closure by 

offering a version o f popular proprietorship as an alternative to social 

security/citizenship. This form  o f popular proprietorship replaces social security w ith the 

in/securities generated by placing individuals directly w ithin private economic spaces.

The process o f inscription, reminds Bruno Latour, however, “ is not a given but a 

slow construction and it can be corroded, interrupted, or destroyed i f  the records, files, 

and figures are immobilized, made more mutable, less readable, less combinable, or 

unclear when displayed.” 52 By the early 1970s signs began to emerge that the
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calculations and images which resided at the core o f the NYSE programs were becoming 

less readable and the ability o f the NYSE to serve as a ‘centre o f representation’ for a 

national mass investment economy was being altered.

One o f the first signs o f the declining coherence o f the NYSE programs was the 

sharp erosion and then reorganization o f its long postwar commitment to programs o f 

institutional advertising. In 1968, for example, the institutional advertising budget for the 

NYSE was reduced to a fraction o f its earlier levels. The departure o f Funston and a 

rising concern w ith the disjuncture between advertising themes and the sharp declines in 

performance o f prominent listed firms in 1968 and 1969 were pivotal in  this 

development. Stock declines and the regulatory ‘d ifficu lties’ w ith prominent listed firms 

triggered a concern for the possible incongruity between a public perception o f market 

turm oil and an institutional campaign which stressed the market as a source o f stability 

and security for individuals. “ It was fe lt,”  one memo put it, “ that advertising should be 

held to a minimum...until... constructive solutions could be found.” 53 W ith the sharp 

decline and then re-establishment o f the NYSE advertising programs in slightly different 

terms, one o f the sharpest mechanisms capable o f diagramming ‘mass investment’ faded.

Although funded again at a significant level, the re-emergence o f an advertising 

capacity by the mid 1970s was organized around different themes than those which 

preoccupied NYSE advertising throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Instead o f emphasizing 

a mass investment economy, NYSE advertising was organized around ‘the world puts 

stock in us’ theme which emphasizes market efficiency and the role o f the NYSE at the 

centre o f an accountable and technologically-sophisticated market.

Another central moment during which ‘mass investment’ became less readable or 

‘unclear when displayed’ occurred as a result o f the share-ownership census o f 1975.

The 1975 census records, for the first time, a decline in the number o f individual share

owners from a population o f about 30 m illion  a few years earlier to a figure o f 25 m illion.
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This decline is greeted, in a range o f NYSE memos and publications with a mixture o f

urgency, confusion and concern. The decline interrupts a long pattern o f rising share-

ownership and, more importantly, disrupts the narrative o f national mass investment

promoted at the centre o f its postwar programs. As Timothy M itchell suggests, mapping

the economy is around an attempt to contain a complex set o f interactions and processes

which can never quite achieve the ambition o f its representations. The economy

represented in seemingly precise calculative devices can never be fu lly  contained in any

manner that is immune to disruptions and destabilizations.54 In  its own explanations of

the 1975 census the NYSE is unable to disguise a sense o f rupture o f the territory o f mass

investment that it  had mapped for over th irty years:

[The decline is striking] not merely because it disrupts a pleasing statistical 
pattern that many had come to take for granted.. .but because it raises some 
serious questions about the future o f public participation in this country’s 
basic economic processes...Since the end o f W orld War II, this country’s 
economic growth has been uniquely fuelled by the willingness o f 
individual Americans to risk at least part o f their savings in equity 
investments and to acquire a direct personal stake in the performance o f our 
private enterprise economy.55

Although it  occurs at a moment which, in  critical narratives in IPE, often marks 

the beginning o f a transition from  a world o f ‘embedded liberalism ’ , the decline in the 

‘mass investment’ results from a host o f reasons, however, many o f them related not only 

to changes in the global economy but also to the internal priorities o f the NYSE itself. 

Perhaps most significantly, the departure o f Funston in 1967 marks a moment when the 

NYSE loses not only the most significant advocate o f mass investment, but also the 

institutional structure, networks and long-term vision which made something o f that 

program a practical reality. Even when the census begins again to record growth in 

American shareowners in the early 1980s, mass investment never again occupies a central 

location in any o f the NYSE’s public information, advertising or educational activities. 

W ithout the cultural and promotional support which made it  central to the postwar
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moment, the NYSE’s mass investment program fails to regain any significant voice or 

status.

After Funston’ s departure, only scattered attempts have been made to retain the 

leg ib ility  o f mass investment. Richard Grasso, for example, has attempted to resurrect 

parts o f the discourse o f America’s ‘culture o f equity’ throughout the 1990s. By this 

period, Grasso begins to rehabilitate an image o f the mass investment economy, but 

places it in the context o f a competitive global order. Often referred to in the same 

context as broader NYSE priorities dedicated to the construction o f globalized markets 

for corporate securities (the development o f an integrated network o f global securities 

exchanges, the attempt to develop truly globalized equity offerings tradeable in real-time 

across this network), the discourse o f an ‘equity culture’ became a secondary component 

o f a broader project concerned w ith locating the NYSE at the centre o f a global economic 

space. “ For us,”  Grasso claims, “ globalization is no longer a buzzword...on W all Street, 

on LaSalle Street, on Bay Street in Toronto, in financial centers from Frankfurt to 

Capetown to Santiago to Sao Paulo, Singapore, Seoul and beyond, globalization is fast 

becoming an actuality.” 56 W ithout a central focus in advertising, promotional or 

educational activities and severed from  the technology w ith which it was connected to 

everyday populations—the M onthly Investment Plan— mass investment fades as a central 

focus around which institutional programs are organized.

Despite its decline, the NYSE pursuit o f mass investment should be highlighted as 

a key experiment in ‘popular proprietorship’ . This is an experiment, however, w ith its 

own set o f complexities. Perhaps most intriguing are the ways in which the NYSE 

programs can be ‘read against the grain’ o f many epochal accounts o f the postwar 

moment. A t a moment often conceived in terms o f social citizenship and social 

insurance, the NYSE programs squarely invokes an alternative notion o f individualized 

financial security and practice. The NYSE programs also help frame an attempt to locate
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‘finance’ and not productive capital at the centre o f economic life. This notion o f 

finance, however, is a particular conception o f capital not as a macro-structural category 

but as something intimately associated w ith everyday life  and instrumentalized by self- 

governing individuals in the pursuit o f their own security or choice. Although organized 

around and through a financial institution central to national and global financial markets, 

these programs nonetheless tend, at some level in any case, to provoke a form o f capital 

instrumentalized in everyday life  and deeply implicated in individual action. This 

attempt to pursue a ‘little ’ or ‘everyday’ form o f capital helps underscore the ways in 

which processes o f ‘marketization’ are not singular processes legible in terms o f a single 

category o f capital but are multiple and diverse. “ The objective,”  Callon neatly 

summarizes, “ may be to explore the diversity o f calculative agencies, forms and 

distributions, and hence o f organized markets.” 57

Despite the decline o f the NYSE programs, the rationality which connects 

property, ownership and democratic practice has not disappeared. Although deployed in 

a different context and in the pursuit o f quite different objectives, two more recent 

programs have also picked up and worked through the line connecting the ownership o f 

property/capital w ith democratic practice and economic citizenship. Both Socially 

Responsible Investing (Chapter 5) and programs pursuing an asset form o f social policy 

(Chapter 6) attempt to make real a kind o f dream o f ‘popular proprietorship’ . In contrast 

to the NYSE goal of ‘mass investment’ , both o f these more recent programs figure 

economies o f the self centered around highly individualized forms o f action and 

citizenship which contrast in important ways w ith the ‘mass’ and generic individuals o f 

the NYSE programs. Despite these differences, however, they both draw upon, in 

different ways, the rationality o f property/capital ownership and democratic practice 

made visible and real in the mass investment experiment o f the postwar moment. There 

is neither an epochal break nor a seamless continuity between these different programs.
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Rather these programs constitute three heterogeneous moments each o f which uses the 

property/citizenship rationality in different ways and in conjunction w ith different 

techniques and practices. Even the lines o f separation which mark out more recent 

programs from the ‘mass investment’ economy figured by the NYSE do not f it  into any 

simple mode o f analysis. Although they exist, for example, in a context which is often 

said to be much more reliant upon neo-liberal modes o f citizenship and economic 

governance than the mass investment programs o f the NYSE, both o f the programs 

reviewed in the next two chapters rework and reinvigorate something o f the language and 

practice o f the ‘social’ central to that postwar moment but strangely absent from and 

displaced by the NYSE program itself.
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V “An Owner’s Sense of Interest”: The Ethics of Socially Responsible Investing

“ What is the strongest force on the planet? It is you and your investment 
account and me w ith my investment account. What I ’m arguing here is 
that, at some fundamental level, the people that move the money, move 
society. We need to take responsibility fo r that impact. The way you 
make money makes a difference.”

-Amy Dom ini1

Chapter 4 reviewed one o f the firs t complex experiments which attempts to 

connect the property/economic citizenship rationality to the ownership o f corporate 

stocks. Even though it emerged at a moment that is often conceived as a production- 

centered world order or as a moment preoccupied w ith the terrain o f the social 

(citizenship) the mass investment programs o f the postwar moment actually organized an 

individualized notion o f private financial security around one o f the most central 

institutions in global financial worlds: the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). As this 

program began to enter into decline in the early 1970s, however, a different program of 

popular finance was in the process o f formation. Socially Responsible Investing (SRI) 

traces its most immediate origins to the social disruptions o f the 1970s (the mass 

mobilizations o f social movements, Vietnam, apartheid); a moment which marked the 

firs t signs o f decline in the NYSE project fo r mass investment.

This is also a moment when SRI advocates attempt to place a moral and ethical 

language into the centre o f the financial world and the ways in which everyday 

individuals exist w ithin that world. M oral and ethical languages have long been 

summoned to laud or to denounce W all Street and the inclinations o f popular finance. 

W riting in 1889, Rev. George G. Hubbard, fo r example, launched an exp licitly ‘ethical’ 

broadside against the increasingly popular pastime o f speculation. “ The moral character 

o f speculation,”  Hubbard implored, “ is seldom called into question,..But the time is 

coming when the disguise must be removed...A moral evil requires a moral 

remedy....there must be...a thorough change o f moral sentiment.” 2 Although Hubbard’s
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language is striking and bold, it  was neither the first nor last attempt to recast popular 

finance in moral terms or to locate popular investing on an explicitly moral-ethical 

terrain. The whole terrain o f ‘ th rift’ , wrote J.F. Wilkonson in 1891, “ is more even than a 

piece o f economic conduct; it stretches out into the domain o f conscience and morals.”

Now one o f the most rapidly growing areas o f personal financial markets, SRI 

asks individuals to structure personal financial life, in a fundamental manner, around 

explicitly articulated ethical or moral concerns and to place individualized ethics 

(however they may be construed) at the very centre o f how personal financial conduct is 

to be governed. Experiencing important growth in the Anglo-American and (to a lesser 

extent) the broader European contexts, recent figures indicate that over $6 b illion  in 

assets are now managed in Canadian SRI instruments while over $2 trillio n  are managed 

in American ethical or SRI products and 3.7 b illion  pounds have been deposited in 

products in  the U .K .4

How should SRI be understood? What kinds o f critical assessments can be drawn 

about SRI and the ‘ethical’ space it seeks to occupy? To begin to answer these questions 

and to place SRI in critical context, this chapter is framed by two broad points. A  first 

point situates SRI as a particular formulation o f the property /  democracy rationality 

experimented w ith in  the NYSE program outlined in Chapter 4. Although both programs 

promote an individualized form o f economic security grounded in private financial 

spaces, they do so in quite different ways. SRI advocates often ask individuals to engage 

in a deeply active (even intimate) process o f knowing the self and intervening directly 

into ownership structures in the name o f that ethical self. In doing so, SRI activists seek 

a form  and depth o f intervention that NYSE programs and the ‘mass’ individuals they 

imagine do not have a language to explore or encourage. In addition, these programs are 

connected to quite different conceptions o f economic space. The mass investment 

economy promoted in NYSE programs as a systematized set o f functionally integrated
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components w ithin a self-contained national space. SRI, by contrast, begins to sketch out 

a political and economic space in which individuals occupy a position not in a national 

but in a global space animated by a kind o f cosmopolitan ethic and responsibility.

Despite these differences, however, these two programs both invoke a rationality 

in which the ownership o f property is conceived as a key mechanism in the development 

o f effective and self-governing forms o f democratic practice. In separate ways, these 

programs conceive o f the ownership o f corporate securities as a practice which is deeply 

implicated in an active form o f economic citizenship. This discourse o f 

property/citizenship, however, is deployed in highly heterogeneous ways. Where the 

NYSE programs assume a kind o f ease w ith which popular proprietorship and 

enterprising forms o f economic citizenship could be achieved, SRI advocates hold onto a 

certain kind o f reserve about the way in which these possibilities can be made real. For 

SRI, instrumentalizing the link between everyday capital and the kinds o f active 

citizenship property ownership is expected to generate, is far from an automatic or 

straight-forward process. Rather, SRI is often framed as part o f a complex process o f 

recovery. In this view, the ownership/citizenship rationality has been deeply violated by 

a corporate capitalism which prevents individuals from exercising the effective 

ownership claims represented in corporate stock. SRI is conceived as an attempt to 

rescue the special possibilities for action and engagement inherent in property ownership.

This chapter highlights the unique objectives, technologies and networks through 

which SRI advocates promote a certain form o f economic citizenship made possible 

through the ownership o f capital. In doing so, this chapter highlights a version o f the 

property/citizenship rationality distinct from those programs described in Chapter 4 

(NYSE) and Chapter 6 (Asset-based Social Policy). These three chapters operate, 

cumulatively, as a kind o f study o f the diverse and multiple ways in which rationalities of 

economic governance can be mobilized and used.
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A second broad point o f this chapter highlights SRI as one o f the many projects 

which locate ‘capital’ at the centre o f our neo-liberal and globalized present. The critical- 

materialist model often depicts capital as a macro-structural category which is external 

from but yet determines the contours o f everyday life .5 Capital, in critical narratives, is 

conceived as a force connected to a singular and highly integrated economic field, to the 

objective interest o f the financial class, and to the entrenchment o f neo-liberal norms and 

patterns o f accumulation. SRI, however, helps highlight the ways in which capital, at 

least the capital generated in programs o f popular finance, is a complex category 

connected to a multiple field o f interests. SRI, and the other programs o f popular finance 

reviewed in this project, are malleable political technologies which can become 

connected not to singular, but multiple, even contested, kinds o f interests. On one hand, 

SRI emerges from a range o f networks including those ‘interests’ (social movements, 

environmental non-governmental organizations, and activists dedicated to the anti

apartheid struggle) not easily legible as the ‘ financial interests’ . On the other hand, SRI 

is also a project which increasingly borrows technologies and practices central to the 

mainstream financial world. As a malleable political technology, SRI is a fie ld o f contest 

which can be picked up and used fo r a range o f purposes. Different interests promote 

different meanings o f SRI as a practice either central to the maximization o f 

financial/shareholder value (financial services firms) or implicated in the realization o f 

ethical concerns and priorities. The everyday capital generated in SRI can not only be 

conceived as yet one more instance o f the financial interests, but also as a more pluralized 

fie ld connected to multiple politica l ambitions. A contested field, SRI both narrows the 

political-economic landscape by conflating politics to the ownership o f stock— a move 

consistent w ith neoliberalism and marketization—but also, simultaneously opens new 

political-ethical spaces. SRI, fo r example, seeks to provoke a new confrontation between 

the economic and the social by reworking the space and practice o f the social, a concern
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that is central also, but in a different way, to the asset-based policies which are described 

in Chapter 6. In this sense, this chapter figures SRI as a project neither fu lly  inside nor 

outside o f the mainstream world o f personal finance and not easily read in any simplistic 

manner in terms o f the ‘ interests’ , objectives, ‘ideologies’ w ith which that world is often 

associated.

To accomplish this kind o f analysis, this chapter is divided into four main parts.

A  firs t section explores some o f the basic contexts o f SRI and ethical investing as a 

program which asks individuals to instrumentalize themselves by making financial life  

governable as an articulated set o f ethical principles. This section highlights the origins 

o f SRI in a range o f social and political movements, church groups and activist 

organizations. A  second section, by contrast, sketches some o f the ways in which SRI 

has attempted to incorporate itse lf w ithin mainstream personal financial techniques and 

modes o f organization. This section, in particular, emphasizes the development over the 

past twenty years o f index technologies (some o f which were launched by the largest 

private players in global financial markets) as perhaps the key site at which SRI has been 

assembled not only from  social movement networks but also from  the world o f personal 

finance. The third and fourth sections o f this chapter begin to sketch the broad political 

and social rationality promoted in SRI. The third section o f the chapter highlights the 

special role o f ownership in  ethical investing and some o f the ways in which SRI reworks 

and rehabilitates the property/citizenship rationality in ways that both echo and yet d iffe r 

from the NYSE programs. Encoded most significantly in calls for ‘shareholder action’ , 

SRI formulates a unique ethical-political practice organized around the ownership claims 

embedded in all, even the smallest, forms o f equity investment. A  fourth section extends 

this discussion by highlighting one set o f political-ethical commitments which seem 

particularly central to SRI and its ownership politics: commitments to a global kind o f 

human or ecological body. Although earlier modes o f popular finance often invoked a
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national economic or political space (see Chapters 2, 3, and 4), SRI advocates emphasize 

the possibilities o f a global form o f affiliation. This entails a kind o f global citizen whose 

relation to the ‘other’ o f world politics is organized as a form o f everyday capital. An 

extended conclusion summarizes some o f the key lines o f force assembled in SRI by 

emphasizing the ways in which SRI seeks to reinvoke and rework the language and 

practice o f the social. SRI emphasizes a notion o f the social not as a contained space in 

which individuals exist as mass or generic parts o f a broader social body, but in terms o f 

a social and ethical self and a new confrontation between the economic and the social in 

which individuals, exercising a kind o f deep ethical knowledge o f the self, inhabit a 

renewed form  o f social responsibility and relationality.

1 ‘Investing as if Ethics Mattered’: Making Capital Ethical

The fie ld o f SRI hinges upon the contention that individual financial life  should 

be governed in the name o f individualized ethical principles. In simple contrast to the 

mainstream world o f personal finance, SRI urges individuals to uncover their own ethical 

requirements and to organize financial decisions around those preferences. This is a kind 

o f ‘natural’ investing through which individuals come to form  a natural alliance between 

their ethical and investing lives. “Natural investing fills...needs,”  several key 

commentators write, “ by helping people develop a healthy relationship to their money 

[including the] natural desire for integrity, to ...live  in ways that are consistent w ith our 

values.” 6

Perhaps most centrally, SRI advocates attempt to cultivate a little  form  o f capital 

among everyday populations that is made governable in the name o f an ethics o f the self. 

This entails developing the knowledge and capacities among everyday populations to 

manage their ‘small’ capital through individualized ethical commitments. Ethics, in  this 

sense, operate not as normative prescriptions but as a set o f practices w ith which 

individuals can codify and uncover ethical principles (however they might be constituted)
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and incorporate those ethics into the management o f individual financial life. This 

conception o f ethics has lines o f a ffin ity w ith Foucault’ s notion o f an ethics o f the self.

For Foucault, an ethics o f the self refers not to a codified set o f moral rules or ethical 

codes. Rather, an ‘ethics o f the se lf refers to a set o f practices intimately involved in the 

government o f the self by the self. Foucault sketches an important link between ethics, 

freedom and practice in which ethics constitute the very practices w ith which individuals 

begin to shape themselves in the name o f their own freedom. Ethics, argues Foucault, 

are significant “ not in the sense o f a morality o f renunciation but as an exercise o f the self 

on the self by which one attempts to develop and transform oneself, and to attain a certain 

mode o f being...for what is ethics, i f  not...the conscious practice o f freedom?”7

SRI advocates often invoke an ethics o f ‘the self by the se lf in two distinct ways. 

First, it  implies the practical work required to litera lly uncover and lis t the ethics o f the 

self. SRI advice books give particular prominence to exercises, practical ‘workbooks’ or 

‘action steps’ designed to allow individuals to uncover and codify the ethics and values 

which form the basis o f the self. Figure 39 is one example o f a popular i f  unstructured 

attempt to encourage individuals to navigate their own route through the possibilities o f 

SRI and to discover for themselves which ethics and values can be constituted as key 

priorities. A ll o f these exercises are designed not to impose a prescribed set o f values but 

to allow each individual to lis t the ethics which are to be used to govern the self in an 

effective manner. In contrast to the compulsory nature o f social insurance or other 

conventional technologies o f the social, SRI is a voluntary option open not to all, but only 

to those individuals capable o f exercising the deepest ethical self. These exercises allow 

individuals to uncover the ethics at the centre o f their being and rank values in terms o f 

priorities. As one commentator puts it, simply, “ the definition o f social and 

environmental criteria is defined by an investor and reflects an investor’s values.” 8
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Can SRI work for m e r ^
I'd like to leam more about becoming a socially responsible 
investor because: (choose from below)

► I am concerned about environmental issues

► I want to have a voice in how companies conduct 
their business

► I'd like to achieve competitive returns while saving 
for retirement

t> I’d like to get involved in helping communities

► I don't believe in supporting the tobacco industry

D o m in i ~ | j|
S O C IA L  IN V E S T M E N T S '

Figure 39 -Is SRI Right for Me?9 

Secondly, SRI asks individuals to know the self in a detailed and intimate ways. 

In contrast to mainstream personal finance vehicle, SRI requires intimate knowledge of 

personal financial decisions and investments. According to many SRI activists, the 

mainstream financial world allows investors to make investments without any detailed 

knowledge o f the type o f social, political or cultural consequences investments may have 

in other communities. By contrast, SRI. requires knowledge o f the financial self and the 

implications and impact o f personal investment decisions in the broader world. This 

requirement, as some commentators have put it, is an acknowledgement that the financial 

self (the composition o f individual financial portfolios) needs to ‘ represent’ the real self 

and the ethics and values o f the real self. Ensuring that financial life  ‘represents’ the self 

requires an overall consistency between the financial and ethical selves and detailed 

knowledge o f the ways in  which financial action does ‘our bidding’ in the global 

economy:

We recognize that our choices regarding money have strong consequences 
in the world and make a powerful statement about our values...Yet most 
investors feel completely disconnected from  the ethical component o f their 
investments...Although this money appears to be out o f our hands, it is 
actually doing our bidding in the global economy, working hard around

The Domini Funds are subject to market risks and are not insured. M  
You could lose money. Unlike a mutual fund, the rale of return for 9 
the Domini Money Market Account is determined by ShonBank s
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the clock, often for decades. The question we a ll must face is: how do I 
want my money to represent me in the world?10

The most straightforward technique developed to help investors translate ethical 

preferences into personal financial action is the social screen. The social screen, 

deployed as early as the nineteenth century by Quaker groups concerned about slavery, is 

any codified mechanism which screens out investment choices based on ‘ethical’ 

priorities or preferences. The social screen refers to any systematized attempt to reject 

investment opportunities not on the basis o f ‘financial’ value, but on the basis o f ‘non- 

financial’ ethical claims. “ A  social screen,”  write two key commentators, “ is a non- 

financial criterion applied in the investment decision-making process...the expression of 

an investor's social, ethical, or religious concern in a form that permits an investment 

manager to apply it  in the investment decision-making process.” 11

Although these SRI practices have become marketable in recent decades, they 

have not emerged fully-form ed but have been cobbled together from a range o f historical 

contexts. The impulse to develop initiatives like SRI “has drawn upon precedents and 

traditions, vocabularies and tactics o f earlier...movements.” 12 Many religious 

organizations, especially in the American and British contexts, have long attempted to 

impose moral or ethical considerations in  the investment o f individual and collective 

savings. In 1928, Philip Carret founded the Pioneer Fund to provide an investment outlet 

for church groups keen to avoid ‘sin’ investments. This fund became one o f the most 

productive mutual funds o f the twentieth century. More recent phases o f ‘ethical 

investing’ can trace origins to several key figures connected to church groups who, 

concerned about m ilita ry interventions in Vietnam, created one o f the oldest ethical 

mutual funds in 1971— Pax W orld Funds—  dedicated to peace-centered enterprises.13

The most significant historical context for the fie ld o f SRI, however, is the anti

apartheid divestment movement o f the 1970s and 1980s. Beginning among many church
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and student groups in the 1970s, a global network o f activists mobilized economic forms 

o f pressure and resistance in an attempt to encourage reform o f South A frica’s apartheid 

regime. International economic campaigns took many forms including divestment 

campaigns at major American universities, campaigns urging municipalities to divest 

from  firms w ith commercial links to South Africa, the development o f codes o f conduct 

to govern corporate behaviour in South Africa, and targeted campaigns to direct pressure 

at specific corporations. In addition, divestment arguments impacted on equity and 

investment culminating in the firs t widespread negative screening o f South African 

equities by numerous SRI funds including Pax World, Domini, Working Assets and 

Deyfus Third Century funds.14

By the 1980s the number o f campuses that initiated some form o f divestment 

jumped from  53 in 1984 to 128 in 1988. In addition, 200 major public companies 

divested from  South Africa, major portfolio divestment began to occur, and a general 

decline in South African share prices was precipitated, in  part by pressure exerted by 

ethically-screened products. This-activity eventually culminated in legislation, including 

the American Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act in 1986 which banned new 

investments in South Africa. A ll o f these forms o f pressure secured a major decline in 

foreign investment o f all categories in South Africa. D irect American investment in 

South A frica declined from $2.2 b illion  in  1982 to $1.2 b illion  in 1987.15

The various parts o f the divestment campaigns a ll featured an important attempt 

to place investment at the centre o f political action. As one activist and researcher put it 

at the time “ South A frica has a continuing need for foreign capital. W ithout new foreign 

capital...South Africa's economy cannot grow at more than a marginal rate...A 

combination o f growing resistance and capital fligh t has severely challenged the long

term survival o f the apartheid system.” 16
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The campaigns against apartheid loom large in the symbolic landscape o f SRI as a

key moment in which private investment became centered as an effective tool for

international social change. The South Africa issue both introduced many individuals to

SRI and propelled something o f a continuing commitment to SRI even after Nelson

Mandela urged the dismantling o f all forms o f economic sanction/divestment in

September 1993. According to one study, 3 out o f 4 money managers who handled

requests from  investors for divestment from South Africa, continued after 1993 to handle

‘responsible’ investments o f some form. In addition 90% o f those who divested from

South A frica deployed at least three investment screens which have continued to apply

more broadly beyond the South African context. As o f 1993, $639 b illion  remained

usefully deployed in responsible investments (outside o f South Africa) after Mandela’s

call for ‘re-investment’ .17 It is in this context that divestment campaigns have come to

serve as both a symbolic and substantive basis for the fie ld o f SRI.

South Africa was the catalyst that propelled SRI into the national spotlight.
For the first time, a large, influential group o f Americans applied their 
economic power to demand positive change: the creation o f a democracy 
in South Africa...Hundreds o f billions o f dollars were divested from South 
Africa-related companies...The South African economy reeled under 
economic sanctions, and finally, in 1989, Prime M inister F.W. de klerk

1 Rstarted the reform process.

The South A frica investment campaigns provided a context in which investment could be 

framed as an explicitly political force and an ethical language and technique could be 

brought into the world o f finance.

This should not imply, however, that SRI is something sim plistically opposed to 

our outside o f the world o f personal finance. According to some advocates, SRI is a 

‘revolutionary force’ which inhabits a “ surprisingly vast and rapidly changing 

landscape...those who bring along their values are shunning conventional wisdom that 

says we must abandon ethics when making financial decisions. Like the Berlin Wall, this 

‘unnatural’ partition is being torn down piece by piece...Growing numbers of...investors
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are crossing this bridge.” 19 Although it is clear that one line along which SRI has 

emerged is occupied by a range o f social and political movements which lie  mainly 

outside o f the financial services sector, to situate SRI as either ‘inside’ or ‘outside’ o f 

‘w all street’ or as unequivocally against the ‘conventional wisdom’ o f the personal 

financial world is an oversimplification. The attempt to reframe capital as an ethical 

relation is only one side o f SRI. SRI is a field as much characterised by its connection to 

the mainstream world o f personal finance as it is by the lines it occupies w ithin various 

political and social movements.

2 Constituting Ethics as Performance

SRI is a productive assemblage o f practices and techniques from different 

locations, including some o f the techniques and practices which have long been central to 

the world o f personal finance. One o f the fastest growing areas in the SRI field, for 

example, is the development o f index and benchmark products designed to provide a 

graphical representation o f the field in a particular way. Long a key component o f 

financial and portfolio management, indices are benchmarks o f key groupings o f 

financial products (usually stock prices) measured against some established base. Now a 

major preoccupation w ithin the SRI field, index techniques are often viewed as key 

mechanisms w ith which SRI can be incorporated into the mainstream financial world, 

and through which it can be constituted as a fie ld  legible in  conventional languages o f 

personal finance.20 As a major German study has concluded, index techniques are the 

most effective way to convince investors that SRI can be easily incorporated w ithin 

conventional personal financial approaches. “ The availability o f index products,”  the 

study concludes, “ makes it increasingly viable...to transition to a portfolio based on a SRI 

benchmark at relatively low  cost. This use o f index constituents should help make 

rebalancing costs relatively low, while it  is possible for investors to remain w ithin a 

fam ily o f existing recognised benchmarks.” 21
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In addition, indices are often framed as a key way to ‘settle’ a recurring question 

related to performance. Critics have often claimed that financial portfolios guided by SRI 

do not offer rates o f return that are competitive w ith mainstream financial options. In this 

view SRI confronts potential investors w ith a stark trade-off between ethical and financial 

values. “ H istorically,”  one commentator suggests, “ SRI has had to fight the perception 

that it  may be better fo r your soul than your bottom line because o f its presumed cost (in 

terms o f lower returns).”  Index techniques are developed to respond to this persistent 

claim that ‘ethics’ and ‘finance’ are two seemingly distant fields and make SRI a 

category that is visible in two dimensions.

Index Techniques: Graphing SRI in Two Dimensions

Like the NYSE which became preoccupied w ith making ‘mass investment’ 

visible in forms o f technical display, SRI has become increasingly committed to 

translating its program o f ethical investing into graphical form. Although there are now 

over ten major index groups dedicated to SRI, I  want b rie fly to describe four o f the most 

significant SRI indices. Two o f these index products have been recently launched by 

organizations located at the very core o f global financial markets. The Dow Jones group 

and the Financial Times Stock Exchange (FTSE) group have recently launched and 

promoted high profile index products dedicated to groupings o f stocks which exhibit 

‘sustainability’ characteristics. The FTSE4Good, which includes a licensing benefit 

arrangement w ith UNICEF, is constructed in two steps. First, a range o f ‘eligible’ 

constituents are determined from the existing universe o f broader FTSE indices such as 

the FTSE Developed Index or the FTSE US Index. E lig ib ility  status for firms which 

exist w ithin the starting universe is determined by excluding constituents which 

transgress several core ( if  broadly defined) exclusionary screens which include tobacco 

producers, firms who are implicated in the manufacture o f whole nuclear weapons 

systems, owners or operators o f nuclear power facilities or those firms involved in the
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extraction or processing o f uranium.24 A second step requires the identification of 

sustainability leaders from among eligible firms (aiming to include the top leaders within 

key industry sector groupings). Inclusion in the index in this step proceeds on the basis 

o f three general criteria: “ working towards environmental sustainability, developing 

positive relationships w ith stakeholders, [and] up-holding and supporting universal 

human rights.” 25 Inclusion in terms o f environmental sustainability, although different 

for ‘low ’ , ‘medium’ and ‘high’ impact sectors, requires the existence o f codified 

sustainability policies and reporting mechanisms. Inclusion in terms o f stakeholder 

relations is determined on the basis o f appropriate governance/ethics programs, ‘equal 

opportunities’ programs for employees and codified systems designed to promote 

positive employee and community relations. Human rights considerations, which vary 

from sector to sector, are assessed in  terms o f the existence o f codified human rights 

policies, commitments to some components o f the International Labour Organisation’s 

Core Labour Standards, and the incorporation o f key international human rights/corporate 

social responsibility standards including the UN Global Compact or the SA 8000 

in itia tive.26

The Dow Jones Sustainability (DJS) W orld Indexes aim to “ track the performance 

o f the top 10% o f the companies in the Dow Jones Global Index that lead the fie ld in 

terms o f corporate sustainability.” 27 The DJS is constructed from constituents which 

already exist in  the Dow Jones global index. To develop an eligible lis t o f companies, the 

DJS team assigns a Corporate Sustainability performance score as the result o f an 

assessment process. The index is constituted by identifying the top 10% o f companies in 

each industry group based on performance score. Adjusted to ensure appropriate 

weightings and market capitalization o f each group, the fina l index universe is constituted 

by matching companies w ith high sustainability rankings w ith appropriate overall targets 

for sector representation and overall market capitalization.28 A t the core o f the DJS is the
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Corporate Sustainability Assessment process designed to measure the implementation o f 

appropriate measures relating to corporate governance, codes o f ethics, planning, 

environmental management, employee satisfaction, stakeholder relations, human capital 

indicators (relating to child labour, diversity, human rights), codified human resource 

standards, and the management and enhancement o f workforce capabilities. Based 

mainly on an assessment o f questionnaires sent to company officials, company 

documentation and material submitted by stakeholders, the Corporate Sustainability 

Assessment process attempts to make “Corporate sustainability...an investable 

concept...crucial in driving interest and investments in sustainability to the mutual benefit 

o f companies and investors.” 29

A  third and ‘independent’ index product is the Canadian Jantzi Social Index (JSI). 

Developed by a group that has had a long-standing interest in the Canadian development 

o f SRI, the JSI seeks to model itse lf on the S&P/TSX 60 index managed by the Toronto 

Stock Exchange. The JSI, which maintains an index o f 60 equity offerings, uses both 

exclusionary and qualitative screens to include as many companies from the S&P/TSX 

universe and to screen-in sim ilar large-cap equities which meet prescribed screening 

criteria. The JSI is “ a market capitalisation index...of 60 Canadian companies that pass a 

set o f social and environmental screens.”  The criteria used to exclude companies from 

the index include involvement w ith alcohol production, gaming, tobacco, weapons 

delivery systems, nuclear power or activities in Burma. The qualitative screens which 

form the core o f the JSI include requirements for community giving and consultation 

processes, positive relations w ith aboriginal communities, commitments to employment 

equity in hiring and contracting processes, positive employee relations (including respect 

for unionization, profit sharing and employee ownership schemes), environmental 

management commitments, positive relationships in international investments, an explicit
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commitment to international human rights and a codified and systematic approach to 

ethical business practices.31

Perhaps the most important and oldest SRI index/benchmark products is the 

Domini 400 Social Index (DSI). The DSI is often considered the central index o f SRI 

both because o f its early inception (it was launched on 1 May 1990) and because o f its 

self-conscious attempt to frame itse lf in relation to (and against) the S&P 500 index. 

Associated w ith Amy Domini, a key and longstanding figure in the American SRI 

movement, the index has consistently attempted to locate itse lf as the most conventional 

picture o f the SRI capable o f dramatizing SRI to everyday audiences. Domini, and other 

advocates o f SRI, consistently use the image o f the DS 400 in advertising both to 

compare the ‘performance’ o f SRI against the conventional S&P 500 grouping (a 

comparison that favours the DS 400) and to emphasize SRI as an uncomplicated ‘large- 

cap’ investing terrain amenable to average investing tastes; see Figure 40 {Our Index 

Fund Beat the S&P 500). “ The DS 400 Index,”  in the words o f the firm  that oversees the 

benchmark, “ monitors the financial performance o f 400 corporations that pass multiple, 

broad based social screens. The DSI comprises a universe o f US equities compatible w ith 

the interests o f the average social investor.”  "

The DSI is constructed in four steps. The firs t two steps create a universe o f 

companies w ith ‘strong social characteristics’ from the starting fie ld  o f the S&P 500.

The firs t step uses ‘industry involvement screens’ which eliminate companies w ith 

significant involvement in  alcohol, tobacco, gambling, m ilitary contracting, nuclear 

power or adult entertainment. A  second step uses w ith ‘social issues screens’ which 

assess listed companies in terms o f appropriate standards o f community relations, 

corporate governance, diversity, employee relations, environmental 

management/sustainability, and product safety. Theses two steps exclude 250 o f the 500 

listed firms in the S&P index. A  third step uses various criteria to identify and include
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other large capitalized companies not listed in the starting S&P index. Companies that 

are included in this step are required to meet all criteria in the industry involvement 

screens and simultaneously exhibit outstanding records in one o f the social issue areas. 

This step accounts for a further 100 firm s to the 250 included from the original S&P 

index. The final 50 firms that make up the DSI 400 universe are all corporations which 

exhibit ‘exceptional social characteristics’ .33
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These key index techniques all represent themselves as objective or technical 

measures o f a pre-existing field. Despite this image, however, they are actually 

techniques which constitute the fie ld— which bring into being SRI—as an investable and 

measurable terrain in a particular manner. By reducing a complex set o f practices to a 

single graphical representation (usually a line uncovering a fa irly  even and comparable
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narrative o f growth), the index technology is able to codify in two-dimensions, a complex 

ethical fie ld o f ‘sustainability’ . The graph converts ‘sustainability’ into a two- 

dimensional form  and invests in it the capacity o f quantitative representation. It is in this 

two-dimensional mapping (see Figure 41 Comparative Performance-Domini Index) that 

ethics are litera lly made into a form o f capital. Indices re-present sustainability not as 

something ephemeral, but as a category that, like all forms o f capital, is calculable and 

intrinsically capable o f growth. As one w riter puts it, the indices “provide benchmarks 

against which institutions can measure the market performance o f their ethical funds.” 35 

By invoking a standard technique w ith which SRI or ‘sustainability’ can be represented, 

the index device allows SRI to be imagined as wholly consistent w ith the language and 

symbolic structure o f personal finance and to be constituted and made into a form o f 

capital on that basis.

C o m p arative Perform ance
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Figure 41 -Comparative Peiformance-Domini Index36 

As Bruno Latour notes, ‘graphism’ , although often conceived as a fam ily o f 

techniques and devices which reflect or display the ‘true’ nature o f categories or
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relationships, works precisely to bring into being those categories. The peculiar force of

graphism is its capacity to collapse complexity into calculable and manageable kinds of

categories and to reduce ungraspable concepts into two-dimensional form. As the

discussion o f calculation and visualization in Chapter 4 suggests, maps, graphs and

technical displays which provide a two-dimensional surface upon which categories can

be made fla t and governable:

I f  scientists were looking at nature, at economies, at arts, at organs, they 
would not see anything...Scientists start seeing something once they stop 
looking at nature and look exclusively and obsessively at prints and flat 
inscriptions...[a] simple d rift from watching confusing three-dimensional 
objects, to inspecting two-dimensional images...simple geometrised two- 
dimensional shapes...Every time there is a dispute, great pains are taken to 
find, or sometimes to invent, a new instrument o f visualization, which w ill 
enhance the image, accelerate the readings, and...conspire w ith the visual 
characteristics o f the things that lend themselves to diagrams on paper...37

SRI is ‘flattered’ in index products in these terms in  four broad ways. First, these 

indices depict SRI in a quantifiable manner evacuated from any arbitrary debate or sense 

o f contingency regarding its ‘ethical’ or political status. The reduction o f SRI to a kind 

o f graphical progression (and hence a single benchmark number at any given moment in 

time) is able to achieve what calculative techniques often seek. As Peter M ille r suggests, 

the singular ambition o f accounting and other ‘calculative practices’ is the reduction o f 

diverse action to a single numerical figure; seemingly untouched by subjective or 

political intervention. “ The single figure,”  argues M ille r, “ appears to be set apart from 

political interests and disputes, above the world o f intrigue, and beyond debate.” 38

SRI indices work to overcome much controversy in a fie ld  often overwrought (at 

least in social movement circles) w ith political or normative controversies. Most SRI 

indices, for example, are over-weighted in financial sector equities. This over-weighting 

is controversial in the sense that ethical screens, that often screen-in financial sectors as 

sustainable firms in their own right, fa il to assess or screen the investments which
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financial firms themselves make in the wider world including investments which are 

often excluded from SRI as ‘unethical’ . In addition, the recent launch of the FTSE4Good 

initiative, perhaps because o f the significant media attention it attempted to cultivate, also 

attracted much debate w ithin the SRI community. Some environmentalists and SRI 

activists argued that the FTSE initiative presented an overly narrow measure o f ethical 

practice. The FTSE index, seeks only to measure the relative ‘sustainability leaders’ 

from w ithin the existing FTSE index universe. D ifferent ‘sustainability’ criteria are also 

established for ‘high’ , ‘medium’ and ‘low ’ impact sectors ensuring that burdens o f 

inclusion are weighed against the broadly constituted ‘capacities’ o f each sector 

grouping. In this respect, sustainability is measurable as a relative and not absolute 

quality. Inclusion in the index is also constituted in terms o f what are often described as 

quite m inimal requirements. For the most part, satisfying criteria fo r various concerns is 

not measured in terms o f ‘hard outcomes’ but in terms o f the existence o f systems 

designed to monitor in  each o f these general areas. For critics, the index is bu ilt around 

‘soft’ requirements which may not have any direct impact on actual outcomes. “ The 

criteria,”  argues one critic, “ are indeed very broad. Only ‘high impact’ human rights and 

environmental criteria are assessed. To qualify on human rights, a company simply has to 

have a policy.” 39 These debates are eliminated, however, in  a world o f indices designed 

to evaluate SRI as it pivots on narrowly pictured images o f growth.

Second, indices ‘flatten’ SRI by incorporating it into the mainstream personal 

financial world. Many o f the key SRI indices attempt to m irror as closely as possible 

starting universes o f existing indices. Not only, however, have these index products 

helped locate SRI w ithin the networks and languages o f personal finance. The index 

products also attempt to locate SRI at the very centre o f those mainstream networks. 

Constructed and framed by some o f the largest firms in global financial markets, SRI has 

often been used by these private financial agents in ways not fu lly  intended or anticipated
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by SRI activists. The index products, for example, have often been used to draw 

conclusions regarding the broader consistency between ethics/sustainability and long

term shareholder value or economic performance. The Dow Jones Sustainability indices, 

for example, position themselves not even prim arily in terms o f ethical outcomes but in 

terms o f long-term financial outcomes. In the words o f those who constructed it, the 

Dow Jones Sustainability index has served, explicitly, as a reliable “ rational, consistent 

and flexible”  guide to long-term financial outcomes. The DJSI was constructed as an 

indicator o f how long-term financial markets could be measured in ‘superior’ terms and 

how ‘sustainability’ could be situated at the centre o f financial markets:

The concept of...sustainability is attractive to investors because it aims to 
increase long-term shareholder value. Since corporate sustainability 
performance can now be financially quantified, they [investors] now have 
an investable corporate sustainability concept...A growing number o f 
investors is convinced that sustainability is a catalyst for enlightened and 
disciplined management, and, thus, a crucial success factor. What private 
and institutional investors needed was a...rational [and]...investable index 
to benchmark the performance o f their sustainability investments.40

A third way index products flatter SRI is by translating index growth into a 

narrative which describes an overarching consistency between sustainability and 

shareholder value. In this view, there is a logical consistency between 

ethical/sustainability practice and profitable growth based on practices o f quality 

management and long-term efficiency. “The basic premise,”  the commentators argue, “ is 

that the companies that w ill prosper are well-managed companies, making safe and useful 

products, treating employees fa irly, respecting the environment, and making a positive 

contribution to their community.” 41 The logical extension o f this reading frames 

sustainability/SRI as a mainstream indicator o f financial ‘performance’ . As a major 

European study attests, sustainability screens may become increasingly important to the 

personal financial world in terms o f ethical appeals, but as a particularly prescient 

indicator o f financial performance. “ Sustainability w ill,”  the study concludes, “become
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increasingly important for capital markets also for performance reasons. We are at any 

rate convinced that sustainability filters w ill be used as a matter o f course in equities 

investments in only a few years’ time.” 42

A  fourth and final way in which indices accomplish a kind o f ‘flattening’ o f SRI 

is in facilitating a set o f narratives which constitute sustainability and ethical practice as 

value. Long considered a central element in the assessment o f financial products, value, 

in  this context, refers to the fundamental and underlying soundness o f specific financial 

products. The narratives which have emerged around SRI indices have increasingly 

identified SRI performance as a useful indicator o f fundamental financial value. The 

guidebook fo r the Dow Jones Sustainability index, for example, interprets the long-term 

growth diagrammed in index graphs as a useful quantification o f the value realized in 

creating long-term sustainability practices SRI measures help, in their words “ address the 

risks and opportunities posed by global challenges...Corporate sustainability leaders 

achieve long-term shareholder value creation...[Sustainability] can be quantified and used 

to identify and select leading companies for investment purposes.” 43 SRI screens are 

construed as a reliable indicator not o f ethical practice, but o f value regardless o f context 

or level o f capitalization. It is useful, one study argues, “ to take the sustainability factor 

into account when stock picking...An added value is created at all events...Regardless o f 

the sub-periods observed the use o f a sustainability filte r created added value (i.e. an 

additional return).” 44 For these analyses, the main benefit for adopting sustainability 

filters or practices is not in  terms o f its ethical productivity but, precisely, as a calculus o f 

mainstream financial value and performance.

By displacing ethics or making them secondary to financial value and by 

resolving points o f ethical controversy in appeals to a technical language o f growth and 

performance, many private financial firm s define or ‘flatter’ SRI in ways not directly 

anticipated or intended by SRI activists. Increasingly, SRI is shaped as much by the
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objectives o f financial firms as by SRI activists. In this context, SRI operates as a 

productive assemblage o f techniques and languages not only from the streams o f social 

and political activism which first began to reframe questions o f investment in an 

explicitly political context in the 1970s and 1980s, but also from within mainstream 

personal financial worlds.45 SRI is a contested field which occupies a space both in 

tension w ith but also often at the centre o f the conventional financial practices and 

interests it  seeks to displace. The field o f SRI also draws upon (and reframes) another 

rationality which has a longstanding centrality to American modes o f economic 

government: a politics and citizenship animated by the ethics o f ownership.

3 SRI and the Recovery of ‘Popular Proprietorship’

Like the program o f mass investment pursued by the NYSE, SRI is explicitly 

located w ithin the rationality which transcribes a line between the ownership o f property 

and an active form of economic citizenship. For the NYSE, the connection between 

ownership and citizenship was specified, more or less, as an automatic outcome 

unleashed by the acquisition o f corporate stock. For many proponents o f SRI, however, 

the ownership o f capital and corporate stock does not immediately activate forms o f 

active economic practice. Rather, for many in the SRI community, the twentieth century 

witnesses a deep violation o f ‘popular proprietorship’ which needs to be rescued in a 

particular way.

This project for recovery is located in a long line o f critique deeply concerned 

about ‘managerial/corporate’ capitalism and the separation o f ownership and control it 

precipitates. A t a moment, in the 1920s and 1930s, during which ownership o f corporate 

stocks among popular and working classes expands, many commentators critique a stark 

reorganization o f corporate structure and control. In contrast to a tradition o f corporate 

structure in which ownership and management were typically tied together, the corporate 

form o f the early twentieth century severed ownership from control. This new form o f
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corporate structure created an increasingly large group o f shareowners who were separate 

from a professional managerial elite which exercised decisive control over corporate 

decisions. “ The history o f property in the United States,”  write Agar and Tate in 1936,

“ is a struggle, from 1787 on, o f one kind o f property against another. Small 

ownership...has been worsted by big, dispersed ownership-the giant corporation.” 46 

Ownership in corporate stocks, they argue, is a mere symbolic claim centered only on the 

receipt o f shareholder value and separate from any opportunity to participate in the 

management o f that property. This system o f ‘finance capitalism’ displaces small scale 

owners from the ways in which the property they own is managed. “ Finance-capitalism,”  

they claim, “ has become so top-heavy w ith a crazy jigsaw network...that the individual 

citizen is wholly at the mercy o f the shifting pieces o f the puzzle at remote points where 

he cannot possibly assert his own needs and rights. This was not originally the American 

system.” 47

Perhaps most ironically, these critiques draw a connection between this 

disembodied form o f ownership and the growing dispersal o f shareholdings among 

popular sectors. Not only are the ownership claims o f a widening popular class o f share

owners neutralized by a reworked form  o f corporate ownership. This ever-widening 

participation is, itself, in addition, deeply implicated in the emergence o f this ineffectual 

ownership in the first place. Berle and Means’ classic study The Modem Corporation 

and Private Property (1932), examines this ever-widening dispersal o f corporate stock as 

a process in which the “ property owner who invests in a modern corporation has 

exchanged the position o f independent owner for one in which he may become merely 

recipient o f the wages o f capital.”  This new corporate structure, by drawing upon larger 

bodies o f popular investors, was able to draw together vast sums o f capital into one 

coherent structure. This dispersal o f ownership, also diluted the power o f ownership 

claims, however, and resulted in the concentration o f management not in  any significant
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pools o f these new owners, but in a narrowly constituted group o f professional managers 

and directors. “ Accompanying the concentration of economic power, growing out o f it, 

and making it possible,”  they write, “ has come an ever wider dispersion o f stock 

ownership” 49

This fundamental change in the nature o f property has, according to some, 

resulted in a shift in the overall contours o f political and social life. Walter Lippmann, 

for example, levelled a shattering broadside against the possibility o f restoring the 

broader social-political role ownership occupied in early forms o f republican democracy. 

Lippmann fu lly  discounted the possibility o f realizing any meaningful sense of 

proprietorship from  any corporate form o f economic structure. In  addition, Lippman 

argued that shareholding precludes direct or active contact w ith property o f any kind.

“ He [sic] may,”  Lippmann argues, imagining the popular investor, “ never see his 

property. He may not know where his property is situated. He is not consulted as to its 

management...Contact w ith his property is lim ited to reading in the newspapers what it is 

worth each day, and hoping that dividends w ill be paid...Compare him w ith the farmer 

who owns his land, the homesteader or the prospector, compare him w ith anyone who has 

a real sense o f possession and you w ill find, I  think, that the modem shareholder is a very 

feeble representative o f the institution o f private property.” 50 Unlike the NYSE mass 

investment programs which conceive o f share-ownership as a mechanism which provides 

individuals w ith  a direct experience o f enterprise, the structure o f corporate management, 

as described by Lippmann and others, situates individuals in a space separate from the 

property he/she owns.

These developments, however, also severed the possibility that private property 

could contribute to a broader sense o f political or social cohesion. The defining 

characteristic o f republican notions o f popular proprietorship was a social body 

connected together, as de Tocqueville noted, by a shared interest in a particular form o f
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property ownership. It is this possibility for any greater social order which is lost,

according to Lippmann, in the shift from an active and immediate form o f proprietorship

to a form o f ownership dedicated only to financial return:

Scattered all over the globe, changing from day to day, the shareholders 
are the most incompetent constituency conceivable...the voters in the 
government o f the Steel Trust do not meet each other every day, do not 
read the same newspapers: the suffrage qualifications for the Steel Trust 
have nothing to do w ith age, sex, nationality, residence, literacy; the one 
qualification is the possession o f some money and the desire for more. 
Shareholders are a heterogeneous collection with a single motive, and 
from that material some people pretend to expect a high sense o f social 
responsibility.51

Lippmann mocks the possibility o f a politics o f social responsibility associated with the 

ownership o f corporate securities or any line that would re-connect ownership with 

democratic citizenship. It is, however, precisely the restoration o f this kind o f line o f 

force that is once again sought in SRI.

SRI and the Restoration of Popular Proprietorship

Although he was often critical o f the corporate form, W illiam  Ransom, unlike 

Lippmann, held out the redemptive possibility that corporate ownership could embody 

the possibilities o f popular proprietorship. The task, as he conceived it, was, simply, to 

make “ the corporation an instrumentality for restoring popular ownership, instead o f 

continuing it as a device for destroying popular ownership.” 52 Corporate securities are 

mechanisms, suggests Ransom, which could allow individuals to experience the ‘hazards’ 

o f private enterprise and to gain an ‘owner’s sense o f interest’ . Popular proprietorship 

could be restored, he claimed, i f  “ each small investor is encouraged to...gain an owner’s 

sense o f interest in  the conditions and risks affecting at least several o f the industries of 

the country.” 53

SRI has increasingly turned to a set o f practices— shareholder action— designed, 

precisely, to re-thread some o f the connections between capital and social responsibility
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and an ‘owner’s sense o f interest’ . Shareholder action is a set o f practices and techniques 

designed to assert the ownership rights embodied in share-ownership and to ensure that 

investors use these rights as a way to promote specific forms o f ethical practice. Often 

centering around the renewed use o f shareholder voting and proxy techniques, 

shareholder action is designed to assert rights o f shareholders to negotiate with 

management, to promote formal submissions at annual meetings and to mount campaigns 

based around specific shareholder resolutions. SRI guidebooks are increasingly 

organized as technical descriptions o f proxy statements and the ways in which 

shareholder resolutions can be inserted effectively into statements. Guidebooks (See 

Figure 42 -What Every Investor Should Know) are increasingly centered as a technical 

description o f the structure, regulatory requirements and procedures o f shareholder 

resolutions w ith which activists can effectively insert themselves into proxy processes 

and can access the interior o f corporate space.54

SRI advocates often frame shareholder action in three key ways. First, SRI 

promotes shareholder action in terms o f a critique o f the corporation along sim ilar lines 

developed by earlier critics. Like the critics o f the early twentieth century, SRI describes 

deficiencies o f the corporate form by invoking a language rooted explicitly in 

conceptions o f republican property ownership. Unresponsive corporate structures are 

often read as the outcome o f a transformation o f industrial life  in the late nineteenth 

century. “ Early America,”  confirm  key commentators in the SRI field, “ was dominated 

by fam ily farms and businesses, co-operatives, and worker-owned enterprises.

Companies tended to be notably democratic and reflected a community’s sense o f 

itse lf.” 55 The argument for shareholder action situates itse lf as an attempt to reclaim the 

early traditions o f an activist and engaged form  o f ownership. According to several 

commentators active in the SRI field, “ the early days o f corporate history, jo in t stock 

companies...operated on the premise that shareholders would take direct responsibility for
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business operations...The easy liqu id ity  o f stocks led to a gradual yet dramatic process o f 

diluted ownership...Thus we have the modern corporation, in  which ownership and 

control are separated-with control firm ly in the hands o f management.” 57

A  second and more concrete way in which SRI activists frame shareholder action 

is as an assertion and instrumentalization o f ownership. Reasserting control over 

corporate structures is not figured as a collective political movement or a matter o f state 

regulation, but rather as an intimate question o f individual ownership rights and 

responsibilities. Shareholder action re-locates ownership o f capital as the key mechanism 

in the struggle to control corporate structures. A t one level, this pursuit is premised on 

the basic recognition that share-holding is in fact an act o f ownership which entails
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complex rights and responsibilities. SRI firms and activists are keen to remind investors 

that personal investment is an act o f ownership and is connected to formal mechanisms o f 

shareholder control. As one SRI guidebook puts it, when “ you purchase stock in a 

corporation you become an owner o f the corporation. Ownership conveys certain rights. 

One o f the most important o f these rights is the right to vote...on a variety o f matters, 

ranging from the approval o f the Board o f Directors, to executive compensation.” 58

A t another level, however, shareholder action is premised on a contention that, i f  

mobilized in a particular manner, it could inform a dramatic politics o f engagement and 

influence. Although they often rely upon broader involvement w ith non-governmental 

organizations and other social movements, the weight o f effective campaigns is often 

borne by individual or institutional shareholders who are able to promote specific issues 

w ithin corporate governance structures and to educate wider blocks o f shareholders 

through annual resolutions. Many SRI activists remain convinced that the unique 

ownership claims o f investment provide a special point o f political influence and 

intervention. “ Investment,”  argue key SRI activists, “ is the only strategy to offer 

ordinary Americans the right to sit at the table, to be an insider and work for 

change...Shareholders have a great opportunity-and a great responsibility-to help 

strengthen the expression o f humane values in the corporate world...exercising their voice 

w ithin the financial system.” 59

Ownership, often dismissed as an ineffective or symbolic gesture in earlier modes 

o f critique, is increasingly centered as a key mechanism with which individuals can insert 

themselves into the interior o f corporate space. “ Responsible ownership,”  the 

shareholder action manual fo r Henderson Investments stresses, “ means taking an active 

approach to engagement w ith companies to tackle the social, ethical and environmental 

risks that are currently not considered by financial markets. In these cases, we use our 

role as investors...to influence companies to upgrade their policies and performance.” 60
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Where earlier critics conceived o f shareholding as a passive process, SRI activists

foreground ownership as a special terrain w ith formalized and protected access to the

interior spaces o f corporate bodies. Ownership is instrumentalized not as a passive

or ineffectual domain, but as a site ripe w ith responsibility and possibility as a ieve r’ for

political action and intervention:

We have found that the most powerful leverage for creating corporate 
social change is ownership in the company. Our clients use their 
ownership choices to influence the policies and direction o f publicly 
traded companies. Our clients create concrete change in society through a 
proactive approach o f engagement w ith corporate America, including 
share ownership.61

A  third and related way in which shareholder action is framed is as an explicit

basis o f a new set o f politics and social change. Shareholder action, and the techniques

and practices it promotes to revitalize the ethics o f share-ownership, is not conceived

merely as a way to reinvigorate the corporate form, but rather, as the centre o f a political

vision strangely suited to a ‘new era’ . The everyday capital that SRI seeks to provoke in

the name o f an ethics o f the self is also a method to unleash a special and forceful kind of

politics. As Amy Domini succinctly asks: what “ is the strongest force on the planet? It is

you and your investment account and me w ith my investment account.”

Shareholder activism operates not only as economic practice but also as an

intimately political gesture. Kinder, for example, conceives o f shareholder action as a

means o f opening a particular kind o f political space. In this depiction, shareholder

action constitutes nothing less than a governmental instrument fashioned from the

material ‘littered’ throughout the landscape o f the economic but used in a most political

and public manner:

Government is the means o f organizing relationships in a society and o f 
mediating competing claims...Like our ancient ancestor, homo habilis, we 
must pick up the rocks and sticks littered about us and turn them into tools.
W ith those tools...we can transform what appears to be inevitable...I [want 
to point to] one o f the sticks, investments in securities, and how it  has been
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transformed into a tool: socially responsible investing...[which is] an intent 
to use investments not only to make money but to make a political 
difference. Socially responsible investing is in varying degrees a public 
act.63

SRI, in this frame, launches a unique critique o f ‘corporate’ capitalism as a mode

o f governing economic life  that is unresponsive and passive. In ways that parallel the

neo-liberal critique o f the welfare state, SRI advocates depict corporate capitalism o f the

twentieth century, and o f ‘globalization’ in particular, as modes which generate passive

forms o f citizenship. Neo-liberal critiques often promote the introduction o f ‘market’ and

enterprise forms as ways to counteract the inefficiencies and passive modes o f citizenship

engendered by the social state. SRI complicates this critique, however, by targeting a

particular form o f market and corporate organization themselves, as sites which have de-

responsibilized citizenship. SRI’s concern for share-holder action, as framed by its

advocates, is a proposal for a re-engaged and active form o f responsibility not in the

context o f a paternalistic state, but in the shadow o f an inactive and passive form o f

‘corporate’ capitalism.

In some narratives, shareholder action is litera lly transfigured into those kinds o f

affilia tion and action— voting, responsibility, citizenship— which reside at the core o f

democratic imagery. Although the NYSE also dramatized its share-ownership program

in terms o f democratic practice64, SRI is often striking in its use o f this lexicon. Many

SRI activists remain convinced that shareholder action occupies a unique form o f

political intervention into the economic domain. “ As the movement grows,”  several

activists predict, “ investors voting w ith their dollars w ill have an increasingly strong

influence on the direction o f our society.” 65 The ‘little ’ form o f capital cultivated by SRI

is an internal and constitutive element in some o f the largest economic forces in the world

and is a political force which can have a direct impact on m illions o f individual lives:

I t  is in exercising their influence as shareholders in  companies that SRI 
investors can perhaps make their greatest contribution to addressing the
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environmental and social challenges o f globalisation...SRI investors can 
make a major contribution, steering investment to companies that are 
responding fastest to the demands o f sustainable development and 
corporate social responsibility, and w ielding their influence as 
shareholders in the companies that have such huge impacts on the 
environment and the lives o f m illions worldwide.66

Shareholder action facilitates an almost transcendent form  o f economic ‘regulation’ of, or 

an intervention into, the very centre o f economic space. This form o f intervention seeks 

to regulate economic life  not through the agencies o f an interventionist state bureaucracy, 

but by locating individuals as internal participants in economic and corporate bodies 

themselves. This is a politics, however, organized not w ithin a national space or system, 

but as an ethical relation to a global space or planetary whole.

4 SRI and the Global Politics of Little Capital

SRI operates in  a fragile space that both closes and opens political possibilities. 

On one hand, SRI advocates collapse politics to a question o f capital and its ownership. 

Resembling neo-liberal conceptions, SRI invokes, in some ways, a narrowed fie ld in 

which political action is reduced to a highly individualized, even intimately inward, 

practices o f ownership. Many financial services firms have seized upon SRI precisely 

because it  occupies lines consistent w ith the neo-liberal conceptions at the centre o f 

mainstream worlds o f personal finance.

On the other hand, SRI opens political space by invoking an ethics of global 

relationality and obligation. A t one level, and like  many mainstream financial services, 

SRI products often stress the importance o f global diversification o f individual portfolios 

as a way o f managing investment risk and o f maximizing investment returns. Figure 43, 

for example, (Improve Your Global Exposure) is an investor-relations insert from Ethical 

Funds, Canada’s largest SRFethical fund company. This image attempts to visualize a 

common investment strategy o f international diversification as a way to manage 

investment risk.
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Figure 43-Improve Your Global Exposure 

Beyond this conventional vector sketched between global exposure and risk 

management, however, SRI foregrounds a different and explicitly global form  o f politics 

based on the ownership o f everyday capital. There exists, o f course, a long line in which 

investment capital has been conceived as a major force o f (productive or destructive) 

change in the world. Marx frequently painted capital as a world-structural force ceaseless 

in  its desire for constant geographic expansion. In Vol. 1 o f Capital Marx described the 

centralization o f capital as a process which “ decomposed the old society from top to 

bottom [and affected]... the further transformation o f the land... the further expropriation 

o f private proprietors... [and] the entanglement o f all peoples in the net o f the world 

market.”  In some images, by contrast, capital is conceived as a transformative and 

progressive force o f global change. Figure 44, America’s First Speculator, (1955) 

diagrams capital as a kind o f essentially persistent force capable of opening world
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frontiers (in this case imperial expansion). Capital and ‘speculation’ reside at the core o f 

national progress and form a kind o f foundation for progressive possibility. Speculation,
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Figure 44-Amen'ca’s First Speculator...69

the copy attests, is “ needed to open the new fields and great businesses o f tomorrow.” 70

Amasa Walker’s 1866 manual o f political economy (The Science of Wealth), in

addition, is clear in  its depiction o f finance and capital as an anonymous but always-

present force deeply implicated in global change and in confrontations with the

dangerous ‘others’ o f world politics inherent in all global adventures o f imperialism and

conquest. Capital, Walker instructs, is the great vanguard force in all moments o f global

progress and danger:

Yet, for all these obstacles, capital...has gone abroad to colonize...Capital 
has gone round the world in  the same boat w ith the inspired discoverer. It 
watched w ith Columbus the weeds drifting from an unknown land; it
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‘stared at the Pacific’ by the side o f stout Cortes; it  debarked w ith the 
gallant Cook, nor was it frightened at the savage violence which took his 
life. Like Caesar, it  would not wait for the boat to come to land. It 
freighted vessels for countries not named; it sent fleets to ports never 
visited by civilized man.71

The global politics o f SRI, however, are not animated by images o f capital as an

object codified at a macro-level. Rather, SRI advocates frame capital as a question o f

everyday relationality. A t one level, SRI frames itse lf in terms o f a clearly articulated

alternative to strictly neo-liberal versions o f globalization. It attempts to link the ‘little ’

action entailed in forms o f everyday capital to a loosely formed global economy based

not, in any primary sense, on the destructive drive to a global consumerism but centered

around commitments to global forms o f democracy, human rights, social justice and

environmental integrity. Simply put in one handbook, “ the underlying rationale for

SRI...[is] fo r a transition to an environmentally sustainable and socially responsible

global economy.” 72 This is not a vision committed to a set o f politics ‘below’ or

‘beyond’ globalization, but rather to a global political space itse lf that is responsive to

human needs. Figure 45, for example, links SRI w ith forms o f ‘global improvement’

and addresses particular concerns from many directions o f the social costs attached to

overly narrow notions o f neo-liberal globalization. SRI seeks to address what a

handbook fo r one SRI provider summarizes as the central concerns that many have

developed o f mainstream conceptions o f ‘market-led’ globalization:

Market-led globalisation has become the pre-eminent model fo r organising 
economic relations, encompassing privatisation, deregulation and trade 
liberalisation...there has been growing concern fo r the impacts o f 
globalisation in terms o f social justice and diversity, environmental 
sustainability and the accountability o f global institutions, such as the 
W orld Trade Organisation as well as transnational corporations.” 73

A t another and perhaps more unique level, however, SRI activists often 

reformulate ‘capital’ as an ethical-political and individual relation. In this view,

SRI provides a mechanism w ith which individuals can constitute a kind o f cosmopolitan
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engagement w ith the ‘others’ . This engagement is not construed as a confrontation with 

danger as w ith W alker’s Science o f Wealth, but as a relation and ethical form o f 

obligation to the ‘other’ . This signifies a kind o f ‘being’ in /o f the world and an active 

way to participate in the world and to establish a kind o f cosmopolitan connection with 

all individuals as members o f a shared planetary humanity. Governing the ethical self, in 

this form, also entails a deep ethical relation to the other. SRI attempts, in this regard, to 

forge a kind o f ethical relation between/to the self and to the other o f world politics, a 

connection which is made practical as form  o f capital.

This kind o f cosmopolitan being-in-the-world is raised across many SRI 

initiatives. Shared Interest, for example, an ethical ‘community investment’ product
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which directs American investments to community initiatives in impoverished regions o f 

South Africa, explicitly asks investors to channel capital to community building 

initiatives in South African townships. This investing-cosmopolitanism is framed in 

terms o f a global ‘fam ily’ whose commitments and affiliations are not constrained by 

national forms o f affiliation. This kind o f ethical relation to the other also provides the 

basis o f a new form o f economic and social development. “Shared Interest’ s extended 

fam ily and friends in the U.S.,”  the service suggests, “ are helping to bring a new society 

into being...At this challenging time, we are especially grateful for the opportunity to help 

build and learn from the models o f reconciliation, human rights, peace and hope that 

South A frica ’s people are providing to enlighten our vision and our waiting world.” 75

A t the centre o f this ethical relation to self and other is a sense o f the instrumental 

power o f investment capital. Capital is a mechanism that allows individuals to forge a 

cosmopolitan or worldly bond across global space. This mechanism embodied in the 

practices o f SRI works at an intimate level o f individual action, but in a manner that

7  Rallows individuals to assume responsibilities to others as a part o f a broader world. For

Domini, SRI (and the little  form o f capital it  cultivates) is a most powerful instrument

capable o f situating individuals w ithin a wider global matrix:

[SRI] is a powerful tool that enables each o f us to become a part o f 
building a just and sustainable world. One person at a time, the 
introduction o f values into investments is taking place. As these values 
take hold in  the corporate soul, the means to clean our rivers, to heal our 
communities, to bring peace and stability to emerging nations, and to look 
forward w ith courage to the next century w ill be created.77

Although based on a kind o f individual ethics, the political vision o f SRI is based 

on a broader ethical practice in which the self is constituted as a member o f a global 

whole and as an irreducible component in  a planet connected by economic, 

environmental and social interdependencies. The relations o f little  capital that SRI seeks 

to develop are an inescapable part o f the broader global web o f life  in which they exist.
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As B rill, B rill and Fegenbaum attest, SRI advocates seek an expression o f solidarity w ith,

and membership in, a universal and ‘mutually interdependent’ body:

We hope...[SRI] inspires you to re-examine your own values in the context 
o f a rapidly changing world. We’ve endeavoured to give you the tools you 
need to make fresh financial choices that are good for your soul and for the 
world...as ‘people see their predicament clearly-that our fates are 
inextricably tied together, that life  is a mutually interdependent web o f 
relations-then universal responsibility becomes the only sane choice for 
thinking people.’ This change in consciousness is our best hope for the 
future. As we learn that the inner and the outer are connected, our actions- 
including our financial choices-will naturally align with values that move 
us toward a sustainable future.78

SRI is asserted not only as a program o f economic conduct, but as a particular 

assemblage o f political practice and action. This politics o f being-in-the-world rests on 

an assumption about the political capacities o f a deeply ethical relation to the self, the 

world and the ‘others’ . This is a politics global in scope and ambition, but centered 

around the intimate and individual space o f an ethics o f the self; an ethics centrally 

concerned w ith ‘social’ responsibility.

Conclusion: Economies of the Social Self?

In 1953 the NYSE developed an advertising image which featured aerial 

photographs o f ten o f the largest sports stadiums in America. The copy informs us that 

“ you’d need all these stadiums and seven more like the Rose Bowl to seat all o f

*7QAmerica’s women share owners.”  Not to im ply any transgressive message about the 

place o f women in popular finance, the ad quickly reminds us that to seat male share

owners in America, “ you’d need a ll these stadiums...plus eleven Yankee Stadiums for 

the overflow.” 80 What is striking about this image o f mass investment, especially when 

contrasted w ith the program o f popular finance reviewed in this chapter, SRI, is that all o f 

the stadiums pictured are empty. This empty-seat image is nicely emblematic o f the 

‘mass’ economy and the ‘mass’ body that populated that economy. Although, at some 

level, it  is criss-crossed by individual affiliation, the mass is also a generic body most
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fluently visualized in this sky-view as an empty whole. The mass is a faceless category 

in which individuals occupy a kind o f generalized space; visible not as specific 

individuals but as generic numbers which make up a common, similar, undifferentiated 

set. The spaces that make up the mass investment economy can be as easily represented 

by the ordered rows o f generic and undifferentiated empty seats than by the specificities 

o f any actual individuals that might occupy those seats.

The selves which populate SRI, by contrast, are much more fu lly  individualized. 

SRI advocates, not so much interested in constituting a ‘mass’ o f undifferentiated bodies, 

seek w ell defined individuals each sculpted separately in the name o f their own ethical 

priorities and creativity. Both the mass investment program o f the postwar moment and 

SRI mobilize versions o f the property/citizenship rationality in which the ownership o f 

capital is conceived as a key way to fu lfil a particular form o f active economic and 

political citizenship. SRI advocates, however, pick up and reframe this 

property/citizenship form in a heterogeneous and unique set o f ways. Unlike the mass 

selves mobilized as part o f a systematic national economy, SRI seeks a self deeply 

connected to its own ethical desire and agency and to a kind o f being in /o f a global and 

planetary whole.

This connection to a global kind o f cosmopolitanism, in turn, helps complicate 

some o f the common critical conceptions o f the relation between capital and 

‘globalization’ w ithin IPE. For the critical-materialist model, capital is often conceived 

as a macro-structural force at the centre o f the process through which an integrated global 

economy is constituted. In these narratives, capital exists as a force connected to a 

transnational managerial elite and committed only to its special needs for global capital 

m obility. In this formulation, capital and its subjects exist in separate and clearly divided 

spheres connected together only by (often one-way) lines o f determination.
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The story o f SRI reviewed in this chapter, however, complicates this critical 

narrative in a number of ways. First, SRI complicates the image o f capital as a singular 

entity centered around one set o f social forces ( ‘the financial interests’ , W all Street). As 

this chapter has narrated, SRI is neither fu lly  ‘inside’ nor categorically ‘outside’ o f the 

mainstream realm o f personal finance. Although SRI is not separate from the 

mainstreams o f personal finance, neither does it occupy what could easily be thought as a 

position unambiguously w ithin those mainstream spaces. Rather, SRI is assembled by a 

range o f social forces much wider than any narrow conception o f ‘ financial interests’ 

including those who, at one level in any case, seem opposed to the mainstream world of 

W all Street: non-governmental organizations, environmental activists, church 

organizations and a loose global network o f activists forged in earlier campaigns for 

social justice and solidarity.

Second, SRI also complicates conventional narratives o f capital by foregrounding 

a different line o f force between capital and everyday populations. Unlike critical stories 

which conceive o f capital as a force which exerts a kind o f determinant power over daily 

life , SRI seeks a form o f capital through everyday action. In the kind o f configuration 

sought in SRI, the ‘agency’ o f everyday populations is not a category separate from or 

external to capital, but one o f the key ways in which that category itse lf is 

instrumentalized. Individuals are not, to use an Althusserian term, ‘interpellated’ or 

hailed in the name o f the requirements or functions o f the mode o f production, or even 

given in the structural organization o f the global economy, but come to assume certain 

kinds o f practices and conduct by instrumentalizing themselves in the name o f their own 

agency or ethical practice. SRI provides a set o f discourses and a technical infrastructure 

w ith which individuals can and do lite ra lly  ‘perform’ capital through their own individual 

action.
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Perhaps, however, it is its reliance on a language and practice o f the ‘social’ and 

‘social’ responsibility that SRI most centrally complicates the ways in which capital is 

often placed in narratives o f our globalized and neo-liberal present. Even though it has 

emerged during a moment o f neo-liberalism, and although it appropriates that metaphor 

most central to neo-liberal modes o f governance— investment in the self—it does so in a 

way that attempts to preserve space for the social.

The social emerges in the second half o f the nineteenth and into the twentieth 

century as forms o f knowledge and practice which govern the population of a national 

territory in terms o f a social body with its own internal logic. By the twentieth century 

the social, in different ways, becomes connected to notions o f social right, social 

solidarity and social citizenship. Most centrally inscribed in techniques o f social 

insurance, ‘risk’ was managed and borne not in individual terms but in  terms o f a social 

whole. As Nikolas Rose suggests, the ‘state’ became implicated in promoting this social 

form o f government and managing the economy in a way consistent with ‘social’ 

objectives. “Through mechanisms o f social insurance—unemployment benefit, accident 

insurance, health and safety legislation, and so forth— and through an array o f forms o f 

economic government— tax regimes, interest rates and other techniques o f ‘demand 

management’— the state assumed responsibility for the management o f a whole variety o f 

risks— to individuals, to employers, to the state itse lf—in the name o f society.” 81

This promotion o f social citizenship and solidarity results in  a unique stance 

regarding the broad requirements o f property. Emerging in the late nineteenth century in 

the context o f a deep confrontation between those w ith property and those without, the 

social served to improve the terms and conditions w ith which those without property 

were integrated into political and economic life , without fundamentally altering the basic 

rights and requirements o f those w ith property. Social right, in Donzelot’ s terms, 

attempts to resolve this dispute by both entrenching the rights to property and extending
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broader rights to those without property. Social right, Donzelot argues, “ can claim to 

substitute the mechanism o f a promotion of the social... for the original opposition 

between the right to work and the rights o f property....in this way a justification is found 

at once for property and for imposing a levy on it insofar as this is for the purpose o f 

improving the chances for everyone to acquire it .” 82

In the past decades, however, in the context o f neo-liberalism or ‘advanced’ 

liberalism, the centrality o f the social to forms o f government has been in decline.83 

Attacked on a number o f fronts including the ways in which it is said to insulate 

individuals from the pressures and risks o f markets, create deeply irrational forms o f 

economic life , and rely upon overly rig id conceptions o f self and citizenship, the social 

has been confronted by political parties from various positions across the spectrum. “ The 

hold o f ‘the social’ ,”  argues Rose, “ over our political imagination is weakening.” 84 The 

‘hold’ o f the social, however, is also in some ways, somewhat persistent. Although it has 

been displaced in some o f ways, the social is a persistent kind o f category. “The social,”  

reminds M itchell Dean, “ w ill be reframed...The social is undergoing a ‘metamorphosis’ 

rather than a death.. ..It w ill emphasize the self-management and the self-expressed needs 

o f the consumers o f expertise and services.” 85 Although weakened in terms o f its 

connection to welfare, social insurance and social rights, the social continues its strange 

persistence in a variety o f new and even innovative fields o f economic and political life.

To conclude this chapter, and open up some ground for a broader discussion o f 

the ‘social’ territory as it appears in another contemporary program o f everyday capital 

reviewed in the next chapter (asset-based social policy), I want to suggest that SRI is 

precisely one location where the ‘metamorphosis’ o f the social is made real in a particular 

set o f ways. Although it  has experienced growth in a moment o f neo-liberalism, SRI 

seeks to recover and retain something o f the language and practice o f the ‘social’ . SRI is 

not bound up with a form o f regulation in  which risk is bome collectively or resolved in
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techniques o f social insurance or social security. Neither is SRI situated w ithin a 

functionally integrated national economy which is separate from, but managed by, the 

state and state-centered programs o f macroeconomic planning. Rather, SRI is placed 

directly w ithin a global economic and political space and seeks intervention into 

economic space through the use o f ownership claims and the active form o f citizenship 

those claims could generate. Unlike social citizenship, SRI programs sculpt a more 

deeply individualistic form o f self governed in the name o f highly individualized forms 

o f agency and ethical life. Figure 1, for example (Is SRI Right fo r  Me?), foregrounds an 

individualized practice that is voluntary and which contrasts w ith the compulsory forms 

o f solidarity mobilized as part o f social insurance schemes.

On the other hand, however, and despite these differences, SRI programs maintain 

something o f the social. An explicit appeal to ‘social responsibility’ is bu ilt upon a claim 

to a much broader form o f citizenship than conventionally delineated in neo-liberal 

rationalities. By foregrounding a deeply ethical practice to both the self and the others, 

and in its appeals to a kind o f cosmopolitan being in the world, SRI deploys a version o f 

social solidarity and encourages a set o f calculations that are broader than neo-liberal 

conceptions. Although SRI practices organize political life  through private forms o f 

capital and remain wedded to highly individualized, even ‘privatized’ notions o f self, 

they also ask those who own capital to exercise that capital in terms o f membership in a 

shared humanity to locate themselves w ithin a kind o f sociality. The economic is not 

conceived only as a space o f individual affilia tion, but also a composite territory marked 

by forms o f irreducible ethical commitment. SRI programs encode a certain commitment 

to a social whole and to a particular form o f social responsibility. It is in this form, that 

SRI advocates hint at a reconfigured confrontation between the economic and the social. 

The social and the economic are not stitched together as two separate, yet deeply reliant 

spaces (as is figured in Keynesian notions o f economic planning and regulation), but are
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penetrated by each other— in terms o f a form o f capital governed by notions o f ‘social’ 

responsibility. The social is not a bounded space separate from the economic, but exists 

as the basis o f economic conduct and practice itself. ‘Performing’ capital is both an 

economic and an ethical act that is directly governable in terms o f social responsibility. 

This prefigures a novel conception o f a kind o f inter-penetration o f the social and the 

economic which also permeates the program o f popular finance addressed in the next 

chapter: accumulation social policy.
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VI “In Free Enterprise...Free is a Verb”: Enterprise and Asset Accumulation Social
Policy

"Give them, literally, a share in America. Spread capitalism by spreading 
capital."

-Robert Reich7

Since 1988 American social policy debates have been animated by key proposals 

to connect social security more fu lly  to ownership. Both major political parties have 

adopted policies committed to the installation o f ownership at the centre o f a reformed 

system o f social security. Campaigning in the recent 2004 Presidential Election, George 

W. Bush made repeated calls fo r an ‘ownership society’ in which property ownership 

could unleash individual enterprise and economic vitality. “ I f  you own something,”  Bush 

explained, “ you have a vital stake in the future.. .the more ownership there is 

Am erica... the more people have a vital stake in the future o f this country.” 2 In slightly 

different terms the Democratic Party has, stretching back to the first Clinton 

Administration, also made the ownership o f assets a key to the ‘revitalization’ o f social 

and economic security.3

A  more sustained attempt to connect social security to the ownership o f property 

and financial assets is pursued in proposals for an ‘asset-accumulation’ social policy. 

Promoted by a diverse network o f academics, progressive non-governmental 

organizations, anti-poverty activists and policy research organizations, asset- 

accumulation programs seek to develop mechanisms w ith which poor and ‘working-poor’ 

Americans can accumulate financial and other assets, unleash forms o f individual 

enterprise and self development and be brought into the financial and economic 

mainstream. This chapter reviews proposals, many from a self-consciously progressive
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location, for the development o f special savings accounts and grant/tax expenditure 

arrangements as a form  o f ‘social security’ designed to teach the benefits o f self

investment and to encourage ‘enterprise’ .

In doing so, the main objective o f this chapter is to highlight the diverse ways in 

which ‘enterprise’ occupies a central place in the global and neo-liberal economic spaces 

o f our present. Enterprise, suggests Nikolas Rose, is central to the kinds o f citizenship 

and self imagined by neo-liberal modes o f government. As Rose suggests, the “ human 

beings who were to be govemed-men and women, rich and poor-were now conceived as 

individuals who were active in making choices in order to further their own 

interests...entrepreneurial subjects o f choice in their quest for self-realization.” 4 

Investment operates as a kind o f metaphorical shorthand for any attempt to develop and 

rationalize the long-term strategies key to instrumentalizing the freedom and desires o f 

the self. The mainstream world o f personal finance revolves around these practices o f 

investment (the literal accumulation o f capital) and the requirements for enterprise and 

entrepreneurial government. Many recent personal financial guidebooks encourage 

individuals to ‘invest in the se lf, and locate investment as a key practice at the centre o f 

individual and economic government. Enterprise, however, is neither a new nor a 

singular conception o f economic citizenship and governance. For the critical-materialist 

model, the development o f enterprising forms o f citizenship is often read as part o f a 

broad process o f restructuring and retrenchment connected, ultimately, to the power and 

m obility o f globalized forms o f capital. Asset-accumulation policy, however, is an 

attempt to thread a connection between property, financial assets and enterprise not easily 

read in terms o f the interests o f ‘financial capital’ . In contrast to approaches which would
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emphasize the connections between enterprise, retrenchment and capital in singular kinds 

o f ways, I read asset-accumulation policies, in this chapter, as a constructive project and 

set o f practices assembled by a network that is much more diverse and malleable than any 

simple conception o f ‘financial capital’ might suggest. In doing so, I emphasize asset- 

accumulation policy as a project which unleashes both political-ethical openings and 

closings. A t one level, asset-accumulation policies are a creative attempt to rework the 

logic o f enterprise from a progressive location and to develop a system o f accounts and 

technical requirements designed to incorporate the ‘working-poor’ into the financial and 

economic mainstream. To accomplish this, asset accumulation advocates, many from 

anti-poverty organizations, connect enterprise w ith a reworked notion o f the ‘social’ 

emphasizing participation, engagement and equity. Asset accumulation proposals also 

constructively seek a new economic imaginary in which the conditions for these goals o f 

enterprise and participation could be secured. Unlike the national economic space 

imagined in the NYSE ‘mass investment’ programs, asset-accumulation advocates hinge 

on a conception o f the economy as mobile, flu id, and global.

A t another level, asset accumulation policies also invoke political-ethical 

closings. In developing a technical infrastructure to encourage saving and investment, 

asset accumulation policies often seek a highly regulated and paternalistic form o f 

individual ‘self-governance’ . Although the language o f asset accumulation often relies 

on a lexicon o f individual self-development and choice, it also imposes a fa irly  

circumscribed range in which that choice can be exercised. Individual development 

accounts often, although designed to match funds and provide a kind of experience o f 

investment, also impose lim its on how the ‘returns’ on these investments can be used.
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These lim its are based around a series o f assumptions about the perceived lim itations and 

deficiencies o f the ‘working poor’ and the regulated and long-term structure required to 

govern this population. Although committed to forms o f self-investment and detailed 

programs o f self-development, asset accumulation programs also constrain individual 

choice by developing highly regulated practices and techniques.

A  secondary objective o f this chapter is to emphasize, in a kind o f conversation 

w ith both Chapters 4 and 5, the heterogeneity w ith which the rationality connecting 

property ownership and citizenship has been used. The attempt to enrol poor and 

working-poor Americans into the ‘financial mainstream’ through programs of asset 

accumulation echoes, for example, the NYSE’s broader ambition o f providing the 

techniques and mechanisms w ith which everyday populations could assume a ‘direct 

personal stake’ in the economy. Unlike the ‘mass’ and generic individuals imagined in 

‘mass investment’ programs, however, asset based programs seek a more fu lly 

individualized self, deeply attuned, in  a manner sim ilar to SRI, to its own choices and 

desires. In addition, the enterprising subject o f asset-accumulation policies is located not 

w ithin a national economic system, but w ithin a mobile and flu id  economy consistent 

w ith economic ‘globalization’ . Unlike both the postwar NYSE programs (which offers 

an alternative to social citizenship) and more recent neo-liberal programs, asset-based 

policies are an innovative attempt to connect enterprise and the practices o f the ‘social’ . 

Like the programs reviewed in Chapters 4 and 5, asset accumulation policy connects a 

line between property and citizenship in an idiosyncratic and heterogeneous manner.

To develop these points, this chapter is organized into four main sections. A  first 

section reviews the question o f enterprise as it  has been depicted w ithin the critical-
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materialist model. For this model, enterprise is often conceived to be at the heart of 

processes o f political-economic restructuring and as the centre o f a shift away from 

rationalities o f social citizenship and welfare. This section argues that this model puts 

forward a rather lim ited notion o f enterprise focused on questions o f ‘retrenchment’ and 

the needs o f capital as a macro-structural actor. Sections 2 and 3 review some o f the key 

elements o f asset- accumulation social policy as a way to contrast and complicate these 

somewhat narrow critical readings o f enterprise. A second section reviews asset 

accumulation programs committed to the development o f an enterprising self among the 

poorest o f America’s populations. These programs have developed a set o f practices and 

techniques in order to cultivate investment and asset-building as a way to instrumentalize 

individual development. The projects o f asset accumulation, however, have 

consummated not only a rationality o f everyday practice, but also a reworked notion o f a 

broader and more flu id  economy. A  third section traces out some o f the terrain o f this 

new economy o f flows and mobilities as it has been assembled through asset/enterprise 

development programs. What is perhaps most striking about discourses o f asset 

accumulation is not only a global economy o f flows and mobilities, but also a reworked 

conception o f the ‘social’ in  which the social and the economic are not categorically 

separate sites but subject to new forms o f inter-penetration and mutual implication. A  

conclusion returns to the lines connecting property, ownership and citizenship and the 

often narrow ways in which those lines have been drawn in the critical-materialist model. 

1 Enterprise and Political Economies of Transformation

The critical-materialist model often characterizes our political-economic moment 

is the move as a move away from  rationalities o f welfare and social citizenship. This
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entails a shift away from the Keynesian mode o f economic planning as well as notions of 

social government. Social government mapped out the social body as a space in which 

individuals could be governed as a composite category. Problems were no longer 

conceived as only individualized concerns, but as social episodes which could be 

assessed and diagnosed in terms o f the patterns and requirements o f society. “This 

vocabulary sought,”  argues M itchell Dean, “ to discover the means o f translating the 

particular, the personal and the private into the general, the public and the social.” 5

Since the middle o f the 1970s several lines o f critique have trained themselves 

against welfare and the programs o f social insurance they provoked. Although the degree 

to which retrenchment has occurred has varied across different settings, a range o f forces 

have generally attempted to ‘rollback’ programs o f social security and to rework ‘social’ 

policy in line w ith highly individualized neo-liberal conceptions o f self and citizenship.6 

Social spending on programs have been subject to repeated pressure from various 

political corners in the form o f arguments against the ‘welfare state’ and in favour o f 

‘marketised’ forms in which the market is increasingly introduced into spheres and sites 

once protected as state enterprises or public sectors.

The critical-materialist model often locates this demise o f welfare in a special set 

o f pressures emanating from the global political economy. For these arguments, the 

emergence o f a truly global economy beyond the regulation o f national authority signals 

the erosion o f a welfare state project fundamentally premised on the requirement o f 

national macro-economic autonomy. The free flow  o f capital in ways that escape 

national capital controls or international efforts o f policy coordination undermines, in 

particular, regimes o f national economic regulation. As John Gray suggests the ‘social
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democracy’ o f the welfare state existed w ithin a particular political-economic context in 

which national state machinery was able to exert some degree o f regulation over 

monetary and fiscal policy and international exchanges. “ Global markets,”  argues Gray, 

“ make social democracy unviable...The social democratic regime presupposed a closed 

economy...Global m obility o f capital and production in a world o f open economies have 

made the central policies...of social democracy unworkable.” 7

For the critical-materialist model, the retrenchment o f welfare is often read as an 

episode in a broader set o f structural transformations. For G ill, processes o f restructuring 

have not only sought to secure m obility for forms o f capital, but have also attempted to 

‘constitutionalize’ the forms o f state required to provide that m obility w ith a kind o f 

semi-permanent or ‘constitutional’ status. As G ill suggests, this new constitutionalism 

both accelerates the ‘retreat o f the state’ from active roles in shaping economic life  and 

defines a ‘lim its o f the possible’ which narrowly circumscribes future forms o f 

intervention. “ A  central objective o f the new constitutionalism,”  writes G ill, “ is to 

prevent future governments from  undoing commitments to a disciplinary neo-liberal

o

pattern o f accumulation.”

The move away from welfare is also located as part o f a broader shift in the 

disenfranchisement o f labour organized by a “ global elite set out to convert the world 

into a single unified fie ld  for global capitalism.” 9 For W illiam  I. Robinson, for example, 

the welfare state came about as a compromise between capital and labour in which labour 

was able to secure concessions which eventually formed the basis o f a Keynesian 

program o f economic management. The transnationalization o f capital since the 1970s, 

however, has slowly eroded the power o f labour to enforce the terms o f this ‘class
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compromise’ and has reorganized the historical relations around which the welfare state 

orbited.

For Cerny, in addition, ‘interpenetrations ’ o f economic processes ushered in over

the past several decades have undermined the integrity o f both the welfare project and the

space in which it was contained. Instead o f being protected from  destabilizing global

processes, the interpenetrations o f an increasingly globalized economy have opened up

domestic economic spaces to a series o f endless interactions and confrontations w ith a

global economic space. As Cerny suggests, the security o f the state is linked to its ability

to compete in increasingly transnationalized economic structures as a kind o f

entrepreneurial actor:

The state is no longer in a position anywhere to pursue the general welfare 
as i f  it  were mainly a domestic problem. As the world economy is 
characterized by increasing interpenetration and the crystallization o f 
transnational markets and structures, the state itse lf is having to act more 
and more like a market player, that shapes its policies to promote, control 
and maximize returns from  market forces in an international setting/ 0

Although important in the ways in which they emphasize the declining currency 

o f welfare, the critical-materialist model tends to sketch this move in somewhat narrow 

terms. A t one level, the focus on ‘retrenchment’ has tended to emphasize the negative, 

and not constructive, aspects o f neo-liberalism. Although critical writers have often 

emphasized the ways in which neo-liberal forces have targeted themselves against 

rationalities o f welfare, they have paid less critical attention to the ways in which neo

liberal projects have often sought to constmct new territories o f government/ 7 As Paul 

du Gay has argued, the move away from welfare has not only been a mode o f critique or 

retraction but has also entailed the development o f new and creative diagrams o f how
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government would work by “ delineating a new set o f ideals and principles for conceiving 

o f and acting upon organizational and personal conduct.” 72

A t another level, critical narratives o f retrenchment also tend to paint the shift 

from welfare as broadly structural episodes. Painted in terms o f the work o f an already- 

formed and coherent category o f ‘capital’ , many o f these accounts locate, im plic itly  or 

explicitly, the retreat from welfare as a function o f structural requirements. These 

accounts (and their language o f crisis, rupture and transformation) also tend to offer 

epochal narratives which often ignore contextual details or historical specificities.

Finally, critical stories o f welfare retrenchment often emphasize a kind o f one

way relationship in which an external set o f (global) economic forces write and establish 

their requirements onto and over a social policy fie ld  that is conceived as somewhat 

passive in its wake. Here the global is conceived as a privileged and creative site, able to 

exert its requirements onto the terrain o f social policy and all o f those forces (welfare 

agencies, non-governmental organizations, local governments) who often seem to exist as 

little  more than ‘transmission belts’ for an implacable global set o f pressures and forces. 

These kinds o f narratives, however, ignore or obscure the multiple sites at which the 

‘reform’ or ‘transformation’ o f welfare has occurred as well as the heterogeneity o f the 

programs and networks which have organized around those m ultiple sites. It is precisely 

such a complex and heterogeneous network which has formed around one o f the most 

quickly growing programs o f ‘welfare reform’ : asset-accumulation social policy.

2 ‘A New Language of Economic Opportunity’: Asset Accumulation Social Policy 

Over the past decade few issues have dominated the domestic American political 

stage in  the way that social security reform has. Although complicated, the
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‘privatization’ debate has entailed a wide range o f proposals including the investment o f 

social security funds in W all Street, the development o f personal investment accounts and 

the deepening o f defined contribution pension funds. For the most vociferous o f critics, 

the privatization o f social security represents the political-economic coronation o f W all 

Street and the forms o f ‘finance capital’ it represents. For Thomas Frank, social security 

privatization can be understood as the singular work o f W all Street designed to augment 

the power o f finance capital and to impose the requirements o f W all Street on American 

political life. The real objective o f the reform o f social security, argues Frank, is “ to 

liquidate what remains o f the welfare state...Social Security privatization is to be the 

trillion-dollar hustle...W ith our Social Security money entrusted to W all Street, its 

priorities w ill become the nation’s priorities.” 75 Figure 46 (The Trillion Dollar Hustle) 

which animates one o f Frank’s articles, conjures many longstanding conceptions o f W all 

Street as that centre o f American economic life  governed by its own greed. In this 

narrative, the reform o f social security reflects the ambitions o f W all Street and the 

‘interests’ it  animates.

On one hand this kind o f argument offers a useful way to signal the private 

interests that are often at stake in many proposals for reform. In addition, these 

arguments also point to a more general trend in which private financial firms often 

discursively relocate (and appropriate) the security once imagined in terms o f social 

security. Although private markets consistently expose everyday populations to greater 

degrees o f risk and uncertainty, the language o f social insurance is often used by 

investment and financial services firms to frame private investments in terms o f the kinds
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Figure 46-The Trillion Dollar Hustle14 

o f safety and security long associated with social security. Figure 47 (We're Picking Up 

Where he Left Off) re-imagines private financial products as a direct articulation o f the 

ethos o f social security. Here, the singular image o f FDR is invoked to translate private 

financial spaces into the language and iconography o f social security.

On the other hand, however, this kind o f sketch paints an overly singular 

conception o f the ambitions and strategies at work in the field o f social security reform.

In this section I  want to review one, more complex line o f ‘welfare reform’ that cannot be 

easily read as a simple expression o f W all Street. The pursuit, since 1988, for an ‘asset- 

based’ accumulation policy has been organized not by the singular agencies o f W all 

Street but by a loose network o f activists, social organizations and social researchers most 

fundamentally committed to forms o f anti-poverty action. In addition, asset-based social
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Figure 47-We ’re Picking Up Where He Left O ff5 

policies situate ‘capital’ not as a macro-structural category or already-existing capacity, 

but as something that could be instrumentalized in the space o f everyday individual 

action.

Assets For the Poor

Much o f the post-war development o f welfare emphasizes income support. 

Organized around social insurance and other defined benefit programs, welfare attempted 

to support or supplement incomes, especially o f the very poor, by directing transfers to 

individuals. “ Income support,”  writes one important commentator, “ has been the signal 

idea o f the Social Welfare State.” 76 Since 1988, however, a range o f activists and social 

researchers have been keen to invert this logic o f welfare and income by promoting an 

asset accumulation social policy. In  contrast to income-support programs, asset based
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policies are designed to provide the technical policies and learning required to encourage 

low-income populations to develop and grow assets. “ A  policy framework that promotes 

assets,”  argue two commentators, “ can be the occasion to transform how we think about 

old problems and to create a new language o f economic opportunity.” /7 This ‘new 

language o f economic opportunity’ which was initiated by Michael Sherraden at 

Washington University w ith his important book Assets and the Poor, is now organized 

w ithin a loose network o f non-governmental organizations, academic centers and policy 

research organizations including the Centre for Social Development, the Centre for 

Enterprise Development, the Institute for Public Policy Research in London and, in the 

Canadian context, Social and Enterprise Development Innovations. The basic objective 

o f the network is to reorganize welfare so that the accumulation o f assets is located at the 

centre o f a renewed form o f social policy. A t one level this movement contends that 

income support, although important in that it provided a basic level o f existence, did not 

provide any mechanism for moving beyond, or to use the language o f investment with 

which asset-based policy is associated, ‘growing out o f poverty. Asset poverty remained 

entrenched w ithin particularly vulnerable communities.

A t another level, however, asset accumulation develops a more complex set o f 

arguments referring to the broader role o f asset ownership in the development and 

instrumentalization o f the self. The promotion o f asset accumulation is, in  these terms, 

often centered around four broad sets o f concerns. First, the accumulation and ownership 

o f assets is often conceived as key to ‘individual development’ and to the ways in which 

individuals can begin to instrumentalize their lives in a more fu ll manner. Ownership o f 

assets is figured as an active quality which allows individuals to develop the skills
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required to manage assets in line with personal goals. The ownership and active 

management o f assets is conceived as both a central way to grow the resources required 

for personal economic growth as well as a critical experience through which the 

capacities and ‘agency’ required to know and improve the self can be developed. 

“Development occurs through asset accumulation and investment,”  Sherraden argues, 

“ without some emphasis on assets people w ill not be given the maximum opportunity to 

realize their potential.” 78

Second, the cultivation o f asset ownership is conceived as a key way to evoke and 

make real the possibilities o f enterprise. The accumulation o f assets introduces welfare 

recipients to the language o f enterprise and to the concepts o f choice and risk-exposure. 

“ Opportunity is seized,”  write two key commentators, “by means o f initiative, enterprise 

and risk ” 79 In more specific terms, however, asset accumulation policies are designed to 

inscribe a certain direct experience o f enterprise. Asset accumulation seeks to bring 

individuals outside o f the circuits o f capital directly into the economic mainstream by 

assuming the ownership o f property. It is this direct experience o f ownership that helps 

develop the capacities required to become an entrepreneur o f the self. By providing a 

direct experience o f ownership, asset-based policy seeks to introduce not only a language 

for but also concrete practices o f enterprise which “ hinge on changes in individual 

behaviour.” 20 Asset-ownership, and the direct experience o f enterprise it  provides, 

encourage the development o f long-term processes o f self-investment and planning. “ We 

say that people have assets,”  writes Sherraden, “ when they accumulate and hold 

resources for the long term...These positive effects include greater long-term thinking
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and planning for the future, increased...investments in oneself, financial products,

property, and enterprise for greater returns.” 27

A  third ambition o f an asset-based social policy centers around a terrain of

‘psychological’ effects ownership and investment are said to trigger. Owning assets (in

the form o f home ownership, personal savings, financial assets, human capital) reworks

the psychological frame w ithin which individuals live their economic practice. The

ownership o f assets “ impacts,”  suggests one study, simply “ on peoples’ psychological

outlook.” 22 Although research is s till being conducted, much o f the argument for asset

accumulation centers around the contention that the ownership o f assets fundamentally

alters the psychology o f economic behaviour. Unlike income support, which rests on a

passive process, the ownership o f assets requires an active form o f management which

triggers a new psychology o f economic motivation and participation. Sherraden, one o f

the few who has coordinated systematic research on the psychological impacts o f asset

development, argues that accumulation embeds the requirements o f enterprise and active

care at the very centre o f the self:

When people begin to accumulate assets, their thinking and behaviour 
changes as well. Accumulating assets leads to important psychological and 
social effects that are not achieved in the same degree by receiving and 
spending an equivalent amount o f regular income. These behavioural 
effects o f asset accumulation are important for household well being. They 
are like ly to include more long range planning, better care o f property, 
increased learning about financial affairs, and increased social and political 
participation.25

A  fourth ambition o f asset accumulation focuses on the relationship between 

assets and social and economic participation. Aimed at reducing economic and social 

marginality at numerous levels, asset ownership is conceived as a key mechanism which 

facilitates participation in economic circuits and, by extension, in social and community
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activities. It is in this way that asset development is specified in relation to citizenship.

As one key commentator suggests, “ possession o f the asset leads to a range o f social 

effects linked to citizenship.” 24 By incorporating ‘marginal’ individuals into mainstream 

financial and economic institutions and by developing the forms o f financial and human 

capital required for individual improvement, asset development deepens forms o f 

participation across social and economic fields.

It is in  this context that asset accumulation policies echo the 

ownership/citizenship rationality explored in Chapters 4 and 5. Like those programs, 

asset accumulation social policy conceives o f the ownership o f property and capital as a 

key aspect o f both individual economic security and forms o f democratic engagement. 

Like the mass investment programs o f the postwar moment, asset accumulation programs 

seek to provide a ‘direct personal stake’ to everyday populations. Unlike those programs, 

however, asset accumulation programs pay particular attention to the ways in which the 

working poor have existed largely outside o f attempts to distribute properly more widely. 

“ This is,”  argues one asset advocate, “ not only about fairness, but about enabling a ll 

Americans to become stronger and more productive citizens. Thomas Jefferson was 

essentially correct about the positive effects o f property holding. It is time to expand this 

vision to include the entire population.” 25

Like the programs reviewed in  Chapters 4 and 5, in addition, the ambitions o f 

asset-accumulation social policy are not only abstract, but are attempts to develop 

practical forms o f conduct and practice. Like the M onthly Investment Plan o f the NYSE 

programs and the shareholder action guidebooks o f SRI, asset based social policy rely on 

a particular technology: Individual Development Accounts.
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Individual Development Accounts: Instrumentalizing Assets for the Self

A t the centre o f proposals for asset accumulation is a relatively simple technology 

designed to structure self-investment and capital accumulation. This technology, the 

Individual Development Account (IDA), is a standard savings account held individually 

by participants in asset accumulation programs. Deposits to each individual account, 

managed by a local financial institution or credit union, are matched at some ratio 

(usually 2:1), regardless o f in itia l deposit, by grants provided by public funds or some 

mixture o f funding from  public, philanthropic or private sources. Withdrawals from the 

accounts are authorized only for various approved purposes: home ownership, post

secondary education (or ‘human capital’ investments), micro-enterprise investments

(including equipment fo r small business development) or, in some cases, retirement

——

requirements. By constraining withdrawals, Individual Development Accounts (IDAs) 

attempt a delicate, i f  perhaps unachievable, balance between a certain form o f individual 

freedom and a paternalistic scepticism regarding the capacities o f the working poor to 

assume the fu ll repertoire o f techniques o f self-government.

As a well-defined technology, ED As both open and close o ff space for individual 

action. On one hand, IDAs provide incentives fo r the accumulation o f assets among 

those who are asset-poor. On the other hand, IDAs also impose regulated fields o f 

constraints which channel ‘investment’ in  only a few approved directions. Although it 

governs through a form o f individual self-governance, it  addresses that self-governance in 

paternalistic terms.

As a technology designed to enlist marginalized populations into mainstream 

financial and investment practices, the EDA is both calculative and instructional. It
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allows individuals to calculate the value and progress o f incremental savings and to learn 

the strategies required to maximize those savings. IDAs format and reinforce asset 

development in a range o f straight-forward ways: by providing an incentive-driven 

mechanism to encourage savings; by allowing individuals or program personnel to set 

easily defined savings targets; by asking individuals to assess and calculate regular 

‘progress’ by providing feedback in a codified system o f regular statements; by 

encouraging a program o f regular and regulated saving by requiring monthly deposits; by 

curbing temptations to withdraw by emphasizing the costs o f not maximizing matching 

grants; and by providing a kind o f basic experience o f investment through matching 

funds which result in the regular and automatic growth o f savings beyond deposited 

inputs.27 This matching fund ‘return’ provides a kind o f basic, i f  relatively safe, 

experience o f ‘investment’ in the gradual growth in assets. IDAs are also a technology 

often explicitly connected to programs o f financial education. Eager to address what 

advocates perceive as “ low levels o f financial capability” , asset accumulation programs 

often require participants to complete a financial education course before they can hold 

an individual development account which qualifies for matching grants. A t one level, 

financial education seeks to provide the advice and analysis required to ensure that IDAs 

are used effectively as a way to move into the economic mainstream. Those enrolled in 

EDA financial education programs, in the words o f one training manual, “ w ill learn 

through active participation in a financial product about key financial concepts, the 

benefits o f saving, how to deal w ith financial institutions and manage financial products, 

and improve financial planning.” 28
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As a technology, IDAs offer a particular resolution o f a tension that seems to 

confront most o f the programs o f popular finance: a tension between, on one hand, a 

concern to promote and facilitate a certain kind o f individual freedom, and, on the other 

hand, a set o f paternalistic assumptions regarding the popular classes and their perceived 

inabilities to govern the self in a responsible manner. As a particular resolution o f this 

tension, ED As both organize themselves as a mechanism for individual freedom by 

allowing forms o f individual choice in the determination o f saving deposits and the use of 

funds, and exert a kind o f coercive set o f constraints on the dispersal o f matching funds 

and on a tightly constrained lis t o f ‘approved’ uses for accrued savings. .

A t another level, financial education is quite often geared toward the realization 

o f the self. Figure 48 {Finding Our Path) is the front piece to a financial literacy 

initiative developed by the Centre for Enterprise Development and the National 

Endowment for Financial Education to ensure a consistent and simple approach across 

different experiments and demonstrations. It asks participants, literally requiring 

participants to sign a contract before continuing, to commit to a broad process o f 

connecting the practices o f saving in IDAs w ith the broader requirements o f self 

realization. It resonates w ith what one financial literacy guide refers to as the ability to 

‘invest in yourself not only to build assets but “ in order to reach the goals you have set 

for yourself.”  “ EDAs,”  the guide tells its students, are a “ Great Example o f Investing in 

Yourself.. .a special savings account and one o f the best ways to help you build assets”  

and realize broader personal goals and ambitions.

As an attempt to incorporate the working poor into the financial mainstream, asset 

accumulation programs exist w ithin a broader set o f American organizations such as
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How to Use This Book
i'Vttdmt,’ Paths to  P rosperity  is d e s i r e d  to  be m itractive. 
T hat m eans there  a rc  places w here you  are  asked  ro 
respond to  questions ab o u t your goals, d ream s, values, o r 
money habits. W e have left spaces fo r you to  w rite your 
answ ers. Som etim es w riting  things do w n  helps us focus. It 
causes us to  rake som e tim e an d  reflect on  w here w e are 
now  and  w here weM like ro  be in th e  fu ture . It can help 
us set goals. It can  help us find o u r path .

Exercises in th e  b onk  wilt ask you to  an sw er questions, 
jol d ow n  ideas, o r  figure o u t y o u r incom e, expenses, 
a n d  budgeting . As you m ove th ro u g h  each top ic, y o u r 
IDA ad m in is tra to r  o r fac ilita to r m ay have o th e r h a n d 
ou ts am i w orksheets. T h e  handou ts  an d  w orksheets will 
help you learn m o re  ab o u t the top ics covered  in this 
l>ook. (If you  a re  using  th is  Ixxik on  y o u r o w n , n o t in a 
train ing  co u rse , be su re  to  let y o u r IDA ad m in is tra to r o r  
faciliraror help  you rake advantage o f  h an d o u ts , w o rk 
sheets an d  in fo rm a tio n  sources no t co n ta in ed  in this 
book.) II’ you a re  no t cu rren tly  part o f  an  IDA program , 
h an d o u ts  a rc  ava ilab le  a t  w w w .idauetw ork .o rg .

You m ay have questions ab o u t som e w ays to  m anage 
m oney, an d  you  m ay have answ ers to  questions that o ther 
people ask. O r, yo u r peers could share success stories 
w ith  th e  g ro u p . If w e d o  som e listening an d  som e sharing 
o f m oney skills, each o f  us can learn m ore  quickly. After 
all, th a t's  w hy w e 're  here— to  learn ho w  to  build a 
stronger financial life.

So let's get starred. W rite your nam e in the space heliiw and 
n u k e  a com m itm ent now  to  begin y o u r path to  prosperity’.

m

■ I __________________________
commit m yself to better 

personal financial management.

Figure 48-Finding Our Path30 

Fannie Mae, committed to more accessible and democratic financial practices. The 

Fannie Mac instrument (see Figure 49 Every Day Freddie Mac Brings Wall Street to 

Main Street) is a novel mortgage-based financial instrument which both brings a wider 

group o f Americans into contact w ith the financial practices o f W all Street and opens up 

the opportunity fo r home ownership to working class families.
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? /Figure 49-Every Day Freddie Mac Brings Wall Street to Main Street 

Most recent attempts to encourage asset ownership, however, have been forged 

not in the name o f the poor, but for those who exist at wealthier positions in American 

economic life. Most western countries have pursued asset-development policies since the 

1970s, but have done so by developing a dense layer o f policies (mainly tax expenditures: 

tax refunds, deferred tax mechanisms, mortgage deductibility allowances) specifically 

targeted toward high-income earners. Most o f these measures (including American 401k 

plans and Canadian Registered Retirement Savings Plans) are deeply regressive tax 

expenditures which disproportionately reward those w ith higher incomes or large 

amounts o f existing assets. As Sherraden notes in his testimony to the President’s 

Commission to Strengthen Social Security “ it is uncommon to encounter a new or
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expanding system o f social insurance, but common to find a new or expanding policy 

based on asset accounts...Unfortunately, the shift to asset accounts is considerably 

regressive...[and] benefits the poor little  or not at a ll.” 32 This trend, both rewards those 

who already own assets and deepens existing income and asset inequalities.

By establishing mechanisms which reinforce asset inequality, recent policy 

trends work against the broad thrust o f the ownership/citizenship rationality in which the 

dispersal o f property and ownership— and not i ts concentration— is key to effective forms 

o f democratic life. It is in this context that enthusiasts o f IDAs have most consistently 

framed their project for an asset-based social policy as a program explicitly committed to 

the alleviation o f poverty. Anti-poverty advocates have pushed for an asset development 

policy organized explicitly for poor and working class Americans. “Poor people,”  one 

writer suggests, “ like others, should have structured opportunities and incentives to save 

and accumulate assets. Any public policy that is based on individual asset accounts 

should include the poor and provide progressive matching deposits.” 33

This concern w ith poverty is also a deep concern w ith the capacities and ‘agency’ 

o f poor. Not already existing, the individual capacities required to develop assets need to 

be mobilized in asset development programs. In turn, the research generated by 

demonstration projects uncovers and documents these capacities. Analyzing the role o f 

financial education, the precise impact o f various matching ratios on saving performance, 

and other technical aspects o f IDAs, the demonstration projects generate research which 

confirms the basic agency the poor could develop in response to various institutional or 

technical factors. This agency is perhaps best represented in persistent claims in ID A 

research that the ‘poor can save’. Much ID A  research targets itse lf against a long
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tradition o f social science research which has claimed that the poor cannot save, lack 

psychological motivations and are, in general, disinclined to accumulate assets. “The 

poor,”  Michael Sherraden notes, summarizing the research, “ can save, increase financial 

knowledge, set targets, provide feedback, create norms, [and] boost future orientation.” 34 

This research conclusion cannot evade tension, however, between a language o f 

individual self-development and a fie ld o f constraints designed to discipline ‘wrong’ 

individual choices. This is a tension, then, between choice and constraint, and between 

an image o f the capable poor and the misguided poor. Clearly designed in part to provide 

justification for the future expansion o f asset programs (the ‘move to scale’ ), the research 

also confirms and uncovers the basic kind o f capacity and agency among the poor that the 

ID A  requires and promotes. EDA research litera lly discovers a particular, i f  highly 

regulated, form o f agency required to accumulate little  forms o f capital. This is a form o f 

agency, however, that also moves outward, so to speak, and becomes connected to a 

broader image o f the economy and a new economic territory o f flows and mobilities.

3 Diagramming the Social Investment Economy

Like the programs reviewed in Chapters 4 and 5, the individual practices 

promoted in asset-accumulation programs are conceived at the centre not only o f 

individual life  but also o f an economy in which it  seeks to locate those practices. In 

contrast to the critical-materialist model which often depicts a one-way process in  which 

global forces determine the overarching context for welfare reform, asset accumulation 

programs actively diagram a new global economic field. Asset accumulation programs 

locate the enterprising individuals they seek to provoke w ithin a novel sense o f the
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economic, and, in doing so, help to make this broader sense o f the economic real. This

new economy is a space that like its enterprising subjects is global, mobile and flexible.

From a ‘Mass’ to an Investment Economy

The postwar programs reviewed in Chapter 4 were organized around a particular

economic ambition which attempted to locate investing citizens w ithin a broader mass

economy. Borrowing the language o f Fordism, these campaigns cultivated investment

among working class Americans in terms o f a system o f mass production. In this

program, mass investment is part o f a system capable o f satisfying mass needs defined as

the generic and categorical-mass-objects which make life  ‘convenient and pleasant’ :

For only through the dollars o f America’ s investors is mass production 
possible.. .bringing to the American people the goods and services which 
make life  convenient and pleasant, giving them the means to obtain these 
things and the leisure to enjoy them. Only through mass investment has it 
been possible to build the nation’s great industrial system-producer o f 
goods, maker o f jobs, creator o f wealth. And it is mass investment which 
is daily broadening the ownership o f industry.55

The mass society provided single categorical solutions (for example income 

support) and imagined a mass o f individuals who possess generic needs and 

requirements. Predictable and stable, the productivity o f industrial production (based on 

mass low -skill labour) was harnessed in order to fund programs o f income support. A ll 

o f this imagines, according to advocates o f asset accumulation, a society and economy 

composed o f stable and rig id  fields. “ The industrial era,”  Sherraden argues, “ has been a 

‘mass’ era. We have assumed that mass society can be sustained in low -skill 

employment that is essentially stable over the long term...In the industrial era, the basic 

idea o f domestic policy has been to have an industrial economy that is productive enough
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so that it  can be taxed to provide income...social insurance [was] the dominant 

mechanism...” 36

In contrast, programs o f asset accumulation assert a ‘social investment economy’ 

based on individual accumulation and engagement. “What we are witnessing,”  Michael 

Sherraden summarizes, “ [is] a transition from a Social Welfare State to a Social 

Investment State”  and an investment economy. The investment economy is

diagrammed as an individualized economy populated not by a mass o f generic citizens 

but by individuals w ith highly specialized needs and capabilities. Asset accumulation is 

conceived as a practice by which the economy as a whole can respond more fu lly  to 

individual requirements and with which individuals can pursue their own needs.

Picturing both individuals and economies as essentially flu id , asset accumulation policies 

sketch an economic terrain criss-crossed by an infin ite  variety o f individual paths. 

“ Individual accounts,”  one advocate suggests, “ w ill better f it  the emerging...economy, 

enabling people to navigate more individualized courses in  the more specialized and 

fluid...[economies] that are like ly to characterize the twenty-first century.” 38 Social 

policy, in turn, is also individualized in this kind o f economy. Not organized as a generic 

set o f programs designed to address a faceless mass, social policy in  the form o f asset 

accumulation allows individuals to manage their own ‘social policy’ . “ In effect,”  one 

w riter suggests, “ people w ill require greater control in making their own ‘social policy’ 

decisions...Asset accounts are better suited for these conditions.”

This social investment economy is sketched in asset accumulation discourses by 

marking itse lf o ff from the mass economy through five key shifts. First, the investment 

economy is located at the centre o f a shift from a national to a globalized economic
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space. The mass economy o f the post-war period was constructed around national 

spaces. “ Economies and labor markets,”  one w riter suggests in reference to the mass 

economy, were “ essentially closed and tied to nation states. Therefore it...[made] sense 

to think exclusively in terms o f national social policies that serve a nation’s 

population.” 40 By contrast, the economy imagined at the centre o f asset-accumulation 

programs is a global economy traversed by an increasingly dense set o f flows. These 

flows disrupt the economic coherence o f national policy spaces and undermine the 

possibility for any strictly national policy. “There are,”  writes one advocate, “ national 

boundary problems in an increasingly global economy.” 47

It is this context that one o f the key objectives o f asset-based policies is the 

creation o f portable accounts which can facilitate the individual m obility o f workers 

within flu id  and globalized labour markets. Many asset advocates are keen to explore the 

ways in which a ‘move to scale’ (i.e. the development o f a universal asset account 

programs) could also entail provisions for portability facilitating a broader m obility 

across global space. Asset accumulation could contribute to a rise in the influence o f 

transnational ties— economic, social, and political...[and to] greater geographic m obility 

o f workers, including m obility across national borders.” 42

Second, the social investment economy is imagined as occupying is a shift from a 

fixed to a flexible regime o f economic government. The mass economy, and its concern 

with welfare and income support, existed as a productive but rigid system in which 

production was organized as a series o f predictable long-runs involving relatively fixed 

chains o f supply and distribution. The systematic mass economy also rested upon an 

assumption about the relative stability o f a mass o f low-wage workers. The investment
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economy is sketched, in contrast, as a flexible space characterized by relatively flu id

relationships. Assets are depicted as key to the ways in which individuals exist in a

mobile and flu id  economy. “ Assets,”  confirms one writer, “ have become a regular part

o f our economic culture...This reflects the changing nature o f aspiration. We live in a

more dynamic and mobile economy.” 43

For advocates o f asset accumulation, the labour markets o f the new economy are,

unlike the stable systems o f mass production, characterized by constant flux. Asset

accumulation is a key mechanism with which flu id  labour markets can be navigated.

‘Investment’ serves as a key metaphor for a system which allows individuals to control

their own economic and work life  in labour markets which require flex ib ility . Asset

accounts allow greater individual control and investment throughout the life  course.

Control, flex ib ility , portability, and life-long investment are like ly  to be more important

in information era labour markets.” 44 As Sherraden has argued, asset accumulation

policies have been promoted is an economic context in which the fix ity  o f the mass

society has disappeared. This is an economic terrain characterized by:

less mass employment w ith more specialization and production by small 
firms; less stable employment w ith more temporary work and frequent job 
change... more workers who are essentially entrepreneurs selling their 
talents in the market place...work life  not as rig id ly confined...[and] 
individuals and households in more divergent circumstances w ith many 
divergent ‘needs’ as opposed to mass needs defined by mass labor 
markets.45

Third, asset accumulation discourses describe a shift from  the organizing logic o f 

production to culture. According to this formulation, the mass economy was one 

characterized by the definitive force o f productive capital and mass production. The new 

economy o f asset accumulation, by contrast, orbits around ‘cultural’ practices or
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processes: information technologies, the manipulation o f images and symbols or

economies o f design. In this view, the investment economy is also an information

economy reliant on the management o f information in contrast to the concrete productive

energies at the core o f the mass economy. “ The global information age is upon us,”

argue Jarboe and Cohon:

and the practice o f economic development must adapt to this new 
environment.. .The key inputs today are both formal knowledge/information and 
informal tacit knowledge that is embedded in skills and worker experience. This 
shift changes the skills and...assets required for economic activity.46

Fourth, the asset accumulation economy is described in terms o f a move towards

more direct modes o f competition. A t one level, asset accounts invoke a kind of

intensified individual competition in  which citizens are exposed to mainstream economic

spaces and the competitive pressures those spaces generate. A t another level, however,

these programs foreground a different notion o f competition in terms o f the economy as a

whole. In contrast to a self-contained system o f national economic management, the

investment economy is required to thrive in the context o f a competitive external

environment. This involves a redefinition o f national economic security not as a question

o f internal systematisation but o f efficient competition in an open global space. As Paul

du Gay suggests, this is an image o f national economic security in which “ nation states

embedded in (what is represented as) an increasingly competitive global market and

hence exposed to (what are represented as) supra-nationally ungovernable economic

forces are encouraged to guarantee their survival through devolving responsibility for the

‘economy’ to ‘the market’ .” 47

Asset accumulation is depicted as central to ways in which individuals equip

themselves w ith the human financial capital and w ith the entrepreneurial capacities
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required to make them, and the nations they inhabit, competitive in a global context.

Only by securing the deepest development o f its individuals can nations compete in a 

global economy. “ Increasingly, it w ill be important to develop to the fullest possible 

extent the talents and skills o f a ll members o f society. Nations that fa il to do so w ill not 

compete well in the global economy. Thus, active progressive principles are required for 

inclusion o f the entire population in social development and economic growth.” 48 

Fifth, the investment economy animates a shift from a predictable political- 

economy to one permeated by a culture o f risk. The mass economy which nurtured 

income support and welfare was, according to this view, a predictable and fixed structure. 

By contrast the new economy is an essentially risky space. Both the exposure to a global 

economic context and the immersion in flu id  labour markets have intensified the kinds o f 

risks to which both individuals and nations are exposed. Risk exists as an inescapable 

and permanent condition. As one consulting firm  puts it, the new economy is 

characterized by a “ pervasive sense o f uncertainty and instability... [which] calls for 

forward-looking welfare strategies that anticipate new points o f risk and provide people 

w ith the sk ills ...to  successfully make the...transitions that are now required.” 49

In these terms, asset accumulation programs locate themselves at the centre o f a 

shift from  a mass to a social investment economy. In depicting this shift, there is a kind 

o f simultaneity between the attempts to develop the individual practices— tools— o f asset 

accumulation and to sketch the investment economy in which advocates seek to situate 

those practices. “ The economy,”  w rite two key figures, “ has changed, and w ith it, so 

must the tools fo r social and economic security. The economy is turbulent, global,
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entrepreneurial, and information driven. To survive and flourish, individuals and families 

need a base o f assets they can invest to enter and navigate the economic mainstream.” 50 

The ways in which this shift is sketched, however, relies upon an epochal notion 

o f change. Figured, in some ways, as occupying a definitively new terrain, the social 

investment economy is established through a series o f oppositions w ith the earlier mass 

economy: ‘mass’ vs. ‘individualized’ , ‘fixed/rigid’ vs. ‘flu id /flexib le ’ , ‘national’ vs. 

‘global’ , ‘predictable’ vs. ‘risky’ and ‘socialized’ vs. ‘competitive’ . Although clearly 

invoked as a strategic gesture designed to promote asset accumulation social policies to 

various audiences (both political parties, public and private funding sources, an 

international network o f partners) this epochal language also obscures the more complex 

ways in which asset development programs occupy a fa irly  complicated economic 

territory. Epochal accounts can obscure some o f the traces o f earlier forms o f economic 

governance that asset accumulation programs creatively re/assemble. As L iz McFall 

suggests, epochal analysis often “ renders crucial contextual details insignificant, 

unremarkable and ultimately invisible.” 51

As Timothy M itchell has suggested, attempts to imagine the economy as a precise 

and calculable category can never attain the far-reaching claims o f their representations. 

“ The constraints, understandings and powers that frame the economic act, and the 

economy as a whole, and thus make the economy possible,”  argues M itchell, “ at the same 

time render it incomplete...the frame or border o f the economy is not a line on a map, but 

a horizon that at every point opens up into other territories.” 52 One territory the social 

investment economy occupies, and a territory that may not be fu lly  apparent in its own 

epochal self-image, is its creative attempt to rework the language and practice o f the
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‘social’ . Unlike the mainstream world o f personal finance (see Figure 3) which is 

increasingly situated w ithin fu lly  privatised and individualized mechanisms, asset 

accumulation programs occupy a much more complex rationality o f economic security 

and ‘social’ life. The economy diagrammed in asset accumulation programs is never 

completely closed from the territories o f the social economy.

Although a highly individualized space, the investment economy invokes the 

social in a number o f ways. A t one level, the language of the social frames a form o f 

social solidarity with the poor and an exp lic itly social concern for the long-term 

development o f the poor. Neither does the individual retreat into her own life. Individual 

security is situated w ithin a broader social setting concerned not only w ith individual 

well-being but also, and simultaneously, the health o f the social whole. Perhaps most 

importantly, however, the social is invoked in terms o f the individualized practices 

critical to social and economic participation/engagement. The social refers, in this 

context, to all o f the practices, learning and techniques w ith which those who exist 

outside o f the financial mainstream can participate effectively in  economic life . Asset 

accumulation and its concern, above all else, w ith the question o f participation and 

engagement, is organized around a social language o f ‘society’ , ‘social inclusion’ and 

‘social capital’ to stress the role o f asset policies not only in an individualized economic 

space but in an inclusive social economy. “ The new economy,”  writes one advocate, “ is 

placing a premium on asset accumulation. This is a new benchmark against which the 

notion o f social inclusion needs to be measured. A  good society has each o f its citizens 

actively participating in the benefits o f financial, human and social capital. The purpose 

o f a modernised welfare state should be to assist this process.” 55
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In these terms the economy imagined in asset accumulation policies does not 

correspond well to any simple set o f oppositions between state/market or 

social/competition. Rather, it occupies what James Midgley has referred to as a 

‘developmentalist’ position. This, according to Midgley, is a formulation o f social policy 

which cannot be easily placed exclusively on either side of a state/market divide. 

‘Developmentalist’ positions invoke “ a repertoire o f 'social investment' interventions that 

enhance human capabilities and foster economic part icipat ion. In this formulation the

economy is conceived neither as a site neatly separate from the social (as in the case o f 

‘welfare’) nor as a site organized only around the logic o f the market. Rather, the 

developmentalist or social investment economy mobilizes social interventions as a way 

o f directly encouraging the capacities required to participate in economic life. This 

sketches a direct relationship between an active social policy and the terrain o f the 

economic itself. Social interventions and social investment measures act upon the 

economic in a direct manner by creating the basic conditions for successful participation 

in economic, and by extension, political life . The social is not a bounded site separate 

from  the economy. Rather the social exists as a kind o f penetration o f the economic and 

as a key repertoire o f mechanisms which help shape the economy directly as an open and 

inclusive site:

The asset approach.. .views assets as an integral part o f an overall 
development strategy that seeks to raise incomes and standards o f liv ing  for 
a ll... [and] gives expression to the interventionism o f developmental 
thinking. Advocates o f asset programs do not propose that low-income 
people acquire assets through their own efforts or through market 
mechanisms [alone], but require that they be actively encouraged and 
supported in tangible ways by government and other agencies.55
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Asset accumulation programs are interventions not only into the practices by 

which the poor and working poor govern themselves, but also into the very economy in 

which those selves exist. Although asset accumulation policies mobilize a language 

central to neo-liberal conceptions o f self and citizenship (an economy o f flows, 

mobilities, enterprise, individualized security) it actually occupies a complex terrain. 

Asset advocates and experts imagine a social investment economy organized around a 

whole infrastructure o f ‘social’ practices designed to provoke effective forms o f 

citizenship and participation among those populations most ‘marginal’ from economic

j

and political spaces. In these terms, asset accumulation, and the rationality o f property 

ownership/citizenship it occupies, is criss-crossed not by single but by multiple lines of 

force.

Conclusion: Capital, Property and Social Economy

The relationship between global political-economic change, enterprise and capital 

is complex. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 have highlighted the multiple ways in which a broad 

rationality connecting the ownership o f capital w ith active forms o f economic citizenship 

and democratic practice has been used in 3 separate American contexts over the past sixty 

years. Chapters 5 and 6, by extension, have reviewed the heterogeneous ways in which 

capital and ‘popular proprietorship’ occupies spaces in our globalized and neo-liberal 

present. One way in which the critical-materialist model commonly maps the globalized 

present is by drawing a line o f determination between capital as a macro-structural force 

and the very contours o f social, political and economic life . In this map, capital exists as 

a structural category connected to a special social force which exercises a decisive 

authority over the process o f economic restructuring. In G ill’s language, this process is a
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constitutional project in which ‘large holders o f capital’ seek to impose their ‘universal’

discipline and subordinate public policy to the ‘effective’ sovereign o f large capital:

Neo-liberal notions...are connected to the ideas, institutions and material 
potential o f the dominant elements in c iv il society (large holders o f 
property)...new constitutionalism locks in...unequal representation...its 
political economy corresponds to the effort to construct politically...a 
market society on a world scale, a universal system under the discipline o f 
capital...new constitutionalism legitimates and locks in the power gains o f 
the propertied (capital)...Public policy is thus made subordinate to 
dominant elements in c iv il society...In this project... the dominant political 
subject— or the effective sovereign— of the new constitutionalism is the 
investor, or the holder o f large private property rights (capital).56

As a strategic device, this kind o f critical political economy is a useful gesture 

against some o f the most disturbing imbalances and inequalities that have been central to 

neo-liberal forms o f political-economic restructuring.57 A t another level, however, this 

kind o f map o f globalization offers an overly narrow conception o f capital. It sketches 

capital as a special and overly-coherent category w ith its own identifiable reach. In 

addition, this kind o f analysis conceives o f capital as an unambiguous expression o f a 

small and codified social force (financial capital or sometimes, more broadly, the trans

national managerial elite) which is essentially separate from  popular social forces over 

which it exercises power and from which it is external.

Capital, as Chapters 4-6 in particular emphasize, has not often been as narrowly 

constituted as this critical image suggests. These chapters have reviewed three 

heterogeneous instances o f an American rationality o f economic governance that 

systematically links property ownership w ith an active form o f economic engagement 

and citizenship. The projects and networks committed to asset accumulation, like those 

programs reviewed in Chapters 4 and 5, chart ‘capital’ not as an already existing entity 

but as a category deeply implicated in and internal to everyday practice and ‘culture’ .
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Asset accumulation projects seek, precisely, to incorporate everyday populations inside 

o f the space o f capital; a question, argues Boshara o f “ pulling people into the financial 

mainstream.” 55

In addition, the programs reviewed in Chapters 4-6 operate not in the name or 

interests o f a codified historical bloc or financial interests, but as gestures animated 

around diverse networks and objectives. As reviewed in this chapter, asset accumulation 

programs cohere around a complex network o f social researchers, academics and anti

poverty organizations.

Finally, asset accumulation programs organize a form o f capital not as an already- 

existing category, but rather as a practice made real and instrumentalized by ourselves in 

the name o f our own security, ethics, choice or self-realization. Capital, in these 

formulations, is not only a category animated by a global disciplinary logic, but is 

something in which we implicate ourselves in  the pursuit o f our own agency and desire.

Chapter 5 and 6, in  particular, have paid attention to the ways in which this 

property/citizenship rationality has become bound up in particular i f  heterogeneous 

conceptions o f global political or economic space. The emergence o f a new economy 

more attuned to the importance o f globalized flows and mobilities has neither been an 

automatic nor a singular project, but has been productively pursued by a range of 

networks and ‘interests’ . S im ilarly attempts to install ‘enterprise’ at the centre of this 

emerging economy has not been pursued in a singular manner, but has been picked up 

and shaped by a range o f actors in the name o f diverse goals and ambitions. The main 

point o f these two chapters has been to foreground two o f these heterogeneous lines—  

SRI and asset accumulation— which have sought an ethical relation to the self and other
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or a set o f entrepreneurial practices, as the basis o f a new global economic or political 

affiliations. These attempts to pursue both a cosmopolitan relation to the world or a 

social investment economy do not rest on simple appeals to a ‘disciplinary neo

liberalism ’ . Rather these are projects deeply concerned w ith a range o f complex political, 

economic and cultural terrains: ethical self-governance, cosmopolitanism, social 

integration, human capital and inclusion.

This is not to suggest, by way o f conclusion, that projects o f enterprise, 

investment or capital accumulation should be exempt from the lines o f critique developed 

by the critical-materialist model. Rather, this is to argue fo r a more situated kind o f 

critique that locates these programs not in singular terms, but w ithin the heterogeneous 

conditions in which they operate. As M itchell argues, developing analyses that reify 

capital as a kind o f singular site, attribute to that category a coherence and power it could 

not possess. This can contribute to lines o f analysis in which the economic (and 

financial) worlds are mystified and in which the economy is charted as an immovable 

kind o f space. “ By homogenizing contemporary politics into ineluctable and universal 

logics o f capitalist globalization,”  argues M itchell, “ we attribute to .. .the market, to 

capital, or to globalization a coherence, energy and rationality that they could never 

otherwise claim.” 59 Read in  no singular manner, the programs reviewed in Chapters 4-6 

(share-ownership, SRI, asset accumulation) do, on one hand, offer a conception in which 

political and democratic life  is conflated or lim ited to individualized modes o f being.

The ‘direct personal stake’ sought by the NYSE and the form o f ‘social responsibility’ 

diagrammed in SRI both, in their own way, equate or connect democratic practice with 

the accumulation o f capital and the exercise o f ownership. The ‘privatized’ conception o f
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social policy reviewed in this chapter, in addition, reframes much o f social policy 

intervention in terms o f the instrumental power o f capital accumulation. In these ways, 

these programs occupy lines o f affin ity w ith neo-liberal conceptions o f self and economic 

government and invoke narrow ( ‘private’) forms o f citizenship and c iv il life. A t the 

same time, on the other hand, these programs mobilize ownership and democratic 

practice across wider canvases than these individualized conceptions o f self and 

citizenship imply. The programs reviewed in Chapters 5 and 6, in particular, connect 

everyday capital to diverse projects which entail broader commitments beyond the space 

o f individualized action. SRI seeks to locate individuals w ithin a cosmopolitan world 

while asset accumulation pursues a form of enterprise in terms o f anti-poverty and social 

integration. These are lines o f contact to which critical and progressive voices need to 

pay meaningful attention.

It is through these kinds o f situated critiques that we can perhaps begin to 

conceive o f the economy as a site constructed (and re-workable) not in  terms o f a 

‘singular anchorage’ or single social force, but in terms o f a diverse and heterogeneous 

set o f spaces, sites and projects organized in the name o f often complex and even 

contradictory objectives, goals and practices.
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Conclusion: Toward a Cultural Economy of Popular and Global Finance

W riting in 1866, at a moment when the lexicon o f a distinctively American 

language o f political economy was being worked out, Amasa Walker crafted his 

influential The Science of Wealth: A Manual of Political Economy. What is striking 

about the Manual is the way in which it figures its central protagonist— capital— in a 

vocabulary which relies, in seemingly equal measure, on both clarity and anxiety. On 

one hand, mobilizing a common metaphor (see Introduction), capital is conceived as an 

element o f nature and as something as deeply inbuilt to the world as its natural 

topography. Capital exists as something natural and given in the landscape— the basic 

structure upon which the rest o f the natural world (its flora, fauna and watercourses) are 

shaped. On the other hand, however, Walker’s discussion also reveals a kind o f anxiety 

about capital and its basic force. The attempts to classify categories even as resolutely 

natural as capital are subject, Walker admits, to irksome ambiguities. In Walker words, 

the ‘general in te llig ib ility ’ o f capital is unquestioned. Yet, it  nonetheless is questioned by 

those who can find a spot to distrust even the ‘impassable boundaries’ o f such a natural 

category:

...there is much o f the wealth o f the world which it is d ifficu lt to classify 
whether as capital or not...There are many such principles in political 
economy, the general direction and character o f which cannot be 
intelligently doubted, yet in whose particular applications we find 
difficulties and apparent contradictions; just as the mountain-ranges stretch 
across the continent, unmistakable in their great course, shedding the 
waters o f one slope to the east and o f the other to the west, making clear 
separation between the Flora and Fauna o f the adjacent countries, and 
forming impassable boundaries o f empire, yet are occasionally interrupted 
by one cause or twisted away by another, so that we find peaks here and 
there, which a little  critic can take his stand upon, and deny the geography 
o f the hemisphere.1

Walker paints a striking, i f  idiosyncratic image. Despite its ‘impassable boundaries’ , 

capital can s till be subject to interruptions or twists and is not something as given as the
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‘geography o f the hemisphere’ but, rather, an essentially contested concept. Although 

Walker’s outlines a grandiose sketch, this project has, nonetheless, attempted to situate 

itse lf in some o f the possibility that Walker’s anxiety underscores. One critical strategy, 

and one not often gestured at in the critical-materialist model, is hinted at in Walker’s 

concerns about the postures o f the ‘little  critic ’ . This image o f the ‘little  critic ’ prefigures 

a critical gesture which depicts not so much the coherence and natural flows o f capital, 

but, precisely the places where its incoherences can be made visible. It  is this kind o f 

critical gesture, o f a genealogy o f capital, that this project, in its own lim ited way, has 

sought to develop. It has developed this critical gesture not so much by seeking out a 

location above or outside o f the world it seeks to analyse (a ‘peak’ upon which ‘a little  

c ritic ’ can stand). But, rather, this project has tried to develop its genealogy o f capital by 

paying attention to the ‘interruptions’ and twists and to the places where capital could be 

seen as something other than the ‘geography o f the hemisphere’ . A genealogy sits at the 

crevice not so much to speak against what is perceived as the ‘geography o f the 

hemisphere’ , but to ask about what interruptions and twists were faced and confronted as 

this geography itse lf was formed.

To accomplish this kind o f critical genealogy, this project has argued that one way 

in which the capital can be ‘interrupted’ is by examining the cultures o f popular finance. 

In both historical and contemporary contexts, however, the dominant critical images of 

these cultures o f popular finance have emphasized their role in macro-structural episodes 

o f change. For the critical-materialist model, popular finance is often conceived, either 

directly or in more subtle ways, as an extension o f a broader or more ‘real’ set o f interests 

or objectives, or a subset o f a more fundamental or sinister form o f capital. Adam 

Harmes, for example, has described a ‘mass investment culture’ which “ can be said to 

represent the mass marketing o f the structures and processes o f global finance itself.”

For Harmes, this ‘culture’ is prim arily an ideological device which reifies the interests o f
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capital. Drawing on a conception o f ideology as a process by which the interests o f the 

working class become mystified, Harmes reads popular finance as a mechanism which 

promotes the interests o f ‘global finance’ by encouraging the working class to identify 

w ith the interests o f financial capital, often in ways which directly work against its own 

intrinsic interest. In Harmes’ terms mass investment culture is “ serving to reinforce neo

liberal ideology by creating the appearance o f a material link  between the interests of 

workers and those o f financial capital.” 3

This ideological reading o f popular finance is a trace o f a much longer line o f 

critique. Most commonly this kind o f critique sketches popular finance as a mechanism 

which (purposely or in more subtle ways) serves both to promote capitalist norms and to 

appropriate the capital o f working class populations. The vampire-images developed by 

Marx in Volume 2 o f Capital and in the Grundrisse (see Introduction) s till often form a 

key image w ith which this critique is sketched. Capital, implored Marx, is ‘dead labour’ 

that “ vampire-like, only lives by sucking liv ing  labour.” 4 Tom Tomorrow, one o f the 

most persistent and effective critics o f the New Economy, fo r example, has consistently 

framed appeals to popular finance in the 1990s in these terms as a kind o f ideological 

device designed to generalize the interests o f W all Street among working and middle 

classes and to expropriate the capital o f those classes. Figure 50 (Small Investors) 

mobilizes the image o f vampire-capital and emphasizes its role in “ convincing many 

middle class Americans that their interests are indistinguishable from  those o f wealthy 

W all Street speculators.”

This more recent critique o f popular finance has a much longer kind o f existence. 

W riting in 1888, fo r example, George Hubbard launched a striking critique o f ‘the 

affliction o f speculation’ that was increasingly popular among working classes. For 

Hubbard, ‘speculation’ is little  more than a sophisticated attempted by ‘W all Street’ to 

extract the capital and wages o f the working class. “W all Street,”  argues Hubbard, “ is the
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great financial maelstrom into whose vortex are sucked the wages o f many thousands of 

productive laborers.” 5
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Figure 50-Small Investors, from This Modem World, Tom Tomorrow6 

This view which imagines the world o f popular finance as a kind o f ideological 

device designed to cultivate w ithin the working and middle classes a (false) identification 

w ith the interests o f ‘W all Street’ , is part o f a s till quite fertile critique. Popular finance 

is depicted as a kind o f ‘sham’ insofar as it is an appendage o f a broader financial or 

speculative economy. For many critics, this constitutes a false economy organized 

around the exchange and manipulation o f ‘paper’ assets and severed in  any meaningful 

way from the ‘real’ or productive economy. The financial economy, argued Hubbard in
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his ‘economics o f speculation’ , is constituted by ‘paper’ relations which have “ little  or no 

foundation in actual exchange o f commodities.” 7

Not only however is the ‘paper economy’ separate from the requirements o f the 

‘real’ economy. The paper economy is, according to many critics, also a deeply 

destructive force capable of impairing the real economy and degrading productive assets 

in a ceaseless quest for paper profits. The financial world is not a frictionless mechanism 

designed to allocate capital, as much as a perverse system o f paper speculation which 

often drains resources from the real economy. “ Many people fancy that our country is 

being vastly benefited by the work o f speculators,”  suggests Hubbard, “But i f  a balance 

sheet could be accurately drawn, it would appear that every dollar o f gain form  these 

speculations.. .has its corresponding dollar o f loss.” 8

More recent attempts to incorporate everyday populations into financial spaces 

throughout the ‘new economy’ o f the 1990s were also met w ith critiques that sketched an 

economic practice based on the exchange and management o f ‘paper’ assets. “ There is a 

real economy,”  affirms W illiam  Hanley at the very end o f the ‘new economy’ boom o f 

the late 1990s, “ and the surreal economy o f the stock market-a reflection o f the real 

economy only in the way that a house o f mirrors gives distorted images.” 9 The ‘new 

economy’ o f the 1990s was described in terms o f this ‘house o f mirrors’ (camera 

obscura) argument which conceives personal finance as empty practices deeply 

disconnected from the productive economy. The excessive profits o f the financial world 

throughout the 1990s were often contrasted w ith the sluggish performance o f the 

productive economy in terms o f employment, real investment or real economic growth. 

Jim Stanford’s Paper Boom, for example, establishes a stark critique o f the paper 

economy in the Canadian context as a phenomena which has witnessed the simultaneous 

growth in the financial sector alongside downturns in the real economy. “ The paper
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boom,”  argues Stanford, “ has disrupted and interfered with the more n itty-gritty process 

o f putting capital to work in the real economy.” 10

In its more theoretical vein, critiques o f popular finance are connected to the 

conceptions o f agency which preoccupy the critical-materialist approach. This approach 

locates human agents as part o f ‘historical structures’ . Historical structures, relatively 

fixed patterns, both enable and constrain human action by establishing the basic 

parameters w ithin which human behaviour operates. Although constituted by collective 

human action, and malleable over time, structures nonetheless operate as relatively fixed 

institutions which constrain the degree to which agents can exercise individual agency.

As Stephen G ill suggests, the concept o f historical structures operates as “ a conceptual 

abstraction that corresponds to how the collective agency o f human beings produces 

regularities that are more or less institutionalized over time and space— as people struggle 

to objectify and transform their relations w ith each other and w ith nature.”  11

For the critical-materialist approach, capital is conceived as a structure o f 

economic concentration that is regularized and institutionalized over time in ways that 

give it a persistence beyond the in itia l forms o f collective action from which it rose. For 

G ill and Law, for example, “capital [is] a social relation,”  and a historical pattern o f 

“privileged ownership, control or access to both financial and/or physical assets.” 12 This 

pattern o f ownership o f or access to assets forms into structures in a number o f ways. A t 

one level, patterns o f access/ownership become bound up in a historically-forged 

ensemble o f social forces, ideas and institutional capacities.13 Capital, or different 

factions o f capital, become connected to and enable the power o f historical blocs during 

particular moments.

A t another level, capital also exerts a certain degree o f structural power. 

Conceived by the critical-materialist tradition as an institutionalized pattern o f 

ownership/control o f physical and financial assets, capital hardens into structural patterns
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which operate as constraints for or disciplines on the action and autonomy o f other actors 

in global and national political economies. W hile capital can enable a certain set o f 

politics for those at the centre o f particular historical blocs, capital also exists as a 

structural constraint for those outside o f the dominant configuration o f social forces. 

These patterns and conditions provide financial capital w ith a kind o f structural power 

capable o f disciplining and constraining state actions: “ Thus capital,”  write Stephen G ill 

and David Law, “ and particularly the financial fractions o f capital, may have the power to 

indirectly discipline the state...This power constrains the participants in the market, 

including the government when it needs to raise finance.” 14

Historical structures, however, are constituted o f relations o f domination and 

resistance. Structures are, according to the critical-materialist view, characterized by 

forms o f resistance organized by social forces opposed to specific forms o f world order. 

These ‘counter-hegemonic’ forces, whose interests and requirements lie  outside o f the 

forces which make up the historical bloc, develop resistance committed to alternative 

forms o f state and world order. “ There are a variety o f social forces which may run 

counter to the interests o f capital in  general,”  argues G ill, “ A t the global level, lim its to 

the power o f transnational capital is grounded in contradictions in what, in Gramscian 

terms, would be called an embryonic international political society, and 

a...internationalized c iv il society.” 15

It is in terms o f this particular configuration o f structure, discipline and agency, 

that much o f the critical tradition conceives o f capital. As a strategic gesture, this 

structural conception offers a useful and enabling image which can be used to diagnose 

and intervene into the relations o f force which make up the global political economy. By 

delineating a specific set o f social forces in whose ‘interests’ the inequalities and social 

dislocations o f ‘globalization’ are forged, macro-structural conceptions o f change offer a 

useful and politically-productive mode o f analysis. W illiam  I. Robinson has perhaps
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provided the most useful defence o f this type o f analysis, arguing for the strategic and

political importance o f macro-structural and epochal analysis. In particular for Robinson,

these types o f analyses o f globalization are politica lly enabling by articulating a clear set

o f interests and social forces (a transnational class) around and for which political-

economic arrangements are organized. This, for Robinson, serves as the basis for critical

intervention and ‘emancipatory’ social change by identifying the interests which animate

global order and serving as the basis for strategic counter-hegemonic action:

In my view, globalization [as epoch] is a concept useful intellectually and 
enabling politically. It helps us to organize empirical information on the 
restructuring o f capitalism in such a way as to provide explanation on the 
nature and direction o f world social change at the dawn o f a new 
millennium, and therefore to gain a better grasp on the prospects for 
emancipatory social action.16

In addition, the conception o f ‘resistance’ central to the critical-materialist 

approach also makes a useful contribution to our understanding and assessment o f some 

o f the political action organized around against global finance. Increasingly, there has 

been political organizing around the question and practices o f finance that might usefully, 

at least on one level, be understood in terms o f the critical-materialist approach. Over the 

past several years, for example, the Center for Economic Justice (Washington) has 

successfully managed a ‘World Bank Bond Boycott’ (WBBB) designed to mobilize 

resistance to the policies and practices o f the W orld Bank and the IM F by organizing 

consumer and investor boycotts o f W orld Bank Bonds among both large and ‘everyday’ 

investors. The campaign seeks to mobilize those outside o f the small elite who control 

the policies o f the W orld Bank as part o f a broader attempt to effect fundamental change 

in Bank policies and political commitments. “ As more investors adopt policies against 

investment in W orld Bank bonds,”  campaign officials write, they “hope to drive down 

the.. .rating o f W orld Bank bonds, which would make the bonds riskier fo r investors to 

hold, while putting significant pressure on the W orld Bank for fundamental change.” 17
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A t least at one level, this campaign mobilizes a network outside o f and opposed to World 

Bank policies and uses investment as a site where a kind o f ‘fundamental’ challenge to 

the Bank could be founded. “ Ordinary people,”  the WBBB argues, “ via their pension 

funds, labor unions, churches, municipalities, and universities are using the boycott to 

exert pressure for change on the World Bank by refusing to buy these bonds.” 18 At one 

level, in any case, this kind o f campaign can be usefully understood in the terms outlined 

in the critical-materialist approach. Here capital, a category closely associated with the 

‘interests’ o f the World Bank, is also a site o f counter-hegemonic struggle where a well- 

articulated position outside o f the historical bloc develops a practice resistant to the 

interests, institutions and norms o f the moment.

As a strategic gesture, the structuralist tradition offers a unique kind o f critical 

practice capable o f clearly delineating a set o f interests (historical bloc) connected to 

capital and a set o f practices (transformative resistance, counter-hegemony) capable o f 

challenging those interests. Despite its importance as a strategic device, however, my 

project argues that our critical practice can benefit from a diversity o f critical approaches 

to and images o f capital. The critical-materialist conception o f capital is (like all critical 

diagrams) lim ited and partial in  a number o f ways. I  want to highlight three kinds o f 

limitations.

First, the critical-materialist conception tends to paint capital as a kind of 

generalizable relation. Even in its most subtle treatment (in the work o f Mark Rupert or 

W illiam  I. Robinson), capital is conceived as part o f a generalizable conception o f rule 

enmeshed w ithin a general configuration o f hegemony or ‘social structure o f 

accumulation’ . As Tony Bennett suggests, this kind o f approach tends to read different 

practices not as discrete instances but, at least at some level, as practices connected to a 

general kind o f relation either as levels o f a social formation or as instances in a process 

o f hegemony.19 This conception tends to pay less attention to the ways in  which specific
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practices have their own ‘independent’ logic and intentionalities outside o f any 

generalizable social relation or structure. This kind o f analysis locates specific practices 

o f capital in terms o f the already-existing characteristics or requirements o f a 

generalizable relation and less in terms o f any diverse or multiple set o f objectives and 

intentions outside o f those generalized logics.

Second, the critical-materialist conception locates capital in relation to popular 

classes in a singular kind o f way. In particular, critical assessments typically sketch a 

one-way line o f determination in which ‘capital’ and the popular sectors are located on 

either side o f a supposed divide. Chapter 6, fo r example, reviews a critical debate 

relating to the restructuring o f welfare as one example o f an analytical strategy which 

locates capital as something definitively external from the popular sectors over which it 

exercises a kind o f definitive grip. Even recent attention to a ‘mass investment culture’ in 

the analyses o f Harmes and others, tends to present capital and the working and middle 

classes as occupying fundamentally different spaces and ‘interests’ .20

Third, and finally, the critical-materialist conception connects capital to a 

generalized configuration o f political and economic agency which sketches practices o f 

popular finance as ideological fictions. This line o f critique reads popular finance as a 

mechanism which persuades or interpellates (to borrow an Althusserian term) the 

working-class or popular sectors in  ways that locate those sectors in fields o f relations 

fundamentally against their interest. This kind o f critical assumption frames popular 

finance, as a mechanism designed to appropriate the capital o f the working and middle 

classes and to inscribe norms w ithin those classes that are against their own ‘interests.’

By contrast, the critical impulse at the centre o f this project asks what kinds o f 

other critical assessments could be developed when some o f these structuralist 

inclinations are relaxed. Influenced by ‘cultural economy’ and ‘governmentality’ , this 

project has asked i f  other critical conceptions could generate critical images which might
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also destabilize or disturb capital and its locations in the political-economic landscapes of 

our globalized and neo-liberal present. Instead o f reading popular finance in terms o f a 

generalizable set o f relations, I have offered an analysis which pays attention to the 

diverse and multiple programs o f popular finance in their own terms. I have approached 

instances o f popular finance as practices which, at least to some degree, occupy their own 

kind o f reality. In contrast to analyses which read popular finance as programs reflective 

o f a broader or more fundamental set o f forces, I have understood programs o f popular 

finance as schemes which inhabit a kind o f irreducible space o f their own.21 To 

accomplish this kind o f analysis, I  have paid particular attention to the cultural economy 

o f popular finance (see Chapter 1). In many programs o f popular finance, ‘culture’ has 

figured prominently as either a technique o f intervention or a particular kind o f object key 

to the ambitions and fields these programs sought. It is by paying particular attention to 

the ‘cultures’ o f these programs, this project has argued, that the objectives and ambitions 

o f these programs are made visible in  a particular kind o f way. For programs o f popular 

finance at least, ‘capital’ is conceived as an intimately cultural site most fu lly  animated 

by cultural techniques and often situated in a broader ‘cultural’ context.

To develop this cultural economy, this project has turned to two related strategies. 

On one hand, Part I I  o f this project, Visuality, Popular Finance and the National Body, 

pays particular attention to the ways in which the financial institutions that sought to 

develop an everyday capital, especially in the firs t two-thirds o f the twentieth century, 

turned self-consciously to forms o f visual culture as practices particularly suited to 

intervene into everyday life . Chapters 2 and 3 review these visual practices as part o f a 

broader set o f attempts to install popular finance as a set o f practices w ith which 

individuals could locate themselves, and make themselves active in  the national body; in 

both the space o f national security/sovereignty (Chapter 2) and w ithin the self-contained 

logic o f the national economy (Chapter 3). Part I I  helps establish the ground and context
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for the related but distinct analytical strategy pursued in Part III o f the project: Popular 

Finance, Ownership and Economies o f Investment. The chapters in Part I I I  (Chapters 4,

5, and 6) emphasize the diversity o f programs o f popular finance as they have been 

organized in the twentieth century. These chapters review three different programs each 

o f which is situated w ithin a particularly American mode o f economic governance which 

seeks to transcribe a line connecting property ownership, democratic practice and an 

active form  o f economic citizenship. This section highlights the heterogeneity with 

which the property/active citizenship rationality has been mobilized in relation to distinct 

kinds o f interests and ambitions. This section also builds upon the discussions in Part II 

by highlighting programs, SRI in Chapter 5 and asset-accumulation social policy in 

Chapter 6, more attuned to global fields and networks than the national forms reviewed in 

Part II. Taken together, both o f these strategies draw the territories o f popular finance as 

spaces governed in multiple and diverse ways. They also highlight ‘investment’ and 

‘enterprise’ as complex fields, which, even in our neo-liberal and globalized present, 

occupy longer and more complicated contexts than is often acknowledged.

Although governed in multiple and diverse ways, the cultural economy o f popular 

finance makes visible a series o f shared elements. Programs and practices o f popular 

finance, although diverse, hinge upon several key elements which contrast w ith 

conceptions o f capital as an already-existing or structural kind o f force. By way o f 

conclusion, I  want to summarize four key ways in which ‘capital’ is made visible in 

cultural economies o f popular finance. First, for the programs reviewed in this project, 

capital is not an already-formed kind o f force. For these programs, ‘capital’ is precisely 

something that needs to be created and mobilized, often in the everyday spaces where it 

does not already exist. One o f the key puzzles which confronted experts and advocates 

was precisely the question o f how to provoke a form o f capital (and the self-governing
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capacities to govern that capital) among those everyday populations where capital is not 

already present.

Second, for the programs o f popular finance reviewed in this project, capital does 

not exist as a singular kind o f object, connected to a single set o f political or economic 

interests. This project has highlighted the ways in which popular finance is a malleable 

political technology which can become connected to the ambitions o f different, 

sometimes even divergent, sets o f interests. Although I have stressed throughout this 

project that popular finance is not legible in terms o f a single or generalizable set of 

interests (financial capital, ‘wall street’ , etc.), this is not to suggest that these programs 

exist outside o f social interests or are free from political manipulation. Popular finance 

has often been attached to diverse and particular interests in complicated and specific 

kinds o f ways. Chapter 4, for example, highlights a program, the NYSE share-ownership 

campaign, which attracted the attention o f various groups who used it  to advance 

heterogeneous kinds o f aims: the rehabilitation o f the image o f ‘finance’ , the promotion 

o f ‘popular proprietorship as an alternative to social citizenship, or, in the case o f 

brokerage firms, the need to leverage access to the lucrative markets organized around 

the NYSE. Chapters 5 and 6, from a different direction, highlight programs (SRI and 

asset-based social policy proposals) which involve complicated negotiations and contests 

between mainstream personal financial services firm s and interests (researchers, 

advocates and non-governmental organizations) which often self-consciously oppose the 

ways in which those firms operate.

Acknowledging these multiple sets o f interests also helps make visible the 

complex political openings and closings programs o f popular finance facilitate. As a 

flexible political technology, popular finance has been used in ways that seem both to pry 

open and yet also collapse political and individual possibility. Both SRI and asset-based 

social policy, for example, seek to broaden the ways in which ‘ownership’ is used in the
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economies o f the self which characterize our neo-liberal present. In doing so, both 

programs seek a self-consciously progressive kind o f practice which reintroduces a 

‘social’ language into the ways in which the economy and the self is governed. At the 

same time, however, many programs o f popular finance also foreclose the space w ithin 

which individuals govern themselves. Most programs o f popular finance offer 

individualized or ‘privatized’ notions o f political or economic security in which 

individuals are abstracted from broader forms o f collective engagement. SRI, for 

example, often entails a narrow reading o f political life  in which political action is 

collapsed into a question o f individual ‘ investment’ . In addition, most programs o f 

popular finance ask individuals, in some form or another, to bear risk individually in 

ways that evacuate individuals from mechanisms which spread risk more broadly across 

the social body. Finally, many programs o f popular finance often invoke paternalistic 

methods. Although optim istic, to some degree, about the possibilities o f individual self- 

governance, programs o f popular finance also often impose regulated restrictions on how 

individuals should know and govern the self. Asset-accumulation advocates, for 

example, often assume that the ‘poor can save’ i f  exposed to particular conditions and 

impose highly regulated lim itations on the kinds o f ‘investments’ the poor are allowed to 

make. In these terms, programs o f popular finance offer both openings for and 

constraints on individual and collective possibility.

Third, the cultural economy o f popular finance emphasizes a more complex 

relation between ‘capital’ and the popular sectors than is often sketched. In contrast w ith 

images which place capital and everyday populations on either side o f a divide (usually 

connected by one-way lines o f determination), programs o f popular finance seek a fie ld 

in which popular sectors exist in the spaces internal to capital. For many o f the programs 

reviewed in this project, the popular sectors are deeply implicated in the very practices 

which constitute capital in a particular set o f ways. For the three programs reviewed in
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Part III, for example, capital is something animated only when everyday individuals enact 

and ‘perform’ it in the pursuit o f their own security, ethical choice or ‘self-development’ . 

Capital, at least at this level, is not something which exists outside o f or above the 

popular sectors, but, rather is a category given life  in the kinds o f ‘ intimate association’ 

made possible in these programs between those everyday populations and the direct 

experiences o f economic life . The goal o f many o f these programs is an intimate and 

active form o f economic experience in which everyday populations are able to occupy an 

intimate or ‘direct personal stake’ within the space o f capital and, subsequently, in the 

economy more generally.

A  fourth, and related aspect o f capital as it is made visible in the cultural economy 

o f popular finance, is a particular reading o f ‘agency’ not as a general but as a concrete 

form. As it is diagrammed in the various programs reviewed in this project, ‘agency’ is 

not often conceived as an already-existing kind o f quality, but as something itse lf that 

must be cultivated. The various programs o f popular finance are often preoccupied w ith 

furnishing a kind o f infrastructure o f techniques and procedures (account mechanisms, 

the household budget, the M onthly Investment Program, financial calculators, Individual 

Development Accounts) w ith which everyday individuals could enrol themselves w ithin 

private financial spaces and organize a certain kind o f individual ‘action’ . Agency, at 

least as it is constructed in  the programs reviewed in this project, is not something 

specified in generalized accounts o f the human agent, but is something made possible in a 

range o f diverse and concrete ways.

This project highlights a notion o f ‘agency’ not as a ‘given’ category legible in 

terms o f generalizable theories o f agency and resistance, but as a category constructed by 

the experts and advocates central to specific programs. Centering this more concrete 

sense entails avoiding any simple conception o f agency as an ideological fiction.

Attempts to develop a particular kind o f self-governing action, and to provide the
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technical infrastructure w ith which that action can be made real, cannot, at least in any

sim plistic sense, be conceived only as devices designed to manipulate everyday

populations or to push those populations into currents fundamentally against their

interests. Rather, these are concrete practices that need to be placed in critical scrutiny

but which cannot be reduced in any simple or singular way. As Paul du Gay suggests,

“ although the ‘freedom’ and ‘autonomy’ programmed by recent neo-liberal technologies

do not represent ‘the liberation o f subjects’ ...they are not simply ideological fictions or

rhetorical flourishes.” 22

A t another level, this more concrete conception o f agency also implies the

importance o f developing more multiple images o f ‘resistance’ . This approach pays

attention to the concrete slippages w ith which actually existing programs overrun and

spill out o f specified goals and priorities. In addition, these programs themselves are not

conceived as singular practices, but as networks o f multiple ‘interests’ including those

w ith internal inconsistencies and oppositions. The fields o f SRI (Chapter 5) and asset-

based accumulation policies (Chapter 6), for example, are constituted by networks

composed both o f private financial ‘interests’ as well as non-governmental organizations

and researchers opposed to some o f the mainstream worlds o f personal finance. In both

o f these senses the m ultip licity and slippages o f these programs are assessed in concrete

terms. As Dean suggests, the recent focus across the social sciences on the question o f

agency has often been framed in abstract and overly general terms:

.. .technologies o f citizenship engage us as active and free citizens, as 
informed and responsible consumers, as members o f self-managing 
communities and organizations, as actors in democratising social 
movements, and as agents capable o f taking control o f our own risks. A ll 
this is only dim ly grasped in social scientists’ relentless talk about 
recovering agency, grounding our commitments in a theory o f the subject, 
in  the celebration o f resistance, and in the new idolization o f social 
movements. This is not to cancel out agency but to seek to show how it is 
produced, how it is inserted in a system o f purposes, and how it might
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overrun the lim its established for it by a particular programme or even the 
strategic purposes o f a regime o f government.23

This should not im ply a disregard for the ways in which actually-existing subjects engage 

in practices that do not conform w ith the dreams and objectives o f experts and authorities 

or the kinds o f ‘resistances’ that can occur as subjects immerse themselves w ithin often 

conflicting ‘technologies o f citizenship’ .24 The worlds o f personal and popular finance 

are riddled w ith examples o f places where actual subjects use the devices and 

technologies o f financial citizenship in ways not in itia lly  intended. Figure 51 (Citibank 

Global Domination) is one example o f the increasing presence o f ‘culture jamming’ in 

the area o f personal financial services. A  mock Citibank web portal, the Citibank Global 

Domination project reconfigures the basic features o f personal financial web tools as a 

way to emphasize themes o f environmental destruction and the roles o f private financial 

institutions in broader patterns o f global inequality. The tools used to specify and 

cultivate a particular form o f individual self-governance is used to disrupt and destabilize 

the very authority and expertise o f the financial sector. As this example suggests, 

‘agency’ in  many programs o f popular finance is not always legible in a ‘move/counter

move’ logic. These programs entail a concrete series o f attempts to cultivate forms o f 

individual ‘agency’ as well as equally concrete ways in which actually-existing human 

action often spills over and beyond those very attempts.

Taken together, these four broad conceptions o f capital made visible in the 

cultural economy o f popular finance highlight a broader point about critical analyses o f 

the ‘economy’ and economic categories. Although the critical-materialist tradition in 

political economy has contributed greatly to our understandings o f the political regulation 

o f economic process, our critical assessments o f economic space and practice can benefit 

from a more diverse set o f critical images including those, like the cultural economy 

which guides this project, which seek an assessment o f the economic as a concretely
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plural and diverse field. As a strategic gesture, cultural economy seeks an analysis not o f 

the ways in which capital occupies a central position, but, rather, o f the m ultiplicities
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w ith which capital itse lf is constituted. The strategic contribution o f this kind o f analysis 

is the development o f purposely heterogeneous accounts o f economic space and practice. 

This, it  is hoped, is part o f a critical practice designed to highlight the economic world 

and its key categories not as overly coherent and codified objects, but as categories that 

are contingent, fragile and subject to ‘interruptions’ and ‘twists’, including ‘interruptions’ 

from progressive movements. This critical strategy might generate useful images o f out- 

globalized and neo-liberal present by highlighting its incoherences and slippages. “ By
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homogenizing contemporary politics into ineluctable and universal logics o f capitalist 

globalization,”  argues Timothy M itchell, “ we attribute to...the market, to capital, or to 

globalization a coherence, energy and rationality that they could never otherwise claim. 

To counteract this tendency we need to put together accounts o f contemporary 

politics...that bring to light the incoherences, reversals, and reformulations that 

accompany the apparent logics o f globalization.” 2*5

Put differently, the strategic gesture at the centre o f this project is an attempt to 

conceive o f capital and the private markets in which it is located not as overly-coherent 

and, hence, undoable forms o f economic organization, but as a complex diversity o f 

devices and ‘agencies’ . “The objective,”  argues Michel Gallon, “ may be to explore the 

diversity o f calculative agencies.. .and hence o f organized markets. The market is no 

longer that cold, implacable and impersonal monster which imposes its laws and 

procedures while extending them even further. It is a many-sided, diversified, evolving 

device which the social sciences as w ell as the actors themselves contribute to

onreconfigure.”  This project has sought to understand the organized markets in  which 

popular finance has often located everyday populations not as monstrous and structural 

realities, but as diverse, multi-sided and evolving devices.

A t a more practical level, this kind o f analysis could also help generate more 

specific and culturally-situated analyses o f finance, and, by extension, could work against 

the mystification o f finance and the financial worlds as unknowable and, hence, undoable 

realms o f experience. Both popular and academic images tend to paint the financial 

world as mysterious spaces. “News Reports on the financial markets,”  Tom Tomorrow’s 

narrator suggests (see Introduction-Figure 2), “ seem as i f  they are being broadcast in a 

foreign language— or, perhaps more accurately, in some secret code.”  Tomorrow’s 

award-winning satire invokes a common narrative o f the financial world: the 

mystification o f finance and the financial world as something unknowable and strangely
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distant from  the fam iliar setting o f the everyday world." A  cultural economy o f popular 

finance can make a critical contribution by highlighting some o f the specific contexts 

through which one particular strand o f capital emerges. It is in this way that a cultural 

economy o f popular finance can help not so much to construct knowledge and 

coherences, but to slice into something that seems overly coherent or natural. 

“ Investigations,”  writes Rose, “are...used not for knowing but for cutting...to disturb that 

which forms the very groundwork o f our present, to make the given once more strange 

and to cause us to wonder at how it came to appear so natural.” 29 What is required are 

analyses which can contribute to a ‘making strange’ and a demystifying o f the financial 

world; a task o f some importance for a category so urgently a part o f our neo-liberal and 

globalized present.
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